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Chapter 1: Introduction

In order to allocate scarce resources over the numerous enterprises in the
worldwide economy, providers of capital have to decide where and how to
invest. This decision requires a wide range of information. The main objects of
analysis are the expected return and the associated risks. Return and risk
depend on the nature of investments.

Debt financing is a major portion of the worldwide capital market. Payment of
interest and repayment of the principal amount are clearly defined in advance.
Therefore, the promised return is relatively fixed when compared to equity
investments. However, unexpected adverse events may make it impossible for
the debt-issuing firm to (re)pay the promised amounts. This potential negative
outcome is referred to as default risk, or bankruptcy risk. The (estimated) ca-
pacity of the firm to service all (long-term) liabilities is called the solvency of
the firm. Determining the financial health of companies has been a well-known
issue for many decades, both in theory as in practice. Presently, corporate
collapses in Asia and restructurings of formerly state-owned companies in
Eastern Europe receive much attention.

In order to assess the solvency of a particular firm, a wide range of informati-
on is necessary. The major source of information on the financial position of a
finn is the annual report. Society has invested large amounts in developing and
maintainihg adequate communication between firms and capital markets via
annual reporting.
In well-developed countries and internationally, standard setting bodies such as
FASB in the US and International Accounting Standards Committee devote
much (human) capital to establish accounting standards that will ensure that
annual reports provide relevant and useful information.
To ensure reliability of the information in annual reports, in most countries the
opinion of an independent auditor is mandatory. This auditing has become the
core of a accountancy profession that established a prominent role in the finan-
cial service industry. Besides auditing, in most countries additional legislation
is implemented to ensure that annual reports comply with the requirements.
This is realized by either contineous monitoring of all published annual re-
ports, or by giving the public the right to take observed non-compliance to
Court.
But also companies themselves pay much attention to annual reporting. Many
firms provide above the level of mandatory information also additional infor-
mation on a voluntary basis to enhance insight in the financial position of the
firm.
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Taking into account the enormous efforts dedicated to annual reporting, it
could be expected that annual reports are very successful in informing the
public on the financial position of firms. Especially institutionalized assessors
of credit quality such as bond rating agencies would benefit from annual
reporting. However, in practice financial analysts often emphasize the limitati-
ons of annual reporting. Financial statements are considered to be merely past-
oriented, without providing the required future-oriented information. Diversity
in applied accounting standards and the judgmental nature of their implemen-
tation make the annual report vulnerable to either intentional or unintentional
misrepresentation (window dressing). Qualitative information in the verbal
parts of the annual report such as future outlooks are often assumed to be
highly subjective, and therefore, not reliable for decision making by partici-
pants on the capital market. As a consequence, annual reports are considered
to be a limited sources of relevant information for assessing credit quality.

The emphasis put on annual reporting by society on the one hand, and the
sceptical atmosphere among users of annual reports on the other hand, are not
consistent with each other. This duality can be illustrated by the Dutch legisla-
tion. In art. 362, Title 9, BW 2 (Company Law), the objective of the annual
report is defined as to provide insight in the firm's equity, income, liquidity
and solvency. Regarding solvency and liquidity, this requirement of insight is
limited to the extent in which financial statements are able to provide such an
insight by their nature. Apparently, standard setters assume that reporting about
solvency and liquidity may not be straightforward. Note that this reserve is not

made regarding the yearly profit and equity, although Joosten & Van Hoepen
(1968) argue that also the determination of profit and equity is not straightfor-
ward, since arbitrairy period allocations of costs and revenues have to be
made. The determination of these costs and revenues, and the valuation of
items on the balance sheet also require subjective estimations.
Therefore, an indisputable insight in both profit and equity, and solvency and
liquidity does not exist. However, the extent to which annual reports offer
relevant information for solvency assessment has not been studied before.
Therefore, the main question of this study is:

To what extent does solvency assesment by bond rating agencies draw on
annual report infonnation?

Bond ratings are chosen as an object of study since they are reasonable proxies
for solvency. Although solvency assessment can also be found in other envi-
ronments, such as bank loan acceptance, these applications are not as institu-
tionalized as bond ratings, and they often interact with other considerations
such as acceptance policies.
Secondly, bond rating agencies such as Moody's and Standard & Poor's are
worldwide recognized institutions that play an important role on the world's
capital markets. Therefore, insight in the information needed by these rating
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agencies is relevant.

Bond rating agencies state that financial ratios determine about half of the
rating. Apparently, annual reporting is a major source of this information.
Therefore, the informative value of annual reporting will be chosen as an
object of study. Although firms communicate also using other sources, such as
discussions with management, quarterly financial reports, issue prospectuses,
press releases, external research reports and analyses of other financial analysts
(Vergoossen, 1993), many of these sources are based on the same framework
as the annual report. For example, quarterly financial reports can be considered
as condensed financial statements, and issue prospectuses normally also focus
on accounting information.

The findings of this study may contribute to the relevance measurement of
annual reporting in practice. By measuring the coverage of the information
needed by bond rating analysts from annual reporting, an indication can be
derived with respect to the extent of limitations assigned to it in Dutch Com-
pany Law.

Note that the research question does not ask which information should be used

for solvency assessment. This study does not aim to provide a (new) normative
theory on solvency assessment. In this study, the main focus of research is
empirical. Although solvency assessment can be found in several empirical
environments, in this study bond ratings are chosen as the main empirical
object of study.

Another boundary of the study is that only disclosure of information required
by usets will be analyzed. Accounting legislation or standards may presribe
disclosure of solvency related information. Secondly, preparers of annual
reports (i.e., the firms' management) may choose to provide information that
they believe to be relevant for solvency assessment, on a voluntary basis.
However, if users of annual reports consider parts of the provided information
to be irrelevant for their solvency judgment, disclosure may result in an infor-
mation overload, thereby deteriorating the usefulness of the annual report.
Since only disclosure of required information will be measured, any informa-
tion overload cannot be detected.

OUTLINE OF THE THESIS

First, in Chapter 2, solvency will be defined and operationalized. It will be
explained why bond rating can be considered as a valid proxy for solvency.
The role of bond rating on capital markets will be discussed, and earlier stu-
dies on the determinants of bond rating will be reviewed.
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To assess the required information for solvency assessment, theories on solven-
cy and solvency assessment will be reviewed in Chapter 3. Since solvency is
often closely linked to the capital structure of a firm, also the theories on
capital structure will be reviewed from the perspective of solvency assessment.
The meaning, nature, and measurement of leverage will be studied from an
accounting perspective. Further, some empirical data on the evaluation of leve-
rage by bond rating analysts are gathered, to explore the existence of adjust-
ments to reported leverage, and to explore how to define borderlines between
"high" and "low" leverage.

The determinants of solvency assessment by bond rating analysts will be
retrieved by content analysis on bond rating rationales. In-depth studies on the
bond rating process are often limited by the secrecy that the two major bond
rating agencies (Moody's and Standard & Poor's) maintain about their internal
procedures. Therefore, only few studies have been performed on the bond
rating process, and these are mainly based on interviews. To test the findings
of earlier studies, in Chapter 4, content analysis will be proposed and evalua-
ted as an alternative research technique. By applying content analyses on rating
rationales published by Moody's, several improvements in research findings
can be accomplished. The findings will be compared with earlier studies on the
bond rating process, and solvency-relevant arguments derived from theories on
capital structure.

After assessing the information required by bond rating analysts, the next
question is to what extent this information need could be fulfilled by the
annual report. This question will be studied in Chapter 5 by measuring disclo-
sure in annual reports on each information element of a sample of rating ra-
tionales. This analysis provides a measure of the informative value of annual
reports regarding solvency assessment. The composition of disclosed informa-
tion and non-disclosed information will be analyzed in detail.

In order to evaluate the informative value of annual reports more quantitative-
ly, several neural network models for bond rating are developed. A comparison
is made between the explanatory power of models that are solely based on
information from the annual report, and models that also contain data that
cannot be found in the annual report. These models are described in Chapter 6
and 7. In the literature, several studies can be found on bond rating modeling.
Criticism on these models points to some areas of modeling bond rating where
improvement may be achievable. The areas of improvement relate to selecting
explanatory variables on the basis of an in-depth study of the bond rating
process and taking branch of industry effects into account. By using neural
networks, nonlinear relationships in the analysts' judgment can be captured in
the model. Since neural networks are known to be universal approximators,
which bares the risk of overfitting, special attention is paid to the validation of
the models.
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Chapter 2: Empilical solvency assessment by bond
rating agencies

OUTLINE OF THIS CHAPTER

First, solvency will be defined and the relation to alternative concepts such as
financial default risk and bankruptcy risk will be discussed. Next, solvency
assessment will be operationalized using bond rating. After introducing bond
rating and the bond rating process, it will be shown that bond rating can be
considered to be a valid proxy for solvency.

2.1 SOLVENCY

Since this study starts from a financial accounting point of view, the first
source for a more detailed description of solvency are the guidelines of the
Dutch Financial Reporting Council (RJ)1. The RJ defines solveney as the
availability of cash on the long term to service financial liabilities when they
mature (RJ, section 16). Indeed, most authors agree on this general definition
of solvency (Klaassen & Bak, 1967).

In the literature on financial statement analysis, solvency is not always explic-
itly defined. However, solvency can also be defined by its complementary
counterpart. This counterpart is called financial distress, the risk of default, or
bankruptcy. These three concepts vary in severity of insolvency:

Financial distresst Adverse circumstances of a company can result in financial
distress; the risk of inability to repay debt becomes significant. Foster (1986)
found that the distinction between distressed and nondistressed firms is located
on a continuum of business threats. According to Foster, the literature on fi-
nancial statement analysis is not clear. Actually, when Foster tries to define
financial distress, he refers to definitions by Beaver and Deakin which are
addressed to failing (defaulting) companies, instead offinancial distress.

Default refers to the realization of the risk described as financial distress.
Moody's (1995) defines default as any missed or delayed disbursement of
interest and/or principal debt amount. This definition includes distressed ex-

iTitel 9 Boek 2 BW2 (Company Law) does not provide a further definition of
solvency. The Dutch legislator expects the RJ and courts of law to refine the general outline
of the reporting law into practical applicable standards
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changes where (i) the issuer offered bondholders a new security or package
containing a diminished financial obligation (such as preferred or common
stock, or debt with a lower coupon or par amount) and (ii) the exchange had
the apparent purpose of helping the borrower avoid default. The Moody's
definition also includes companies that make a delayed payment within the
grace period provided in the indenture provisions.
Not only the likelihood of the event of a default can be relevant, but also the
severity of the default. Moody's states that bond ratings also cover the poten-
tial severity of loss in the event of a default. According to Moody's, most bond
defaults are eventually resolved in that bondholders receive some form of
recovery.  What is recovered may take the form of cash or other securities.
Default risk can be broken down into two components: idiosyncratic risk and
cyclical risk. Idiosyncratic risk is random in nature and preys on smaller, less
diversified companies. Cyclical risk is associated with the business cycle
within branches of industry and affects both small and large firms.

Bankruptcy is a legal arrangement by which the firm is forced by court to
liquidate the company to service all debt to the extent possible. Normally,
bankruptcy can only be triggered by the event of a default, although not every
default results in bankruptcy. Filing for bankruptcy is normally the last step in
the deterioration of solvency.

An alternative definition of insolvency is described by Boot & Wijn (1991).
They argue that a firm is insolvent if the value of the firm2 falls below the net
present value of debt service. Even if the firm still repays short term debt (for
example, by selling assets), a loss for the long term debtholders is foreseeable.
They note that their primary definition is hard to operationalize. Therefore,
their definition of insolvency is redirected to the absence of access to the
capital market if the same conditions as those of existing debt must be applied.

Within their reasoning, access to the capital market fully depends on the ex-
pected cash flows. They evaluate the four combinations of either high or low
present cash flows, and either good or bad expected cash flows. However,
since they conclude that firms with good expected cash flows are solvent, and
those with bad expected cash flows are insolvent, including any references to
the access to the capital market becomes redundant. The quality of future cash
flows fully discriminates between solvent and insolvent firms. The finding that
firms with good expected cash flows are solvent is trivial, since it corresponds
fully with existing notions of solvency. Boot & Wijn erroneously compare
their definition of insolvency with the general notion of liquidity (the ability to
repay short term liabilities discussed in section 2.1.3) instead of solvency.
In their article, characteristics of expected cash flows are simplified to avoid

2The reference to the value of the firm is misleading. Normally, this value refers to
the value of equity. Here, they mean the value of future (operating) cash flows.
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practical difficulties such as unknown probabilities, disagreement on expecta-
tions between stockholders and debtholders, and risk aversion of the debt
market. Therefore, Boot & Wijn's definition does not add anything to existing
theories. Actually, their definition can be inconsistent. A firm with good ex-
pected cash flows and no refinancing needs, may be classified as insolvent in
periods where debt capital is scarce due to external factors, such as economic
cycles.

In practice, a proxy is often used for the definition of solvency, as it is the
ratio between equity and total debt or total assets. Even in (semi-)academic
research this misleading parallelism occurs. Van Wylick et al. (1991) surveyed
several participants of financial markets on how they coped with "solvency"
defined by Van Wylick as "the amount of equity as a percentage of the total
balance value". In general, this ratio is also called leverage, or capital structu-
re. As described later in this study, leverage reflects only a part of solvency
defined in general, although for many this naive concept of solvency is the
only focal point of such policy considerations, as is noted in S&P (1995).

2.1.1 SOLVENCY ASSESSMENT AND FINANCIAL (STATEMENT) ANALYSIS

IN GENERAL

Solvency assessment is one of the components of financial analysis. In the
literature, financial analysis is not uniquely defined, and is applied to several
problem areas.
According to 00ghe's definition, the objective of financial analysis is to deter-
mine the financial position in the past as well as possible, and to derive projec-
tions of the financial position in the future as precisely as possible. Alexander
& Sharpe (1995) are a bit more precise in their description of the objectives of
financial analysis:
-assessment of certain characteristics of investments
-the tracing of mispricing

Financial analysis can be applied to internal aspects within a firm, such as
analyses of production costs, break-even analyses, budgeting and cost varianc-
es analyses. This belongs to the field of management accounting.
Financial analysis can also be performed by external stakeholders, such as
investors, unions, competitors and the financial press. In that case, objects of
analysis are expected returns, solvency, liquidity, and business valuation. These
aspects belong to the field of corporate finance and financial accounting.

The core of financial statement analysis is ratio analysis. Textbooks on finan-
cial statement analysis primarily describe the many ratios for either profitabili-
ty, liquidity, solvency and other financial characteristics of firms, and describe
the nature of each balance sheet and profit & loss item, thereby warning of the
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pitfalls which may be present due to accounting standard diversity and
'creative accounting'. The consequences of accounting diversity on solvency
assessment are discussed at various points in this study.

It is generally assumed that the most important ratios for solvency are the
debt-to-equity ratio and the interest coverage ratio. These ratios are discussed
in more detail in Chapter  3. Many models have been developed  for the predic-
tion of default(or bankruptcy), the well-known Altman Z-score model among
them. However, the validity of the selected ratios for solvency assessment are
barely founded in theory (Wijn & Bijnen, 1996). Explanatory financial ratios
are intuitively chosen, or selected on the basis on their statistical performance
found in earlier studies.

One way to provide a methodological basis for solvency assessment would be
to study the causes of insolvency. Surprisingly, very little scientific research
has been done in this field. The first attempt to capture causes of default in a
comprehensive manner is performed by Argenti (1976). He analyzed the caus-
es of default by reviewing the popular press, interviewing financial experts,
and analyzing cases of corporate collapse found in the UK.
From a wide range of factors, a common set of twelve factors was composed.
Argenti illustrated the mutual interaction of these twelve factors by an imagi-
nary (but typical) scenario (the factors are given in italics):

"If the management of a company is poor then two things will be ne-
glected: the system of accountancy information will be deficient and the
company will not respond to change. (Some companies, even well-
managed ones, may be damaged because powerful constminLs prevent
managers making the response they wish to make.) Poor managers will
also make at least one of three other mistakes: they will overtrade: or
they will launch a big project that goes wrong; or they will allow the
company's geanng to rise so that even normal business hcnards become
constant threats. These are chief causes, neither fraud nor bad luck
deserve more than a passing mention. The following symptoms will

appear: certain financial mtios will deteriorate but, as soon as they do,
the manager will start cnative accounting which reduces the predictive
value of these ratios and so lends greater importance to non-fnancial
symptoms. Finally the company enters a characteristic period in its last
few   m onths."

Based on the description of the twelve factors by Argenti, their roles can be
summarized  as  follows:.

Management: There are several risks that affect the quality of management.
One autocratic manager may overpower the remaining managers, or top man-       1
agement may lack the required knowledge of finance or corporate control.
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A ccountancy  infonnation:  A firm  may lack adequate budgetary controls,  cash
flow forecasts and costing systems. Also, the insight in the firm's values may
be blurred by inadequate accounting.

Change: Firms may fail to adjust to changes in their environment: political
change, economic change, changes in society, or changes in technology.

Constmints: At the time of Argenti's study, there was an atmosphere almost of
hostility towards companies on the part of the consumer, the employee, the
state, students, and eventually even the man in the street. The belief that
groups of people, other than shareholders, should draw a benefit from compa-
nies grew and spread. Conflicting interests of different groups of powerful
stakeholders may prohibit adequate adjustments to change.

Overt,oding: If activities grow more rapidly than available capital, the firm has
to borrow additional funds. This makes the firm more vulnerable to adverse
trends, especially if the growth of profitability remains behind compared to the
growth in sales.

The big pmject: Several instances were found in which default followed on a
failure of one large project which then jeopardized the financial health of the
entire firm.

Geanng (also called leverage): Gearing will make the return of the firm more
volatile. (This is described more extensively in Chapter 3.)

Nonnal business hazani: Firms have to be prepared to absorb normal economic
changes. If the financial position can only exist within the current state of
nature, the firm is very vulnerable, because in general, change (in every sense)
is certain to happen.

Financial ratiost Although financial ratios may point to weaknesses, Argenti
assumes that ratios have only limited predictive power regarding default, due
to erosion of ratios by inflation and possible creative accounting.

Creative accounting: In general, creative accounting is more a symptom of
failure than a cause. If optimistic valuations turn out to be unrealizable, man-
agement may step over the ill-defined boundary between optimistic accounting
and fraud.

Non-financial symptoms: Examples are poor maintenance, declining product
quality, low staff morale, etc.

The lastjew months: In the last few months before insolvency the number and
severity of the symptoms rapidly increases. Management may try to maintain a
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positive image as long as possible. Eventually however, stakeholders such as
suppliers and banks will force the firm into receivership.

Another example of cause-effect research can be found in Kane et a/. (1996).
In this study, the impact of recession-induced stress (e.g., cyclical risk as used
by Moody's) is linked to the financial characteristics of firms. By combining
the economic climate with the financial flexibility and buffer of a firm, more
accurate predictions can be made about default risk.
Clarke et al. (1997) also addressed the backgrounds of corporate collapse. In
an accessible fashion, Clarke describes several cases of financial default of
Australian firms, emphasizing the role of accounting. However, the assumed
causes of default in each of those cases are not summarized into a theory or
framework. Main themes that can be derived from his book are aggressive

growth by debt-financed acquisitions while reported profits are maintained at a
high level by including the pre-acquisition profits for the year in the group's
earnings, too high valuation of bad debt (either within the group or in separate
sales finance companies), and over-revaluations of assets in order to obtain
additional financing.

Argenti recognizes that warning signals based on the twelve factors described
above may also be present in well-performing firms. However, this does not
undermine the conclusion that special emphasis should be paid to these twelve
factors when evaluating the solvency of a firm. In particular, the co-occurrence
of potential threats should be considered as a warning signal. Following his
'static' approach of determinants of default, the several determinants have to be
described in a more dynamic process leading to failure.

Argenti describes three typical trajectories of failure. Each trajectory describes
the development of the firm's financial health over time, ending in failure.
Compared to his findings on 'static' failure factors, the trajectories are merely
conceptual. Measuring the financial health and determining the time horizon
remains vague in his model. A more empirical study on such typical default
patterns over time is performed by Laitinen (1991). Laitinen tried to identify
different failure processes by statistical examination of a sample of failing
firms. Based on theoretical considerations that are not particularly revolution-
ary, he selected a number of financial ratios to predict firm failure. A major
assumption, of course, is that the incubation time of insolvency is long enough
to be covered by at least one annual report. In the case of the Dutch computer
firm Multihouse for example, the default was prompted very suddenly by a
large litigation claim. This event escalated within one year. Therefore, financial
statement analysis could be of little help in predicting this failure. In other
words, the use of financial ratios in failure prediction is based on the assump-
tion that the failure process is characterized by a systematic deterioration in the
value of ratios (Laitinen, 1991).
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Based on the distribution of the prediction errors, he could identify three types
of financial ratio behavior of failing firms. The first type was a 'chronic failure
firm' where almost all financial ratios were already poor in the fourth year
before failure. The second type was a firm which had a chronic low profitabi-
lity and asset turnover, although the static liquidity was average. The third type
was 'an acute failure firm' where almost all the financial ratios dramatically de-
teriorated in the last year before failure. Unfortunately, his study does not add
much to the theory of solvency, since it only proves that the selected financial
ratios where not able to predict the failure of 'acute failing firms'. Note that his
typology fully depends on the outcome of his empirical model, instead of
theoretical considerations. No further analysis was performed on the nature of
this type of firm, so for new firms, it is not possible to determine what type of
failing firm it might be (if any).

2.2 LIQUIDITY

Since the meaning of solvency and liquidity are related, the differences be-
tween both concepts are discussed in this section. In literature and practice,
solvency and liquidity are often mentioned pair-wise. Indeed, the two items
bear similarities. The RJ defines liquidity as the availability of cash in the near
future, after deduction of (short term) financial liabilities. Thus, the main
difference compared to solvency is the time horizon. Note that this firm-related
liquidity differs from the liquidity of the firm's assets. Assets are considered to
have a high liquidity if they can be sold on short term at low costs and with-
out any burdens on the revenue due to the short-term sale3.

Solvency and liquidity are not necessarily interdependent. Asynchronous
developments of solvency and liquidity may have different consequences:

High liquidity, low solvency: Short term liabilities can be paid, but in the long
run the firm will fall short. For example, a life insurance company that offers
policies at too low a premium compared to the actuarial liabilities. Short-term
payouts on expiring policies can be paid with the cash received from new
policies. Thus liquidity is sufficient. However, these payouts consume the cash
capacity regarding the policies on the long term. Thus, solvency is low.

Low liquidity, high solvency: Although short term liabilities are only barely
met, the firm is expected to generate more cash in the future, for example, in
the case of a starting firm with high investment requirements. Almost all
equity and debt is incorporated in machinery, leaving no cash for the short

3yet a third type of liquidity can be distinguished: the secunties of a firm (such as
listed shares and public debt) are considered 'liquid' if luge amounts can be traded on capital
markets without affecting security prices.
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term. Therefore, liquidity is low. However, when the firm starts production and
sales, sufficient cash will flow to the firm to service long term debt. Thus,
solvency is high.

Cumby & Evans (1995) also distinguished long-term credit risk from short-
term credit risk. Using econometric techniques on bond yield data, they tried
to estimate the term structure of credit risk. They found that the market indeed
distinguished between current and future credit quality.

2.3 PERFORMERS OF SOLVENCY ASSESSMENT

To determine which information is required for solvency assessment from an
empirical perspective, practical cases of solvency assessment have to be identi-
fied. In general, solvency assessment can be found through:
a. the capital market as a whole;
b. individual investors;
c. lending banks and other institutional investors;
d. takeovers and mergers;
e. sell-side financial analysts;
f. bond rating agencies.

Ad a. The yield of bonds consists of a riskfree interest rate and a risk premi-
um. This risk premium is primarily determined by default risk, interest rate
risk, and inflation risk. Therefore, the risk premium of a specific bond can be
regarded as a proxy for solvency, since it includes the equilibrium of perceived
default risk by the market. Many studies have been performed to translate the
probability of default into a risk premium and vice versa (implicit assumed
default probabilities based on empirical found yield differences (Hurley &
Johnson, 1996)). However, default risk is rarely studied in detail in these stu-
dies. Default probabilities are either regarded as exogenous expectations of the
market, or only briefly addressed with respect to the total amount and maturity
of outstanding debt, expected tax changes, and the historical track of repay-
ment of the firm (Stock (1994), and Bierman & Hass (1973)). Therefore, these
studies offer little insight into the determinants of solvency assessment. Foss
(1995) proposed using the yield spread analysis to isolate financial ratios that
the market perceives to be foremost in the evaluation of credit quality and
investment risk. Besides that this approach neglects the role of non-financial
factors, it does not provide a structured search method. Thus, this approach
results in a data-mining process looking for coincidental correlations.

Ad b and c. Individual investors and lending banks base their decision to
invest on several aspects, solvency among them. The expected return of both
the specific investment object and its peers also play an important role. The
investor has to decide whether the investment fits to his risk aversion, his
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portfolio and his available amount to invest.

Ad d. In the case of mergers solvency is again only one of many factors that
influence the decision of the stakeholders. Doubts about solvency may be a
reason to adapt the legal structure of the firm, in order to exclude potential
liabilities.

Ad e. The sell-side financial analyst provides recommendations to the public in
general. Therefore, he does not account for individual aspects of investors such
as risk aversion and available amounts to invest. The most important issues in
his financial analysis are the expected level and variance of the return on
stock. His recommendations have the nature of Buy, Sell or Hold. Solvency is
only one of the aspects that influence his opinion.

Ad £ Bond rating agencies. The problem area of bond rating agencies is more
focused than the problem area of sell-side financial analysts. The ratings are
only addressed to bonds, and reflect solvency only. Thus a bond rating con-
tains neither a buy or sell recommendation, nor an appraisal of the current
price of bonds. Since bond ratings are addressed to specific bonds, in theory
only the solvency of this bond is evaluated, not that of the entire company.
However, Hawkins et aL (1983) note that investors in practice tend to think of
companies as being rated. Indeed, two different bond loans of the same firm -
can have different bond ratings. According to the bond rating agencies, such
differences are mainly caused by differences in indenture provisions of each
bond loan. In practice, these differences are not very significant. In the April
1994 Standard & Poor's Bond Guide 82 companies out of approximately 800
companies with more than one rated issue have different bond ratings for their
different bond loans. In 60 cases, this difference is only one nodge (+ or -)4; in
20 cases two nodges; in two cases three nodges. In general, bonds within the
same company are rated equally.
Since bond ratings are addressed to specific bonds, one might expect that when
this bond reaches maturity, the bond rating would tend to either a very high
rating or a very low rating, since uncertainty about repayment diminishes when
the time horizon to maturity decreases. In practice, this does not occur. Nor-
mally, ratings of multiple issues outstanding by the same firm are equal, inde-
pendent of the date of maturity of each issue. This could be explained by the
necessity to refinance debt when it matures. Repayments are often financed by
a new bond loan. The capacity to refinance depends on the debt capacity,
which depends on the solvency of the firm. Thus, long-term solvency asse-
ssment is also applicable to short-term bond liabilities.

4The difference between - rating (BB-) and the + rating of the lower rating class
(B+) are considered equal to the difference between a neutral rating (BB) and + or - ratings
(BB+, BB-). Such differences occurred in 26 cases
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The stakes of bondholders are generally parallel to the stakes of other long
term debt and creditors. Only at a default differences in subordination cause
differences in the stakes of these debt categories. Taking into account that
bond ratings thus represent solvency of the entire firm, and are not influenced
by characteristics of investors (like the remaining financial analysts), bond
ratings can be considered to be a good operationalization of applied solvency
assessment of a firm. The most important drawback of using bond rating as a
proxy for solvency assessment is that it concerns only public debt. Private
loans or bank credits are not rated. Such forms of credit have different effects
on the firm than bond loans. For example, banks may interfere in the com-
pany's management if the bank is not pleased with the financial development
of the firm. The bank may enforce its suggestions by threatening with (imme-
diate) recall of the credit. Bondholders are normally too diversified to strongly
oppose management, although some forms of indenture provisions of bond
loans can trigger immediate repayment if certain measurements are not met. In
later sections, this is described in more detail. Therefore, any empirical data
can only cover firms with outstanding public debt. Although public debt is
common in the USA, corporate bonds are not widely used in the Netherlands.
Despite this minor drawback, solvency characteristics will be based on the fun-
damentals of bond rating in the subsequent sections of this study.

2.4 BOND RATINGS AND BOND RATING AGENCIES

Hawkins et al. (1983) defines a bond rating as an assessment of the relative
level of risk associated with the timely payments required by the obligation.
These ratings are mainly published by three major US rating agencies:

Moody's Investors Service Inc., Standard & Poor's Corporation, and Fitch
Investors Service. In this study, the emphasis is on Moody's and Standard &
Poor's (S&P), because both are considered to be the most influential rating
agencies.

Bond ratings are applied to issues of corporate debt, municipal debt, and
foreign debt either sold in the U.S. or as Eurobonds.
In this study, the focus is on corporate (Euro)debt. Corporate bond ratings can
be assigned on the initiative of the rating agencies, or on request from the
rated finn. Nowadays, most bond ratings are assigned on request of the com-
pany. In this fashion, the rated company becomes a client of the rating agency.
This can have the following consequences:

-Bond ratings on request of the issuing firm may be less objective compared to
ratings assigned on the initiative of the rating agency, since the rating agency's
income depends to a certain extent on the fee payable by the client. This fee
(or any bonus offered by the company) could depend on the outcome of the
assigned bond rating. In their publications, bond rating agencies stress that
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they are not vulnerable to this risk, since they cannot afford to jeopardize their
image as professional, independent appraisers of debt. Consequently, any
dependence between the level of the rating and rating fee would jeopardize
their own existence. Furthermore, bond rating agencies earn additional income
on their publication subscriptions, which limits their dependency on fee inco-
me.

-Since companies benefit from high bond ratings, they are willing to facilitate
the process of reaching a bond rating by the bond rating agencies. This in-
cludes providing inside information of the firm which is normally not pub-
lished, such as business forecasts, and detailed information of business strate-
gies. Of course, bond rating agencies are allowed to use this information in
their assessment, but this secret information is not revealed in the bond rating,
or by other means. Indeed, bond rating agencies stress that within their firm,
Chinese walls exist between the bond rating department, and other departments
such as those dealing with sell-side analysis on stock.

2.4.1 DEFDOTIONS OF BOND RATING CLASSES

Bond ratings are presented in letter codes, ranging from triple-A to D. Al-
though Moody's and S&P apply different systems of coding, the meaning of
the several rating classes are approximately the same. Every class has a stan-
dard description of the corresponding risk.

The following definitions are taken from the April 1994 S&P Bond Guide:

AAA: Debt rated AAA has the highest rating assigned by S&P. Capacity to
pay interest and repay principal is very strong.

AA: Debt rated AA has a very strong capacity to pay interest and repay princi-
pal and differs from the higher rated issues only in small degree.

A: Debt rated A has a strong capacity to pay interest and repay principal
although it is somewhat more susceptible to the adverse effects of changes in
circumstances and economic conditions than debt in higher rated categories.

BBB: Debt rated BBB is regarded as having an adequate capacity to pay
interest and repay principal. Whereas it normally exhibits adequate protection
parameters, adverse economic conditions or changing circumstances are more
likely to lead to a weakened capacity to pay interest and repay principal for
debt in this category than in higher rated debt.

BB: Debt rated BB has less near-term vulnerability to default than other specu-
lative issues. However, it faces ongoing uncertainties or exposure to adverse
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business, financial, or economic conditions which could lead to inadequate
capacity to meet timely interest and principal payments. The BB rating catego-
ry is also used for debt subordinated to senior debt that is assigned an actual
or implied BBB- rating.

B: Debt rated B has a greater vulnerability to default but currently has the
capacity to meet interest payments and principal repayments. The B rating
category is also used for debt subordinated to senior debt that is assigned an
actual or implied BB or BB- rating.

CCC: Debt rated CCC has a currently identifiable vulnerability to default, and
is dependent upon favorable business, financial, and economic conditions to
meet timely payment of interest and repayment of principal. In the event of
adverse business, financial, or economic conditions, it is not likely to have the
capacity to pay interest and repay principal. The CCC rating category is also
used for debt subordinated to senior debt that is assigned an actual or implied
B or B- rating.

CC: The CC is typically applied to debt subordinated to senior debt that is

assigne 
an actual or implied CCC rating.

C: The rating C is typically applied to debt subordinated to senior debt that is
assigned an actual or implied CCC- debt rating. The C rating may be used to
cover a situation where a bankruptcy petition has been filed, but debt service
payments are continued.

CI: The rating CI is reserved for income bonds on which no interest is being
paid.

D: Debt rated D is in payment default. The D rating category is used when
interest payments or principal repayment are not made on the date due even if
the applicable grace period has not expired, unless S&P believes that such
payments will be made during such grace period. The D rating also will be
used upon the filing of a bankruptcy petition if debt service payments are
jeopardized.

Plus (+) or Minus (-): The ratings from AA to CCC may be modified by the
addition of a plus or minus sign to show relative standing within the major
category.

The following characteristics can be derived:

-the definitions cover the ranking order of rating categories, since they refer to
each other. It can be noted that for the higher rating categories (AA-BBB), the
definitions are oriented to the higher/highest rating category. Below BBB,
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rating categories are offset to lower rating categories. This emphasizes the
border between BBB and BB, often referred to as the line between investment

grade and speculative grade ratings.

-The ranking order is ordinal, instead of cardinal. The definitions do not con-
tain any references to quantitative probabilities of default, but only indications
of higher or lower risk.

-within the speculative grade rating categories, special emphasis is placed on -
the subordination status, although the deviation from the rated senior debt is
generally only one notch.

-within the speculative grade rating categories, the time horizon considered is
smaller ("near-term vulnerability", "current capacity"), thus taking the liquidity
of the firm into account to a higher degree.

These definitions are not completely fixed over time. Hawkins includes an
overview of definitions dated  in  1973. In these definitions, regarding invest-
ment grade rating categories, references are made to marketwise movements,
i.e. whether the price of the bond is merely determined by market interest rate
(highest ratings) or default risk (lower ratings). On the other hand, these
'official' descriptions have little relevance in practice. Harold (1938) found that
most investors are unwilling to take the trouble to study the explanations of
the symbols. Harold refers to the abbreviated descriptions also used by the ra-
ting agencies. These descriptions descend from "highest", "high grade",
"sound", "good", "fair" to "speculative", "very speculative", "weak", and "gam-
bles",  Analyzing the rating definitions  in this study is worthwhile however,
since it refers to the previously described nature of bond ratings.

Moody's uses a similar manner of presenting bond ratings, although the syntax
differs slightly: ratings range from Aaa, Aa, A, Baa, Ba, B, to Caa. Since 1982
Moody's has refined these ratings by adding a 1, 2, or 3 to the rating codes,
which are similar in meanings to the plus (1) and minus (3) signs used by
S&P. (An added 2 corresponds to a neutral major S&P rating category.)

2.4.2 THE BOND RATING PROCESS

Normally, when a company considers an issue of bonds, bond rating agencies
are requested to assign a bond rating. A team of analysts of the rating agency
visits the company and performs an analysis on the solvency of the issue. This
also involves the analysis of other aspects of the company. Objects of analysis
are normally the financial statements, supporting documents of these state-
ments within the firm, discussion with the management on strategies, and the
business environment of the company (market structure, economic situation).
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The team of analysts reports to the rating council of the bond rating agencies,
which decides on the assigned rating. If the company does not agree with the
assigned rating, the company is invited to provide additional information to
support their view When the bond rating agency reaches its final decision, the
bond rating is published in the quarterly or monthly publications of the bond
rating agency. Bond rating agencies publish several guides and newsletters on
both the bond market in general, as well as lists of companies stating the
assigned bond rating per issue, and some key financial figures of the corre-
sponding firm.

Bond ratings per issue are not fixed over time. The bond rating agencies

periodically review every outstanding rating for changes in the environment of
the bond that could influence the risk of the bond. The bond rating agencies
expect companies to report important news directly to them. Any reluctance in
this instant reporting is regarded as an extra uncertainty surrounding the bond,
which thus has negative rating implications. If the bond rating agency notes a
change of risk, the bond rating is revised. Often, changes of bond ratings are
also mentioned in the financial press. Standard & Poor's publishes a list
(CreditWatch)(Moody's: Rating Review list) of companies that are under spe-
cial surveillance for potential upgrades or downgrades. Hawkins found that on
yearly average, only three percent of outstanding ratings are changed. The
November 1993 CreditWatch list contains about a hundred companies.   Ap-
proximately half of these companies were under surveillance for a possible
upgrade, the other half for a possible downgrade. However, S&P stresses that
not all ratings on the CreditWatch will be changed and that changes of bond
ratings can occur without being placed on the CreditWatch. In practice, ratings
from Moody's and S&P do not change at the same time. Ederington & Yawitz
(1983) refers to a study by Altman who found a median lag of six to seven
months between a rating change by one of the rating agencies and the subse-

quent change by the other. He also found that both S&P and Moody's were
first about an equal number of times.

2.5 HOW "GOOD" ARE BOND RATINGS?

Before choosing bond ratings as a basis for further research on solvency as-
sessment, the quality of such ratings has to be evaluated. This quality of bond
ratings can be assessed from different points of view:

-are the ratings accepted as quality measurements of solvency by the financial
community?

-do different bond rating agencies agree on the same rated debt (split ratings)?          I

-do the ratings reflect the real (ex-post) risk of default?
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The first aspect of bond rating quality is the most important, and is founded on
the remaining two aspects. If these latter measurements of quality are insuffi-
cient, general acceptance of bond rating by the financial community is unli-
kely.

2.5.1 PUBLIC ACCEFrANCE OF BOND RATINGS

The acceptance of bond ratings by the financial community is evident in
-the references to bond ratings in laws and regulations;
-the impact of ratings on debt issues.

References to bond ratings in laws and regulations

According to Hawkins, bond ratings have come to be an integral part of the
U.S. financial system, and their usage is often a matter of law and/or regula-
tion by certain financial institutions. The most well-known distinction is made
between investment grade ratings (BBB/Baa and above), and speculative grade
ratings (lower than BBB/Baa). Regulations require saving banks to restrict
their bond portfolio to investment grade ratings. But other rating levels also
serve as a base for regulation. According to Cantor & Packer (1994), the US
Labor Department requires pension funds to cover pension liabilities with at
least A rated bonds. Historically, bond rating have influenced financial ac-
counting as well, as the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency only al-
towed valuation at face value for investment grade bonds since 1932. As of
1982, the SEC requires only limited additional disclosure on investment grade
bonds. This reporting issue is also mentioned by Jonkhart (1991), but neither
of these authors refers to the specific reporting legislation. In the current FASB
statements, references to credit ratings were only found for the treatment of
leased assets (FAS 98).

In establishing investment guidelines based on a minimum bond rating, regula-
tory authorities have essentially endorsed the rating agencies as quasi-public
institutions responsible for protecting the investor. The rating agencies today
see this as their primary responsibility. To formalize such quasi-public status,
the SEC began to qualify a limited number of bond rating agencies as National
Recognized Statistical Rating Organizations (NRSROs) in 1975: To acquire

this status, an agency has to prove to be an established rating agency. In this
way, legislation can simply refer to ratings published by an NRSRO.

Outside the US, bond rating agencies have also entered the market of financial
information. Moody's has offices in Canada, the UK, Japan, Australia, Germa-

SMoody's, Standard & Poor's, Fitch, Duff and Phelps, IBCA, Thomson BankWatch.
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ny, Spain, and Hong Kong. In the Netherlands, only a fraction of the public
listed debt of Dutch industrials is rated. Jonkhart (1991) assumes that the role
of bond ratings in Europe may grow when cross-border financing becomes
more common in the European Union. Investors on a pan-European capital
market would encounter more companies which are relatively unknown to
them. Bond rating agencies could provide relevant information regarding these
firms at low costs.

The impact of bond ratings on debt issues

Hawkins recognizes several influences of bond ratings on an issue, the follow-
ing among them:

-the cost of the issue, as investors require a return that is consistent with the
risk of the issue, which is represented by the rating. S&P has published charts
of bond yields which show a close relation between bond yields and bond
ratings. Ederington & Yawitz (1983) stress that the existence of yield differen-
tials does not mean that the lower ratings per se are responsible for the higher
yields. Just as ratings reflect the rating agencies' evaluations of an issuer's
creditworthiness, market yields may reflect investors' independent evaluations
of this creditworthiness. Therefore, an important question is whether bond
rating bring additional information to the market. If bond ratings are solely
based on public information, their only added value could be to provide a
summary of all available information. However, as mentioned before, bond
rating agencies often have access to inside information. This is widely consid-
ered as a special feature of bond ratings. Bakker (1992) even claims that in the
Netherlands, bond rating agencies have more inside knowledge of banks than
the supervising Central Bank of the Netherlands (DNB)6. By incorporating in-
side information into bond ratings, new information can be brought to the mar-
ket in an implicit manner. Ederington & Yawitz note that due to its secret
nature, it is hard to study the impact of this inside information content of bond
ratings.

The assumption that bond ratings determine debt yields is not without contro-
versy. Wakeman (1992) mitigates the effect of bond ratings on bond yields:
"contrary to the popular notion, the bond market does not react to rating chan-
ges. Bonds with lower ratings do indeed pay higher interest costs, but to blame
the rating is to confuse cause and effect. A bond rating does not actively deter-

6An interesting remark is found in a publication of Moody's: although bankers and
DNB state that the VAR is not meant to steer earnings, Moody's concludes that it actually
does.  In the Netherlands,  the VAR  will be abandoned in  1998.
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mine, but simply mirrors the market's assessment of a bond's risk."7 This view
can be supported by the time lag between rating changes by the separate rating
agencies found by Altman (Ederington & Yawitz, 1983). Apparently, ratings
are not instantly adjusted to observed changes of the firm or its environment,
and the incorporation of inside information is not dominant. Second, Wakeman
found that a significantly larger number of rating changes occured in the
months of May and June, shortly after the publication of most companies'
annual accounts.

-the marketability of the issue, in particular in times of tight money, the supply
of debt capital to certain risk categories can be insufficient to fund such bonds.
Wakeman (1992) considers bond ratings to be a low-cost provider regarding
debt to be issued. According to Wakeman, the bond rating loses much of its
relevance to the company after the issue. No effort should be made to induce a
rating service either to upgrade a bond or to refrain from downgrading a bond.
The resources expended would be better devoted to improving the company's

performance.

-the  company's   ovemll credit standing, with banks, and other financial institu-
tions. The rating on public debt may affect terms and covenants surrounding
other types of credit. Note that from this perspective a rating remains relevant
even after the issue, in contrast to Wakeman's view given in the paragraph
above.

It can be concluded, that the public acceptance of bond ratings is high, since
they are referred to by legislation, and bond ratings directly affect the costs of
debt for issuers. However, Hawkins encountered varying criticism directed at:

-The lack of public information pertaining to the qualifications of the people
involved in the process, and their access to and ability to interpret relevant
industry data. This is an old criticism, since it is also mentioned by Harold in
1938. During interviews, Harold found that the rating agencies seemed to
resent any question as to the adequacy of their respective staffs for the tasks
which they perform.

-The relevant weightings of the quantitative ratio analysis versus the more
subjective factors.

-The lack of published information regarding methods and criteria for ratings,
often resulting in different ratings for companies with comparable characteris-

7He bases this conclusion on the lack of price changes in the period surrounding a
rating change. Details of this study are not given in this column-article. Also his opposition
to the popular notion is questionnable: if such a relation is generally assumed, it will exist as
a self-fulfilling prophecy.
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ties. This diversity in ratings for comparable companies differs from the split
ratings phenomenon of the next paragraph, since the former criticism concerns
inter-company equality of ratings, and the latter concerns inter-agency equality
of ratings. Inter-company inequality could be explained by additional differ-
ences between companies that are not covered in a comparison of the compa-
nies at first sight.

2.5.2 SPLIT RATINGS

If bond rating agencies agree on the assigned ratings for specific issues, the
concept of bond rating gains objectivity. However, Cantor & Packer note that
differences between the agencies over specific ratings are common and un-
avoidable. This phenomenon is called "split ratings". Cantor & Packer found
that in 1990 36% of the issues that were rated both by Moody's and S&P
differed. Ederington & Yawitz found similar figures for the period 1975-1980.

However, differences were not large, resulting in a correlation between both
ratings of 0.97. Some of the observed split ratings can be attributed to alter-
native rating methodologies; others are the result of the judgmental element in
the rating process. Without referring to their sources, Cantor & Packer provide

as an example of differences in rating methodology between Moody's and
S&P, the willingness of Moody's to give a higher rating to an asset-backed
security that is likely to recover most of its principal in the event of a default.

2.5.3 EX-POST PERFORMANCE OF BOND RATINGS

Bond ratings are only reliable if a relation exists between bond ratings and
actual ex-post default. Assessing the quality of bond ratings in this respect is
not as straightforward as alternative default predictions. Models such as the
Altman Z-score define a clear cutoff point, which divides default and non-
default predictions for a defined period of time. Evaluating the performance of
such models is easy by comparing these predictions to the actual defaults. If an
individual firm defaulted within the projected time period, the model should
have rendered a low Z-score.
However, bond ratings do not have such a clear cut-off point. Low rated bonds
are not expected to default, but assign a high credit risk to these bonds. Sec-
ondly, no explicit period of time is defined for which the rating is valid. Can-
tor & Packer state that, to be meaningful, ratings must, at a minimum, provide
a reasonable rank-ordering of mlative credit risk: lower rated bonds should
tend to default more frequently than high rated bonds. An additional require-
ment of bond ratings could be to provide a reasonable presentation of absolute
credit risk: default pmbabilities within each rating category should be stable
over time. As described in section  2.5.1, bond ratings  are not defined in proba-              1

bilities, but only in relative terms of risk.
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Moody's published a research report on bond defaults and default rates of rated
debt, covering the period 1970-1993 (Moody's, 1994). The results can be
summarized as follows: Over the 24-year period covering 1970 through 1994,
614 corporate issuers defaulted on one or more issues of public debt. At the
time of default almost all issuers had speculative-grade ratings. On January 1
of the year of default however, 17 issuers rated investment grade. One issuer
even had an AAA rating four years before the default.
Moody's defines the default rate of a rating category of a specific year as the
number of defaulting issuers divided by the number of non-defaulting issuers
at the beginning of the year. By using the number of defaults instead of the
involved amounts of debt, equal weights are applied to each rating decision.
Using this methodology, an average of 4.48 % of speculative-grade issuers
defaulted within one year over the covered 24 years., compared with 0.05 % of
investment-grade issuers. On the scale of ratings, the default rate increases
progressively when bond ratings descend. Throughout the study period, there
was a sharp distinction between companies at the investment grade - specula-
tive grade border, supporting the general notion of this division of rating
categories. Also, the ranking order in default rates remains in tact even if the
time horizon is enlarged to 5, 10, 15, and 20 years.

However, the patterns of default rates show that absolute credit risk is less
well-covered by the bond ratings: the volatility of default rates increases when
ratings descend.

2.6 DETERMINANTS OF BOND RATINGS

As described before, bond ratings are based on an extensive analysis of the
company and its environment by the bond rating analysts. In their publications,
the bond rating agencies stress that bond ratings are not the simple sum of
scores of preset variables. Several aspects are weighed by the analysts' profes-
sional judgment. For years, the rating agencies were somewhat uncommunica-
tive, if not secretive, concerning their rating standards and procedures. Al-
though bond rating started around 1900, the first known book on bond rating
agencies is Harold (1938). Based on interviews and correspondence with
agencies' employees he found that little could be said beyond the fact that
much mystery prevails as to the sources of information (published reports
excepted) and the mannerin which it was obtained. Various factors are taken
into consideration which come from "a vast store of investment news, gathered
in our files and through information obtained by our personal representatives".
However, later studies have found more detailed information on this matter,
and in recent years both of the bond rating agencies have published some de-
scriptive information regarding their procedures. In this section, an overview is
presented of both external studies on the determinants of bond ratings, and the
publications by the agencies.
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2.6.1 THE ANCIENT STUDY BY HAROLD

As the study done by Harold is relatively old, his findings may be out of date.
However, it can be interesting to follow any trend in the determination of bond
ratings over time. In describing the rating determinants, Harold starts with the
legal standing of the issues rated. In later studies, this legal standing is des-
cribed as indenture, or indenture provisions. The contracts of bond issues
contain restrictions or constraints and legal claims to protect the bond holders.
The possibility of a guarantee by a second party and the position of the bond-
holders' claim vis-a-vis those of other creditors are two from a long list of
possible bond covenants (Ederington & Yawitz, 1983).
Research by Iskander-Datta et al. (1994) revealed that 90% of all indenture
provisions found in practice could be categorized into four groups:

-lien restriction or 'negative pledge clause': the firm is restricted in issuing
additional secured debt. This restriction reduces the possibility of claim dilu-
tion;

-sale-and-lease-back restriction: this prohibits the increase of leverage by sale
and lease back contracts. Such transactions increase the claim of the lessor at
the cost of other creditors, including bondholders;

-debt restriction: the leverage is restricted to a maximum (measured by a
defined financial ratio). Additional issues of debt are not allowed, or prompt
repayment of the bonds is triggered if equity falls due to losses;

-dividend restriction: this restricts the payout of dividends to certain limits.
Otherwise, wealth can be transferred from bondholders to shareholders.

The degree in which indenture is included in the issue is a trade-off. If severe
constraints are implemented, the firm will not be able to accept some worthy
investment opportunities because indenture provisions prohibit this. For exam-
ple, Chrysler almost collapsed because it was not allowed to raise extra se-
cured debt to finance the reorganization. On the other hand, extensive inden-
ture provisions will raise the level of the bond rating, which results in lower
interest costs. In general, rating agencies do not encourage companies to mana-
ge themselves with an eye toward a specific rating. The more appropriate
approach is to operate for the good of the business as management sees it, and
let the rating follow Any financial policy should be consistent with the needs
of the business rather than an arbitrary constraint (Standard & Poor's,  1995).

Another category of indenture provisions is that of guarantees and keepwell      I
agreements. A parent company may guarantee the repayment of the debts of its
subsidiary. If the subsidiary defaults on a loan, the parent company can legally
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be forced to service the debt. Thus, the creditworthiness of the subsidiary is
enhanced by the financial strength of the parent company.
In general, a keepwell agreement is a legal, contingent commitment made by
the parent of a borrowing subsidiary to help ensure that the subsidiary will
meet certain operating financial parameters (Moody's, 1992). Often, the parent
commits to maintaining an "adequate level" of capital at the subsidiary level so
that barrring the bankruptcy of the parent, the default on the subsidiary would
seem unlikely. The nature of the support under the agreement varies from
general financial strength to protection of specific debt issues. In practice,
keepwells provide less debt protection than straight irrevocable and uncondi-
tional guarantees, since these agreements are often merely letters of moral
intent as opposed to being enforceable rights. Often, parent and subsidiary can
agree to cancel the agreement at any time.
When assessing the debt protection by a keepwell agreement, Moody's exam-
ines to which extent debtholders can enforce the agreement. However, if the
subsidiary plays a dominant role in the conglomerate, its rating will tend to
approximate the parent's bond rating, with or without a keepwell agreement.
Financial support is assumed to be strong anyway, since the financial position
of the entire conglomerate depends on it.

Other factors mentioned by Harold are:

-earnings, measured by "margin of safety" (coverage). According to Harold,
earnings are mainly considered retrospectively. Expected future earnings are
used carefully, since "StandardB ratings do not rest on 'opinion'". In other
words, the strength of the issue must be demonstrated before it is given the
assumed appropriate rating.

-nature of the industry. This concerns matters such as monopolies and elastici-
ty of demand. Harold presumes secret formulae for determining the quality
factors other than the nature of the industry. It is remarkable that Harold limits
the extent of judgment mainly  to this qualitative factor. As discussed later,
almost all factors involve professional judgment.

-position  within  the indust,y. Whether this factor is measured by some objec-
tive standard is not conveyed by the explanations offered by the agencies to
Harold.

-marketabihty. Harold found that, for some agencies, the ease of selling the
rated bond is captured in the rating, although only to a limited extent. In
particular, Standard attributes much more importance to marketability than do
the other agencies. He expects that this factor will eventually lose its relevance
to bond rating since marketability hardly affects the financial activities. It can

BIn 1938, Standard and Poor were not yet merged.
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be noted that Hawkins (1983) describes a reverse relationship: bond ratings
will influence the marketability of a bond, not vice versa.

-recency of issue. Recency of issue is also a factor entering into the rating.
Harold refers to a statement by Fitch that a certain rating is often given to
bonds which are "of relatively new issue, and while promising, are not yet
eligible for a higher group". Moody's alsorefers to this element. The relevance
of this factor may support the finding that ratings are based on proven perfor-
mance of the company in the past.

-banking relations. Although Harold found that banking relations are consid-
ered, he is not able to indicate how important this element is, and how it is
evaluated.

Harold ends his summary of relevant factors with an overview of "miscella-
neous considerations". It contains several financial ratios, collaterals, and
organizational aspects such as strength of control over subsidiaries and effi-
ciency of management. This list was originally compiled by Moody's which,
however, states that it is hardly indicative of their rating policy. Harold con-
cludes that bond ratings are largely matters of personal judgment rather than
accurate and scientific conclusions based on impersonal observations.

2.6.2 MODERN STUDIES AND PUBLICATIONS ON THE RATING PROCESS

In this section, the studies of Sherwood (1976) and Hawkins et al. (1983) are
described and compared. Like Harold's study, Sherwood's findings are based
on interviews and observations. Sherwood limits his study to S&P. In 1983,
Hawkins et W. published a comprehensive book on industrial bond ratings,
covering not only the rating agencies, but also the processes, practices and
analytical schemes of those outside the rating agencies who either accept or
reject the agencies' ratings, or pay the actual price for rated debt. His descrip-
tion of the determinants of bond ratings are based on both interviews and the
literature on this matter, either published by the rating agencies, or by indepen-
dent researchers.
In contrast to earlier years, rating agencies have become more open towards
their rating procedures. S&P offers a document on bond ratings on the Internet
called Corporate Finance Criteria (1995). The description of the rating process
has the same kind of scope as the studies by Sherwood and Hawkins. There-
fore, this publication is considered to be an equally valid source of informa-
tion.
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Sherwood and Hawkins' studies

Sherwood found that ratings of A and above have the following requirements
for the company:

-sufficient liquidity, measured by balance sheet ratios. Sherwood found that
S&P in general requires a current ratio of at least 2 although this standard may
be adjusted to economic trends.

-any other senior debt should be rated at least equal. It can be noted that this
requirement does not directly relate to the soundness of the firm since it refers
to other already rated debt. It merely shows that preferred debt is rated more
higly than comparable subordinated debt.

-the issuer must have access to at least two additional sources of funds, such
as the private bond market or banks.

-earnings and cash flow must be in an upward trend.

-the issuer must be in a well-established industry, and must hold a strong
position therein.

-the reliability and quality of its management must be unquestioned.

Sherwood summarizes the relevant factors into 5 categories:
1. indenture
2. asset protection
3. financial resources
4. future earning power
5. management

Hawkins found the same five group as Sherwood to be applicable to all rating
agencies, not just S&P as it was studied by Sherwood. Definitions of the
corresponding ratios vary from agency to agency, but the resulting trends in
each category generally are similar, despite the method of calculating a partic-
ular ratio.

Indenture is already described in section 2.7.1. Although all of the authors
(Harold, Sherwood, Hawkins) present indenture as the first factor of considera-
tion, Hawkins concludes that indenture is far less important than the remaining
groups of factors. This could be explained by realizing that an important
indenture provision, subordination status, is only triggered in the event of a
default. If default is unlikely, as in the case of investment grade rated bonds,
subordination status has a limited meaning. In addition, the sequence in the
rating process cannot explain this ranking of indenture. As described in later
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sections, indenture is not the first factor to be analyzed.

Asset pmtection refers  to the degree in which a company's  debt is covered by
the value of its assets. Sherwood describes four ratios which can measure asset
protection, the leverage ratio among them, but also points to the limitations of
such financial ratios, such as the lack of relation to realizable values, and
misleading balance sheet ratios caused by leasing or other forms of off-balance
sheet financing.

The evaluation of financial resoumes assesses the capability of surviving
recessions, and the application of external or internal financing, including
dividend policy. Such resources are particularly important in cyclical indus-
tries. Within financial resources, Hawkins also includes liquidity. Other than
the turnover of current assets, a company has four main sources of cash:

-cash generated internally (operational cash fow). This cash flow is confronted
with required cash for investments in working capital, fixed assets, and
growth;

-debt and equity financing. Hawkins found that as in practice it is often hard to
raise equity on the right terms and at the right time, S&P seldom factors in
equity as an alternative in the near term;

-the sale of assets. Hawkins found that rating agencies regard the reliance on
the sale of assets to be doubtful. Such sales suggest that the assets are either
inefficient or obsolete, indicating termination of the corresponding activities.
Hawkins states that bond rating agencies give little or no weight to a compa-
ny's future potential to liquidate fixed assets for cash. This seems to contradict
the relevance of the category of asset protection, since this protection is based
on such sales. It may be concluded that asset protection, such as indenture, is
less important than the remaining categories since its relevance is limited to
events of expected default.

Aspects offuture earning power are.

-development of the industry: growing, stable, or mature;
-trends of sales and earnings;
-cyclical or constant demand;
-position in the market: market leadership, market share;
-the breadth of the issuer's product line;
-cost reductions.

Hawkins found that stability of earnings is of greater interest than the level of
earnings. He gives the following reasons:

-it is the most reliable barometer, despite accounting manipulations and incon-
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sistencies, of the entity's financial well-being;

-it is the foundation for future growth, as the sustained retention of earnings

provides the basis for capital investment;

-it is a tangible measure of managerial effectiveness;

-it determines the degree of leverage with which a company can operate, given
a particular industry standard.

These arguments are discussed in later parts of this study.

Management. Sherwood states that the adequacy of a company's financial con-
trols helps govern its earning potential. S&P evaluates the extent of direct
control by the central authority, for example, by internal audit procedures.
Other aspects of management are the strategic planning on financing and
investing, and the success of implementation of these strategies.

Hawkins also mentions:
-the frequency and planning of management turnover, either voluntarily or due
to frequent hiring from the outside;
-concentrated or decentralized decision making.

Hawkins addresses particular attention to international (euro)debt. Outside the
USA, government guarantees are more common. Special attention is given to
the effectiveness of such guarantees.
A second problem is the diversity in accounting standards, which complicates
the interpretation of the obtained financial data on the firm. According to
Hawkins, these financial data are very important in the rating analysis. He
claims that financial ratio analysis "accounts for something like 50 percent of
the final rating". Of course, such a percentage is more an intuitive figure than
a firm statistic, since the importance of information cannot easily be presented
in a percentage.
Finally, bond rating agencies have to assess the effects of inflation. Inflation
has forced the rating agencies to understand and apply replacement accounting,
in order to estimate the real value of assets, and required cash for replace-
ments.

The descnption by S&P

In S&P's publication, Sherwood's five-category scheme is not used (anymore?),
although many of the related types of determinants used in this five-category
scheme can also be derived from S&P's document. S&P divides industrial
credit analysis into two main areas:
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-Business risk. This risk relates to:
-industry characteristics
-competitive position, e.g.:

-marketing
-technology
-efIciency

-management

-Financial risk. This risk relates to:
-financial characteristics
-financial policy
-profitability
-capital structure
-cash now protection
-financial flexibility

S&P describes these components of business risk and financial risk in detail,
although this scheme is not followed closely. For example, the category "finan-
cial characteristics" is not explained in more detail. It can be noted that compa-
red to the five-category scheme indenture is not included, nor is it mentioned
in the detailed description.
Secondly, asset protection is described within the capital structure section. This
indicates that the minor importance of these two categories described by
Hawkins in 1983 is further diminished in 1995 for S&P. In contrast, Moody's
(1995) divides its assessment into credit risk -the future ability of an issuer to
repay its long-term debt obligations- and indenture protection. Thus Moody's
put special emphasis on indenture.
Financial resources (including liquidity) is covered by S&P under cash flow
protection. Regarding liquidity it can be noted that this factor is oriented on
cash flow instead of balance sheet ratios (current ratio, quick ratio, etc.). The
detailed description of profitability and management does correspond to the de-
scription given by Sherwood and Hawkins.

The elements that determine the financial risk are often accounting figures and
ratios. The interpretation of these ratios is interrelated with the assessed busi-
ness risk. S&P does provide for some financial ratios tables with industrial
medians. These medians act as bases for comparison or benchmarking. S&P
deploys matrices which combine median financial ratios and the assessed busi-
ness risk. Business risk is distributed over a 5-point scale:
-Excellent (i.e., business risk is low);
-Above average:
-Average;
-Below average;
-Vulnerable (i.e., business  risk  is  high).
For the classes AAA to BB, guidelines of the required level of the ratio are
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set. An example of such a matrix is given in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Risk-scaled evaluation of leverage (Total Debt/Cap.)

INDUSTRIALS
Business risk / Tot.D./Cap       AAA AA A BBB BB

Excellent    30 40 50 60 70
Above average                      20      25      40      50     60

Average 15    30    40    55

Below average                                          25       35      45

Vulnerable         25 35

For a US industrial with an 'average' business risk profile for example, a Total
Debt/Cap.% of 30 would indicate an A-rating. If the company's business risk
profile is below average, it would need a Total Debt/Cap. of 25 to qualify for
the same rating.

This methodology is primarily used for investment grade bonds. For specula-

tive grade bonds nonquantifiable elements, such as banking relationships, and
debt covenants become more important.

2.7 SUMMARY

The common definition of solvency of the firm is the ability to pay long-term
financial liabilities. It can also be defined by its complementary counterparts
such as financial distress, default risk, and bankruptcy risk.

However, the assessment of solvency is not straightforward. The literature on
financial statement analysis offers little guidance, and lacks a theoretical basis.
Little research was found that links financial ratios to causes of insolvency.

However, it is generally agreed that solvency assessment involves many deter-
minants, both quantitative and qualitative. Consequently, it is assumed in the
Dutch legislation for financial reporting that annual reports may not be suited
to fully inform about solvency. In this study, the extent to which information
that is required for solvency assessment is reflected in the annual reporting of
firms is analyzed.
Since this question is studied from an empirical perspective, performance of
solvency assessment in practice has to be identified. Solvency assessment is
performed by several types of investors, financial analysts, and bond rating

agencies.
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Often, solvency assessment is only one of the financial characteristics of a firm
that is analyzed by these investors and financial analysts. Other aspects may be
profitability, valuation, etc. Financial analyses of investors are even broader
since they also involve the risk attitude, the investment amount, and the de-
sired portfolio of the investor. In such general analyses, it is hard to isolate the
determinants of solvency assessment, since they interact with the other ele-
ments of the analysis.
Fortunately, bond ratings appear to be rather pure forms of solvency assess-
ment. They are oriented to the probability of debt repayment, but no valuations
or investment recommendations are attached. They are widely accepted on
many financial markets as solid and objective estimations of default risk. A
minor drawback is that bond ratings only apply to public debt. Thus, some
special aspects of solvency of other types of debt, such as bank loans, remain
out of sight.

Several studies have been performed on the determinants of bond ratings.
Bond ratings are based on extensive financial analyses. This involves both
external (industry) characteristics, and internal/financial characteristics. Often,
the bond rating analysts have access to inside information of the firm, through
their discussion with management and by studying internal documentation.
Most sources agree that the generic determinants of bond ratings are indenture,
asset protection, financial resources, future earning power, and management.
However, there is some dispute as to the relative importance of each of these
determinants, in particular the role of indenture. This dispute may result from
the judgmental nature of the bond rating analysis, even when a large part of
the analysis is based on quantitative accounting figures. Rating agencies are
rather secretive about their judgment process. Although some referential tables
exist for the evaluation of financial ratios, bond rating agencies stress that
bond ratings are not a simple quantitative score.

1
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Chapter 3: Capital structure and default risk

OUTLINE OF THIS CHAPTER

In practice, the capital structure of a firm is assumed to be strongly related to
the probability of default. In section 3.1, capital structure will be discussed in
terms of leverage. The meaning, nature, and measurement of leverage will be
studied from an accounting perspective. In section 3.2, the literature on optimal
capital structure is reviewed for inferences to describe the optimal capital
structure from a solvency perspective. In section 3.3, some empirical data on
the evaluation of leverage by bond rating analysts are gathered, in an effort to
explore the existence of adjustments to reported leverage, and to explore
whether there are generalizable boundaries between "high" and "low" leverage.

3.1 CAPITAL STRUCTURE: LEVERAGE AND 'SOLVABILrrEIT'

In Dutch practice, the concept of solvency is strongly associated with capital
structure. The ratio of both elements of capital structure, debt and equity, is
commonly called the solvency ratio (solvabiliteitimtio), or even just "solvency"

(solvabiliteit). Iii English, the concept of leverage is often used to refer to capi-
tal structure. These two synonyms, solvabilteit and leverage, refer to different
views on the role of capital structure in solvency assessment:

Solvabiliteit: As described in Chapter 2, solvency refers to the ability to meet
future financial obligations. In this view, solvabihteit refers to the availability
of sufficient cash or cash-generating assets compared to financial obligations,
based on the current financial position (Epe & Koetzier, 1996). This could be
called "asset coverage of debt". Note that this interpretation is based on a
hypothetical situation. The idea behind this interpretation is that if the firm
sold all of its assets today, it would be able to repay all debt. However, liqui-
dation of the firm is normally not in question. Therefore, solvency in this
sense seems irrelevant for most firms. Any corrections for lower realizable
revenues from forced asset sales and additional costs such as administrator
costs or reorganization costs seem irrelevant when liquidation is not foresee-
able.

On the other hand, this notion of solvabiliteit is frequently found both in text-
books on financial statement analysis (for example, Van Horne, 1986, Van der
Zanden, 1995), theories on capital structure (Rajan & Zingales, 1995), and
practice. In the US Bankruptcy Code, insolvency is defined as a situation
where the amount of debt is higher than the value of the firm's assets (based
on a going concern assumption)(Newton, 1981).
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Levemge: In the common meaning of the word, a lever increases the impact of
an incurred force. Small changes at one end of the lever causes large changes
at the other end. In the setting of financial statement analysis, the ends of the
fictious lever represent return on total assets and return on equity. The "length"
of the lever is determined by the amount of debt and the level of interest rate.
The return on equity is the residual income (net profit), i.e. earnings after
payment of interest on debt. Since the interest rate on debt does not vary di-
rectly with the company's financial results, changes in total return affect the
return on equity in a leveraged manner.

Although both interpretations of the role of capital structure differ, they are
closely related. If total return is lower than the interest rate, return on equity is
dramatically depressed (leverage), and can even become negative. Prolonging
low returns will excavate equity, thereby evaporating cash or cash-generating
assets (solvabilite,0. Vice versa, a high degree of solvabiliteit means that debt
is relatively low compared to the amount of equity. Therefore, the impact of
leverage is low, i.e., the lever is short. However, both approaches may cause
differences in how to measure and evaluate capital structure. Both approaches
are discussed in section 3.1.

3.1.1 MEASURING ASSET COVERAGE OF DEBT

To evaluate the excess value of assets over total liabilities, both values of
assets and liabilities have to be confronted. The most appropriate starting point
seems to be the balance sheet. On the balance sheet, "total assets" are contrast-
ed with "total liabilities". Note that these totals refer to assets and liabilities
that are recognized on the basis of bookkeeping conventions. Any surplus of
reported asset value is financed by equity. In the textbooks on financial state-
ment analysis, it is assumed that as long as equity has a positive value, debt is
more than covered by the assets of the firm. However, the reported values of
assets and liabilities do not necessarily reveal the company's cash-generating
power to service debt. Bak (1994) proves that the value of a firm (i.e., the
value of equity) is fundamentally unrelated to reported equity. The value of the
finn depends almost entirely on the expected future cash flows. Therefore, the
value of the firm should be calculated on the basis of the net present

value of             these future cash flows.

If it is assumed that the capital market valuates equity on its future earnings,
market capitalization represents the surplus value of the firm over debt. The
most obvious advantage of this valuation is, that for publically listed firms this
value is easy to obtain. Secondly, within efficient markets, it is an equilibrium
value the entire capital market agrees on. Therefore, any judgmental elements
of valuation are weighed over the entire capital market. It comprises all off-
balance sheet assets (like self-developed goodwill) and liabilities, thereby cir-
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cumventing the measurement and recognition problems of the balance sheet-
oriented approach. As will be seen in the next section of this chapter, econom-
ic theories are often based upon capital structure measured by market value.
Since the annual report is not perfectly suited for reporting the (market) value
of the firm, the market value of equity and debt is rarely mentioned in the
accounting environment (although the Altman Z-score contains such a vari-
able). In section 3.3.2, it will be shown that Moody's applies such a ratio for a
limited number of firms.

However, some remarks can be made:
-Can the market capitalization value be used at the discretion of the firm, i.e.,
can the firm use it for debt repayment? If it is assumed that this market capita-
lization represents the net present value of future profits, the firm will only
collect the corresponding cash flows over a long time horizon. Alternatively,
an additional issue of shares to realize the market value of equity in the short
term depends on whether the capital market is willing to provide extra equity
at the same share price. The potential dilution of future profits and the extra

supply of shares may lower the share price.
-How does the demanded return on equity relate to solvency? If the capital
market requires a lower return (for example, due to macroeconomic changes,
such as the risk-free interest rate) share prices will increase, since future earn-
ings will be discounted by a lower rate. However, does this change the pro-
cesses within the firm, i.e., will the future cash flows of the firm change? If
not, there seems to be no change in solvency, although the market capitaliza-
tion of the firm (the measure of asset coverage of debt) has changed.
-In the event of the deterioration of solvency, the market value of both equity
and debt will decline, since full repayment of debt becomes doubtful. Since
both equity and debt will decline, the debt ratio may either increase, decrease
or remain stable. Therefore, this ratio is a poor indicator of deteriorating sol-
vency. This effect may be prevented by measuring debt at face value instead
of market value. Note that this argument may have little practical impact, since

significant default risk discounts on debt will normally be accompanied by
other clear indicators of financial distress (IASC, 1997).

The most well-known alternative is to base the solvency ratio on accounting
,           figures, i.e.,the relative size of reported debt to reported equity. However, due

to the existence of several bookkeeping conventions, the ratio of total debt to
total assets presented on the balance sheet fails to reveal the excess value of
assets over liabilities properly. The reported debt-to-capitalization ratio is dis-
torted by bookkeeping conventions in both directions. Secondly, defining the
numerator and denominator in the solvency ratio is not straightforward. Both
aspects will be discussed in the following two sections.
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3.1.1.1. LIMrrATIONS OF MEASURING ASSET AND DEBT VALUE
BASED ON THE BALANCE SHEET

The problems that arise when assessing the realizable values of assets and
liabilities from the balance sheet can be retraced to three causes:

a) The balance sheet does not present all assets and liabilities in the meaning
of economic sources of benefits that the firm has to its disposal (value drivers);

b) The realizable value of assets and liabilities will deviate from bookvalue in
both an upward and downward direction and will include unknown variances
and probabilities.

c) The maturity of assets to cash generation does not necessarily match the
maturity of liabilities;

Ad a) In all legislations on financial reporting, recognition of assets on the
balance sheet is determined by the possibility of measuring the value of the
firm's value-drivers in an objective manner than on their value relevance. If the
value cannot be determined objectively, the value-driver will not be capitalized
on. Examples are:
-acquired or self-developed goodwill;
-brands and publishing rights;
-benefits from rented or leased assets;
-human capital;
-off-balance sheet liabilities;
-positive investment opportunities;
-guarantees by third parties. The firm may be supported by related parties.
Such a party may be the parent company or, for some state-owned companies,
the sovereign. If the firm defaults on a loan, the third party will contribute to
service the debt of the firm. Bookkeeping conventions prohibit the recognition
of this financial cushion on the balance sheet.

Ad b) In contrast to the non-recognition of many value-drivers, expenses for
physical assets often have to be capitalized, regardless of their value relevance.
To prevent excessive profit-shedding to shareholders, which would transfer      '
wealth from debtholders, bookkeeping conventions require that profit is calcu-
lated on a conservative basis. One of these conventions is the niederstwert
princip. Reported asset values are valued at the lowest of either cost or market
value/realizable value (indirect value). The niederstwert princip aims to ensure
that reported values will be earned in the future, and thereby do not contain fo-
reseeable losses. Expectations of too low a level of future earnings results in
foreseeable losses. Prudent bookkeeping requires that in such cases the assets
have to be written down. These write-downs reduce the asset value to a level
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that can be earned back, either on a nominal level, or with a normal return.

Thus, this principle seems to ensure that bookvalues of assets will turn into
cash with an acceptable degree of certainty.

Note that difficulties arise when applying the niederstwert princip to long-term
fixed assets. This is largely due to the difficulties that arise when estimating
the indirect value of those assets. To determine the realizable value of fixed
assets over their remaining useful lifetime, the revenues of multiple future
years have to be estimated and allocated to individual assets. Since future reve-
nues depend on the added value of the combination of assets and labor into a
production facility (synergy), such allocations to individual assets are highly
arbitrary. In the IASC Exposure Draft 55 'Impairment of assets', this problem
is addressed by defining 'cash generating units'. A cash generating unit is the
smallest set of assets whose cash inflows are largely independent of the cash
inflows from other assets or groups of assets. An impairment test should be
applied for each cash generating unit. Note that defining cash generating units
is rather arbitrary. If the cash generating unit comprises almost the entire
company, the impairment test loses meaning. In that case, the impairment test
evolves into an evaluation of the going concern assumption. The going con-
cern assumption is not really a bookkeeping principle, but merely a separate
remark on a specific environment of the firm. If the going concern assumption

is abandoned (when the firm encounters severe adverse trends), the general

bookkeeping conventions of matching are still valid. Within the niederstwert
princip the parameters of the expected useful lifetime of assets are restated to
the short term, and valuation is based on direct realizable value. Additional lia-
bilities such as trial costs and restructuring costs are recognized directly, but
this bookkeeping method does not differ from ordinary liability recognition.
Only the nature of these costs differs from those of the ordinary business

process.
The presence of the going concern assumption is a poor indicator of solvency.
In practice, firms in bad weather do not abandon this assumption quickly. This
may be caused by the assumed effect of the self-fulfilling prophecy, which
forces the firm into bankruptcy as soon as the going concern assumption is
abandoned (Boritz, 1992), since creditors will call in the debt immediately.
Therefore, the going concern assumption makes only a distinction between
firms in or near default, and all other firms. No distinction can be made be-
tween very solvent firms and firms with a doubtful solvency. All are assumed
to be going concerns.

Secondly, note that no general rules exist to define the level of uncertainty that
would trigger write-downs of assets. It remains a matter of professional judg-
ment to decide whether sufficient cash flows can ncsonably be expected. The-
refore, the policies of write-downs may vary between firms and industries.

Within the valuation of separate assets, special attention should be paid to
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current cost accounting and disclosure of current value.

Current cost accounting. If current cost valuation is applied, a higher minimal
value would be estimated in times of increasing prices, since both bookvalue
and depreciation charges would increase. The niederstwert princip is also valid
for current cost accounting. If the current value is still lower than the market
value, the balance sheet presents a higher valuation of the minimal realizable
value of those assets. Thus, current cost accounting may disclose more about
the minimal realizable cash flow of the assets than historical cost accounting.
Only when the market price is below the historical cost, both accounting meth-
ods result in the same estimation (i.e., the market value).

Disclosure Of cunent value.  In the notes to the financial statement, additional
disclosure may be included regarding the current value of assets. If this current
value relates to market value, this higher amount can be taken into account as
a minimal realizable cash flow since the firm has the choice of realizing the
highest of either the direct value (market value) or the indirect value (operating
revenue). This is based on Limperg's concept of coordinated values. Note,
however, that the involved risk of this expectation is not explicitly mentioned,
and may differ between firms and industries.
If the disclosed current value relates to ieplacement costs, no additional infor-
mation is given on realizable cash flows. It merely reflects a future obligation
when replacing assets rather than a realizable reserve. Since the niederstwert
princip is not applied to such information in the notes to the financial state-
ments, no additional information regarding expected future cash flows can be
derived.

Note that market value accounting and -disclosure normally incur a higher risk
about the realization of this value. For example, it is common practice to
valuate marketable securities at their market price. Thus, all volatilities of the
securities are incorporated into the balance sheet valuation. Adverse price
movements after the year's end directly invalidate the realizable values of the
securities, since no hidden reserves are present.

Note that this divergence in applied certainty levels to recognize losses also
applies to the recognition of profits and liabilities:

-In the industry of fast-moving consumer goods, the realizable profit margin on
inventories is almost a certainty. Nonetheless, bookkeeping conventions disal-
low the valuating of inventories on sales prices. Such non-recognized expected
profits may form a hidden reserve on the balance sheet. On the other hand, a
continuous scale of profit recognition exists regarding the valuation of work in
process. If the accounting method of "percentage of completion" is used, the
definition of milestones and the assessment of the certainty of realizable profit
on partially completed contracts is based on professional judgment.
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-Provisions are recorded on the balance sheet if the degree of certainty is less
than   100% (in which  case the event would be presented  as a liability),  but  not
too uncertain to estimate reliably. Some types of provisions are only uncertain
to a limited extent. Pension provisions are based on extensive statistical analy-
sis, which already includes conservative assumptions regarding the expected
life-time of employees, wage level, and interest rate. Therefore, the book
values of pension provisions are conservative estimates of future cash outflows
of pension liabilities at balance date.
Deferred tax provisions can also be estimated quite well. The uncertainty
merely relates to the timing of cash flows. Since such provisions are generally
valuated at nominal value, book value represents at least the net present liabi-
lity.

If uncertainty increases, the classification of the recording of the event shifts
from provisions to off-balance sheet liabilities. In general, three types of off-
balance sheet liabilities can be distinguished:

-Guarantees for third-party debt. As soon as claims are expected, a provision is
formed. Therefore, as long as these guarantees are disclosed as off-balance
sheet liabilities, the chance of adverse cash flow is considered to be low.
However, the edge between low risk and recognized risk is arbitrary.

-Long-term contracts such as leases and long-term sale or purchase agree-
ments. Although these cash outflows may be reasonably predictable, they are
closely bound to the corresponding rights such as the use of leased equipment
and the receipt or sales of goods. Since no delivery or payment has taken place
yet, these rights are not recognized on the balance sheet. The net proceeds of
these contracts are expected to be positive, since if they were negative, a
provision would have been made for the expected loss.

-Claims with too large a degree of uncertainty. These claims resemble the risks
and uncertainties of guarantees discussed above. Regarding litigation claims,
the assessment of risk to determine whether a provision has to be recorded is
also affected by the influence that recognition may have on the outcome of the
court case.

For some intangibles such as goodwilll, and financial assets such as subsidiar-
ies if valuated at equity, the niederstwert princip does not have meaning at all.
Therefore, the cash generating power of these assets are not embedded in their
balance sheet valuation.
For current assets such as inventories and receivables, the time horizon to cash
generation is much shorter, and their relation of cash flow can be easily linked

1Note that Reed Elsevier explicitly test whether the bookvalue of individual publis-
hing rights does not exceed their expected cash flows.
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to individual assets, thereby simplifying the estimation of realizable cash flow.
However, if turnover of current assets is high, most of the decreases in value
have already been captured in the profit & loss account.

Ad c) Short-term receivables will be collected and reinvested before long-term
debt becomes due. The debt coverage by the reinvestments may differ from
that of the receivables on balance date. Similarly, management may change
strategies during the maturation of debt, and thereby altering the risk of debt
repayment.
The limitations of the year-end-bound financial position presented by the
balance sheet is generally recognized by accounting standard setters. Therefore,
significant events after the year's end have to be disclosed in the notes to the
financial statements. However, these events are not covered in the balance
sheet, thereby causing a time lag in the capital structure presented.

3.1.1.2 CONSTRUCrING THE DEBT RATIO

After determining the valuation of each component of assets and liabilities,
these figures have to be combined into a financial ratio. Problems may arise
from netting, and the hybrid nature of capital components.

Netting of assets and liabilities. The essence of double-entry bookkeeping is
the recognition of both the rights and obligations of each recorded transaction.
By netting certain of assets and liabilities, the amount of total assets decreases,
which affects the visualized capital structure. For some common cases, ac-
counting standards are available, but some of these standards differ internation-
ally, which causes a diversity in applied accounting methods. For example,
different standards exist on netting deferred and prepaid taxes. Also the netting
of current assets and liabilities into one subtotal of net working capital on the
balance sheet may affect the presentation of the capital structure.

Another complication stems from the diversity of capital components. Often,
equity and debt are strictly separated. Equity is long-term capital, provided by
shareholders who govern the firm and receive the residual income as divi-
dends. Debt has to be repaid, and debtholders receive annual fixed interest.
However, in practice, a vast range of hybrid capital is found. Ordinary exam-
ples are preferred stock, priority stock, subordinated debt and convertible
bonds. More sophisticated forms are warrants, options, and nonredemption
bonds. These modern capital components have features of both "pure" equity
and "pure" debt. Regarding solvency assessment, for each capital component
the priority and reserve capacity has to be determined. These factors determine
how the debt ratios are defined. For example, short-term credit such as trade
creditors are often excluded from the debt ratio. This definition can be accom-
panied by a model of the balance sheet that counts total assets based on net
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working capital. Secondly, convertible bonds can only be regarded as financial
cushions if conversion is likely. Thus convertible bonds may aggravate finan-
cial distress, since in times of adverse financial trends, their near-equity char-
acteristic turns into a pure liability characteristic.

It can be concluded that the 'solvabiliteitsratio' is a rather crude proxy for
solvency. The underlying assumption of instant liquidation and the several dis-
tortions caused by bookkeeping conventions limit its relation to the probability
of meeting future debt obligations. Measuring equity by its market value may
avoid some of these problems. However, this value is normally difficult to
derive from the financial statements.

3.1.2 MEASURING LEVERAGE

As described in the introduction of this chapter, capital structure can also be
associated with the degree of financial leverage. In the literature on financial
statement analysis (Myer, 1967), a distinction is made between financial lever-
age and operating leverage.
In general, leverage is a measurement of the degree of amplification of the
percentual change of the residual income by the percentual change of total
earnings, due to the independence of compensation for production factors to
total earnings. In other words, the fixed compensation on debt causes a rela-
tively strong volatility in the residual income if total income changes. The ea-
siest way to interpret the nature of this independence of compensation is
through the notion of fixed costs, although other types of independence are
also imaginable. For example, even if interest rates on debt are variable (float-
ing), they have no causal relationship with operating income.
Figure 3.1 presents the relationship between operating leverage and financial
leverage. Fixed production costs, interest and profit have to be earned by the
contribution margin, which is the surplus of sales over variable costs. Ope-
rating leverage measures the leverage between fixed production costs and
income before interest and taxes (EBIT). Financial leverage measures the
leverage within the EBIT between interest and profit. The effect of taxes are
left out to emphasize the essence of the leverage effect between debt and
equity. The introduction of taxes on profit would not alter the findings if
proportional tax rates are assumed, and taxable income equals reported income.
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Figure  3.1.  Operating and financial  leverage

Note that leverage is defined as an elasticity, i.e., the relationship between
percentual changes of two quantities (Cohen & Cyert, 1975). Elasticity E of
EBIT changes to changes of contribution margin CM, i.e. operating leverage,
can be described as

E a,    =  d EBIT CM                  (1)
EBIT d CM EBIT

CM = FPC + EBIT (2)

where FPC = fixed production costs, such as depreciation charges, rentals and
leasing costs. The first derivative of (2) is:

d EBIT =1 (3)
d CM

Therefore
05

 EBIT EBIT
= 1 .CM (4)

Similarly for financial leverage:
where P is net profit, being EBIT minus interest, therefore:
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EarT EBIT
E    = ----                            (5)P P

EBIT EBITE =         (6)
P    EBIT - INTEREST

Thus, if EBIT changes with x%, profit P changes with (EBIT/P)x%. Note that
formula (6) is a transformation of the well-known interest coverage ratio. The
importance of the coverage ratio for solvency assessment was already empha-
sized by Foss (1995), based on intuitive appeal, since the coverage ratio is
"dynamic" (a flow variable), and combines financial risk (interest) and busi-
ness risk (earnings). Jalilvand & Park (1994) also emphasized the importance
of interest costs behavior. They found that the risk premium on variable-rate
corporate debt depends on the correlation between interest rate and operating
cash flow of the firm. However, they do not explain why operating cash flows
would correlate to interest rates. The existence of such a dependency was not
found in other studies.

Note that the degree of leverage (elasticity) depends on the difference between
EBIT and profit, or in other words, the relative size of interest costs. If interest
charges are relatively small, leverage  is low, since elasticity approaches  1.   If
interest nearly equals EBIT, leverage becomes infinite -either positive or
negative, depending on whether interest costs are slightly lower or higher than
EBIT. Profit tends to be nil, so every change in EBIT results in an infinitely
high percentual change in profit.
If interest costs are larger than EBIT, profit becomes negative (loss). Since in
micro-economic textbooks (Koutsoyiannis, 1983; Van der Klundert & De
Groof, 1978) elasticities are only applied to variables with positive values (like
quantities and prices), the interpretation of leverage as an elasticity in the case
of losses has to be arrived at with caution. The same holds if interest costs
become negative, i.e, interest income. In such cases, the firm's total income is
partly fixed, causing a dampening effect, i.e. the opposite of leverage. Formula
(6) still holds if interest income is applied as negative interest costs. Any
percentual change of EBIT causes a smaller percentual change of profit.
Leverage effects by income items may also occur within operating leverage.
Long-term sales contracts or fixed-price contracts lever the residual income,
since the costs of the (fixed) sales may still vary. Contracts that allow full
billing of incurred costs have an unleveraging effect on residual income, since
a predetermined return is secured. However, disclosure in financial reporting
found in practice usually does not provide detailed information on these mat-
ters.
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In the EBIT interval [0, P]. elasticity ranges from 0 to infinite. If EBIT be-
comes very negative, the elasticity of profit to EBIT tends to 1. Figure 3.2
presents the relation between EBIT and elasticity

Financial leverage
(Elasticity)

EBIT = Profit-
.....\ li

EBIT

\1
FigurE 3.2. Leverage presented as elasticity

Note that leverage as described above does not directly refer to capital struc-
ture. Financial leverage relates to the compensation for debt and equity. Al-
though leverage is merely income-oriented, the effects of leverage are often
illustrated as percentages of the underlying investments. This results in 'return
to equity' and 'return on debt'. The latter merely refers to the interest rate on
debt.

Regarding financial leverage, the fixed charges caused by interest on debt mul-
tiply changes in the return on equity when total return changes. Therefore,
financial leverage can also be defined as: the degree of amplification of the
change in return on equity by the change of the return on total capital, due to
the independence of the return on debt (interest) to the return on total capital.
In a simplified form (only equity and interest bearing debt, abstracting from
taxes), this can be described as:

RTC =  IC-D. ROE  +  -D  . i (7)
TC TC

or
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DROE = RTC + (RIC - 0.-                 (8)E

where
RTC  = return on total capital
TC = total capital

E     = equity
ROE  = return on equity
D     = debt
i       = interest rate on debt

Formula (7) shows that the total income of the firm is divided over equity and
debt. The compensation for debt is called interest, the compensation for equity
is called profit. Formula (8) shows that the return on equity equals the return
on total capital plus a markup or a discount due to the difference between total
return and the costs of debt. If the interest rate is below the (average) total
return, the residual income increases the 'compensation' on equity, thus in-
creasing the ROE. If the interest rate exceeds the total return, this excess has
to be paid by the shareholders, thereby diminishing the ROE.

Since returns have already been normalized to percentages, leverage does not
have to be interpreted as elasticity. Leverage of the ROE is the multiplier of
changes in return on equity caused by changes in total return. If formula (8) is
rewritten to disclose the RTC multiplier, we get:

ROE  =   (1 + )„RTC   -    .i                                                 (9)

Equation (9) shows that both the multiplier of RTC and i on ROE are solely
determined by the capital structure. If RTC increases by x points, the ROE
increases by (1+ D/E).x points. If interest rate i mcreases by x points (for
example at the event of a refinance), ROE decreases by D/E.x points.

Note that formula (8) is not applicable to firms with (net) interest income. The
Return on Total Capital (RTC) includes a positive interest amount which flows
to equity. This contradicts formula (7). Secondly, no relationship exists be-
tween the amount of interest and the amount of debt, since (net) interest in-
come also depends on the amount of investment and its interest rate. Applying
the gross payable interest in formula (8) only (assuming the financial reporting
discloses on this matter) neglects the unleveraging effect of the interest inco-
me.
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3.1.2.1 DEFINING DEBT, EQUrrY AND RErURN

Note that leverage as described in textbooks on financial statement analysis is
defined as an arithmetical relationship between several balance sheet - and
profit and loss items.
As discussed in section 3.1.1, reported equity depends on capitalization and -
valuation policies. Therefore, it seems as if financial leverage is determined by
accounting principals, instead of the characteristics of cash flows (either fixed
or residual). For example, if a publishing firm chooses not to capitalize publis-
hing rights, equity is relatively low This results in a high ROE (ceteris pari-
bus) and high leverage (measured by the capital structure). On the other hand,
from the perspective of shareholders, the volatility of earnings as a percentage
of market capitalization may still be in line with other firms.

It is questionable whether the leverage ratio based on accounting figures has a
relevant meaning to debtholders. Leverage affects the volatility of the reported
asset coverage of debt, but as described in section 3.1, this reported asset
coverage of debt is a poor indicator of solvency. However, since (expected)
reported earnings in practice are considered to affect investors' and lenders'
financing decisions, the leverage ratio may be relevant. Strong swings of
reported earnings cause more uncertainty, which affects assessed solvency.

Since the essence of leverage lies in the combination of fixed compensations
and residual income, the independence of compensation to EBIT determines
whether balance sheet items should be considered as either debt or equity.
Difficulties may arise with:
-off-balance sheet liabilities;
-hybrid capital components;
-non-interest bearing liabilities.

Off-balance sheet liabilities. Since leverage stems from the coexistence of
fixed charges and residual income, any adjustments for off-balance sheet
liabilities depend on the nature of corresponding future cash fows. Depending
on what is agreed on, long-term contracts (either commodity contracts or
financial instruments) may fix future costs. For example, operational lease
charges normally do not vary with the total return of the firm. Thus, such
fixed charges from long-term contracts cause leverage effects. Note however,
that the nature of such long-term contracts such as leasing and pre-purchases
encounter the concept of operating leverage instead of financial leverage. The
distinction between financial lease and operational lease is especially well-
known. Financial leases resemble financing activities, and are recorded accord-
ingly on the balance sheet. Restating operational leases to such finance activi-
ties does not correspond to the economic meaning of these contracts. Thus,
such off-balance liabilities disclose rather about operating leverage than about
financial leverage. Therefore, adjustments to financial leverage  are not necessa-
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ry.

Other types of off-balance sheet liabilities such as guarantees and too uncertain
provisions do not require annual charges for compensation like interest or fees
for "providing" the corresponding transactions. Therefore, such liabilities do
not affect leverage.

Hybnd capital components. The influence of hybrid capital components on
financial leverage depends on the nature of compensation given for these
capital components. Convertible bonds incur fixed interest charges which
causes leverage in the same manner as ordinary interest-bearing debt.
Preferred stock also incurs fixed compensations, although these may be limited
to the available profit. Therefore, the effect of leverage on income to common
stock depends on the level of earnings. In the event of profits being below the
promised preferred dividend or losses, preferred stock does not cause leverage.
If earnings are above the preferred dividend level, incurred leverage is compa-
rable to interest bearing debt.
Any subordination status of debt only has consequences in the event of de-
fault. Then, it affects only the redemption of debts, which does not affect the
profit and loss account. Even if subordinated debt is not paid back, this does
not increase reported profit since the debt remains a formal liability. Therefore,
the interest charges of subordinated debt cause the same degree of leverage as
ordinary debt, regardless of whether or not this subordinated interest is actually
paid.
S&P states that it focuses on the annual cash flow pattern that results from any
hybrid capital component. However, no clearcut definition of debt and equity
is used by S&P. Sometimes, the analyst calculates alternative sets of ratios,
reflecting that the "truth" lies in a gray area between two perspectives.

Non-inte,est beating liabilities. On zero-bonds, no annual interest is paid.
However, interest is covered by the below-par value proceeds when issued.
Bookkeeping conventions require that this discount is matched to the consecu-
tive years. Therefore, even if interest is not actually paid in a specific year,
interest charges do affect annual profits.

On short-term liabilities such as trade creditors, interest is often not charged
for. Suppose a firm finances its inventories solely with trade credit. Equity is
kept as low as possible. Any volatility in realized margin when the inventories
are sold causes leveraged changes in the ROE. Formula (8) can be used to
calculate this effect, by defining the interest rate as nil, and Debt = trade
creditors. However, the coverage ratio does not reveal any leverage since the
profit and loss account does not contain any interest costs. Leverage is caused
by the fixedness of the cost account 'costs of goods sold'. Thus, the leverage as
calculated by formula (8) is, in fact, operating leverage instead of financial
leverage. since the fixedness of costs relates to production costs instead of
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financial costs. In the profit and loss account of this firm, no fixed deductions
like interest take place below the line of EBIT. On the other hand, purchasing
stock on trade credit is, in fact, a finance activity. However, this finance ele-
ment is not the main essence of trade creditors. Their function is to supply
materials or services, whose costs are taken into account for the calculation of
open:ting leverage. Although not commonly found in practice, payment of
almost all kinds of costs can be postponed to realize a financing of the firm,
for example, postponed payment of wages. The essence of these costs are that
the underlying values are consumed in the production process, while interest-
bearing debt is only used, since its principal amount is returned fully when
due. Only the interest on debt is consumed Therefore, trade credit should not
be included in the financial leverage ratio, although trade credit financing illu-
strates that the border between operating leverage and financial leverage is not
clear-cut.

Provisions for pension liabilities are normally valuated at present value. There-
fore, each year, the change in these provisions includes interest charges based
on the applied interest rate. However, this interest component is normally not
disclosed separately in the financial report.

After discussing meaningful definitions of debt and equity for the purpose of
measuring leverage, the definition of return will now be discussed. The return
may either be defined as
a) net profit;
b) dividend;
c) dividend plus stock price change;
d) other measures of return.

Ad a. The return measured as profit to market price of equity is the well-
known Price Earnings ratio (PE ratio). This ratio is called a hybrid ratio since
it combines internal financial and financial market quantities. Formula (8) is
valid for this definition of return since the interdependencies between EBIT,
profit and interest remain.

Ad b. This definition (dividend return) is more narrow in scope than the PE ra-
tio, since it recognizes returns only when paid out. Total return is defined as
dividend plus interest. This definition cannot be used in formula (8), since the
dividend payout lacks a logical dependence on (changes in) total return and
interest charges, since the level of dividend payout is merely decided on by the
management (dividend payout policy).

Ad c. This definition relates to a black box investment interpretation. An
investment amounting the market value returns cash and added value to the
investment. Total return is:
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Total Retum = dividend + interest +A price  .  +A pricedebi (10)
equity

In some specific cases the dependence between dividend, interest charges and
total return can be restored by adding the change in value of equity and debt.
For example, an investment fund's market value depends almost solely on the
market value of its assets. If earnings are not paid out as dividends, retained
cash increases the return for the same amount, since it raises the value of
equity of the investment fund. However, for other industries market value may
be based on expected future earnings. Here, the relation between retained cash
and stock price change may be less direct.

Applying formula (8) is complicated since the price changes in equity and debt
affect both returns as equity and debt itself Formula (8) does not depend on
how and when equity and debt is measured. The formula is valid for equity
and debt on t=0, t=1, or the average equity and debt between t=0 and t=1. Ho-
wever, if changes in equity and debt are included in the definition of return,
the moments of measurement must be chosen explicitly. Different choices will
result in different adjustments to formula (8).

Secondly, not all components of the total return are transferrable between
equity and debt. If the market interest rate falls, the market value of debt
increases, thus increasing the total return. However, whatever the degree of
leverage may be, equity cannot share in this benefit, since this part of the total
return is strictly bound to debt. Therefore, even if total return changes, the
return on equity may be not affected. This contradicts the notion of formula
(7).

Ad d. Other definitions of return may also be constructed, for example, relative
returns compared to the average market or it peers. These definitions will also
complicate or limit the valid application of formula (10).

3.1.3 SUMMARY

Capital structure can be assessed from two points of view: asset coverage of
debt, or leverage. Asset coverage of debt is a stock value of the available
financial cushion. Leverage is a sensitivity measure for changes in this finan-
cial cushion. Therefore, both approaches are complementary.

Measuring asset coverage of debt by calculating the (relative) surplus of equity
over debt presented on the balance sheet is both upwardly and downwardly
distorted by conservative bookkeeping conventions and hidden liabilities, such
as off-balance sheet liabilities and depressed realizable values in the event of
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default. Secondly, this ratio may be unrealistic since it assumes instant liquida-
tion of the firm. Measuring equity through market value may avoid some of
these problems. However, this value is normally difficult to derive from the
financial statements, and the interpretation of the resulting solvency ratio is not
always straightforward.

The occurrence of hybrid capital components such as preferred stock and con-
vertible bonds complicate the assessment of the available financial cushion.
The financial cushion differs for each type of capital component. Any capital
component with a lower level of preference can serve as a financial cushion
for more preferred capital.

Leverage stems from fixed cost components which aggravate changes in the
residual income for equity. A distinction can be made between operating and
financial leverage. The interest coverage ratio measures the EBIT-elasticity of
profit. The degree of leverage depends on the level of debt, interest rate, and
total return. In the event of interest income, and in periods of loss, net income
is less than leveraged.

Financial leverage can also be described in terms of return on equity. Formula
(10) and (11) describe the changes in return on equity if the total return or the
capital structure changes. These formulas are not applicable in the event of net
interest income. If equity is based on market value, and return is measured as
profit, the formulas describe the Price-Earnings ratio. Defining a balance sheet
item as either debt or equity depends on the nature of the corresponding com-
pensation -either fixed or residual. Since this criterion differs from the criterion
for asset coverage of debt, different ratios may result depending on the objec-
tive of the assessment of capital structure.

3.2 THEORIES ON OPTIMAL CAPrrAL STRUCrURE

3.2.1 INTRODUCTION

In practice, solvency is often related to the capital structure, i. e., the relative
size of debt of a firm compared to its equity. Therefore, in this chapter the
capital structure is addressed. To judge the capital structure of a firm, a bench-
mark is needed to classily the leverage or asset coverage of debt as high or
low Thus this benchmark should be a representation of optimal leverage. At
first glance, judgment of leverage seems trivial. The more debt is covered by
equity, the lower the default risk on bonds is. However, it may be worthwhile
to examine the theories on optimal leverage more closely:

-even if it is assumed that higher leverage may incur more risk, this does not
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automatically offer a benchmark to assess the involved level of risk or its
influence on solvency Other factors may compensate the higher risk of higher

leverage;

-the capital structure may affect the performance and (thereby) the value of the
firm. Due to incentive effects of leverage, which will be described later, lever-
age may affect the performance of the firm. The future performance of the
finn is assumed to affect solvency.
First, the most important theories on capital structure will be presented. Sec-

ond, these theories will be discussed from the perspective of default risk.

Cools (1993) presents an extensive overview of theories on capital structure.
Over the last four decades, many theories and hypotheses on financial structure
have been developed. Theories can be divided into four main streams:
-the Modigliani & Miller (MM) theorem, with and without the influence of
taxes;
-the influences of bankruptcy costs;
-agency theory approaches;
-signalling theory approaches.

3.2.2 THE MM-THEOREM

MM were the first authors to develop a distinct theory on capital structure. In
1958, they published the first version of their theory (Modigliani & Miller,
1958). Based on a set of assumptions they concluded that the market value of
a firm is not dependent on its financial structure. This version is known as the
'irrelevance theorem'. By relaxing some assumptions, two other main versions
were derived.

The 'irrelevance theorem'

The essence of this theorem is, that if financial markets conform to certain
requirements to ensure efficiency, any investment opportunity that could be
created by a change in leverage is already spanned by the existing securities.
Therefore, the firm's value cannot be altered by a change in leverage. The
value of the firm is only determined by the riskiness and expected cash flows
from operations.

Cools illustrates this irrelevancy proposition using the state preference theory.
This theory describes securities as combinations of simple, basic securities
("pure" securities). It can be shown that an investor is able to construct his
portfolio in such a way, that it meets any desired level of leverage. If an inves-
tor wants to increase the leverage of his equity investment in a firm, he can
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finance his shares by personal debt. If he wants to decrease his leverage, he
can partially substitute his equity investment for bonds or other fixed income
securities. Thus, the leverage can be adjusted at the level of the investor. This
is called "homemade leverage".
The conclusion of irrelevance was considered as provocative and contradicted
all "everyday experience", plausibilism, "intuition", and "casual empiricism"
(Coots, 1993). However, this conclusion resulted from plain reasoning based
on the assumptions. These assumptions limit the validity of the theorem to a
simplistic environment. Cools mentions the following assumptions:
1) The firm always maximizes its market value;
2) A static partial equilibrium approach, focussing on the firm and 'industry',
assuming constant and given from outside the model the 'prices' of certain
income streams;
3) Perfect financial markets with a state of atomistic competition;
4) All cash flow streams are perpetuities (i. e., no growth);
5) All firms are assumed to be in the same risk class;
6) Firms only issue two types of claims: riskless debt and (risky) equity;
7) Firms can lend at a risk-free rate;
8) Individuals can also borrow and lend at the risk-free rate;
9) There are no taxes;
10) Management acts in the best interest of the stockholders.

Relaxation of one or more of these assumptions may result in very different
conclusions, which will be discussed in the following sections.

The tax shield theorem

MM recognized that the findings of the irrelevance theory were stunning. MM
recommended to direct future research on relaxation of the assumptions to
make the conclusion of the theory conform more with the empirical reality.
However, when the assumption of 'no taxes' was relaxed, the findings became
even more confusing. When corporate taxes are introduced, there is a tax
advantage to debt financing, since interest is tax deductible and profits are not.
When debt is maximized, the cash outflow to third parties (e.g., tax authorities)
is minimized, leaving a maximum amount to be distributed to either stockhold-
ers or bondholders. Thus, the optimal leverage according to the tax shield
theorem is 100% debt. Of course, 100% leverage is technically not possible,
since any residual income above the interest obligations must be distributed.
100% leverage means an infinitely small proportion of equity.
However, DeAngelo & Masulis (1980) and Shih (1996) point to several cir-
cumstances where the debt tax shield is less favorable as stated by MM. If a
company succeeds in reducing the tax bill by other means such as depreciation
and investment tax credits to zero (non-debt tax shields), any additional reduc-
tion of tax income by interest costs may not result in any tax savings. At-
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though such costs can often be carried forward to future fiscal years, the
present value of these tax deductions decreases. Secondly, the firm may never
realize these tax savings if the firm defaults.

3.2.3 THE INTRODUCTION OF BANKRUPTCY COSTS

Baxter (1967) continued the research on the tax shield theorem. He recognized
the importance of possible bankruptcy. Normally, financial distress results in
extra costs. Baxter assumed that the mere occurrence of bankruptcy through
which debtholders gain control over the firm would not affect the value of the
firm, since this results only in an internal change in management: the
debtholders take over the control. What matters are bankruptcy cosb: adminis-
trative expenses and decline in sales. Scott (1976) and Haugen & Senbet
(1978) note that a firm need not go bankrupt, but can be reorganized. Claim-
holders will weigh the costs of reorganization against the costs of a formal
bankruptcy.
These costs (whether related to bankruptcy or reorganization) lower the value
of the firm. Thus, the optimal leverage can be found at the equilibrium of the
tax advantage of debt financing and the increasing expected value of bankrupt-
cy costs if leverage increases.

Several types of bankruptcy costs can be distinguished. Scott's version of
bankruptcy costs, namely, imperfect secondary markets of productive assets,
implies that the liquidation value of the firm's assets is always less than the
market value of a well-managed non-bankrupt firm. This is important, since if
it would be possible to sell assets at the going concern market value, bankrupt-
cy could always be avoided.
Titman's analysis (1984) focuses on stakeholders who can suffer increased
maintenance costs if the firm liquidates. Not only the providers of equity and
debt are stakeholders, but also suppliers, customers, employees, or any other
party that is involved in the operations of the firm. A default of the firm may
produce additional costs for these stakeholders. These costs include search and
retooling costs for workers and suppliers with job specific capital and in-
creased costs for customers.
If customers and other associates of a firm rationally assess its probability of
liquidation, the firm will indirectly bear the imposed liquidation costs ex ante.
For example, the price a customer is willing to pay for a durable good declines
as the probability of the firm's liquidation increases, reflecting the increase in
expected maintenance costs.

Similar to Baxter's theorem, there is a trade-off between these bankruptcy costs
and advantages of leverage (for example, the tax shield). The magnitude of
these kinds of bankruptcy costs depends on the nature of the products of the
firm. According to this theory, firms (such as computer and automobile com-
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panies), which can impose high costs on their customers and business associ-
ates in the event of a liquidation, choose capital structures with relatively low
leverage. Conversely, firms (such as hotels and retail companies), which im-
pose relatively low costs in the event of a liquidation, choose a high leverage.

Stiglitz (1974) implements bankruptcy in a different manner. He assumes
differences in expectations between the lender and the borrower. The diver-
gence between both attitudes about mean and variance of the return to a risky
bond increases as the probability of bankruptcy increases. In other words, the
nominal interest rate which the borrower has to pay rises faster than the bor-
rower feels is justified as the debt-equity ratio increases. This limits the level
of leverage, since beyond a certain level of leverage, no equilibrium interest
rate exists.

3.2.4 THE AGENCY THEORY APPROACH TO CAPrrAL STRUCrURE

After the several versions of the MM theorems, the capital structure problem
was approached from the agency theory. Cools (1993) describes three aspects
in financial strategy that can be described by the agency theory:
-conflict of interest;
-informational asymmetries;
-costs associated with verification.

Agency theory addresses the problem of moml hazairi: Before contracting,
both parties are equally informed. However, after the acceptance of the con-
tract, the agent has superior information during the execution of the contract
(informational asymmetry). The agent may take advantage of this informational
asymmetry at the cost of the principal (conflict of interest).

To solve the above-mentioned problems, the principal may want to include
some verification tools in the contract to ensure that the contract is executed as
agreed. These tools include compensation packages, budget restrictions and
operating rules. This is called monitoring. Several authors discuss the implica-
tions of moral hazard for the capital structure.

Jensen & Meckling's costs of equity and debt

Jensen & Meckling (1975) recognize two sorts of agency costs that may influ-
ence the choice of capital structure:

-perk consumption by the owner-manager: since outside shareholders cannot
monitor the actions of the manager directly, he may use sources for his person-
al welfare instead of that of the principal, for example, excessive costs for
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travelling or office furniture.

-the asset substitution effect: the bondholders are expropriated of their wealth
by shareholders who take unwarranted risks. If the manager chooses a higher
risk investment than the investments that were expected at the moment of
contract acceptance, bonds become more risky without any compensation for
the bondholders.

Thus, both equity and debt financing involve agency costs. Jensen & Meckling
assume that the optimal leverage is determined by a trade-off between the
agency costs to be made for equity, and agency costs to be made for debt
financing. However, the shape of these cost curves is still unknown. For a non-
trivial solution, the relation between leverage and agency costs must be an
increasing marginal function. According to Coots (1993), no empirical evi-
dence of this function has been found yet.

The  underinvestment problem  of Myers

Myers (1977) searched for arguments why firms are not fully financed by debt
when there is an obvious benefit from the tax shield. Using a theoretical model
of a firm that has growth opportunities, he made a distinction between the
moment of having an oppotunity to invest, the moment when the state of
nature of the project is revealed and the investment decision has to be made,
and the moment when debt matures. Myers found that if debt matures after the
firm's investment option expires positive NPV-projects that render less than the
amount promised to creditors will be rejecte#. Thus, the firm underinvest
compared to the level of investments that would maximize the value of the
firm. Therefore, in such circumstances, firms which assets primarily consist of
growth opportunities instead of assets in place would avoid debt-financing.
Based on his theoretical model, Myers derives that:
-assets in place should be financed with more debt than growth opportunities;
-for assets-in-place, the following factors should be associated with heavy debt
financing: (a) capital-intensity and high operating leverage and (b) profitability,
ideally measured in terms of the expected future value of the firm's assets.

3.2.5 SIGNALLING MODELS

Agency theories such as discussed in section 3.2.4 refer to the post-contractual
period. But even before contracting, parties may not be equally informed.
Parties (especially the agent) may take actions to disclose their private infor-

2This derivation uses rather extensive mathematics and theoretical reasoning. For
more details, see Myers (1977).
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mation. This is called signalling. However, the opposing party can not be sure
that this signal is trustworthy. Theory offers several types of signalling
'techniques'. Some of them are related to capital structure.

Myers & Majluf pecking order theory

Myers' underinvestment theory focuses on moral hazard. In 1984, Myers &
Majluf (1984) approached the capital structure problem from a adverse selec-
tion perspective, i.e., precontractual information asymmetry.
Management is assumed to have more information about the firm's value than
potential investors. As in Myers (1977), the value of the firm is assumed to
consist of assets in place and valuable investment opportunities.

The existence of asymmetric information implies that shares can be over- or
undervalued. If shares are underpriced, the issue of new shares would benefit
new shareholders since they receive a proportional claim on the assets in place
at a discount. Therefore, the old shareholders suffer a loss, since their claim
dilutes. Thus, investment opportunities are only accepted if the returns exceed
the loss of the old shareholders. Therefore, the firm could pass up investment
opportunities with positive NPVs. Myers & Majluf derive the implication that
if management decides not to invest, this will be regarded as good news, since
stock is apparently underpriced. Alternatively, the announcement of a stock
issue will be regarded as bad news, which will cause a price reduction and
hence affect the revenue of the issue, and therefore the investment decision
itself. In this model, the opportunity to invest in a high NPV project cannot be
distinguished by investors from "bad circumstances" (this is called the lemon
problem: the risk of paying too much for a product that turns out to be of low
quality). Thus, firms will never issue equity, only debt. Myers & Majluf recog-
nize that this conclusion contradicts everyday experience. They address this
gap to imperfect markets and the strict assumptions of this theory. However,
the information asymmetry discussed in this theory may creates a pecking
order regarding the desired form of financing. Myers & Majluf conclude that if
management acts in the interest of the old shareholders, it would prefer to
finance investments with 'slack', unused sources obtained by dividend reten-
tion. If stack is not sufficient, management will prefer debt to equity.

Note that Myers seems to contradict his earlier underinvestment problem, since
now debt is preferred to equity instead of the limited use of debt for new
investment opportunities as suggested by the underinvestment problem. This
divergence may be explained by the difference in approach. Although Myers
(197D extensively describes monitoring possibilities to circumvent post-con-
tractual asymmetric information, pre-contractual asymmetric information and
adverse selection were ignored. Apparently, adverse selection and the option
nature of investments can compensate each other.
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Ross' signalling model

In Ross' model (Ross, 1977), the capital structure is used by the manager to
signal the true value of the firm. By changing its capital structure, the firm will
change its perceived risk class. However, the manager will only reveal the true
signal if he has an incentive to do so. Ross describes a compensation scheme
that provides this incentive: incorporating a penalty in the manager's reward if
bankruptcy occurs.
Successful firms can adopt a higher leverage because their chance of going
bankrupt is so much lower that the present value of the bankruptcy penalty is
less than the higher compensation that the manager receives based on the
'successfulness' of the firm. The leverage signal of high quality cannot be
imitated by unsuccessful firms since such managers have no incentive to lie,
due to the penalty incurred by the compensation scheme.
Thus, the pmbability of default increases with leverage, and thereby, with the
successfulness of the firm. This last implication seems counterintuitive: the
more successful the firm is, the higher the probability of default. However,
since also the penalty for default increases with the incurred leverage, the
default loss may be even less than that of low-leveraged firms. Ross admits
that these implications depend on some strong assumptions, and may be hard
to test empirically.

Signalling by insider holdings

Leland & Pyle (1977) describe a signal from the owner-manager. They argue
that the entrepreneur's willingness to invest in his own project can serve as a
signal of project quality and that the value of the firm increases with the share
of the firm held by the entrepreneur, relative to what he otherwise would have
held in case of a low quality project. It follows from their model that firms
with riskier returns will have lower debt levels.

Debt as a bonding device

Grossman & Hart (1982) suggest that debt could be used by the managers as a
precommitment or bonding device. If bankruptcy is costly for managers be-
cause they lose benefits of control, their reputations, or the enjoyment of other
perquisites associated with their position, high leverage creates an incentive for
managers to diminish the tendency of perk consumption because of the in-
creased threat of bankruptcy. Consequently, if management issues debt, then
shareholders will know that it is personally costly to management not to maxi-
mize profit. Hence, the market will recognize that profits will be higher and
the firm will have a higher market value.
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Although the positive relationship between leverage and market value is the
same as in Ross' signalling model, the cause of this effect is different.  In Ross'
model, leverage is a signal to inform the market about the characteristics of the
firm. Leverage as a bonding device is meant to affect management's behavior,
i.e., an incentive to maximize the firm's market value.

Cools (1993) emphasizes the role of the monitoring function in this reasoning.
If leverage increases, creditors will possibly be more inclined to closely moni-
tor firms, because of the increased threat of bankruptcy. Regarding this moni-
tor function, a differentiation between bank debt and bondholders would be
appropriate, since the monitoring of banks will be stronger than the monitoring
by atomistic bondholders. The monitoring role of bondholders could be rela-
tively small because of free rider problems and direct monitoring costs. Appar-
ently, Cools estimates the monitoring strength of bond rating agencies being
less than that of banks.

A similar suggestion is made by Jensen (1986). Due to the nature of managers'
compensation schemes, managers have the incentive to maximize growth and
size of the firm. The reluctance to pay out free cash flow (cash fow in excess
of that required to fund all projects that have positive NPVs) may lead to
investments, the returns of which are below the cost of capital, or wastings on
organizational inefficiencies. This is called 'overinvestment'.

If a firm generates large amounts of free cash flows, management may an-
nounce a "permanent" increase in the dividend. However, such promises are
weak because dividends can be reduced in the future. By issuing debt in
exchange for stock, managers are bonding their promise to pay out future cash
flows in a way that cannot be accomplished by simple dividend increases. The
right to take the firm into bankruptcy court if obligations on debt are not met
makes debt financing "less forgiving" than equity financing. Jensen assumes
this control effect of debt to be a potential determinant of capital structure. The
optimal debt-equity ratio is the point at which firm value is maximized, i.e.,
the point where the marginal costs of debt just offset the marginal benefits.
These control benefits of debt do not apply in all circumstances. For example,
these effects will not be as important for rapidly growing organizations with
large and highly profitable investments but no free cash flow. Such organiza-
tions will have to go regularly to the financial markets to obtain capital. The
control function of debt is more important in organizations that generate large
cash fows but have low growth prospects, and even more important in organi-
zations that must shrink. In these organizations, the pressure to waste cash
flow by investing it in uneconomic projects is most serious.

Also Hirschleifer & Thakor (1992) dealt with the influence of management
defending its position. Assuming that managers are concerned about their
reputation, this incentive draws the firm's investment choices closer to the
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interest of the bondholders rather than shareholders. Consequently, if managers
are susceptible to such a reputation effect, the firm can be expected to have
more debt than otherwise.

3.2.6 OTHER THEORETICAL DETERMINANTS OF CAPITAL STRUCTURE

In the literature, some additional arguments on the determinants of capital
structure are discussed. However, these are not clearly attributable to the
above-mentioned classes of theories.

Consequences  of dijferences between equity and debt

An obvious distinction between debt and equity is that equity may have voting
rights to control the firm. However, Cools found that most theories that regard
this aspect are only concerned with short-term changes in capital structure as a
reaction to threats of hostile takeovers.

Chung & Ferris (1993) approached debt capacity from a bond risk point of
view, i.e., the systematic risk, or beta. The beta of a bond is determined by the
risk-free interest rate, the level and variance of the return of the market port-
folio, the level and variance of the firm's expected end-of-period cash flow,
and bankruptcy costs. They showed that the bond beta increases if leverage
increases, and argue that debt capacity is limited by an upper limit of the bond
beta. Chung & Ferris argued that it is unlikely that bondholders would contin-
ue to accept an increasing risk of default even in the presence of a rising
return. As the firm continues to issue large amounts of risky debt, the debt will
eventually assume the same risk characteristics as equity. Given that debt
investors have generally more risk aversion than equity investors, there is a
market-driven limit on the extent of the firm's borrowing. Therefore, bonds
with betas higher than the betas of the underlying equity will not be accepted
by the financial market. This implies that the equilibria described by the bal-
ancing theorem and Titman's compensation of default risk may not be rea-
chable if these equilibria involve a high debt risk.

Lewellen's benefits from mergers

When studying several benefits from mergers to the value of the firm, Lewel-
len (1971) linked the willingness of lenders to provide loans to the estimated
chance that future cash flow will be too low to service debt. Using the concept
of the Capital Asset Pricing Model avant la lettm, he showed that this pro-
bability is likely to decline if two firms merge, since non-perfect correlation
between the cash flows of both firms will dampen the overall volatility, and
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low cash flows from one of the firms are compensated by the higher cash
ilows from the other firm. Lewellen argued that this effect is limited in the
case of intra-industry mergers since, within a particular industry, cash flows
will be correlated. Lewellen concluded that widely diversified conglomerates
will be able to maintain a higher level of leverage. Stulz (1996) expanded this
argument to risk management in general. Adjusting the capital structure is only
one of the instruments to the discretion of management to control for bank-
ruptcy risk. Financial instruments with respect to interest rates, currency risks,
and commodity prices can be used to control the firm's risk, too. Hedging risks
by other means, such as financial instruments, leaves room to optimize capital
structure with respect to other criteria than default risk, such as incentives for
management to optimize firm value, and desired structures of corporate owner-
ship.
Stulz emphasizes, though, that hedging with financial instruments is only cost-
efficient for firms that have a significant probability of financial default. In
efficient markets, no lasting excessive return can be earned on financial instru-
ments, and investors are not willing to pay for diversification that they can
establish by themselves by holding a diversified portfolio. For firms approach-
ing financial distress, financial instruments offer an (implicit) option for recov-
ery.

3.2.7 THE RELEVANCE OF CAPHAL STRUCTURE THEORIES TO SOLVENCY
ASSESSMENT

After discussing the several theories on capital structure, Cools concluded that
a final explanation of corporate financial structure is hardly imaginable to be
written. However, it could be examined whether these theories offer pointers to
the relevant factors regarding solvency assessment.
Most theories emphasize the possible influence of the capital structure on the
value of the firm. The optimal leverage is defined as the capital structure
where the value of the firm is maximized. This is a dimension that differs
from the assessment of solvency. In the theories, bankruptcy risk (or in a
broader sense, default risk) is only one of the elements that affects the value of
the firm, and therefore has a subordinate status. To be useful for solvency
research, theories  must be "turned around  for 90 degrees": the final  aim  is  to
describe default risk, with the value of the firm being a potentially relevant
factor. The value of the firm may affect solvency in two main ways:
-the value of the firm can be increased by improvement of operating cash
flows (return on investments). This improves the collateral towards debt;
-the value of the firm can be increased by transferring wealth from debtholders
to   shareholders. This expropriation can result in higher default risks,   i.e.,
potentially larger losses in the event of bankruptcy.

In the following paragraphs, the discussed theories will be analyzed for their
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explanation strength on default risk. Special attention will be paid to whether
theories confirm, contradict or moderate the 'everyday's notion' that an increase
in leverage results in an increase of default risk, other things equal, and wheth-
er the theories reveal characteristics of the firm that influence the default risk,
i.e., the probability of the event of a default, and the expected loss for
debtholders.

The  MM-inelevance theorem. Several references  to risk characteristics   can  be
found in the assumptions that MM make to reach their irrelevance theorem.
MM firstly assume that the stream of profits which flow to the firm are uncer-
tain; however, the market agrees upon the expected return. In other words,
uncertain profits swing around a known average.
Secondly, MM assume that firms can be divided into "equivalent return"
classes: within a class, the expected return is equal among all firms of the
specific class. MM need this assumption to predict any equilibrium price. If
there are homogeneous firms on a perfect (i.e., efficient) market, arbitrage will
remove any non-equilibrium state. Note that this assumption is set before debt
financing is introduced. Therefore, the risk class definition only refers to the
probability distribution of expected return. Any change in risk due to changes
in leverage is not covered by this risk class definition.

When MM introduce debt financing into their model, only the risk of the
return on shares is considered. All bonds are assumed to yield a constant
income per unit of time, and this income is regarded as certain by all traders
mgaidless of the issuer'. Only the risk of shares is changed since earnings
become leveraged.

MM briefly discuss the effect of a plurality of bonds and interest rates. In
existing capital markets, we find not one, but a whole family of interest rates
varying in maturity, with the technical provisions of the loan and, what is most
relevant for present purposes, with the financial condition of the borrower.
MM argue that economic theory and market experience both suggest that the
yields demanded by lenders tend to increase with the debt-equity ratio. Using
this assumption, a yield curve for bonds can be derived. In a footnote MM
specify that interest rates cannot rise infinitely Above certain levels, interest
charges become self-defeating because even normal fluctuation in earnings
would force the company into bankruptcy.

It is remarkable that, although MM extensively explore the risk on shares due
to leverage, they just refer to common knowledge when discussing the risk of
debt. Secondly, the risk classes play only a minor role. The MM-theorem ap-
plies to leverage within a risk class. In a footnote, the chance on a "gambler's
ruin", i.e., the chance that fluctuation of investment returns causes illiquidity, is

3In later studies, this assumption is relaxed
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considered as a minor risk. In fact, the use of risk classes is an implicit "ceteris
paribus" assumption regarding the uncertainty of returns. Implications on
whether a firm belongs to a high or low risk class are not dealt with.

One might conclude that the MM-irrelevance theory implies that leverage is
irrelevant to assess solvency, since the collateral (i.e., value of the firm) is not
affected by leverage, and debtholders always receive the promised interest.
This certainty of repayment, which is not a finding of the theorem but just an
assumption, overrules any collateral effect, since the collateral becomes only
important if there is a threat of default. Therefore, due to its assumption of
default-free debt, the MM-irrelevance theorem itself is irrelevant for this re-
search purpose.

The tax shield theorem.   The tax shield theorem differs  only   from the irrele-
vance theorem regarding the relaxation  of the assumption  of "no taxes".  The
findings of this theorem, 100% debt, make the limitations of the MM approach
even more obvious. Similar to the conclusion on the irrelevance theorem, any
improvement of the collateral (i. e; minimizing the cash fow to tax authorities)
is neutralized by the assumption of certain repayment.

The balancing theorem. The optimal leverage according  to the balancing  theo-
rem is also based upon the notion of minimizing the cash outflow to third
parties. In this theorem, there are at least two "third" parties: the tax authori-
ties, and institutions that charge for services regarding the bankruptcy proceed-
ings. Besides, there are expected losses due to declines in sales in the event of
bankruptcy. Baxter assumes that bankruptcy risk increases if leverage increas-
es. On the other hand, also tax advantages increase if leverage increases. For
shareholders, the optimal leverage is found at the break-even point. However,
debtholders do not benefit from the tax shield. The tax advantage is distributed
to equity, since the compensation of debt is fixed (interest rate). If this excess
return is retained in the firm, equity will rise, which increases the collateral
value. However, these retained earnings also change the leverage, which is not
in conformity with the optimal capital structure according to the balancing
theorem. If all earnings are paid out as dividend to restore the optimal level of
leverage, debtholders do not gain from the tax advantage.

When or how bankruptcy will occur is only vaguely described by Baxter: "A
few bad years in a row would substantially increase the probability that the
firm will declare bankruptcy since it might not be able to borrow to meet its
interest obligations because of its state of "financial embarrassment"."
Note that the occurrence of bankruptcy is not perfectly consistent within
Baxter's reasoning. The value of equity and debt is based on the net present
value of future earnings. Therefore, investment and financing decisions are
future oriented. In such a world, past losses cannot cause "financial embarrass-
ment". Since Baxter assumes equiprobable distributed earnings in his quantita-
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tive illustration, for each future period, earnings are re-estimated, regardless of
any fonner financial msults/ However, this financial embarrassment assumes a
correlation between historical and future earnings. Although "financial embar-
rassment" is related to the definition of insolvency of Boot & Wijn
(1991)(access to the capital market to restore the desired capital structure), this
definition does not fit into the strict theoretical world that Baxter assumes. As

long as the NPV of expected earnings remains positive, rational investors are
willing to invest or to finance. Thus, the 'gambler's ruin' will not occur.

Since the exact moment of bankruptcy remains undefined, it remains unclear
whether there is any residual value to equity in a bankruptcy. If the revenue of
sales of assets is less than the total debt (which is the most probable), any
bankruptcy costs are to the account of debtholders, since these costs diminish
the repayment of debt. Note that bankruptcy costs are considered to be trig-
gered by the capital structure. Causes of bankruptcy such as general declines in
sales and profit do not directly relate to the capital structure of the firm. Thus,
the decline in value of the firm is not caused by its capital structure. However,
from a solvency perspective, even if such bankruptcy costs are nihil, debt hol-
ders suffer the loss of unrepaid debt. Although this deficit may be aggravated
by additional administrative costs, also the difference between the face value
of debt and the residual value of assets cause losses for the debtholders. This
potential loss in the event of bankruptcy may depend on the nature of the
firm's assets. If there are efficient secondary markets these costs are less sen-
ous. The role of secondary markets for productive assets introduced by Scott is
studied in more detail by Shleifer & Vishny (1992). They argued that if assets

are redeployable -have alternative uses- they have high liquidation values. For
example, land can be used for many different purposes. Such assets are good
candidates for debt finance because, if they are managed improperly, the
manager will be unable to repay debt, and the creditors will take the assets

away from him and redeploy them without large losses in value.
However, if assets are rather specialized, the realizable sales price is far below
the value at their best use. Such assets are called illiquid. Shleifer & Vishny
distinguished three types of potential buyers of assets from firms in financial
distress:

-competitors    of   the   firm   within   the   same   industry.   Since   their   operations   re-
semble those of the asset selling firm, reployability of the assets is high. This
increases the realizable price of the assets. However, these competitors are
likely to be in financial distress too if the shock that causes the financial
distress is industry-wide, or even economy-wide. This illiquidity is typical of
cyclical assets and industries in growth markets. Only if the reason of financial
distress is firm-specific ("idiosyncratic"), for example mismanagement, compe-
titors may be willing and able to buy the assets. Diversification of operations
may improve asset liquidity. Conglomerates in need of cash have the option of
selling assets in several different industries. This allows the conglomerate to
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avoid selling assets whose underlying industries are illiquid, as long as it has
sufficient assets in liquid industries. Secondly, a conglomerate has the option
of selling its assets in smaller, more liquid pieces without adversely affecting
either the value of the divested assets or unrelated assets kept in the firm. The
ease of separability and the smaller degree of synergy between pieces of the
firm give the conglomerate more flexibility to sell off some pieces of the firm
while retaining control of others. A potential limitation of selling assets within
the own industry is antitrust legislation which prohibit the transfer of the firm's
assets to its competitors.

-outsiders. Buyers outside the industry of the asset selling firm have less
knowledge and experience to employ the assets, and face agency costs of
hiring specialists to run the firm, and they fear overpaying since they cannot
value the assets properly. This lowers the realizable price.

-"deep pocket" investom. Investors with sufficient long term capital and risk
tolerance may carry the firm over the temporal period of financial distress.
However, like outsiders, they face agency costs due to asymmetric information.
Likewise, the realizable price is relatively low.

Shleifer & Vishny describe how assets sales can be used as an instrument to
adjust the capital structure. In times of financial distress, refinancing debt by
new debt or equity is relatively costly, since the adverse situation of the firm
raises questions on the quality of the management at the investors. Sales of
liquid assets may be more attractive in such circumstances.

Summarizing, firms in industries with liquid secondhand markets can afford a
higher leverage. Asset sales in times of financial distress may either prevent
bankruptcy, or limit the loss for debtholders in the event of default.

The benefits of mergers regarding debt capacity described by Lewellen (1971)
provides a direct argument for the acceptability for high leverage: since inter-
industrial mergers dampen cash flow volatility, probability of disastrous low
cash flows declines.

The interests of non-capital stakeholders described by Titman parallel the inter-
ests of debtholders, since both will suffer losses in the event of bankruptcy.
This increases the pressure to limit leverage. However, any possible advantage
of low costs of non-capital stakeholders flows to equity, like the tax advantag-
es described above. Thus, the everyday experience that debtholders have
interest in minimizing leverage is still valid in the balancing theorem. The
optimum as defined by the balancing theorem only applies to equity. The
limiting of leverage may be enforced by the effectiveness of secondary mar-
kets, and the power of non-capital stakeholders.
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A gency costs. Note that the theories described above recognize only one
principal-agent relation: the stockholder is the principal, and the manager is the

agent. Note that when debtholders are introduced, another principal appears.
As described above, in several cases, there may be a conflict of interests
between the principal stockholder and the principal debtholder. Therefore, not
only the relation between agent and principal is relevant, but also the relation
between principals and possible differences between the two principals in the
relation to the agent. As described above, the manager (agent) may adhere
more to the less-forgiving debt principal than to the equity principal.

Jensen & Meckling's costs of equity and debt. Jensen & Meckling show that if
a firm issues additional equity, investors will require a discount on their invest-

ment (i.e., a higher expected return) to compensate for the expected perk con-

sumption by the owner-manager. Jensen & Meckling assume rational expecta-
tions, so the investors' estimate of perk consumption and their required addi-
tional return are unbiased. In the equilibrium, the discount to compensate for
these agency costs reduces both the value of the firm and the wealth of the
owner-manager (being the total of the value of his fraction of the firm, and the
value of perk consumption). In other words, issue of equity a) decreases the

utility of the owner-manager, and b) causes a loss of wealth since positive
NPV-projects are foregone because the marginal agency costs related to financ-
ing exceed the marginal positive NPV.

The effects of perk consumption on debt financing choices were not consid-
ered by Jensen & Meckling. Since it was their conclusion that additional
equity issues reduce the value of the firm, they implicitly assumed that invest-
ments should be debt financed.
In case of debt financing, any perk consumption is borne by the owner-manag-
er, since perk consumption reduces profits but does not affect the fixed charges
to debtholders. One can imagine that severe perk consumption will reduce the
collateral value towards bondholders. However, this effect is not covered by
Jensen & Meckling.

The risk of asset substitution is caused by the possibility to invest in more
risky projects after debt contracts are set. Assuming rational expectations,
bondholders will demand compensation for this risk of asset substitution. If
debt is fully collaterable, or if bondholders can prevent shareholders from

investing in more risky projects, asset substitution risk is neutralized. In that
case, there is no burden on leverage from the view of bondholders from this
perspective. However, to ensure compliance to such indenture provisions,
monitoring costs have to be incurred. It is assumed that these costs will rise if
leverage increases. This limits debt financing.

Myers' underinvestment problem. Default risk of debt was only a side effect in
Myers' analysis. Myers did not describe how the level of the promised pay-
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ment to creditors is set. He implicitly assumed that this amount increases when
debt financing increases, since he argued that "after a point the firm cannot
borrow more by paying a higher interest rate.". Apparently, the assumed effi-
cient capital market is driven to an equilibrium where default risks are com-
pensated by higher interest. Although it can be argued that the actual leverage
of a particular firm can be assessed as either relatively high or low by compar-
ing it to the equilibrium leverage, Myers' theory does not offer methods how
to determine this equilibrium leverage. He only pointed out that firms with
high growth potential (should?) have less debt than stable firms.

His second conclusion refers to the benefits from leverage. The combination of
(operating) leverage and high profitability results in additional profit for stock-
holders. Therefore, his option approach does not provide new insights on this
matter. Again, since no attention is paid to the consequences on default risk,
no conclusions can be drawn whether a high debt load is more acceptable if
operating leverage is high.

Myers & Majluf pecking order theory. This theory offers arguments why firms
may want to finance investments with debt instead of equity. This avoidance
of equity issue is derived from the aim of the management to act in the best
interest of old shareholders. In particular, by avoiding equity financing, more
positive NPV-projects will be accepted. This advantage may be also in the
interest of bondholders, since positive NPV may increase the collateral value.
Note that this is not necessarily the case if we consider the (negative) asset
substitution risk: although high return/high risk projects may increase on aver-
age the value of the firm, any (unexpected) higher risk decreases the wealth of
bondholders. Also, if equity declines due to ongoing losses, the firm is reluc-
tant to issue new equity to restore the original leverage,thereby aggravating the
debt overhang. Since this pecking order stems from asymmetric information, it
may be mitigated if disclosure increases, i.e., the capital market becomes more
efficient.

Ross' signalling model. Ross' signalling model seems to offer an explicit way
to evaluate leverage in solvency assessment. By the incentive from the bonus
scheme, managers are forced to signal the successfulness of the firm by setting
the leverage. However, the implications of this model are remarkable. The
positive relation between leverage and risk corresponds to traditional theory,
but the positive relation between risk and successfulness may seem counterint-
uitive. As another remark, the signallings are only trustworthy if all firms
apply the proposed compensation scheme. Therefore, this model is of little use
for empirical cases.

Signalhng by insidets' holdings. Leland & Pyle's theory is both valid for
outside equity as well as debt. Both enjoy assurance that the entrepreneur will
choose only sufficient quality projects. Thus, the level of inside holdings is
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also a measure for solvency.

Debt as bonding device. The effect of debt as bonding device is similar to that
of the signalling by insiders' holding. Debtholders have to ensure that manage-
ment indeed will suffer enough loss in the event of a default to behave in the
best interest of both equity  and debt.
As Cools pointed to the monitoring function, the nature of debtholders may
influence the acceptable level of leverage. If monitoring possibilities and
efforts are extensive, a firm may be higher leveraged to maintain the same
risk.

Bond betas. In contrast to the other authors who focus on the value of the
firm, Chung & Ferris concentrated on bond risk to assess the optimal capital
structure. Betas are based on the (co)variances of returns. They showed that
bond betas decrease if the variance of the firm's cash flow decreases. There-
fore, high leverage may be compensated by low variances of returns. Shleifer
& Vishny also mentioned that conglomerates may have a higher debt capacity
due to their more stable cash flows. Thus, stable earnings determine the degree

of solvency.

3.2.8 ACCOUNTING DIVERSHY IN THEORIES ON CAPrrAL STRUCrURE

Many of the theories discussed in this chapter reason from a rather theoretical
perspective. Strong and simplifying assumptions only cause a weak relation to
'real world' environments. In this section, the relation between these theories
and accounting diversity as it exists in the real world will be discussed.

Many of the authors mentioned in sections 3.2.2 to 3.2.5 (Modigliani & Miller,
Titman, Ross, Shleifer & Vishny, Wijn & Boot, and Myers & Majluf) based
their arguments on the economic concept of profit. This concept is clearly des-
cribed in Klaassen & Bak. The capital structure is measured on the basis of the
market values of debt and equity. The total value of the firm (e.g., the sum of
the values of debt and equity) is calculatede as the expected return of the as-
sets, capitalized by an "appropriate rate" (Miller & Modigliani). The return is
defined as "profit before deduction of interest". Myers (1977) is one of the few
authors who gives a theoretical rationale for using book values in setting debt
ratios. Myers argued that the use of book values facilitates a discrimination
between the value of the assets already in place and the value of investment
opportunities. Since Myers' reasoning focuses on the distinction between these
two value-drivers, book values of debt and equity are more suitable for his
study than market values. Of course, the assumption that book values represent
the actual value of all assets in place is rather heroic, since deviations may
arise from hidden reserves and impairment.
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Note that the economic concept of profit strongly differs from the accounting
concept of profit. Within the latter concept, valuation of debt and equity at
market value is not accepted, and future profits are taken in account only to a
limited extent. Within the economic concept of profit, the value of total assets
is assumed to be the maximum of either the going concern value or the li-
quidation value. In general, the accounting value will be less than the going
concern value if assets are valued on the lower of costs or market. A valuation
above the expected return (= going concern value) would result in an expected
future loss, and assets will be written off. Within the accounting measurement,
asset value may be even below the liquidation value. This is rather frequently
found for valuation of land and buildings and results in hidden reserves.

This neglected attention for the difference between the rather theoretical econo-
mic concept of equity and the more empirical accounting concept of equity
may complicate the empirical testing of these theories.
In his conclusion, Titman claims that his findings have potentially testable
(empirical) implications. According to his theory, firms which can potentially
impose high costs on their customers in the event that they go into liquidation
choose capital structures with relatively low debt/equity ratios. Thus, his find-
ings based on the economic concept of equity are extrapolated to real-world
firms that measure their capital structure by the accounting concept of profit.  It
may be argued that Titman refers to relative levels of debt, so even if capital
structure would have a different value when measured using accounting meth-
ods, the relative positions between industries may remain the same. For exam-
ple, firms in the automobile industry may have lower leverage than firms in
the retail industry, both measured in economic and accounting terms. However,
some cases of accounting diversity directly relate to the nature of the indus-
tries. For example, capitalization of publishing rights may dramatically change
the reported capital structure of publishing companies. Thus, the accounting
choice whether or not to capitalize publishing rights may result in a different
outcome of the relative level of leverage of this industry as the relative lever-
age predicted from the economic concept of profit. Of course, since choices on
accounting methods normally do not affect future cash flows directly, the
chance of default does not depend on accounting methods4
Kim, Chen & Nance (1992) attempted to test the main theories on capital
structure against empirical data. They collected financial data from firms which
had changed their leverage by issuing securities. Any abnormal stock return in
the period after issuance would indicate value relevance of the capital struc-
ture. When trying to measure financial leverage, they encountered the problem
of defining this variable. Since they found that general agreement does not yet
exist on the precise definition of financial leverage, they used seven different

4Note that there can be several indirect cash flow consequences following accounting
method choices. For example, in imperfect capital markets, supply of capital may depend on
presented leverage.
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ratios as surrogates for financial leverage. These ratios apply either bookvalue
or market value of equity, and define preferred stock either as equity or debt.
Debt could only be measured at bookvalue because their data source
COMPUSTAT did not provide market value of corporate debt. They found
that the results for these seven ratios were similar. The treatment of preferred
stock as either debt or equity did not affect the results. These findings would
mitigate the impact of the measurement problem of financial leverage. Unfor-
tunately, their study was heavily criticized by Park (1994) and Bowman
(1995). They pointed out several weaknesses in the statistical tests applied.

Although their criticism did not directly refer to the method of measuring
financial leverage, their findings that different measurements of financial
leverage do not affect the results becomes questionable.

Other authors avoid the problem of accounting diversity in other ways:

-Lewellen assumed that lenders require a minimum chance that future incom-
ing cash flows to the firm will not meet debt obligations. Regarding these cash
fows, he explicitly did not differentiate between earnings, amortizations and
working capital changes. The accepted volatility of future cash flows depends
on available collateral to cover periods of adverse trends. Lewellen did not
elaborate on how the different types of 'collateral' (restrictions on asset pur-
chases or dividend payout, etc.) should be valued. (Note that these types of
collateral are not valued in the accounting concept of profit either.) Therefore,
Lewellen did not indicate how capital structure (i.e., equity) should be mea-
sured.

-Stiglitz reasoned within a simplified one-commodity model, where, in each
period, only a single commodity is purchased and sold. This way, Stiglitz
circumvented the need for a period allocation of cash flows on the consecutive
balance sheet dates, the major cause of accounting diversity.

-Jensen also circumvented the need for valuation of equity in his study of
capital structure. He focused on debt changes in events of restructurings or
leveraged buyouts. In the short term, little difference will occur between the
economic measurement of debt changes and the accounting measurement, since
both will approximately equal the cash amount involved in the debt change.

Summarizing, the theories on capital structure either ignore the accounting
diversity that emerges when capital structure has to be measured in practice by
measuring debt and equity by their market value, or circumvent the problem
by choosing variables the values of which depend on accounting methods only
to a limited extent.
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3.2.9 SUMMARY

Several theories on capital structure reveal factors that influence the acceptable
level of leverage from a solvency perspective.

Costs of bankruptcy limit the acceptable level of leverage. Strong dependence
of suppliers and customers on the firm's continuity increase such costs. De-
pending on their market power, these stakeholders can force the firm to reduce
leverage, or demand compensation for the potential costs in the event of de-
fault. Such compensation or reduced leverage will make leverage acceptable.
However, as Chung & Ferris argued, the possibility of this kind of compensa-
tion may be limited to a certain level of debt risk.

Also the existence of efficient second-hand markets mitigate debtholders'
aversion to high leverage, especially if specific assets serve as collateral. A
large number of competitors within the industry and diversification generally
increase the overall liquidity of assets. Specialized assets, and cyclical and
growth markets are less liquid.

Inter-industrial mergers dampen cash flow volatility, thereby decreasing the
probability of default and increasing the debt capacity of a firm. The beta
analysis of Chung & Ferris also reveals that the variances of return affect bond
risk. Therefore, high leverage may be compensated by low-variance returns.

Asymmetric information between the firm and the capital market may cause a
reluctance of the firm to issue additional equity. More disclosure will diminish
this asymmetry and facilitate the issue of new equity.

Monitoring procedures or restrictions on investment strategies may resolve the
risk of asset substitution. Compliance to these regulations is more easily moni-
tored if debt is held by a single powerful lender instead of by many atomistic
investors. Close monitoring facilitates higher debt levels.

If management holds large portions of the stock, or suffers a considerable loss
in the event of a default, either financially or reputationally, both stockholders
and debtholders will be assured that management is willing to avoid bankrupt-
CY.

Note that most of these factors are not quantified. Especially the measurement
of capital structure is often based on the rather theoretical economic concept of
profit. This lack of quantitative definitions of optimal leverage is partly caused
by the qualitative nature of its determining factors, such as monitoring pro-
cedures and market power. Secondly, the moment of default cannot be preci-
sely defined. As Baxter states: "A few bad years in a row would substantially
increase the probability that the firm will declare bankruptcy...". How few is
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few? Also, the start of informal reorganization is hard to pinpoint. Therefore, it
can only be stated that, ceteris   paribus, the acceptable level of leverage for a
specific firm may vary depending on the state of nature of one of these factors.
Some industries or firms may have a higher leverage than others, although
their default risk remains the same due to compensation by factors described
above. However, weighing the impact of different factors when factors coexist
remains impossible.
Thirdly, note that the conclusions of each theorem depend on the assumptions.
The validity of these conclusions depends on whether these assumptions are
realistic. Many of these theorems have rather stringent assumptions. Quantita-
tive proof of the theorems is often based on a one-period/one-issue or -invest-
ment perspective. However, examination of the assumptions underlying the
above-mentioned solvency-determining factors, reveals no unrealistic assump-
tions that affect the validity of these factors. Only regarding the reluctance to
issue new equity due to asymmetric information effects, the assumption that
management acts only in the interest of old shareholders may not be entirely
realistic, since other theorems emphasize management's concern about its
reputation towards debtholders, which results in bonding signals. Even Myers
& Majluf themselves weaken their conclusion that firms would not issue
equity at all, since this clearly contradicts everyday experience.

3.3 EVALUATION OF LEVERAGE IN PRACrICE

Although some factors can be distinguished which affect the acceptable level
of leverage described in section 3.2.4, in practice, the evaluation of leverage
remains largely a matter of professional judgment. To explore this practical
evaluation of leverage, a study was performed on publications of Moody's and
S&P. The aim of this study was twofold:

-to explore the degree of restatement of reported capital structure by bond
rating analysts. This was done by confronting reported leverage to leverage
included in the statistics section of each bond rating rationale;

-to explore whether it is possible to define a quantitative boundary between
high and low leverage from the perspective of financial analysts. This was
done by confronting firms whose leverage is qualified by Moody's as high or
low, to reported and perceived leverage.

3.3.1 RESTATEMENT OF REPORTED LEVERAGE

It is commonly known that, due to diversity in accounting principles, adjust-
ments are often made to reported figures to derive more comparable or more
meaningful data. For example, Van Elk (1992) reports that ABN-AMRO bank
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subtracts intangibles such as goodwill and patents from equity when calculat-
ing capital structure ratios. Revaluations are also reviewed carefully. Such
references are also found regarding the bond rating process. Although the
literature on bond ratings does not elaborate on treatment of accounting diver-
sity, some pointers can be found. Note that these are merely anecdotal, illustra-
tive references: a structured approach to restating for accounting diversity was
not found.

Sherwood (1976) reported the following citation from one of the managers of
S&P regarding the accounting methods for tax credits: "Many companies take
the tax credit immediately. But, as in so many other matters, we prefer a
conservative, long-range approach whereby the credit is spread over the life of
the asset." Chattopadhyay et a/. (1997) investigated whether alternate accoun-
ting methods for deferred taxes influence the rating decision of Canadian bond
rating agencies. They selected 79 firms that are rated by the Canadian bond
rating agency CBRS. Some common financial ratios were selected as explana-
tory variables. These ratios are based on deferral of tax credits in conformity
with the current CICA method. A first model was based on these data, and
compared to a second model, where the same financial ratios were restated to
the 'flow through' method. If one of the models significantly outperformed the
other model, it would suggest that the bond rating agency favors one method
over the other. However, Chattopadhyay found that the two alternate treat-
ments of deferred tax led to almost identical bond ratings. Therefore, it seems
that the additional information provided  by  the CICA standard on taxes,  viz.,
deferred tax accounting, has not been useful to bond raters. At least, the use-
fulness of deferred tax accounting is not statistically reflected in bond rating.
A comparable study was performed by Maher (1996). He studied whether
different methods of calculating postretirement benefit obligations resulted in
different explanatory power of bond rating models. He found no significant
difference.

Hawkins et al. (1983) found that bond rating agencies have to assess the
effects of inflation. Inflation has forced rating agencies to understand and
apply replacement accounting, to estimate the real value of assets and the
required cash for replacements.

S&P (1995) stresses that these medians of financial ratios described in Chapter
2 have to be interpreted with caution, due to differences in method of ratio
computation, impact of mergers and acquisitions, and internationally differing
accounting principles. S&P makes many analytical adjustments to published ra-
tios. However, backgrounds on the nature of these adjustments are not de-
scribed in detail. Only 'anecdotal' references can be extracted from S&P's pu-
blication.

General adjustments of net income from continuing operations relate to write-
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downs and special charges, gains or losses on asset sales, litigation gains or
losses, LIFO gains, 'and other unusual items'. The objective of these adjust-
ments is to obtain ratios that reflect ongoing operational profitability.

Operational leases are adjusted for by adding the annual lease amounts to the
interest expenses to calculate the fixed charges coverage. On the balance sheet,
total debt is adjusted by adding eight times the rents/capital. Apparently, S&P
does not favor different accounting methods for operational leased assets com-
pared to financial leased or purchased assets, although such a distinction is
common practice (FAS 13, 17, 98).

If interest is capitalized, S&P adds these costs back to the interest charges.

Secondly, an interest component is computed for debt-equivalents such as
operating leases and receivable sales.

S&P's rating analyses of companies outside the USA are conducted by teams
that combine knowledge of the country of domicile with industrial expertise.
Therefore, S&P claims that there is no need for issuers to present operational
or financial information under a set of standards (like US-GAAP) different
from those which prevail in the issuer's own country. Since such a practice
complicates cross-border comparison of companies that operate in global
markets, S&P states that in such environments, the analysis focuses on "real"
stocks and flows, namely, levels of debt, cash, and cash flow. There is less
emphasis on abstract measures, such as equity and earnings. Especially pension
liabilities appear to be hard to restate to a comparable basis. S&P devotes a
separate section to the way in which pension liabilities are measured and
evaluated. Consequently, the traditional measure of debt to capital is no longer

weighted as heavily.
However, in later sections of its document, S&P disconfirms the above prac-
tice, by referring to structural adjustments for goodwill for UK firms. In order
to adjust, S&P adds back goodwill to shareholders' equity and makes a qualita-
tive or quantitative adjustment for goodwill amortization in analyzing a UK
company.

In Moody's bond rating rationales, only very few references were found to the
impact of accounting diversity. This is not surprising since the rating rationales
can be regarded as summaries of the main keys that contribute to the rating.
Measurement of financial ratios is a rather technical detail which goes beyond
the scope of this kind of summaries.

In the rating rationale of Asea Brown Boveri (ABB), Moody's expects a higher
degree of revenue volatility due to the use of the completed contract method
for revenue recognition. From the context, it seems that Moody's does not take
into account that the actual cash flows are not dependent on the method of
revenue recognition used. Regarding the TD%Cap-ratio, Moody's recognizes
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that the capital structure of ABB Financial Services, which functions primarily
as a treasury center and a funding vehicle for the group, should be included in
the group's capital structure measurement, since its operations are intrinsic to
the business of the ABB group. Further, adjustments are made for performance
obligations for various projects.
The rating rationale of Enron mentions an adjustment for off-balance sheet
liabilities. Regarding American Stores, adjustments for leases are mentioned.
Moody's notes that results of Agnico may be overstated due to the capitaliza-
tion of development expenses. Other examples are:

-AGL's debt is relatively modest, although the Goldline pipe rehabilitation
program does constitute a significant off-balance sheet liability.

-Black & Decker leverage remains high, both on a nominal basis and adjusted
for off-balance sheet obligations.

-Goodyear's adjusted leverage remains relatively high when off-balance sheet
obligations are taken into consideration.

-Sumitomo's current major risks lie in the significant unrealized losses in
securities investments.

-British Airways may write-off its existing $400 million investment.

-The large goodwill write-off by Kingfisher associated with Darty resulted in a
higher debt/cap ratio.

To assess the extent to which bond rating agencies adjust reported leverage,
the following study was performed. Data were collected from two sources. In
the Euromarket Credit Opinions, Moody's gives a section with balance sheet
statistics for each rated company. One of the ratios is referred to as TD%Cap,
which stands for Total Debt to Capitalization x 100%.
In the Bond Guide of S&P, some statistics are given for most of the compa-
nies, "Total Debt % Capital" among them. However, in contrast to Moody's,
these figures are not dated, so it is impossible to objectivily determine to
which bookyear these figures refer to. However, it seems reasonable to assume
that these figures relate to the most recent financial statements. By selecting
the Bond Guide release of April 1994, it can be assumed that these figures
relate to the bookyear  1993.

The aim of this study was to confront these statistics with the same ratio
calculated on financial statement data. Any divergence is assumed to be caused
by adjustments by the bond rating analysts. The nature of specific adjustments
will not be analyzed in detail, because no documentation on individual adjust-
ments is available. In the rationales, only a few references to possible adjust-
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ment of accounting figures can be found. Even if it is possible to reconcile the
TD%Cap ratio to the actual financial statements by reviewing the notes, con-
clusions on the nature of the adjustments remain speculative if the reconcilia-
tion is not perfect.

From Moody's Euromarket Credit Opinions, January 1995, several companies
were selected for this study. To ensure that the listed TD%Caps did not refer
to quarterly data (which would corrupt any reconciliation to year-end financial
statements),  only the periods   1991,   1992,   and   1993 were selected.   Also,  from
the S&P's April 1994 Bond Guide, several companies were selected. From the
annual reports of these firms, the TD%Cap-corresponding ratios were obtained.
To prevent any bias from constructing these ratios by myself, only Debt-to-

Capital ratios presented in the sections "Selected Financial Data" or multiple
years overviews within these annual reports were used. If the annual report did
not contain such a ratio (or the separate data of Total Debt and Equity), the
company was removed from the data set. This criterion reduced the data set to
25   companies for Moody's,   and   45   for   S&P (from which   19 are common   to
the Moody's selection).

Since any divergence between TD%Cap and the ratio in the annual report may
also stem from deviating calculation methods employed by the firm, a third
reference base was searched for. For this purpose, the corresponding ratio was
obtained from Datastream. Although Datastream contains many standardized
accounting ratios, this particular ratio had to be constructed from separate
accounting items.To simulate the TD%Cap by Datastream definitions, this ratio
had to be operationalized. Although the meaning of total debt and capitali-
zation seems straightforward, some different interpretations are imaginable.
Moody's and S&P did not give more details on the definition of total debt and
capitalization. Therefore, several definitions of total debt and capitalization
were evaluated to establish whether they fitted into the TD%Cap data of a
pilot sample  of  11 US companies  for the years   1991,  1992,  and 1993. Annual

report data were gathered from Datastream. The best approximations (mean
square error) were found for

11)%Cap - (DSl)Total loans (321)

Toml loans (321) + Toml Equity (307)

and

71)%Cap - (DS2)Total loans (321)

Total Capital employed (322)

The numbers in formulas DS(1) and DS(2) refer to Datastream company ac-
count codes.
Figures  3.3  -  3.6  show the divergence between annual report ratios, TD%Cap
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by Moody's and S&P, and Datastream ratios. Note that these measures of
capital structure range from 0 to 1 (ignoring the possibility of negative equity).
Because of the ratio nature of the data, the axes have logarithmic scales. If the
ratios reconciled perfectly, all data points would be located on the primary dia-
gonal axis ('y = x')

Figure 3.3 shows large deviations between the capital structure ratio computed
by Moody's and S&P, and the ratio presented in the annual report. The number
of data points on the diagonal is very small, indicating that bond rating ana-
lysts almost always adjust the reported ratio. Note that the adjustments are
both upwards and downwards. This contradicts the general notion that bond
rating analysts are more conservative in measuring leverage than the reporting
firms. According to this notion, it would be expected that adjustments result in
higher levels of leverage.

Figure 3.4 shows that the adjustments by Moody's and S&P are not consistent
with each other. Although both rating agencies have a similar objective for
measuring the capital structure -solvency assessment-, and they often agree on
the assigned rating, their measurements differ considerably. In a discussion of
these findings with Pro£ Doug DeJong professor at Tilburg University), he
hypothesized that the divergence of the ratio may be caused by competitive in-
centives between investment analysts. To provide an added value to reported
figures, analysts differentiate in their applied definitions of ratios. Each analyst
would claim that his interpretation (and adjustments) will lead to better in-
vestment decisions than reported figures or definitions applied by other ana-
lysts. This hypothesis supports both the deviation from published ratios and
divergence among different analysts. Such an incentive would cause diversity
in interpretation in general. As a consequence, harmonization of accounting
standards regarding financial ratios would not lead to more agreement among
users on the financial condition of firms, since users will keep searching for
deviating ratio definitions. More disclosure such as market values or more de-
tailed segmentation will provide additional data to construct new ratio definiti-
ons.

Figure 3.5 depicts the differences between the reported ratios and the ratios
provided by Datastream. The degree of deviation is remarkable, since
Datastream is assumed to be an objective source for financial data. Incidental
deviations may occur when firms deploy uncommon accounting methods
which is adjusted for by Datastream. However, Figure 3.5 shows that devia-
tions are not incidental. In its user guide, Datastream states that some adjust-
ments are made on published accounting figures. These adjustments relate to
reallocations between balance sheet or income items to a standard format.
Datastream provides adjusted ratios for income statement items, which are
adjusted for non-normal business activities. Adjustments to the balance sheet
are usually quite small, and relate to corrections for balances before or after
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the distribution of the profit for the year. Therefore, such corrections are
unlikely to explain the large deviations.

Table 3.1 presents some statistics    on the several divergences. A common
measure of the degree of difference is the Mean Square Error. Since the Mean
Absolute Error is more convenient to interpret, this measurement is added.
Both measurements agree in ranking the several degrees of divergence. The
divergence between TD%Cap and annual report for a specific year (1991-
1993) strongly correlates with divergences of the other two years (0.91-0.95),
indicating that adjustments by Moody's are structural within a particular firm.

Table    3.1:    Confronting   different   measurements    of   capital   structure    to   each
other

Mean Square Mean Absolute No  of observa- Correlation
Error Error tions Coeff

TD%Cap - 0.015 0.064                   76                    0.63
Ann. rep.

TD%Cap - 0.035 0.139 186 0.58

DS(1)

TD%Cap - 0.023 0.095 189 0.65

DS(2)

Ann. rep. - 0.017 0.107                   50                    0.78
DS(1)

Ann. Rep. - 0.011 0.074                   53                    0.81
DS(2)

Differences between MSEs and Mean Absolute Errors are too small and vari-
ances   are too large (all t-values are below   1.5) to conclude   that   any   of  two
sources are more strongly related to each other than to the remaining third
source.
In addition to these statistics, correlations are determined between these mea-
sures of leverage and assigned bond rating. To make these statistics compara-
ble, only samples for which all measures are available, and the corresponding
bond ratings which were stable within a category between   1991   and   1993,  are
selected. Thus, 36 samples of data remained. Ratings are quantified by assign-
ing  a  1   to  Aaa,  2  to  Aa,...,  6  to  B. The results are presented in Table  3.2.
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Table 3.2: Correlation between measures of leverage and rating

measure of leverage correlation coeff

TD%Cap 0.49

Annual report 0.68

DS (1) 0.31

DS (2) 0.30

A very remarkable finding presented in Table 3.2 is that leverage presented in
the annual report is highly correlated to the assigned bond rating, while other
measures have considerably lower correlations. No direct explanation for this
phenomenon can be found. Perhaps bond rating analysts' judgments are domi-
nated by reported leverage, even if the analysts recognize the need to make
adjustments. Another, more trivial, reason can be that TD%Cap is poorly de-
termined and figures are highly inaccurate.

In conclusion, Moody's and S&P make sizable adjustments to reported capital
structure ratios, which cannot be explained by 'objective ratio definitions' from
Datastream. It can be hypothesized that deviations from published ratios stem
from misspecification of the ratios by the firms, from the perspective of the
analysts. Firms may design their ratio definitions to present the financial posi-
tion as positive as possible. In such cases, the analysts would adjust the pu-
blished ratios to more acceptable versions. However, the number of deviations
is so large that such misleading practices would be the normal practice instead
of an exception. Secondly, adjustments by either Moody's or S&P are low
correlated, so adjustments are not directed to a common 'optimal' definition.

3.3.2 THE EDGE BETWEEN HIGH AND LOW LEVERAGE

After assessing the level of leverage, this level has to be interpreted by the
bond rating analyst. Although the theory provides some factors that influence
the optimal or acceptable level of leverage (see section 3.2.4), in practice this
interpretation remains merely a matter of professional judgment. Van Wylick
et al. (1991) performed a study  on differences in views on leverage6 between

sI'he applied research method is not extensively described by van Wylick. Presu-
mably interviews and questionnaires were used.
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several categories of stakeholders: non-executive directors and auditors, equity
investors, lending bankers, and institutional investors, totalling 45 participants.
Their research questions related to:
a. which factors determine the level of leverage?
b. which types of risks are involved with an imbalanced capital structure?
c. do stakeholders recognize borders for the level of acceptable leverage?
d. does the opinion on leverage of assessors affect the firm's policies?

Ad a. Van Wylick found the following factors to be considered as determi-
nants of leverage:
-the level of uncertainty of future cash flows;
-interest rates
-inflation
-industry average

Uncertainty of future cash flows is also supported by several theories described
in section 3.2, for example, Lewellen's benefits from diversification by merg-
ers. Chung & Ferris incorporated the level of interest rates as a limiting factor
on leverage. The role of inflation and the industry average is not found in the
theories described in section 3.2. The role of industry average was also found
by Cools (1993). In his empirical study on capital structure, Cools found that
the industry average is used as a reference when setting the target level of
leverage.

Ad b. Van Wylick found that risks related to excessive high leverage refer to
burdens on additional financing of the firm, both on the short and long term.
Access to the capital market is hampered, since interest rates will rise and
lenders will curtail the strategies of the firm. This supports the theories of
Chung & Ferris and the agency theories on monitoring (Cools).

Van Wylick also recognized risks related to excessive low leverage, although a

significant part of the selected participants did not see any risk in low lever-
age. Low leveraged firms are considered to be rigid and to have low returns.
This agrees with Cools who states that debt keeps firms "lean and mean".
Restructuring such firms may remove perk consumption and increase profit-
ability. Therefore, low-leveraged firms may be a target for (hostile) take-overs.

Ad c. Participants were asked to define a quantitative upper and lower border
to acceptable leverage. The lower border of debt as a percentage of total
capital varied among the categories of stakeholders between 37% and 53%; the
upper border varied between 66% and 84%. Van Wylick found that lenders
accepted the highest level of leverage, 84%. She explained this phenomenon

6Actually, Van Wylick uses the word 'solvabiliteit' being the ratio between balance
sheet equity and debt. She refers to both the leverage effect and the financial cushion.
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by referring to possible securization of debt, or the closer monitoring of other
default-risk factors of a specific firm. These hypotheses were not tested by
Van Wylick

Ad d. Van Wylick found that external stakeholders expect to have influence on
the finance policy of firms. However, from a similar research under executives,
Van Wylick found that opinions of lenders and institutional investors do affect
the management's view on leverage only to a limited extent. This contradicts
bonding activities described by agency theories.

In the following section, the study of the evaluation of leverage by Moody's
will be discussed.

Setup of the study

From the Euromarket Credit Opinions of January 1995, companies are selected
where the bond rating rationale explicitly states that leverage is considered
high or low. This selection is performed by content analysis, although the
methodological constraints and tests are less extensive compared to the content
analysis as will be described in section 4.3.3, since only one coder read and
categorized the rationale texts. To prevent bias stemming from subjective
interpretation of the rationales, only explicit statements including "leverage",
"high" and "low" are considered. More vague descriptions such as "conserva-
tive balance sheet" are neglected. Because of the same reason of subjective
interpretation, qualifications between high and low, such as "moderate" are
neglected. The potential bias is considered to be small since completeness of
selected data is not necessary for the purpose of this study. Incompleteness
compared to all present references in the rationales may stem from overseeing
references to high and low leverage and from rejection of ambiguous referen-
ces. Although a larger number of cases would increase the statistical reliability,
an excess number of data over the required number is not expected to change
the findings.

The above mentioned selection criteria resulted in 73 selected companies, from
which 22 concerned low leverage   and 51 concerned high leverage. Perceived
leverage is measured by the most recent TD%Cap for each company, and by
the 5-years average of this ratio, which is also included in the Euromarket
Credit Opinions.

Results

The distribution of the quantitative perceived leverage for either high or low
leverage is presented in Figure  3.7.
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Figure  3.7:  Distribution  of  leverage  w hen  considered  as  either  "high"  or "low"

This figure is based on the most recent TD%Cap. Although for some firms this
ratio is rather volatile over the years, findings based on the 5-years average do
not significantly differ from the findings based on the most recent TD%Cap.
Although clearly the average leverage of both categories differs, variances are
too wide to define a reliable discriminant border between high and low lever-
age. The overlap is even more clear when realizing that between high and low
more moderate evaluations are also mentioned. Since Van Wylick's study does
not recognize a separate category of bondholders, no direct reconciliation to
her findings can be made. The results show however that even within a catego-
ry of users, evaluations of leverage differ widely from firm to firm15 
This confirms the general notion that the preferred level of leverage differs
from firm to firm, and from industry to industry.

Specific attention should be paid to firms whose leverage is considered high

although their measured leverage is relatively low, and vice versa. Although a

15 his divergence of leverage between industries is mentioned by Van Wylick. This
questions the validity of the research question to define an overall border on leverage.
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detailed study of those firms' features may reveal leverage supporting or limit-
ing factors described in section 3.2, documentation on this matter is too sparse,
and comparison to not-selected companies (whose leverage is not mentioned in
the rationales) is statistical hazardous. Also, the separation of these factors
from other factors that influence the evaluation of leverage cannot be per-
formed reliably. Therefore, no further study on this matter is performed.

In Moody's Euromarket Credit Opinions, for some companies also the Total
Debt to Market Capitalization is given. The market capitalization is computed
as the number of common shares outstanding times the year-end common
stock price. The distribution of these levels of leverage for either high or low
considered leverage is presented in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Distribution of leverage based 0,1 niarket capitalization when con-
sidered  as  either  "high"  or  "low"

Although the edge between high and losj seems more discriminating, findings
are only preliminary since the number of data is small: 17 firms, from which 8
are considered to have low les erage  and  9 h,gh leverage, Since this definition
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of leverage is mentioned far less by Moody's16, it can be assumed that more

emphasis is put on book value leverage. This is in line with the findings of
Cools (1993), who found that Dutch CFOs have an unmotivated preference for

book values over market values when measuring the leverage ratio.

For some companies, Moody's also provides the average TD%Cap of the peer
group of the particular company. Selecting high and low leverage firms on the
availability   of this figure reduced the sample   to 17 firms, from which   7   are

considered   to   have low leverage,   and   10 high leverage. The comparison   be-

tween TD%Cap and the corresponding peer group average is shown in Figure
3.9.
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Figure 3.9: High and low leverage compared to peer group average

16 )f Course, this definition can only be computed for publicly listed companies. Since

most of the selected firms are indeed publicly listed, this requirement does not have to inhibit a

widely use of this definition.
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The primary diagonal represents where TD%Cap equals the peer group aver-
age. It can be noted that -as expected- in general, low leverage is below the
peer group average and high leverage is above average, although the differenc-
es are not always large. The sample size is too small to calculate reliable
statistics. Therefore, Figure 3.9 can only be regarded as a tentative overview.
Note that this peer group average for a particular firm can only be calculated if
a sufficient number of resembling companies exists. Thus, the use of this
reference for evaluation of leverage can only be applied to large and common
industries.

3.3.3 CONCLUSIONS

Based on the findings described above, the following conclusions can be
drawn:

Measurement of leverage by bond rating agencies differs considerably from the
reported leverage in annual reports, even if the same type of definition (total
debt to total capital) is used. Neither the bond rating agencies' measurements
nor the annual report figures can be reliably estimated by standardized ratios
provided by Datastream. The diversity may be explained by the incentive for
analysts to differentiate from their competitor-analysts. Surprisingly, leverage

reported in the annual reports is far more correlated to the assigned bond ra-
ting than Moody's measure of leverage (TD%Cap) and Datastream definitions.

No sharp border can be drawn between the levels of leverage which are con-
sidered as either high or low, either measured on book values or on market
values. The scarce number of firms whose leverage based on market value is
reported by Moody's suggests that more emphasis is put on book value lever-
age.

The classification of leverage as high or low seems consistent with reported
peer group average leverage, although differences between the specific level
and the average level are sometimes small.

3.4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter discussed several aspects of capital structure, in particular lever-
age, from the perspective of solvency assessment. First, meaning and nature of
leverage was discussed. Leverage can be regarded as the asset coverage of
debt and as a measure of volatility of returns. Both concepts are complementa-
ry to each other, although measuring both kinds of capital structure involves
different approaches to balance sheet items. For example, hybrid capital com-
ponents such as preferred stock and convertible bonds can be regarded ranked
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by preference (criterion for asset coverage) or by (conditional) fixed obliga-
tions (criterion for leverage). Although the balance sheet seems to confront
total assets with total liabilities, bookkeeping conventions cause several distor-
tions, since a) not all assets and liabilities are recognized on the balance sheet,
b) the maturities of assets and liabilities do not match, and c) valuations of
assets and liabilities have different (yet unknown) degrees of variance. Recog-
nition or disclosure of market value of assets suffer from this latter distortion.
Measuring equity by its market value may avoid some of these problems.
However, this value is normally difficult to derive from the financial state-
ments.

Leverage can be broken down into operating leverage and financial leverage.
Regarding financial leverage, the interest coverage ratio measures the EBIT
elasticity of profit. This elasticity does not only depend on the capital struc-
ture, but also to the level of EBIT. Valuation on historical costs results into a
more conservative leverage ratio than valuation on market value.

Regarding the evaluation of the capital structure, both theoretical and empirical
aspects are discussed. Although theories on optimal capital structure focus on
the value of the firm instead of solvency, some general qualitative factors can
be derived that facilitate or limit high leverage, such as diversification, disclo-
sure of investment opportunities, monitoring activities, and costs of bankrupt-
CY.

In practice, no clear-cut edge can be drawn between high and low leverage as
considered by Moody's. Moody's seems to focus on accounting based leverage
instead of leverage based on market values, although significant adjustments
are made: the divergence between leverage disclosed in financial reportings,
the restated leverage by Moody's, and the standardized measure of leverage of
Datastream, is considerable.
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Chapter 4: Content Analysis on bond rating
rationales

In Chapter 2, a number of studies on the backgrounds of determining bond
rating were discussed. Since most of these studies or publications are rather
out of date, or not scientifically founded, an attempt is made in this study to
explore the determinants of bond rating in more detail in a structured manner.
The aim of the analysis is to gain insight into the information required by
bond rating analysts, by retrieving common factors that are assumed to affect
the bond rating decision. By comparing the results of this study to earlier
studies such as Sherwood (1976) and publications of bond rating agencies
(S&P, 1995), the analysis can be interpreted to be a test of the "theories" or
hypotheses (implicitly) set forth in the latter literature. Sherwood for example
found that bond ratings were determined by five generic categories of informa-
tion. If one or more categories are hardly found to be relevant in the current
study, this "theory" is invalidated. The empirical occurrence of arguments
predicted by agency theories discussed in Chapter 3 were also tested.
In addition to the theory testing nature of the study, there is a hypothesis
generating element, since findings of the study is also used to give direction to
the search of explanatory variables for bond rating modeling, a subject dis-
cussed in Chapter 7.

Several research techniques can be used to study the bond rating process
empirically. For most techniques, such as interviews, questionnaires and lab-
oratory experiments, the cooperation of bond rating analysts is necessary.
Since bond rating analysts are known for their reluctance to disclose details, an
alternative research method was applied. In this study, publications of the
outcomes of rating decisisions were analyzed. Copies of the Euromarket Credit
Opinions were obtained from Moody's. This publication is a quarterly guide to
the credit quality of corporations, financial institutions, and sovereigns around
the world, oriented towards Euromarket debt. These Credit Opinions present
one-page summary analyses of a vast number of bond issues. Each analysis
contains Moody's ratings, key financial statistics, and Moody's summary opin-
ion of the credit, which provides the rationale and outlook for the ratings.
According to Moody's, the rationale provides the basis for the current rating
and highlights the key factors that Moody's believes will affect the credit
quality of the company's debt -and Moody's ratings- in the future.

To analyze the content of these rating rationales in a structured manner, con-
tent analysis is applied. In the remainder of this chapter, the method of content
analysis is introduced. Then, a comparison is made to alternative research
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methods to explore the potential strengths and weaknesses of content analysis.

Next, the setup of the content analyses on the bond rating rationales will be
described, and the results of the analyses. Special attention is paid to validity
and reliability considerations.

4.1 THE ESSENCE OF CONTENT ANALYSIS

Only a few authors deal with methodological issues of content analysis in a
financial environment. Weber wrote a general introductionary booklet on
content analysis (Weber, 1990). According to Weber, content analysis classi-
fies textual material, thereby reducing it to more relevant, manageable bits of
data. It is a research method that aims to make valid inferences from text.
These inferences are about the author, the message itself, or the user of the
text. For this research, properties of the author  (i. e., his judgment on solvency)
is the object of study. A query on content analysis in the KUB library reveals
that content analysis is a widely used concept, ranging from automated infor-
mation retrieval (for example, in library systems) to assessment of personality
(psychology). Applications in financial environments are rare, and best com-
parable to consumer behavior research. Other applications of content analysis
relate to linguistic and social sciences, such as revealing international diffe-
rences in communication content, and reflecting cultural patterns of groups,
institutions or societies.
Due to this wide area of applications, methodological literature on content
analysis is rather generic. Therefore, only the literature on content analysis that
resembles the purpose of this study was used as a methodologic reference
(Weber 1990, Kolbe & Burnett (1991), and Previts et al. (1994)).

Weber notes several purposes of content analysis, including its use in "reveal-
ing the focus of individual, group, institutional, or societal attention".    This
corresponds to the focus of bond rating analysts on the relevant information
for assessing solvency. Content analysis is suited as a method of studying
bond ratings since the essence of bond rating is a communication process. The
bond rating agencies want to inform the public about their opinion. Although
this communication can be reduced to a stylistic symbol (the letter code of
bond ratings), there is apparently the need to inform about the underlying
reasoning, which is by nature textual.

A central idea in content analysis is that the many words of the text are clas-
sified into much fewer content categories. Each category may consist of one,
several, or many words. Words, phrases, or other units of text classified in the
same category are presumed to have similar meanings. These categories have
to be defined in a consistent manner. In this fashion, content analysis can be
performed by computers. Computers are able to scan texts using optical
peripherals (character recognition hardware and software), and count and
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tabulate the defined categories of words and phrases.

4.2 METHODOLOGICAL COMPARISON OF RESEARCH MErHODS

In order to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of different research
methods, we will now make a methodological comparison of the methods
found in the literature. The methods are:

-interview. The researcher inquires into the nature of the bond rating analysis
process. Questions may relate both to general aspects of bond rating analysis
or to specific matters of particular cases. The findings of the bond rating
studies of Hawkins and Sherwood are mainly based on interviews.

-questionnaires. The analysts are requested to answer a written set of questions,
which can be open (respondents have to formulate their answers in their own
words) or predefined (multiple choice or ranking scores).

-laboratory  experiments. The analyst is asked to perform an analysis on a case
which is prepared by the researcher. The researcher may study the written
outcome of the analysis or the behaviour of the analyst during the performance
of the task. The latter form can be designed as protocol analysis: the analyst is
asked to think out loud while performing his task. In this way, his pattern of
thinking can be recorded, for example, on audio-tape. Afterwards, the
researcher studies this tape in detail. Frishkoff et al. (1985) performed a proto-
col analysis of buy-side financial analysts. Although the object of his study,
i.e., relevant accounting information for stock evaluation, differs from solvency
assessment, his research design can easily be adopted to solvency assessment,
since both objects of study contain professional judgments on the financial
analysis of industrials.

-content analysis. Inferences are made from frequencies of references in textual
data.

Methodological criteria can be divided into validity criteria and generalization
criteria. Validity criteria consider the extent to which the research method is
able to infer the relevant answers to the research question. This means that is
has to be determined whether the research method is in principal suited to
inferring the relevant factors in solvency assessment.
Generalization criteria refer to the extent to which the findings are reliable for
extrapolation out of the research sample. In other words, how representative is
the research sample to reality?

Validity criteria for a study of bond rating analysis are:
-completeness of problem domain in the research sample;
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-distinction between the actual process and the desired process;
-the ability of the analysts studied to express their expertise;
-the willingness of the analysts studied to express their expertise;
-influence of the researcher on the studied object.

Generalization criteria are:
-the nature of derived findings, either inductive or deductive;
-the covered number of analysts;
-the covered time horizon;
-the covered range of cases.

Kolbe & Burnett also mention the feasibility of replication of the research
findings as a part of the objectivity of research methods. The replication (or
reproducibility) of findings depends on the operational research design. All of
the above-mentioned research methods lend themselves to replication, although
for some methods or circumstances, more effort is necessary to establish repro-
ducibility.

For each method described above, former studies are available, although they
are not always focused on bond ratings. Some studies are oriented to financial
analysis in general. In this chapter, the following studies are used as illustra-
tions of each method:

Interview: Hawkins performed an interview study of bond rating agencies.

Questionnaires: Vergoossen (1993) used a questionnaire to study the use and
perceived importance of annual reports by investment analysts in the Nether-
lands.

Laboratory experiment: Frishkoff et al. (1985) conducted an experiment where
financial analysts were requested to think out loud while performing an analy-
sis on a prepared case.

Content Analysis: Previts (1994) performed a content analysis of sell-side
financial analysts. Belkaoui (1995) mentions several studies in accounting that
employ content analysis However, these are mostly oriented towards the analy-
sis of annual reports instead of the publications of users.

4.2.1 INTERVIEW

This method seems very straightforward. Bond rating analysts are asked by the
researcher how they determine a bond rating. The questions of the researcher
may either relate to the bond rating process in general, or may relate to speci-
fic cases. If questions relate to the bond rating process in general, the nature of
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inferences is deductive: the answers of the analyst (may) reveal the in which
information is gathered and evaluated, including standards, rules or heuristics.
These processes, which are (apparently) valid in general, can be applied to
new specific cases. The findings of this research method are used to deduct
conclusions on specific cases. In textbooks on logic, deduction is often illus-
trated with the "white swan" example. If you know that swans are white (gen-
eral rule), then you will expect that all swans you will see will be white, or
alternatively, if you see a bird different coloured different, you will conclude
that it cannot be a swan.
If questions relate to specific cases, (i.e., how the bond rating of company X in
period t is determined) the nature of inferences is inductive: a general rule is
derived from a set of separate observations. Like the white swan example; if
you have seen only white swans, you may derive the general rule that (all)
swans are white. Interviews on specific cases can be a part of the Case Study
method. The aim of Hawkins' study was to provide an overview of the bond
rating phenomenon for financial executives. Therefore, Hawkins not only
concentrated on the bond rating analysis, but also investigated the environment
of bond rating agencies: the use of bond ratings by underwriters and large
investors. Since his publication is not presented as purely scientific, little is
said about his methodology. He interviewed managers of bond rating agencies,
and gave each interviewee an opportunity to review what he had recorded to
confirm the accuracy of their statements. The findings of Hawkins generally
have a deductive nature.

Regarding the validity criteria the following can be said about interview
methods:

Interview questions can relate to almost all aspects of the bond rating analysis
or solvency assessment in general. Therefore, the domain studied can be com-
plete to a substantial extent. Depending on the communications skills of both
researcher and analyst, the analyst is able to express his expertise in the man-
ner he prefers, i.e., choosing his own words or illustrative examples. A poten-
tial boundary of the problem domain could be the analysis of the professional
judgment of the analyst, since this term is especially used to comprehend all
aspects of the solvency evaluation that cannot easily be expressed. As previ-
ously described, professional judgment plays a significant role in the bond
rating analysis. The researcher should formulate his question carefully to be
able to distinguish between the analysis as it is or as the analyst would desire.
For example, an analyst could mention market share to be a relevant factor,
but admit that this kind of information is often hard to obtain. This kind of
description of the analysis relates more to the normative approach (from the
analyst's perspective) than to the analysis as it is actually performed. Both
normative and descriptive approaches can be relevant for this study, but should
be clearly distinguished.
A drawback of the interview method is that it is rather time-consuming, which
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may be a constraint on the effort and time that an analyst is willing to offer to
the researcher. Since interviews are not a part of the normal job task, the
analyst may be insufficient motivated to disclose his expertise as there is no
reward or sense of responsibility prompting him or her to do so. If questions
are not extensively answered, it may be difficult for the researcher to distin-
guish between the inability of the analyst to express expertise (judgment) or
unwillingness (lack of motivation).

A second drawback is that the analysts are aware of the fact that they are the
objects of research. Their answers may deliberately differ from their actual
knowledge. This can relate to several reasons such as the willingness described
in the paragraph above, or the masking of a real opinion if this differs from
the company directives. But the researcher may also cause a bias in the
answers, by using non-neutral questions. Answers may (even undeliberately)
be influenced by the way in which the question is formulated. In particular,
questions on the importance of the several factors can be biased if a list of
these factors is supplied by the researcher (see also the questionnaire para-
graph).

Regarding the generalization criteria the following can be said about the inter-
view method:

Since interviews are time consuming, the number of analysts studied and the
number of cases discussed (if applicable) may be limited. This may cause a
bias towards the personal characteristics of the analyst studied, or the specific
characteristics of the cases discussed. Since interviews take place at one
moment, extrapolation to other (later) periods may be hazardous, although
interview questions may be addressed to changes of the bond rating analysis
over time.

4.2.2 QUESTIONNAIRES

In some respects, questionnaires are similar to interviews. Like interviews,
questions in questionnaires may relate to the entire problem domain. The
advantage of questionnaires over interviews is that since completing a ques-
tionnaire form is less time consuming, more analysts can be studied. This
improves the generalization power compared to interviews. In order to save the
time of the analysts, however, questions have to be less detailed, or have a
multiple choice form. Since the researcher does not attend the completion of
the questionnaire, he cannot ask for additional information if answers are
unclear or refer to factors that are not included in the questionnaire.
Multiple choice questions aggravate the influence of the researcher on the
analysts studied. Frishkoff refers to studies by Buzby (1974) and Chandra
(1974). In these studies, analysts were requested to complete a questionnaire
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on the relevance of 38 financial items in the annual accounts. They used a
five-point scale of importance for each item. Frishkoff argued that since there
were no costs attached to acquisition of information, it was not surprising that
only a few items averaged less than neutral. This bias by pre-selection of the
38 financial items  by the researcher  can be avoided  if the analysts are asked  to
summarize the important factors on their own initiative.

Similar to interviews, questionnaires are plagued by the risk of a lack of
motivation to participate. Although a questionnaire is less time consuming, the
analyst still has to offer some of his time. Because a questionnaire demands
less time of the analyst than an interview, questionnaires are more suitable to
repetition over a period of time, which broadens the generalization capability
over time, compared to interviews. Vergoossen's study was based on a ques-
tionnaire. He performed a pilot study to test the questions and to find out if
enough investment analysts were prepared to complete the questionnaire. Two-
hundred and fifteen usable responses were received, yielding a response rate of
43% of the questionnaires mailed. Like Buzby and Chandra, Vergoossen used
five-point scale questions on relevancy of different kinds of information.

4.2.3 LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS

Since laboratory experiments are case oriented, the findings can only have an
inductive nature. However, the most important advantage of laboratory experi-
ments compared to the alternative methods is the ability to control the environ-
ment of the process studied. The researcher may study the effect on the find-
ings if specific variables or parameters in the cases are changed. In this way,
the researcher may place an emphasis on certain aspects of the problem. For
example, Frishkoff focuses on the use of financial statements by financial
analysts. However, the validity of this method might be questionable. The
separation of a specific aspect of the problem may cause bias because any
interdependence between this aspect and other aspects is neglected. For
example, the case material of the Frishkoff study contained a predefined set of
information, i.e., the financial statements of a particular company, and limited
non-accounting information, since the aim of the study was to infer the import-
ance of the several components in financial statements. Any other source of
outside information was eliminated by addressing the case to a small unknown
company. In this way, the analysts were not influenced by a priori knowledge.
However, this design of the experiment neglects the importance of other
sources of information that are available to the analyst in real life. Accounting
data may only be interpretable in relation to non-accounting information on the
firm. Frishkoff noted that some analysts usually would have had one or more
research reports written by street analysts. Also the constraints regarding com-
pletion the task within a fixed period of time, and performance of the task
individually instead of in a team, may cause a bias in the findings. Frishkoff
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used protocol analysis (recording analysts as they thought out loud) which also
differs from the real-life experience of the analyst. He noted that in some
sessions the analyst had to be encouraged to keep thinking aloud when he
remained silent for a period of time. This indicates that analysts may have
trouble expressing their expertise while performing their task. Due to these
necessary limitations to control the experimental environment, the problem
domain cannot be studied in its entirity.

Similar to interviews and questionnaires, the analyst has to be motivated to
participate in the experiment, which can be quite time consuming. This limits
the number of available analysts in the experiment (Frishkoff studied twelve
analysts), the number of cases (Frishkoff limited his study to one case) and the
possibilities of repeating the experiment in the future. To enlarge the
generalisation power of his findings, Frishkoff selected analysts from the
investment counselling, banking, and insurance firms to ensure a varied sample

of analysts.

4.2.4 CONTENT ANALYSIS

Similar to laboratory experiments, content analysis is case oriented, i.e., the
texts are addressed to specific companies at specific moments in time. Thus,
findings based on content analysis have solely an inductive nature. The advan-
tage of content analysis over laboratory experiments is the real-life nature of
the empirical data. Texts are obtained from sources that are in fact the day-to-
day production of the analyst. This has the following advantages:

-the entire problem domain is covered, since all possible factors have had their
influence on the outcome of the texts;

-the analysis is performed in the natural environment of the analyst;

-the analysts are motivated to perform their task to their best effort since they
are rewarded by renumerations (salary, can,eer opportunities) which relate to
employment at the bond rating agency;

-the analysts are not (necessarily) aware of the fact their texts are studied by
the researcher. Distortions by the researcher (such as enforced thinking out
loud during protocol analysis or non-neutral questions during interviews and
questionnaires) are not required.

-since analysts do not have to offer time or efforts the availability of data is
less constrained compared to other methods. Content analysis may cover many
cases and many analysts. Actually, the sample size is merely determined by the
available time of the researcher, since the task of the researcher is to read and
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code the texts. Previts selected 479 texts on 214 companies from 49 brokerage
firms. Since individual texts are fixed over time, content analysis may cover a
broad period of time, by selecting texts from different periods into the research
sample. This is an advantage with respect to the other methods, since they can
only be applied to the current state situation. If the researcher wants to expand
his time coverage, he has to wait until that period of time has expired. Using
content analysis, the researcher can look backwards from one moment in time
and collect historic texts. Previts selected sell-side analysts' reports from three
recent years to better capture differences in information use that might accom-
pany different business conditions.

Matters of concern regarding content analysis are the absence of supporting
discussions with the analyzed authors, and the inductive nature of the findings.
In interviews, the researcher may ask of the analyst if his answers are unclear
or ambiguous. This is not possible within content analysis, since the texts are
the only source of information. The absence of supporting discussions with the
analyzed authors is merely the flip side of the advantage of the absence of
biasing interaction between the analyst studied and the researcher.
The consequences of the inductive nature of the findings are discussed later.
One compensation for this drawback is that the choice of the size of the data
set is often at the discretion of the researcher. If sufficient data have been
analyzed, the findings are assumed to converge to deductive derived findings.

4.2.5 CONCLUSION

In the previous sections, several methods for the retrieval of relevant factors
regarding bond rating analysis were discussed. The findings can be presented
in the following table:

Table 4.1 Comparison of research methods

VALIDITY CRITERIA

completeness of pmblem domain in the research sample

Interview complete

Questionnaire complete

Lab. Experiment aspects only

Content Analysis complete

distinction between the actual process and the desired process

Interview                               both
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(Table 4.l continued)

Lab. Experiment both

Questionnaire both

Content Analysis actual

the ability of the studied analyst to expmss his expettise

Interview good

Questionnaire depends on questionnaire style

Lab. Experiment not all expertise can be applied

Content Analysis good

the willingness of the studied analyst to express his expertise

Interview high costs for the analyst

Questionnaire moderate costs for the analysts

Lab. Experiment high costs for the analyst

Content Analysis no costs for the analyst

influence of the reseairher to the studied object

Interview high

Questionnaire moderate

Lab. Experiment moderate

Content Analysis none

GENERALIZATION CRITERIA:

inductive or deductive findings

Interview both

Questionnaire both

Lab. Experiment inductive

Content Analysis inductive

the covered number of analysts

Interview limited

Questionnaire moderate
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(Table 4.1 continued)

Lab. Experiment limited

Content Analysis unlimited

the covered time horizon

Interview current time only

Questionnaire current time only

Lab. Experiment current time only

Content Analysis also historic

the covered range of cases

Interview limited

Questionnaire limited

Lab. Experiment limited

Content Analysis unlimited

Since the aim of this bond rating study is to derive the nature of bond rating
analysis in general, a deductive research method is preferred. Of those dis-
cussed, the only method with this feature is interview. For all other methods,
conclusions are based on aggregated observations (induction). However, the
major drawbacks of interview are the time demands placed on the participating
analysts, and the potential influence of the researcher on the findings. These
drawbacks are not applicable to content analysis. Secondly, since the coverage
of analysts and cases can be as large as requested, the inductive findings by
content analysis are likely to resemble findings by deductive reasoning. Again
using the swan example, if you have seen ten thousand swans all over the
world which are all white, the inductive rule that all swans are white is quite
reliable. Of course, inductive reasoning can only be an approximation of
deductive rules. For example, it is commonly known that there are also black
swans. Another exclusive advantage of content analysis is that it can easily be
applied to both the current state of practice as historical data.
A drawback of content analysis is that the research environment cannot be
controlled by the researcher. This limits the possibility of investigating the
influence of separate factors ceteris paribus. However, the literature does
indicate that factors are interdependent Oudgment on the overall state of fac-
tors), so separation of factors may not be valid. Another drawback of content
analysis is that only the actual state of practice can be studied. Questions on
how the rating analysis could be improved, for example, by improvements in
the financial statements, cannot be directly answered, which would be possible
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when using interviews and questionnaires. Regarding laboratory experiments,
improvements suggested by the researcher can be evaluated. However, the
scope of this study is mainly oriented towards the present state of practice.

Weighing these advantages and drawbacks, it can be concluded that content

analysis is an acceptable research method.

4.3 SETUP OF THE CONTENT ANALYSIS OF MOODY'S RATING

RATIONALES

The central element of content analysis is the coding scheme. The coding
scheme defines the way in which the text is reduced to more structured data.
The process of creating a coding scheme consists of several basic steps.

Orientation. First, the researcher has to identify the object of research, the
research questions, relevant theories, and the texts to be classified.

Definition  of  the  recording units. There are six options for choosing units,
which are ranked according to their abstraction level:
-word or phrase (word combination): the most basic element of text; words

may have more than one meaning, and hence produce erroneous conclusions
(example: 'interest' may refer to either the proceedings on loans, or the influ-
ence on a subsidiary);
-word sense: a slightly more complex unit than words; the meaning or con-
struction with other words is dealt with (example: 'interest coverage'/'interest
paid', versus 'financial interest';
-sentence: A sentence may be suitable for investigating references to a subject.
A sentence with the phrase 'sufficient interest coverage' would be counted as

'positive evaluation', whereas 'cash shortage endangers interest payments'
would be counted as a negative evaluation;
-theme: the text is preprocessed to define subject, verb and object. The objec-
tive is to distinguish in more detail the meaning of a sentence. This approach
is computer oriented;
-paragraph: When computer assistance is not feasible and when resources for
human coding are limited, classification can be reduced to paragraphs. Such

large units will result in relatively low reliability since paragraphs may cope
with a vast range of items;
-whole text: like paragraph coding: low reliability.

Previts et al. (1994) performed a content analysis on sell-side financial analyst
company reports. Although the aim of these reports is not exactly equal to

rating rationales - Buy, Hold, or Sell recommendation instead of solvency
assessment -, the nature of this financial analysis is sufficiently similar to
illustrate the advantages, pitfalls and drawbacks of content analysis in a
finance environment. Previts' study was based on word and phrase units. This
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type of recording units is presumably chosen to facilitate the use of content
analysis software.

Definition   of  the   categories. In defining the categories, two basic decisions
have to be made:
-Should the categories be mutually exclusive? If a recording unit is classified
simultaneously in two or more categories, the statistical evaluation of the
results becomes more complex, especially if the findings are the basis of a
further multivariate analysis;
-How narrow or broad should the categories be? The broader the category
definition, the more detailed information is lost.

A set of categories is called a coding scheme. In particular with the use of
computers, it is possible to analyze a text with different coding schemes. This
generates multiple descriptions of the same textual reality. Consequently, a
debate exists over which coding scheme should be used. Weber cites some
authors who argue that the scheme should be justified theoretically, therefore,
the researcher's categories should be used. Others argue that assumed coding
schemes impose the researcher's view on reality on the text. They believe
therefore that categories should be derived from the text itself, for instance
based on high-frequency words. In this study, both alternatives will be evalu-
ated.

(Test) coding. After evaluation of the category definition on a sample test, and
revising for found errors, all texts can be coded. Previts developed his category
scheme using a pilot set of texts. Using content analysis software, categories
were constructed based on high-frequency words and phrases. The consistency
was tested by comparing it to human coding. The actual analysis was an
iterative process. Computer results were compared to human coding, and new
words and phrases were derived.

Evaluation  of  the results. Weber describes the problem that may arise at the
interpretation of the results of content analysis. The central problems of con-
tent analysis originate mainly in the data-reduction process by which the many
words of texts are classified into many fewer content categories. Other precau-
tions are also necessary however, which are discussed in the next sections.

In this study, two alternative approaches to content analysis were carried out:

-the explorative content analysis (hypotheses-generating content analysis
defined by Kolbe & Burnett). The coding scheme is derived from the texts
themselves to avoid any bias on the findings stemming from the researcher's
perception of 'reality'. See section 4.3.1.

Within this analysis, an analysis of multiple periods was also performed to test
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the stability of the findings. Secondly, the results of the human-coded content
analysis are compared to a computer-aided content analysis.

-the theoretical content analysis (theory-confirming content analysis defined by
Kolbe & Burnett). The coding scheme of this content analysis is derived from
the theories of solvency assessment and capital structure. The aim of this
analysis is to evaluate whether theoretical arguments can also be found in
practice. See section 4.3.4.

The  data

From Moody's January 1995 Euromarket Credit Opinions guide, 173 opinions
were selected. The assigned ratings ranged from Aaa to Caa. The distribution
of ratings in the selection did not conform to the distribution found in practice.
A-rated companies were less frequently represented in the selection compared
to practice, although they were still by far the largest class. The number of
Caa-rated companies was limited to four, that being the total available number
of this class  in the January 1995 Euromarket Credit Opinions.

Table  4.2:  Rating distribution of selected rationales

n %

Aaa                                                  17                        10%

Aa                                                   22                        13%

A                                                     62                        36%

Baa                                                 24                        14%

Ba                                                   23                        13%

B                                                     21                        12%

Caa                                                   4                          2%

total 173 100%

In contrast to the selection used by Previts which consisted of US companies
only, the selected corporate issues in the current study represent several nation-
alities, which are presented in table 4.3.
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Table  4.3: Geographic distribution of selected rationales

USA 55 Mexico                                  2

Japan 38 Ireland                                                          2

Great Britain 25 Greece                    1

Canada 18 Virgin Islands                                1

Germany 7 Norway                      1
France 6 Philippines                  1
Australia 6 Finland                            1

Netherlands 4 Korea                              1

Sweden 3 Belgium                      1

The selection covers a wide range of industries. Industries represented by five
more selected rationales are presented in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4:  Industrial distribution of selected rationales

beverages & brew. 5 retail                            9

media 5 electrical appliances                               10

metals 5 automotive                                          11

air  transport 6 telecommunication                                  12

food 7 chemicals                                    13

paper 7 building/- materials                                 13

pharmaceuticals           7          oil & gas                         20
consumer goods           9

The available data is restricted to one moment since the data are drawn from
the January 1995 release of the Euromarket Credit Opinions. This may be a
weakness. Previts selected data from three periods to cope with the possible in-
fluence of economic conditions. The state of the economy may influence the
matters of concern of the analysts. In my study, this weakness could be limited
since the companies selected are from several countries which operate in
different economic environments, each with its own state of economic indica-
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tors. Secondly, any trend in emphasis on factors over time is covered by the
multiperiod analysis described later in this chapter.

4.3.1 THE EXPLORATIVE CONTENT ANALYSIS

As discussed in Chapter 2, the literature provides some insight into the deter-
minants of bond ratings (Sherwood, 1976, S&P, 1995). To test whether these
descriptions provide a complete and balanced overview of bond rating determi-
nants, the following hypotheses are defined:

Regarding the study of Sherwood:

Hypothesis   la. The factors considered by bond rating analysts are captured by
the five categories defined by Sherwood, i.e., these categories capture the
entire domain of rating determinants.

Hypothesis     lb: The relative importance of the factors are approximately
equally divided over the five categories defined by Sherwood, i.e., each cat-
egory is about equally important.

Regarding the publications by S&P:

Hypothesis 2x The factors considered by bond rating analysts are captured by
the categories Business risk and Financial risk, i.e., these categories capture the
entire domain of rating determinants.

Hypothesis 2b: The relative importance of the factors are approximately
equally divided over the Business risk and Financial risk, i.e., each category is
about equally important.

These hypotheses can be tested by measuring the relative importance of dis-
tinctive factors by their relative occurence in the rationales texts. If a signifi-
cant portion of the found factors cannot be addressed to the descriptions of
Sherwood and S&P, hypotheses la and 2a have to be rejected. If the relative
portion of one or more categories within the descriptions of Sherwood and
S&P deviate strongly from the other categories, hypotheses lb and 2b have to
be rejected. Note that since the categories defined by Sherwood differ in some
respect with those of S&P, it can be concluded a priori that hypotheses la and

2a cannot both be true.

Before the research design is set, the quality of the data has first to be deter-
mined. For this study, the data consist of Moody's rating rationale texts. Since
the objective of this study is to derive which factors determine bond ratings, it
is   necessary    that this information be captured   by    the   data,    i. e., the rationale
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texts. In other words, the analysts have to be willing to express their expertise
in the rationales. Since the analysts are not aware of the study performed by
the researcher, texts are not designed to answer the questions of the researcher.
The texts are meant to inform the general public about the solvency assess-
ment of specific companies by the bond rating agency. The basic assumption
in content analysis of bond rating rationales is that the analysts will motivate
their assigned ratings with the most relevant factors (key factor). However,
there may be a discrepancy between the actual relevant factors and the factors
mentioned in the texts. The relationships between relevance, mention in the
texts, and coded data are illustrated in a Venn-diagram:

Relevant              B Mentioned
A C

E
D F

G

Coded

Figure 4.1: Venn-diagram showing potential mismatches within content
analysis

The left circle contains all relevant (key) factors used by the rating analysts,
regardless whether they are mentioned in the rationales or not. The right circle
contains all information mentioned in the rationales (whether or not relevant).
The lower circle contains all classified (coded) data. To assess all relevant fac-
tors, the content of the left circle should be known. However, the empirical
data cover the right circle, i.e, the texts of the rationales. The findings of the
content analysis are based on the lower circle. The following can be said about
the respective circle segments:

Segment A: This relates to all factors that are relevant but not mentioned in
the text. The absence of references to relevant factors can have several causes:

-unacceptability of the factor: the public demands that the rating be based on
sound and rational considerations by the analyst. However, it is possible that
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the analyst has also based the rating on less rational or sound arguments, for
instance the general appearance or image of the CFO of the company. If so,
the analyst will tend to disguise this argument by rationalizing his rating with
other, more acceptable arguments to meet the expectations of the public (on
whose fees he depends).

-demanded secrecy. One of the most well-known features of bond rating analy-
sis is that analysts have access to inside (confidential) information. Since the
analysts have to maintain confidentiality, they cannot mention confidential
information in the rating rationale.
Although inside information may relate to a wide range of topics, the most
common areas are sales and earning forecasts, cost budgets, and acquisition
plans. The time horizon over which confidentiality has to be maintained is
relative short for this type of information: sales and earnings are disclosed at
least annually by the firm, and after a lead time, acquisitions will be
announced. From that moment, Moody's is free to discuss the consequences of
these events openly. Therefore, the secrecy demanded only causes a time lag
in reporting on these topics by Moody's. On average, the frequency of refer-

ences to such factors will not be biased downwards.
With respect to some other matters in contrast, the secrecy demanded has no
finite time horizon. Moody's must always maintain confidentiality on these
matters. Examples are:
-potential claims if an event is detected. For example, land owned by the firm
may be polluted. If discovered, the firm will face large claims. Although
Moody's may be aware of this risk and take it into account when determining
the rating, this particular risk cannot be reported in the rating rationale. The
same argument applies to (yet) undetected illegal acts by management.
-secret agreements with third parties. For example, a firm may receive govern-
mental support (either financially or strategically) without either party wanting
to disclose this matter. Other types of secret covenants may relate to intra-in-
dustrial price agreements (cartels).
-secret interests in certain companies or branches. A firm may have interests in
activities that if made public, might hurt the image or strategic position of the
firm as a whole. For example, the conglomerate may want to cover up the
interest to avoid repercussions with respect to anti-trust legislation.
Although this interest may improve the market position of the firm or diversify
the firm's earnings, Moody's will not be allowed to report on this in detail.
-vulnerability to fraud. Internal controls within the firm may not be sufficient
at preventing fraud. By reporting on this vulnerability, additional fraud may be
the result.

Estimating the impact of this type of inside information on the results
measured using content analysis on rating rationales is difficult. The impact
depends on the frequency of occurence of such events or circumstances, and
the significance of these events with respect to the financial position of the
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firm. No techniques are known which can measure these criteria.
Secondly, bond rating agencies do not always have access to inside informa-
tion. In some cases, S&P and Moody's assign bond ratings on their own initiat-
ive, i.e., without a request by the bond issuer. The inside information bias
could be avoided if only those rationales are selected of such non-requested
ratings. Such ratings can be based on public information only. Unfortunately,
publications by Moody's do not disclose whether a rating is assigned on re-
quest or not. With respect to the role of inside information, interview tech-
niques may be more suited since they allow more general, non case-oriented
descriptions of the use of inside information without revealing any real data.

Segment B: This segment contains relevant factors that are mentioned in the
rationale. However, they are not classified. This error may occur when the set
of categories (the coding scheme) is not complete in covering all factors men-
tioned, for example, when industry specific factors are not included in the
coding scheme. This is discussed more extensively in section 4.3.1.1. In that
section, it is shown that the magnitude of this segment depends on the diver-
sity of industries in the set of selected companies.

Segment C: This segment relates to all elements in the rationale texts which
are irrelevant to the solvency assessment, such as linguistic elements regarding
grammar or syntax or parts of text that do not relate to the chosen coding
scheme. These 'data' have no intrinsic meaning for solvency assessment and,
consequently, are not classified.

Segment D: Although this segment is a part of the left circle, which is the
primary object of interest in this study, the classifications cannot be supported
by the research method (content analysis) and have to be rejected because of a
lack of reliability. One cause of this kind of error may be the halo effect: the
classified factor is strongly related to another factor. If this other factor is
mentioned, the related factor is perceived as being mentioned as well. For
example, the mentioning of "increased profit" may be classified as "high
profit", although this is not necessarily the same.

Segment E: This segment relates to the valid inferences of the content analysis.
The design of the study is aimed at maximizing the coverage of the left circle
by this segment.

Segment F: Mentioned, classified, but not relevant. This reflects the opposite
of the first argument under segment A. A factor is mentioned solely because
the public expects this from the rating analyst, although the analyst considers
this factor to be irrelevant. This argument is unlikely:
-only a limited number of factors can be considered to be "obliged", for
example, the public associates leverage strongly with solvency;
-the content format of the rationales is free: no predefined sections are recur-
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rent in every rationale;
-the length of the texts varies (and, therefore, is left to the discretion of the
analyst), so the analyst is not forced to reach a certain volume of text per
rationale by adding irrelevant elements.

Segment G: This segment relates to several kinds of errors, such as reading,
interpretation, and tabulation errors. The design of the study should prevent
such errors by adding procedures to secure the reliability of the findings. These

procedures are described in section 4.3.3.

In summary, the quality of the text as research data depends on the overlap
between the Relevant circle and the Mentioned circle. This overlap is
exogeneous for the researcher, and, therefore, cannot be improved by the
researcher. The circle segments B, C, D and G can be minimized by a careful
research design of the content analysis.

4.3.1.1 DERIVING A CODING SCHEME

Although the literature offers some pointers with respect to the factors that
bond rating analysts consider to be relevant (as described in Chapter 2), the
coding scheme is derived from the rating rationales to reveal additional factors
which are not recognized in former studies. This overlooking of factors may be
due to the limitations of the applied research methods of former studies
described in section 4.2. In addition, the former studies may be out of date,
and, therefore, were not able to have captured recent developments in the bond
rating process.

Creating a coding scheme is rather subjective, and depends on the prior knowl-
edge or attitude of the researcher, in addition to the nature of the texts. Even
compared with other content analyses in the literature, this study is relatively
subjective. This is caused by the unstructured nature of the aim of this analy-
sis. O'Keefe & Soloman (1985) for example applied content analysis to clas-
sify comment letters on an exposure draft of the FASB into either opposed to
or supportive of the exposure draft. This limits the number of classes to two,
opposed or supportive. Previts' study was mainly oriented towards financial
statement related references in general financial analyses. This also puts a limit
on the number of classes. Since this study is aimed at capturing the total bond
rating analysis, the total number of classes is hard to determine ex ante. In
determining the categories in the coding scheme, there are two dimensions:
-the latitude of the coding scheme (the diversity of categories);
-the detail level of categories.

The latitude of the coding scheme refers to the covered domain of relevant
factors. To capture this domain as completely as possible, the range of cat-
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egories should be as wide as possible. Conceptually this means that a class of
'miscellaneous factors' should be as small as possible. The level of detail of
each category refers to the homogenity of references within one category. The
more narrowly a category is defined, the more similar are the references within
the category, and the fewer details are lost. Although the two dimensions can
be distinguished in theory, in practice the considerations regarding deriving the
coding scheme is iterative, taking both dimensions parallel into account.

The latitude of the coding scheme

Since the coding scheme of the explorative content analysis has to be derived
from the textual data, defining the coding scheme becomes an iterative pro-
cess. Similar to the study by Previts, a pilot study was performed to assess an
initial coding scheme. This was performed on 30 randomly selected rationales.
The category coding was based on the meaning of sentences, and dealt with
both the concern about a category term, as well as the type of evaluation. For
example, there was a coding for mentioning 'leverage', and also (if applicable)
a recording whethei the leverage was considered high or low. Previts did not
recognize this qualification of the variable. Since the concern about categories
and their qualifications may vary among different rating classes, this distinc-
tion is considered relevant. The occurrence of references to a specific factor
was counted per text. If more parts of a text referred to the same factor, the
factor was still counted as one reference. Therefore, any relation between the
text spent on a factor within a rationale and its relevance to that particular
rationale was neglected. Oestreicher & Piotrowski (1996) measured the rel-
evance of factors by determining the relative size of text on each factor (see
Chapter 6). However, their content analysis was applied to financial reports,
which consisted of several pages. The bond rating rationales were considered
to be too short and condensed to determine reliably the relative size of the text
addressed to a particular factor.

After this pilot study, each of the 173 rationales was read and the factors men-
tioned were tabulated using the pilot coding scheme. The codings were
recorded in an Excel spreadsheet to facilitate tabulation. If a new factor
occurred which was not included in the pilot coding scheme, this factor was
noted. If such factors appeared more frequently, they were added to the coding
scheme. After coding the rationales, all rationales were read and coded again
to capture all newly added factors into the coding scheme.

To enlarge the explorative power of this analysis, all rationales were also read
and coded by a second coder. This second coder was a business administration
graduate. Therefore, he had general knowledge of financial analysis, but no
specific expertise in the bond rating process. This latter characteristic may
compensate any bias of overemphasizing factors that the author had found in
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the bond rating literature. The second coder had no knowledge of the prelimi-
nary coding scheme used by the author. Therefore, he had to construct a
coding scheme independently. After the coding process, both coding schemes
were reconciled. As expected, the structure of both coding schemes differed in
several respects. For example, the second coder did not recognize indenture
provisions as a separate factor. This may indicate that the author's coding
scheme was biased towards the bond rating literature which emphasizes the
role of indenture. All differences in recorded references were reconciled in
detail. The degree of disagreement cannot be meaningfully derived from the
differences between the results of both coding schemes, as for several cases,
the category in one of the coding schemes was related to more than one cat-
egories of the other coding scheme, or was only a part of one category of the
other coding scheme. Thus, no distinction could be made between the diver-
gence in counted references and the divergence in defining categories. The
latter divergence was intentionally searched for in order to maximize the
explorative power of the analysis.

The detail level of the categories

To derive general inferences from separate empirical data, some generaliz-
ations have to be made. This is accomplished by classifying the text data into
a limited set of categories. The scope of each category definition determines
the loss of detailed information. The more tightly defined the categories are,
the greater the amount of detailed information preserved. However, a tightly
defined category will consequently contain only few references. Therefore,
statistical inferences on high-detailed categories require a large data set. Since
data is limited, a trade-off has to be made. With a limited number of cat-
egories, some information in the rationales will not assignable to any category.
Introducing a new category for each of these pieces of information is not
efficient. Of course, the category "miscellaneous" can be introduced for such
data, but such a category would not have any meaning for the analysis. There
are several methodological risks with respect to such "unique" relevant factors.
A factor may be unique for either a specific firm or a specific industry.

Firm-unique factors. A company may have a special feature that does not
relate to the branch of industry to which it belongs. Therefore, no separate
category is defined for this factor since its occurrence is very rare. On the
other hand, the impact on the results will be limited, as the occurrence is rare.
Only if the set of classified data (the coding scheme) is relatively small com-
pared to a broad range of many company-unique factors, will results be influ-
enced significantly. This is unlikely to occur, since it would imply that every
solvency assessment is too unique to be compared to other solvency assess-
ments. This would deny the existence of a general skill of solvency assessment
and heuristics.
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Industg-unique factors. Industry-specific factors are likely to be excluded
when their occurrence is rare because the data set contains only a few com-
panies representing these specific industries. If more companies were selected
from these industries, the factor would be included.

Both inclusion and exclusion of such factors may result in misleading findings:

If industry-unique factors are excluded from the coding scheme, inferences
may become biased by the omission of relevant factors from the findings.

If unique factors are included in the coding scheme, risks relate to the statisti-
cal interpretation of the frequencies of these factors found. Like the problem of
non-replies during interviews and questionnaires, in the content analysis special
attention should be given to low-frequently mentioned items. In some cases, a
low frequency does not mean low relevance, but an industry-unique factor that
may be very relevant for a limited set of cases. Examples are:
-brands: in consumer markets brands may be very relevant, but have no mean-
ing in other industries, such as service companies. For the latter branch of
industries, the non-existence of brands will not be mentioned;
-government regulation: applicable to certain industries, the pharmaceutical
industry among them;
-a special case is litigation: litigation is not bound to certain branches of indus-
tries, but like industry-unique factors, its relevance depends on its presence.
Litigation may involve high charges to a company; on the other hand, the non-
existence of such claims would be not relevant to mention.

On the other hand, several factors are applicable to all companies, such as
market position, income, leverage, liquidity and costs. These factors do not
suffer from the above-mentioned bias. In the literature on content analysis, no
solutions were found to cope with this problem. Previts restricts his study to
financial-statement related items. Since all companies have financial state-
ments, this bias problem does not exist in his study.

By combining both coding schemes and weighing the arguments desribed
above, a final coding scheme of 29 categories was defined. Some unique
factors were allocated to a category with a higher level of aggregation, other
unique factors were left out. Using the final coding scheme, all 173 texts were
read and tabulated again.
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4.3.1.2 RESULTS OF THE EXPLORATIVE CONTENT ANALYSIS

The total number of references was approximately 1300, corresponding to an
average of 7.5 mentioned items per rationale. To represent this wide range of
information types, and to make the findings suited for comparison to the
hypotheses, some further summarizing needed to be done. Previts divided the
results of his content analysis into:
-income statement related findings;
-balance sheet related findings;
-cash flow related findings;
-other financial statement related findings;
-nonfinancial information findings;
-supplemental findings.

In Previts' study, income statement related findings were the most extensively
described findings and included such elements as references to income state-

ments, segment reporting, core earnings, earnings quality and earnings momen-
tum. Note that Previts' study was mainly oriented towards financial statements.
This can be explained by the aim of his study: to provide insight into the use
of financial statements by sell-side analysts. However, this resulted into an
overemphasis on accounting related information. Nonfinancial information
findings covered a broad range of elements such as market position, competi-
tion, and the quality of management. Previts did not analyze these elements in
the same detail as accounting related information, although he stated that these
elements also played a major role. Although more suitable summary schemes
will be presented, Previts' summary scheme can be used to explore how the
references to either accounting and non-accounting information are distributed.
Each factor is addressed to one of the sections defined by Previts. The dis-
tribution is depicted in Figure 4.2.

Although solvency is often linked to the capital structure presented on the bal-
ance sheet, most references relate to the income statement. None of the factors
defined in this study apply to the kind of information that Previts captures
under Other financial statement related findings (additional disclosure on fair
value, among them).
Secondly, these findings may support the general notion mentioned in Chapter
2 that financial information determines about 50% of the rating. The 95%
confidence interval of non-financial statement items ranges between   46-51%,
thereby capturing an assumed proportion of 50%.

With respect to bond rating, more suitable summary schemes are available for
further exploring the non-financial statement references. As described in Chap-
ter 2, Sherwood and S&P provide summary schemes to capture the relevant
factors of bond rating. As described in Chapter 2, the five-category scheme is
originally based on a study on S&P procedures. Hawkins found that this
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scheme was also valid for other bond rating agencies. Regarding the S&P
summary scheme, it is clear that extrapolation to Moody's procedures could be
questionable since this summary scheme may hide differences between
Moody's and S&P's emphasis on certain elements of information. However, the
use of the S&P summary scheme is considered to be useful since it is more
detailed than the Sherwood summary scheme. In Appendix 1 the content
analysis findings are presented using Sherwood's five-category scheme, and
S&P's Business risk/Financial risk scheme. Such a presentation facilitates the
comparison of the findings of this study to the prior studies by Harold,
Hawkins and Sherwood, and S&P's publications. Figure 4.3 and 4.4 depict the
distributions graphically.

....lkM*K--
-.. -Income statement (25.48%)

Non-fin.  st.  (48.11%) -<<< ./.&·1

11  .,=Batancesheet (13.09%)

Other financial statement (0.00%) -2-"   Cash flow statement (13.32%)

Figum 4.2: The results distributed over Previts' summary scheme

As mentioned in section 2.7.3, the category of financial characteristics in the
S&P scheme is not well documented by S&P. Therefore, it is difficult to allo-
cate items to this category and this category is only mentioned p.m.   S&P
distinguishes between management and financial policy. Therefore, references
on management are split into these two components based on the detailed
content analysis of the first coder.
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Not covered (20.02%)-» « -Indenture (2.00%)
4<»z, -Financial resources (11.01%)

***95»--.Management (5.54%)--ip»',
i --1

Asset protection (10.16%)-4.      /'
<

'* -- Future earning power (51.27%)

Figure 4.3:  The results distributed over Shenvood's summary scheme

Not covered (16.90%)-D/-
- -InduStIy char. (17.66%)

Cash flow protection (10.09%)

5 Marketing (18.35%)

Capital structure (9 71%)

  .-Technology (1 76%)
Profitability (12.23%) -Efficiency (7.11%)

Financial policy (1.83%) Management (4.36%)

Figure 4.4: The results distnbuted over S&P's summary scheme
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Figure 4.3 shows that in Sherwood's summary scheme Future earning power is
by far the most important category. Indenture is by far the least mentioned
category. Note that on the one hand Sherwood, Harold, and Moody's put
special emphasis on indenture, and on the other hand, Hawkins and S&P miti-
gate the role of indenture. The findings of the content analysis are in line with
Hawkins' and S&P's conclusion. Of course, the opinion of S&P on indenture
can only be regarded as 'circumstantial evidence' to support the findings of the
content analysis, given that the content analysis was performed on rationales of
Moody's.
The remaining categories of Sherwood are covered approximately equally.
Although Sherwood refers within the category Management to the importance
of the personnel changes in the management board, and the centralization of
decision making, these factors were not found. Since Figure 4.3 shows a rather
unbalanced distribution of references over the five categories -in particular
regarding future earning power and indenture-, hypothesis lb has to be
rejected.

Since, in contrast to Sherwood's summary scheme, the S&P summary scheme
separates competition related items from profitability in general, the S&P
summary scheme items are more equally distributed. The total of items regard-
ing Business Risk (644) mentioned -depicted as the light grey area in Figure
4.4- and Financial Risk (443) -the dark grey area- are reasonably in balance.
The relative proportions of Business Risk, Financial Risk and Other are pres-
ented in the following table:

Table 4.5: Results of the explorative content analysis

Estimated proportion 95% Confidence interval

Business Risk 49% 47-52%

Financial Risk 34% 31-36%

Other 17% 15-19%

100%

The imbalance between Business Risk and Financial Risk is far less extreme
than in the categories defined by Sherwood. Although both risks are not men-
tioned equally often, hypothesis 2a cannot be rejected.

Sherwood's and S&P's summary schemes require some subjective choices to
allocate references to a certain category. Sometimes, one of the summary
schemes did not provide a fitting category for given items. For example, the
S&P summary scheme has no specific category for indenture and risks regard-
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ing real estate. Sherwood's summary scheme does not provide a category for
technology. The content analysis also found several items which could not
easily be assigned to any section in both of the summary schemes. These items
were:

-INVESTMENTS: 51 references
-CURRENCY RISK: 20 references
-LITIGATION: 12 references

Thus, the findings of this content analysis may point to relevant factors that
are not covered by the former studies, i.e., which are not included in the main
framework of bond rating determinants, although the above-mentioned items
are discussed in different sections in S&P's publication. Therefore, hypotheses
1b and 2b have to be rejected.

Some remarks have to be made about the measurement of the distribution of
references in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. Note that the references are measured as the
number of rationales which contain (any) references to the specific factor.

Therefore, this number cannot exceed 173 (the total number of rationales) for
any factor. Note that therefore the number of references for a total section of
the summary schemes may depend on the breadth of the definition of the
factors within each section. For example, in Sherwood's summary scheme the
section Future earning power contains several factors. This causes a total
number of references higher  than   173.   If only one factor 'future earning power'
were defined, the total number of references for this section could not be
higher  than   173.   On the other   hand, the section Indenture contains   only   one

factor. If the references found on indenture would be divided over two factors

(for example, "Leverage constraints" and "Preference matters"), the total num-
ber of references in the section Indenture could increase if (and only if) within
one or more rationales references were made to both types of indenture. If
only one factor Indenture was applied, it would count as one reference; if two
factors were applied, it would count as two references. However, if these two
factors were never found together within any rationale, the total number of ref-
erences would remain the same.

As described in section 4.1.2, defining the categories (i.e., the factors) involves
judgment calls. Depending on whether a coder feels that two items are closely

related, either one or two categories are defined. Note that this bias is to some
extent limited by the second coder's own coding scheme development. Thus,
the final coding scheme is the result of the concensus of the judgments of two
coders.
To explore the potential bias that stems from the judgmental category defini-
tions, the distribution of the references is also calculated as if each section

consists of only one general category. An example is if only five categories
were defined for Sherwood's summary scheme. Thus, multiple references of
factors within one section in the same rationale are counted as one reference.
The result is depicted in Figures 4.5 and 4.6.
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Indenture (337%)
-#      · -Financial resources (14 51%)

Not covered (33.68%) '-   A
-++ -8   --A

»Future earning power (22.41%)
.

<

Management Quality (9.33%)-'·-
Asset protection (16.71%)

Figure 4.5: Adjusted distribution over Shemood's summag scheme

Not covered (20.37%)-, -z -Industry char. (13.55%)

 --Marketing (12.81%)
Cash flow protection (10.14%)

-1 Technology (2.12%)

Capital Structure (11.71%)---i      '
'»Efficiency (8.57%)

- Management (5.25%)
Profitability (13.27%) 2  -Policy (2.21%)

Figure 4.6: Adjusted distnbution over S&P's summary scheme
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Although the distributions become less excentric, the main findings remain
valid. In Sherwood's summary scheme, Future earning power remains the
largest section (each rationale contains at least one reference belonging to this
section), Indenture remains the smallest section, and in S&P's summary
scheme, the Business risk and Financial risk remain reasonably in balance.
Note that the relative size of the items not covered increases, since no reduc-
tion in references is applied to these references.

A second remark on the measurement of the distribution of references relates
to the potential selection bias that emerges for industry-specific factors. An
unbalanced portfolio of industries within the selected rationales could lead to
over- or underestimation of the role of industry specific factors. Note however,
that the selection over rationales covers many branches of industries (see Table
4.4), and that the coding scheme does not contain many industry-specific
factors. The factors Brands, Government and Technology can be regarded as
industry-specific, though applicable to several types of industry. Secondly, the
limited numbers of references found on brands, Government and Technology
do not significantly affect the main findings.
However, this does not answer the question whether the role of industry-speci-
fic factors is underestimated, i.e., industry-specific factors are structurally
neglected. This could be analyzed by performing a content analysis on ration-
ales within one industry, requiring the construction of an industry-specific
coding scheme. However, such an indepth content analysis is outside of the
scope of this study. Based on a brief review of the rationales for industry-
specific factors, only a limited number of items were found that could have
significant effects on the findings. These include the size of available oil and
gas reserves for the oil & gas industry, and patents for the pharmaceutical
industry. Since the categories of the coding scheme are rather generic, they
aggregate most of the industry-specific items of the several industries.
In the S&P publication, rating factors are illustrated for the specific pulp &
paper industry and airlines. However, almost all of these rating factors are
generic, such as cost position, product mix and market position. For the pulp
& paper industry, self-sufficiency for raw materials and energy may be con-
sidered as typically industry-specific factors.

Another bias stemming from industry-specific factors is industry-specific
emphasis on the distinctive factors. The distribution presented in Figures 4.3
and 4.4 may differ within different industries. In a particular industry for
example, leverage may be relatively more important than in other industries.
However, such diversity was not found in the literature. Therefore, the exist-
ence of such diversity is considered to be a minor potential bias.

Compared to the study by Harold (and Boot & Wijn), it can be noted that
neither the marketability of the bond -or in a broader sense, the access to the
capital market- nor the recency of the issue and the banking relations (which
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are also described by Sherwood), are found in this content analysist. Nor are
pension liabilities or other labor costs explicitly found, although S&P puts
some emphasis on these matters in its publication.

Some categories of the content analysis will now be described more closely,
by giving the qualifications most often found for these categories. The distribu-
tions of the frequencies of qualifications over the seven bond rating classes
was also analyzed using the findings of the preliminary coding scheme. Note
that these qualifications are less objectively derived, than the findings pres-
ented in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. Therefore, conclusions that some items occur
relatively2 more often in either high or low grade bond ratings have to be
interpreted cautiously. At those points in the following paragraphs where no
reference is made to this distribution of a particular item, references to this
item were distributed equally over the distinctive bond rating classes.

MARKET POSITION. Companies may have monopolistic market power, be a
market leader, or have a strong market position. References to monopolies are
mainly found at the highest bond rating class (Aaa)

COMPETITION. Competition may increase or be severe and put pressure on
prices. Severe competition is mentioned relatively more often as bond ratings
descend.

DIVERSIFICATION. Companies are considered to be well-diversified or concen-
trated on a single market or product. The presence of diversification is men-
tioned primarily in the case of investment grade ratings.

ECONOMy.The economy may grow, slow down, be in recession, mature or
recover.

MARKET CYCLICALITY. Cyclical markets are mentioned relatively more often
as bond ratings descend. Some references were found that firms successfully
neutralized the effects of cyclical markets, through diversification or flexible
costs structures.

Note that the qualifications of ECONOMY (growth, recession, etc.) are approxi-
mately equally distributed over the ratings, while CYCLICALITY is more often
found for lower ratings. This may be interpreted to mean that Moody's looks
beyond the current economic cycle, but acknowledges the inherent higher risks

lA single reference was found for Furukawa: Moody's refers to the strong relations-
hip with its main bank.

2Frequencies per class are normalized by dividing the frequency by the total number
of texts in the particular class.
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of cyclical firms.

CURRENCY RISK. With respect to Japanese companies in particular references
are made to the dependency on the movement of exchange rates of the Yen.
These companies are relatively often rated Ba.

NEW PRODUCTS and NEW MARKETS. Some references are made to the (lack of)
introduction of new product and R&D efforts, and the entering of new mar-
kets.

PROFIT. The most frequent qualification relates to increasing profits or earn-
ings. Profit levels (high or low), and pressure on earnings are also frequently
mentioned. Predictability of earnings was also mentioned several times. For the
lower bond rating classes, references to low profit are more frequent, although
references to high profit are distributed equally. Although also mentioned in
other classes, predictable profits were found relatively most often at Aaa rated
companies. This corresponds to Hawkins, who stressed the importance of
stable earnings rather than the level of earnings.

CASH FLOW. References to cash flow often had the same qualifications as
profit: level and momentum, and predictability. High and increasing cash flows
were mentioned primarily for A rated companies and above. References to
predictable cash flows are only found for investment grade ratings.

LEVERAGE and COVERAGE. Both level (high or low) and momentum (increas-
ing or decreasing) are mentioned. The sale of assets was also mentioned in the
light of changes in leverage. Low leverage is only mentioned for investment
grade rated companies. The relative frequency of high leverage increases as
ratings descend. High coverage is only found at A rated companies and above.

ASSET SALES. References are made to the possibility or plans to sell assets for
debt reduction. These references are not only found for lower rated firms, as
was described by Hawkins. Apparently, asset protection is a general require-
ment, not a demand placed solely on firms in financial distress.

LIQUIDITY. Most of the references to liquidity relate to high or sufficient
liquidity. These references to liquidity are only found at investment grade rated
companies. References to low liquidity are found for both Aaa and B/Caa
ratings.

COSTS. The far most often mentioned qualification regarding costs is the pres-
ence and success of cost reduction programs. Other references relate to high or
low costs, and the flexibility of costs. Low cost levels and references to cost
reduction plans are mainly mentioned for Aaa and A rated companies.
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TECHNOLOGY and BRANDS. These items are only referred to when qualified as
good.

INVESTMENTS. The majority of these references relate to necessary investments
in the near future. In a minor number of cases, the absence of such necessary
investments is explicitly mentioned. Expected investments are mainly men-
tioned for Aa and A rated companies.

DIVIDEND PAYOUT. References are made to high and decreasing payouts.

INDENTURE. Indenture provisions mentioned are subordination (mostly B-rated
companies) or senior status of debt, and financial support by the parent com-
pany. Note that these indenture provisions differ from those described by
Iskander-Datta et al. (1994). Only one reference is made to coverage related
restrictions on new investments, and one reference to securities backing the
debt.

REAL ESTATE. References to real estate relate to uncertain revenues of these
assets. These references are mainly found at B rated companies.

MANAGEMENT ATTITUDE. Strategy is mainly considered to be either conserva-
tive or aggressive. Moody's also judges strategies as successful or doubtful,
and mentions reorganization and restructuring programs. Successful strategies
are explicitly mentioned mainly for Aaa rated companies. Conservative policies
are mentioned mainly for A rated companies and above.

ACQUISITIONS. References are made to either specific (planned) acquisitions or
mergers, or to the acquisition policy of the firm in general. A frequently found
reference is that any debt-financed acquisitions in the future could endanger
the current rating.

ALLIANCES AND JOINT VENTURES. References are made to cooperation and
joint projects between different companies.

GOVERNMENT REGULATION. This category relates to interference by the gov-
ernment. Both supportive interference, such as providing equity, and restricting
interference, such as price limits and entrance barriers are mentioned. Govern-
mental support is mainly found at Aaa and A rated companies. Restricting
regulations are mostly found at both extremes of the bond rating range. This
can be explained by considering that this restricting regulations can either be
supportive or restricting, depending on whether the firm is already present in
this market.

LrrIGATION. Twelve references are made to litigation regarding pollution, mal-
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functioning products or unauthorized use of patents.

SOVEREIGN CEILING. Due to the instability of the political or economic state of
a particular nation, the ratings of all firms that significantly operate in that
country cannot exceed a preset level, regardless of the financial position of the
firm. Within the selected rationales, sovereign ceilings are applicable to com-
panies in Mexico and Argentina.

4.3.2 MULTIPLE PERIOD CONTENT ANALYSIS

As described in section 4.2, an important feature of content analysis is the
ability to efficiently cover multiple periods. Since other research methods often
rely on data from a limited period of time, findings are bound to the present
state of the world. Revealing trends or changes in the state of the object
studied requires multiple updates of the research findings, and thus relatively
time-consuming research activities. Content analysis can cover multiple periods
at one moment of research by selecting historical texts. Previts selected texts
from a three-year period to eliminate bias due to economic swings. However,
he did not fully utilize the multiperiod feature of content analysis, since no
separate studies were performed for each period. Therefore, yearly changes of
the studied object are only averaged, but variances and trends are not recog-
nized.

In this study, thirty companies were selected for a multiple period content
analysis.
This selection was approximately equally distributed over the US, the UK,
Japan, and Germany. For these thirty companies, the rationales were obtained
from the Moody's Euromarket Credit Opinions guides of October 1992, 1993,
1994, and July 1995, resulting in 120 texts.
These rationales were subjected to a content analysis, using the final coding
scheme. Since the coding scheme is based on January 1995 rationales,  it  may
not cover factors which were applicable   in    1992, but disappeared   when   the
rating process evolved from 1992 through 1995. Since the coding scheme is
rather broad and reconciles quite well to the factors mentioned in earlier
studies, this risk is considered to be minor. To further mitigate this risk,
special attention was paid to not yet recognized factors during the coding of
the rationales of 1992-1994.

The results are presented in Table 4.6. For each factor, the frequencies found
are presented for each of the four years. Due to a lack of availability of data,
only four periods can be covered. Therefore, statistical inferences on stability
or trends of the frequencies found are not possible. Statistical reliable estima-
tions of stability and trends would require a higher number of covered periods.
The results should be interpreted as an illustration of how content analysis
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could be applied to trend recognition if sufficient data are available.

Table 4.6: Results of the multiple penod content analysis

number of references

1995 1994 1993 1992

factor

MARKET POSITION        23        20        23        26
COMPETITION                   12            13            16            15

BRANDS             1       1       3       4

DIVERSIFICATION               9                10             11              13

CURRENCY RISK           7          4          5          2
NEW PRODUCTS            3          4          8          10
NEW MARKETS             5           4           3           3

ECONOMIC CYCLES                 17                   19                   18                   16

CYCLICAL EXPOSURE     3          4          6          9

PROFIT                             20            23            24            25

CASH FLOW               17         15         17        21
COVERAGE                       1               1              2              6

LEVERAGE             16       18      13       14

LIQUIDrrY                      6             6             8             6
DIVIDEND PAYOUT         1           5          4          6

INDENTURE                        4               4               8               9

COSTS                 13       15       17       11

INVESTMENTS                     17             17             18             16

TECHNOLOGY          4       4       5       4

REALESTATE          1        1        1       2
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(Table 4.6 continued) 1995 1994 1993 1992

MANAGEMENT         7       9       10      8

ASSET SALES           2        2        4        5

ACQUISITION                    9              9              8              7

ACQ.  POLICY                               1 0                  8                     8                     10

ALLIANCES/JNT.V.             2              1              0              1

GOVERNMENT                    3               3                1               2

LrrIGATION                         1                1               0               1

Table 4.6 shows that for most factors, the number of frequencies found seems

to be rather stable over time. Some relatively large changes in frequencies can
be found for NEW PRODUCTS and INDENTURE. Also the factor coverage seems

to be in a declining trend within the periods and rationales in the data selec-
tion. As suggested by Previts et al., shifts in emphasis on different factors may
be caused by changes in the economic cycle of the firm's market. A closer
analysis of the selected texts reveals that from 1994 onwards the number of
references to economic recovery increased compared to the references to
recession. This may indicate that "on average" the economic climate of the
selected firms has changed. The apparent stability of frequencies found for
most of the factors corresponds to the findings of Hawkins, who found that
bond rating analysts tried to capture the entire future economic cycle of a firm
in their rating considerations. In other words, the emphasis on the several
factors seems robust for economic cycles.

4.3.3 VALIDATION BY SECOND CODER READING AND COMPUTER
CODING

Since content analysis requires interpretation of textual data, findings may be
subjective. Weber (1990) refers to three types of reliability of the findings:

-Stabihty: the extent to which the results of content analysis are invariant over
time. Stability can be determined when the same content is coded more than
once by the same coder. Note that this stability differs from the stability of the
object studied, as discussed in the former section. Any differences may stem
from:

-ambiguity in coding rules;
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-cognitive changes within the coder;
-simple errors in reading or recording.

Since the coding process in this study is an iteration of defining coding
schemes and coding, the rate of stability evolved during the process. Following
the pilot study, several categories were added or split into more detail. During
the repeated codings with the adjusted coding schemes, several reclassifications
were made, stemming both from ambiguity in coding rules, cognitive changes,
and simple errors in reading or recording. At the final iteration of coding, the
rate of adjustment decreased and detected errors in reading or recording were
rare, thus showing convergence of the final results.
However, some differences between both coders remained and could not be
resolved through discussion. This is clear evidence of the ambiguity of some
categories and text elements.

-Reproducibility: the extent to which the analysis produces the same results
when performed by more than one coder. Differences may stem from the causes-
mentioned above. According to Kolbe & Burnett, descriptions of (coding)

rules and procedures are necessary for the validation of research findings and
future replication.

Due to the explorative nature of this study, the initial coding scheme of the
second coder obviously differed to a certain extent from the first coder's cod-
ing scheme. The ignorance of the second coder regarding the first coder's
coding scheme was deliberately chosen to stimulate the generation of addi-
tional perspectives on the set of factors. Therefore, no rate of reproducibility of
the evolved coding scheme can be required. Any other researchers could use
their creativity to define their own coding scheme, like any interviewers would
formulate their own questions.

-A ccumcy: the extent to which the results reconcile to a standard or norm.
This type of reliability can be used to test a coder, and requires a preset norm
classification. For research on new texts, this type of reliability is not applica-
ble since no standard classification yet exists.

To evaluate reproducibility, the coding process should also be performed by a
second coder. Note that this second coding differs from the second coding
performed in the explorative process of deriving a coding scheme. As is dis-
cussed later in this section, this second coding cannot be considered a reliable
validation. Therefore, an additional second coding is performed. On the other
hand, the tabulation of words can also be performed by word processing
software. The advantage of such a computer coding is the stable accuracy. A
drawback is the lack of context awareness and interpretation of meaning.
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Validation by second coding

Kolbe & Burnett distinguish three criteria regarding second coding when they
evaluate the methodological quality of several content analyses found in the
literature (Kolbe & Burnett use 'coder' and 'judge' synonymously):

Judge tmining. Training judges is important for objectivity because it increases
the coders' familiarity with the coding scheme and operational definitions,
thereby improving interjudge and intrajudge coding reliability. The second

coder in this research was a PhD student in business administration. Therefore,
they were already familiar with the general notions of solvency, financial state-

ments and other financial information. As described in the next paragraph, the
instructions for his task were very simple. No misinterpretations of the instruc-
tions appeared to have occurred during the evaluation of the results.

Judge independence. The independence of judges assesses their freedom to
make autonomous judgments without inputs from the researcher or other
judges. In this research, the second coder performed the coding completely
independent of the first coder. No prior information of the first coder was pro-

vided to the second coder to prevent the second coders being influenced by the
subjective interpretations of the first coder. The second coder was simply

asked to mark and count any relevant factor in the rationales. Therefore, he
had to create a coding scheme by himself. In the next step of the explorative

study, however, findings of both coders were reconciled and discussed. Thus,
the independence of the second coder was distorted. This distortion was inevi-
table in deriving the final coding scheme since combining the several cat-
egories from both coding schemes requires a detailed discussion of the precise
meaning of each category. Due to this distortion, the frequencies per factor

finally found could be influenced by this detailed discussion and persuasion of
the researcher. Secondly, Kolbe & Burnett regard authors as judges to be a
weakness in the research design due to the lack of independence.

Number  of judges. Kolbe & Burnett found that in the set of content analysis
studies that they reviewed, the most frequently used number of coders was two

(38.3% of the studies reviewed). However, Kolbe & Burnett indicated that this
involvement of judges  may be overstated  due  to the occurrence of judges  who
only coded a subset of the samples. In this research, the second coder coded
all texts. Thus, although more parallel coders would increase objectivity, the
use of two coders in this research is consistent with former studies.

Based on the distortion of the independence of the second coder and the relia-
bility benefits of increasing the number of judges,  it was decided to extend  the

second coding process. Eight business administration graduates (six of whom
also were qualified accountant) each coded ten rationales from the selected
rationales of October 1992 and January 1995 using the final coding scheme.
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These second coders received extensive instructions on how to perform the
content analysis:
-explanation of the aim of the study;
-definition of each category;
-reading, coding, and tabulating techniques.

Since some of the rationales were coded by two second coders (for the pur-
pose of testing inter-second coder stability), the total number of second coded
rationales was 60.

Krippendorff (1980) stresses the importance of correct estimation of the agree-
ment between multiple coders. The percentage of agreed codings on a set of
rationales neglects the influence of chance. This is illustrated on a sample from
the second coding process, which is presented in Table 4.7.

Table 4.7: Found references on profit

rationale number     1     2     3     4     5     6     7 8 9    10

first coder 1110000111

second coder 1100101111

agreement X     X           X           X           X     X     X

The data in Table 4.7 show that both coders agreed in seven out of ten cases.
However, it does not say how it compared to chance. Krippendorff derives the
following agreement index to cope with the influence of chance:

0:=l-_ 2 (4.1)
e

where D  is the observed disagreement, and D  is the expected disagreement. If
the observed disagreement is zero, a will be one. If the disagreement equals
the expected disagreement (based on chance), a will be 0. If coders tend to
contradict each other in a structural manner, disagreement will be higher than
expected. Then, a will tend to -1.
According to Krippendorff, estimating the rate of agreement when classifica-
tions are a matter of chance presupposes some knowledge of how references
on profit are distributed over the rationales. Since this distribution is unknown,
Krippendorff proposes estimating this distribution based on both coders'
experience. The first coder found seven references, the second coder six.
Therefore, they jointly claimed that 13 out of 20, or 65%, of the rationales
contained references to profit. Using this assumed distribution, probabilities of
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agreement and disagreement can be derived. Krippendorff provided the follow-
ing illustration to derive the expected disagreement. Suppose, the 13 "1"s and
the seven "0"s were put into an urn from which two individuals drew at ran-
dom. In drawing two "1"s, the first individual would draw a "1" in 13 out of
20 cases. After drawing a "1" and thereby removing that "1" from the urn, the
second coder would draw a matching "1" in 12 out of 19 cases. The probabil-
ity of agreement on the presence of a reference by mere chance is the product
of these two probabilities (13/20)(12/19) = 0.41. When multiplied by the
number of rationales,  ten  in  this  case, the expected frequency   is  4.1, that being
the expected number of agreement on "1"s. The expected frequencies of draw-
ing two "0"s or one "1" and one "0" can be obtained using similar logic. With
a little algebraic manipulation, the expected disagreement can be calculated as

De = 2(E r - n(-.        ))              (4.2)
E r E r-1
2n   2n-1

where E r is the total number of references found by both coders, and n is the
number of rationales, here 10. Applying formula 4.2 to the data of Table 4.7,
we find

De = 2(13 - 10( )) = 4.8 (4.3)
13    13 - 1

2 .  10  2 .(10-1)

Therefore,

3a=1- - =0.3 7 (4.4)
4.8

Thus, agreement turns  is 37% above chance. Krippendorff interprets this figure
as the reliability of the coding being equivalent to having read and correctly
identified the reference in only about three or four of the rationales, and dices
being thrown to determine the classifications of the remaining rationales.
Krippendorff concluded that the agreement of seven out of ten cases would
have no meaning for the reliability and reproducibility of the coding processi

The essence of the expected disagreement can also be illustrated by Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7 depicts the maximum possible disagreement and the expected dis-

agreement calculated with formula 4.3 when the number of "1"s varies from 0
to 20. If the coding process is performed randomly, the observed disagreement
can be plotted uniformly distributed within the triangle of all possible degrees

of disagreement. The coding is reliable if the observed disagreements are

3:Note that a will differ if the pattern of "1"s and "0"s differs from the data in Table 4.7.
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located near the x-axis. The agreement indicator a measures the relative dis-
tance between the observed disagreement and the curve of expected disagree-
ment. The behavior of a on extreme patterns is remarkable for some patterns.
If both coders do not find any reference for a particular category then a = 0,
although intuitively, it seems that both coders perfectly agree that no refer-
ences are present in the data sample. If both coders record only "1"s, the
formula of a causes a division by zero, although the coders seem to agree
perfectly.  If only one "1" or "0" occurs in the joint data set of both coders then
a = 0.

10

8  -.........

6  -·.................

4 -*.

2-----

0    1IIIIIIII1IIIIIIIII
024 6  8  10 12 14 16 18 20

-*- De + max D

Figure 4.7: Expected disagreement when the number of hits varies

Note that the benchmark a depends on the actual observed distributions of
" 1"s   and "0"s (through the expected disagreement). This follows   from   the
assumption that if a coder were to perform his task randomly, he would make
an educated guess based on his a priori knowledge of the estimated relevance
of each particular factor in the real world. For example, the second coder may
know that the factor Sovereign ceiling is only rarely applicable in practice.
Therefore, he may assign relatively fewer "1"s than "0"s. If he does not have
this prior knowledge, the probability of assigning a "1" or a "0" will tend to
0,5: Note that the expected disagreement decreases if the assumed distribution

4This is comparable to school exams with right/wrong questions. Since the student does
not know the distribution of right and wrong statements, his chance of answering correct is 50%
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becomes more excentric.  If the chance of assigning a "1"  is 90%, there is only
a   10%  zone of patterns available for disagreement. To illustrate the impact  of
assumed distribution, the values of a are also given in Table 4.8 for those
cases in which the assumed probability of "1"s and "0"s is 50%. Table 4.8
shows that the impact on a is considerable for low-frequency factors.
It can be questioned whether this benchmark of educated guesses is applicable
in this study. Although the second coders had general business administration
knowledge, it seems unlikely that they had an a priori notion of the relative
distribution of references to the factors present in bond rating rationales, since
it was the first time the coders were seeing these texts. Secondly, the distribu-
tions of the references do not equal the actual distributions based on all ration-
ales in practice. The data set for this purpose was not randomly chosen, but
constructed in such a way that low-frequently mentioned factors were also
sufficiently present   in   the    data    set to enlarge the reliability. This practice    is
recommended by Krippendorff. Any random completion based on prior knowl-
edge of the occurrence of rare factors in practice would cause deviations on
the non-representative data set. Therefore, it can be concluded that a is a
conservative estimator of reliability. The results are presented in Table 4.8.

Table 4.8: Reliability of the findings compared to second (human) coding

factor                                      a               a(50%)
MARKET POSITION 0.72 0.77

COMPETITION 0.60 0.60

BRANDS 0.41 0.86

DIVERSIFICATION 0.46 0.46

FOCUS STRATEGY 0.54 0.77

CURRENCY RISK 0.62 0.83

NEW PRODUCTS 0.83 0.86

NEW MARKETS 0.63 0.86

ECONOMIC CYCLES 0.74 0.71

CYCLICAL EXPOSURE 0.72 0.80

PROFIT 0.57 0.63

CASH FLOW 0.97 0.97
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(fable 4.8 continued)                                a           0«50°/6)
LEVERAGE 0.70 0.71

LIQUIDITY 0.63 0.71

DIVIDEND PAYOUT 0.93 0.97

COVERAGE 0.73 0.83

INDENTURE 0.71 0.80

COSTS 0.65 0.66

INVESTMENTS 0.48 0.63

TECHNOLOGY 0.57 0.77

REAL ESTATE 0.49 0.94

ASSETS SALES 0.75 0.91

MANAGEMENT 0.69 0.77

ACQUISITION 0.44 0.60

ACQ. POLICY 0.71 0.77

ALLIANCES/JOINT VENTURES 0.80 0.91

GOVERNMENT 0.58 0.80

SOVEREIGN CEILING 0.38 0.91

LITIGATION 1.00 1.00

Table 4.8 shows that a varies between factors. Note that no general boundary
can be set to a where findings are reliable. If the second coders' task were
regarded as a school exam, a score of a > 0.60 would be sufficient to pass the
exam since it measured the relative performance above chance. Using the a
criterion, two third of the factors were reliably measured. If the criterion is
loosened to the a(50%) criterion, only the diversification remains unreliable.
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Validation by computer coding

As described in the introduction to this chapter, content analysis can be sup-
ported by computer processing. In this study, a computer simulation of the
human coding process is evaluated. The essence of this application is that the
computer searches for typical words in the rationales to classify each rationale
regarding each factor included in the human coded content analysis. Ideally,
the results of the computer coding would be similar to the classifications of the
human coded content analysis. Few studies have used computer based content
analysis in an accounting environment. Frazier et at. (1984) conducted such an
analysis on MD&As. The objective of their study was to evaluate whether the
frequency of certain words in the MD&A could discriminate between well and
poorly performing firms.

The 173 rating rationales   of the January 1995 Moody's Euromarket Credit
Opinions that were selected for the human coding content analysis were trans-
ferred to computer text files (ASCII) by optical character recognition hardware
(scanner) and software (OmniPage Professional). Each text file was reviewed
manually, using WordPerfect 5.2's Spelling Checker to correct any misinter-
preted characters and to restore "broken" words at the end of text lines.
Subsequently, these files were processed using the content analysis package
SMART, which tabulated the frequency of each word in each text file. This
resulted in a long list of all words that appeared in the rationale texts. From
this list, "meaningful" words were selected    (such as "profit", "brand").    This
resulted in a preliminary list of potential key words which were typical for a
specific factor. Due to a number of inconvenient features of the use of
SMART and another package called TekstTabel, the remaining analysis was
performed using the Windows Superfind utility to trace words in the rationale
texts, and Excel spreadsheets to analyze the frequencies of words found. Note
that the rejection of specialized content analysis software could limit the poten-
tial benefits of this method  However, such methods belong more to informa-
tion retrieval science, which is outside the scope of this study. Therefore, the
benefits of computer coded content analysis were only evaluated for relatively
simple methods.

Appendix 2 presents the selected key words per factor. This selection is based
on intuitive relation to the specific factor and the discriminating power of each
keyword. Since some factors cannot be represented by a single keyword,

5Note, however, that although Frazier used the specialized package WORDS and
elaborated on the potential inferences from co-occurences of words, such advanced statistics
seem not to be used in her results. Only 'univariate' frequences were mentioned
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multiple keywords were selected for these factors6 Since different combina-
tions of selected key-words have different qualities of classification, in theory
all possible combinations have to be evaluated to ensure that the optimal
combination is found. When the number of keywords increases however, the
number of possible combinations increases compoundingly. Since no special-
ized software was available for this optimization, the selected combination is
based on heuristic searches.
Classification was normally based on an boolean OR operator, i.e., a rationale
was classified as having a reference on that factor if either of the keywords
was found by Superfind, regardless of the number of hits within each text.
This is similar to the human coded content analysis. Due to the linguistic
characteristics of some common expressions in the rationales, to some
keywords an AND-operator had to be applied, meaning that both words had to
be present in the text in order to be classified as a found reference.

Table 4.9 presents the results of a comparison between the human coding and
the computer coding. The table presents the numver of hits for each factor as
found in each method, as well as their joint hits, and the agreement index a.

Table 4.9: Reliability of the findings compared to computer coding

factor Computer Human Joint       a

coding coding hits

MARKET POSITION 103 110            88              0.55

COMPETYTION                              59                 66              49              0.66

BRANDS                                       12                  10              9                0.81

DIVERSIFICATION                        66                 77              52              0.54

CURRENCY RISK                20           20         16         0.77

NEW PRODUCTS                  18            23          17          0.81

NEW MARKETS                  -

ECONOMIC CYCLES 100               82              71              0.54

CYCLICAL EXPOSURE                        33                        43                    31                    0.76

6A special case is fixed combinations of two words like "cash flow"  For such terms,
Superfind searched for the entire string Afterwards, an additional search was performed for
terms that crossed the end of the line (which caused the space between the words to be
replaced  by  a "hard return")
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(I'able 4.9 continued) Computer Human Joint       a

coding coding Hits

CASH FLOW                     85           94         79         0.76

COVERAGE                                 21                  24              16              0.70

LEVERAGE                               98                138           95             0.39

LIQUIDITY                                26                38             24             0.69

DIVIDEND PAYOUT              16           11         11         0.80

INDENTURE                                 7                   25              7                0.38

PROFIT 123 109             87               0.24

COSTS                                         86                  83              74              0.76

INVESTMENTS                          41                51             28             0,47

TECHNOLOGY                             27                 23              21              0.81

REAL ESTATE                   7            5          5          0.94

ASSETS SALES                17          17        11        0,61

MANAGEMENT STYLE         72          71        46        0.37

ACQUISITION                            26                40             16             0.37

ACQ. POLICY                  26          27         16        0.53

ALLIANCES/JNT.V.                       -

GOVERNMENT                             30                  38              26              0.71

SOVEREIGN CEILING            3             3          3          1.00

LITIGATION                                 12                  12              11              0.91

Table 4.9 shows that the reliability of the human coding can be supported by a
similar computer coding for some factors, measured by a, such as SOVEREIGN

CEILING, REAL ESTATE and TECHNOLOGY. For some factors however, a is low,
or not even applicable as no meaningful discriminating keywords could be
derived. Example are RESTRUCTURING, NEW MARKETS and ALLIANCES/JOINT

VENTURES. This is mainly caused by the rich nature of the language employed
to describe these factors, using either case-specific words which have no
generalizing power, or only common words that are not specific for that factor.
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Another fundamental difference between human coding and computer coding
is that human coding is oriented towards contextual meaning, and computer
coding only focuses on the presence of words. Therefore, human coders may
decide for example, that cash flow was not mentioned in its true meaning in a
particular rationale, although the computer may detect the presence of the
words "cash flow" while, conversely, the computer may turn out to be more
accurate and this difference in coding indicate an inaccuracy of the human
coder.

Note  that the number of joint hits relative  to the total number of hits  is  not  a
direct measure of reliability. If the frequencies of hits are located near 85
(being approximately 50% of the total number of texts) a relatively high rate
of joint agreement is necessary  for  a high value  of a. As described previously,
this is justified by the high rate of agreement if classifications were determined
by chance. Therefore, even if the computer coding and the human coding
result in approximately the same number of hits, for example in the case of
MARKET POSITION, the generalization power of the computer coding scheme
could be only moderately reliable  (a =  0.55).  If the number of hits is relatively
small, then a high rate of agreement results in a high a. Therefore, computer
coding seems to be more appropriate for less-frequent factors, such as LIQUID-
ITY, BRANDS and LITIGATION. For such factors, computer coding may be an
efficient alternative to the more costly human second coding. Compared to the
second human coding, the computer coding suitability is relatively poor for
PROFIT, LEVERAGE, INDENTURE and MANAGEMENT ATTITUDE. On the other
hand, the computer is more reliable for BRANDS, REGULATION and SOVEREIGN
CEILING.

Note that in some environments, the computer coding could be regarded as the
main coding technique instead of being a reliability check on human coding.
An effective and reliable computer coding application may reduce research
costs or enlarge the covered data set to make findings more reliable. Note,
however, that the potential benefits are limited for this study, since the data
(the rationale texts) have to be entered into text files, which is a rather exten-
sive form of preprocessing (as described in the setup of this study). Therefore,
another major condition for efficient computer coded content analysis is the
availability of data that is already recorded in computer text files.

4.3.4 A THEORETICAL CONTENT ANALYSIS

The coding scheme of the content analysis described above is based on the
empirical factors found. However, such a coding scheme does not facilitate a
comparison to the theories on solvency capital structure described in Chapters
2   and   3. The categories cannot easily be addressed   to the theoretical concepts
of the theories. Therefore, the following content analysis was applied to the
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same set of rating rationales. The aim of this content analysis was to test
whether the theoretical concepts and arguments could also be found in prac-
tice.

4.3.4.1 ARGENTI'S TRAJECrORIES OF INSOLVENCY PROCESSES

In Chapter 2, the findings of the study by Argenti were discussed. He recog-
nized twelve main elements which were frequently found for firms headed for
insolvency. At first glance, the twelve elements could be used as categories in
a content analysis coding scheme. However, there are several arguments why
content analysis is not suited to test Argenti's hypotheses empirically.
First, Argenti stresses that the twelve elements are interdependent. The mere
occurence of one of the elements does not directly indicate an increased risk of
default. For example, 'excellent' firms can also have an autocratic CEO
(Argenti mentions Walt Disney as an example). According to Argenti, the
essence of his findings was that the twelve elements were not just a list of
causes and symptoms, but a list with its own dynamics. In a content analysis
on the occurence of the twelve elements, therefore some measure of co-
occurence of elements has to be used. Since the interactions between the
elements is rather complex, a suitable statistic is difficult to define.
Secondly, for some of the elements, the measured frequency of references in
the rationales depends on the occurence or existence of an event or situation.
For example, if a firm does not undertake a large project, the absence of large
projects is unlikely to be mentioned. As mentioned previously, this property
complicates statistical analyses.

Neglecting the importance of the interaction of the elements, it was found that
several of the elements were already found in the explorative content analysis.
Economic, political and technological changes, and gearing (leverage) rendered
several references.

For some other elements not covered in the explorative content analysis, some
illustrative references can be found in the rationales:

Management's control:
"Cargill has a strong system of internal controls for its commodity-related
activities including trading of financial instruments."

Change in society:
"BAT  faces an increasingly hostile environment toward smoking  in  the  U.S."

Constraints:
"Because of certain inhibitors in VW's home market, more aggressive struc-
tural adjustments are unlikely in the current environment, consequently"
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(Volkswagen)

Overtrading
"As growth rates accelerate, the company is expected to ensure that operating
cash flows rise at least in line with business volumes and that the build-up of
working capital to support sales increases is minimized." (ABB)
"Capital needs are expected to remain high because of the need to provide
additional satellite capacity. Internal funding will not keep pace with these
expenditures, and we anticipate that an external financing program will be
required." (COMSAT)
"We expect that the company will continue to make use of its ample liquidity
and access to the equity market to support part of its future expansion." (Blue
Circle)
"After a short period of rising working capital to support higher sales volumes,
Ericsson should be able to improve its capital structure materially."

Creative accounting:
"Subsequently investigations of Asil Nadir and charges of fraud, theft and false
accounting
precipitated the company's move into administration." (Polly Peck)

Non-financial symptoms (low morale and declining quality):
"For example, Bell Canada's planned cost reduction effort, which emphasizes
the mechanization of work processes and which, we believe will permit the
future consolidation of work group centers, requires that the company carefully
weigh the extent to which the number of employees can be reduced without
significantly impairing employee morale and service quality."

Again, although more references might have been traceable, a full content
analysis was not performed because no statistical inferences could be made.
No examples were found for the element accountancy information systems and
the last few months. The findings indicate that Moody's takes most of the
elements suggested by Argenti into account, although it was not tested whether
Moody's recognizes the same trajectories suggested by Argenti.

4.3.4.2 DEFINING THE CODING SCHEME

As discussed in the former section, Argenti's hypotheses on the trajectories
turned out not to be testable by content analysis. When applied to theories on
capital structure, some problems emerge that are not present for the explorative
content analysis, too. Therefore, results can only be tentative regarding the
following content analysis.

In the explorative content analysis, categories are derived from the texts them-
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selves. For the purpose of this content analysis, categories must be derived
I from theory. As described in Chapter 3, the theories can be divided into MM-

theories, bankruptcy costs theories, agency theories, and signalling theories.

Based on the findings described in Chapter 3, the following categories can be
defined:

MM-theories:

tax shield: references should relate to the beneficial effect of tax-deductable
interest.

Bankruptcy  theories:

-bankruptcy costs: references should relate to administrative costs of default.

-costs for stakeholders: references should relate to the dependence of
stakeholders on the firm, or to the imposed default costs. Stakeholders may try
to force the firm to avoid bankruptcy, for example, by restricting the leverage
of the firrn.

-liquidity of assets: references should relate to realizable values of assets on
the secondhand market.

A gency  theories:

-overinvestment: if the management recognize their prestjge or wealth based
on the size of the firm instead of its profitability, the management may
reinvest redundant cash in negative NPV projects. Therefore, references should
relate to both growth ambition and low return on investments.

-information asymmetry: the difference in knowledge between principal and
agent is one of the main causes of agency costs. Therefore, reference should
relate to information that is known by the management, but which is not
available to Moody's. References to general uncertainties, such as future pros-
pects, do not relate to information asymmetry since this uncertainty exists for
both the agent and the prinicipal.

-monitoring: references should relate to warning systems that can trigger
instant repayment of the bond loan. At first sight, it may appear that the phe-
nomenon of bond rating is a monitoring instrument: an independent observer

(the bond rating agency) reviews    the debt quality. However, no direct    con-
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sequences, such as instant repayment, are attached to this monitoring. No
covenants of repayment depending on the bond rating were found in the litera-
ture.

-asset substitution: after the issue of the bond, the firm may change its strategy
to a higher risk exposure without announcement. Thus, wealth is transferred
from the bondholder since the extra risk is not rewarded in the original agreed
interest rate. References should relate to:
-(the risk of) unexpected changes in capital investments;
-(the risk of) deliberate changes in leverage (increases in leverage due to
declining equity in times of loss do not follow from deliberate leverage
changes by the management.)

Although Myer's theory of underinvestment suggest that firms with high
growth potential (should?) have less debt than stable firms, his findings heavily
depend on theoretical notions about the moments of having the growth option,
the investment decision and debt maturity, which is very difficult to observe
empirically. References found in the rationales to the growth pattern of a firm
are not sufficient to support the theory of underinvestment. When the assump-
tions of Myers are relaxed, the impact of debt on investment decisions is either
neutral or unknown. Therefore, in this study no attempt was made to test
Myers' underinvestment theory by content analysis.

Signalling

-signalling: the agent may try to solve the information asymmetry during the
precontractual period by transmitting information (signals) to the principal. To
be trustworthy, the signal has to be accompanied by incentives that urge the
manager to send out only 'true' signals. Therefore, references should relate to
expressions or acts by management that have the purpose of revealing the state
of nature of the firm.
Note that signalling is a precontractual phenomenon. Therefore, signalling has
no meaningfor outstanding (i. e., postcontractual) debt. As discussed in Chapter
2 however, bond ratings are merely assigned to the total firm rather than to a
specific bond. Therefore, signalling can occur regarding future debt to
refinance the current debt during the outstanding period of current debt.

-bonding: references should relate to arrangements that bond the wealth of the
management to the success of the firm.

And finally, based on Lewellen's arguments:

-diversification: if earnings come from different industries, the volatility due to
economic cycles of total income is dampened, thereby limiting the risk of
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gambler's ruin.

Based on these arguments, several hypotheses are defined. The hypotheses
were tested using content analysis. Only a limited number of studies of empiri-
cal tests is available by which to compare the findings to earlier studies. Cools
(1993) reviewed fourteen empirical studies. The most comprehensive study is
Titman & Wessels (1988). They tested a wide range of capital structure deter-
minants on empirical data. Other authors only addressed single determinants or
theoretical arguments. Cools notes that the comparison of findings suffers from
the fact that these studies use different measures of the firm characteristics,
different time periods, different leverage measures, and different methodol-
ogies. This problem is acutely present regarding the content analysis. Both the
scope of capital structure -the evaluation of default risk instead of the value of
the firm- and the research method -content analysis- differs from other studies.
Therefore, not all of these studies are suited to be used as a reference to the
current findings. For some of the studies, the results will be discussed follow-
ing each hypothesis. The following hypotheses are defined:

Hypothesis 3: Bond rating analysts evaluate the benefits of the tax shield.

Using a sample of 469 firms, Titman & Wessels evaluated the explanatory
power of tax shield proxies with respect to capital structure. Their results do
not provide support for an effect on debt ratios from tax shield arguments.
However, using more refined proxies to estimate the marginal tax rate,
MacKie-Mason (1990) and Graham (1995) did find a positive relation between
tax rates and debt usage. Rajan & Zingales (1995) found that the measured
effect of taxes on leverage was highly sensitive to the assumed marginal per-
sonal tax rate of investors. Therefore, no final conclusions were drawn by
Rajan & Zingales. On the other hand, when interviewing Dutch CFOs, Cools
found that tax arguments seemed far less important than was suggested by
theory.

Hypothesis 4: Bond rating analysts evaluate the expected costs of bankruptcy

Altman (1984) made an attempt to measure both direct and indirect bankruptcy
costs empirically on a set of 19 bankrupt firms. Direct costs such as adminis-
trative expenses were obtained from the Receiver's files; indirect costs (e.g.,
lost profits due to bankruptcy) were estimated by comparing actual profits to
expected profits (based on analysts' forecasts and statistical extrapolation of
historical profits). Subsequently, Altman compared bankruptcy costs to the
firm's value in the periods before default. His results show that three years
before default, direct bankruptcy costs were approximately six percent of the
firm's value, while indirect bankruptcy costs were approximately 12% of the
firm's value. Using his Z-score techniques to estimate the probability of
default, he transformed these ex-post amounts to expected bankruptcy costs.
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Expected bankruptcy costs turned out to be significant.
Alderson & Betker (1995) attempted to measure liquidation costs empirically
by analyzing annual reports of firms  that had reorganized under Chapter   11.
Comparing reported values under the going concern assumption to reported
liquidation values provides an indication of the magnitude of liquidation costs.
Based on a sample of 201 firms, they found that firms with high liquidation
costs had lower debt levels than firms with low liquidation costs, thereby
confirming the theoretical arguments of Baxter, Scott, and Haugen & Senbet.
Titman & Wessels found a significant negative correlation between leverage
and the 'uniqueness' of the firm. This uniqueness refers to the costs for
stakeholders such as customers, suppliers and workers. However, as Titman &
Wessels suggested, the proxies used for uniqueness -R&D and selling costs-
may also refer to tax shield and collateral value arguments (see the next para-
graph).

Hypothesis 5: Bond rating analysts evaluate the existence of efficient second-
hand markets for the firm's assets.

Hypothesis 6. Bond rating analysts give particular consideration to uncertainty
about the state of nature of the firm.

No empirical studies were found that related to hypotheses 3 and 6 and were
suitable for comparison to the findings of the content analysis.

Hypothesis 7: Bond rating analysts evaluate the control of risk of asset substi-
tution.

Titman & Wessels measured the relation between collateral value of assets and

leverage. However, as described by Titman & Wessels, collateral value can
refer to several theoretical arguments. If debt can be collateralized, the bor-
rower is restricted to using the funds for specified projects. This argument
relates to the risk of asset substitution (hypothesis D.
The effect of collateralization towards the risk of perk consumption and moni-
toring are, however, also addressed. Therefore, even if a significant relation
between collateral value and leverage were to be found (which was not the
case in the study by Titman & Wessels), the findings would not be attributable
to asset substitution only.

Goh & Ederington (1993) addressed asset substitution more explicitly. They
measured changes in stock returns following bond rating downgrades. They
pointed out that a downgrade did not necessarily have to have negative impli-
cations for stockholders. A downgrade should be good news for stockholders if
it reflects an anticipation that the firm will take actions which transfer wealth
from bondholders to stockholders. Such action can be to increase the firm's
leverage, or make future cash flows and earnings more volatile. The latter
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argument refers to the view that stockholders have an (implicit) option on the
value of the firm with an exercise price equal to the par value of debt. Then,
an increase in the variance of the firm's cash flows and earnings would redis-
tribute wealth from bondholders to stockholders.
Using rating rationales, Goh & Ederington identified bond rating downgrades
which were motivated by Moody's by increases in leverage. Their results
showed that stock price reactions to downgrades based on general deterioration
of future prospects were significantly negative, while downgrades due to
increases in leverage did not significantly affect stock prices. Goh &
Ederington concluded that the reason behind a downgrade mattered.

Hypothesis 8: Bond rating analysts take the risk of overinvestment into
account.

Hypothesis 9. Bond rating analysts take large portions of stock owned by
management into account.

The risk of overinvestment mentioned in hypothesis 8, and the effect of large

portions of stock owned by management mentioned in hypothesis 9 were
empirically tested by McConnell & Servaes (1995). Their findings supported
the existence of effects of overinvestment and allocation of equity ownership.

Hypothesis 10: Bond rating analysts evaluate the volatility of earnings and
cash flows with respect to inter-industrial mergers.

Titman & Wessels did not find support for this argument.

Note that these hypotheses relate to the solvency assessment by bond rating
analysts. They do not address whether capital structure is set on the basis of
the above-mentioned arguments. Capital structure choices are made by man-
agement (possibly sometimes enforced by incentives from the capital market).
Therefore, this study cannot be regarded as a general empirical test of capital
structure theories. It only tests whether the arguments suggested by these
theories are used by bond rating analysts.

4.3A.3 VALIDrrY AND RELIABILNY CONSIDERATIONS

This theoretical content analysis involves more validity problems than the
explorative content analysis. The main problem stems from the difference in
terminology between theory and practice. Phrases such as "information asym-
metry" and "signalling" are unlikely to be found in the rationales. Therefore, a
translation has to be made from day-to-day notions.

Secondly, the level of abstraction differs between theory and practice. Agency
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theories often reason within a simplified world. In the real world, effects
described by agency theories are distorted by all kinds of noise and nuances.
Unbridled profit maximization, as is often assumed within agency theories, is
unlikely to be found in practice. Also, the notion of pre- and postcontractual
periods cannot easily be determined since finance decisions are, in practice, a
continuous process.

Thirdly, agency theories focus on how the several risks are dealt with by both
parties. Whether or not the risks actually result in real damage is not relevant.
For example, Moody's may notice that a firm has suddenly invested in higher
risk assets. In agency terminology, this is called asset substitution. However,
agency theories are merely focused on the action that pricipal and agent take
to facilitate the contracting, such as bonding and monitoring arrangements.
Therefore, in an agency theory universe, asset substitution might never occur,
since contracts will only be agreed on if the risk of asset substitution is neu-
tralized.
In this content analysis therefore, a distinction has to be made between refer-
ences to the perceived nsk of agency costs, and their actual occurence.

Both bonding and monitoring couple the wealth of the management to the
success of the firm. The essential difference is that bonding is offered by the
agent, and monitoring is demanded by the principal. In practice however, the
management may offer bondholders monitoring arrangements. Thus, determin-
ing whether a particular arrangement stems from either bonding or monitoring
becomes difficult.

With respect to signalling, the following problems emerge:

-Any references found in the rationales can only relate to signals that Moody's
has received and recognized. However, it is possible for firms to transmit
signals, without these signals being received or recognized by Moody's. The
opposite is also possible: Moody's may interpret a particular expression or act
by management as a signal, although no such signalling was intended by
management. Ideally, signalling should be measured at the sender (the firm),
and not at the receiver (Moody's). Using the Venn-diagram given in section
4.3.1, unreceived signals would be located in circle segment A; falsely inter-
preted messages or behaviors erroreously viewed as being a signal would be
located in circle segment C or F.

-The trustworthiness of signals is much more uncertain in the real world than
in the simplified theoretical world. Determining whether messages from the
firm are true signals or merely 'cheap talk' is not straightforward. In the
agency-theoretical world, perfect incentive instruments ensure trustworthy sig-
nalling. In practice however, few of such instruments are successfully applied.
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Testing the reliability of the findings is more complicated than in the
explorative content analy sis.     For the explorative content analysis, second
coders were only required to have general knowledge of financial analysis. In
this theoretical content analysis, the second coder has to have extensive knowl-
edge of the related theories. None of the second coders engaged in the reliabil-
ity test of the explorative content analysis could be considered to have met this
requirement sufficiently. Therefore, no reliability test on the findings is avail-
able. Consequently, the findings should be regarded as tentative.

4.3.4.4 RESULTS

MM-theories:

-tax shield. No references to the influence of taxes were found in the human
content analysis. Furthermore, an additional search performed by Superfind for
"tax" on the scanned rating rationales resulted in only four hits. Three of these
related to pretax ratios, and one related to the high cost level of the firm,
which in part was caused by high taxes. Also, a search in the electronic docu-
ment on rating criteria of S&P (1994) did not reveal any references to tax
shield arguments described in theory. Therefore, it can be concluded that the
theoretical tax shield argument is not significant in the practice of bond rating
analysis (rejection of hypothesis 3). This finding is in line with the findings of
Titman & Wessels and Cools (1993). Again, since the object of study is the
rating decision instead of the decision on capital structure, the conclusion
cannot be regarded as direct support of the findings of Titman & Wessels and
Cools.

Bankruptcy  costs  theories:

-bankruptcy costs: The expected administrative costs of bankruptcy were not
found in the content analysis.

-costs for stakeholders: Regarding the bankruptcy costs of stakeholders
described by Titman, some specific references were found. For example, the
ratings of Gasunie and Energie Beheer Nederland recognized the support of
the Dutch government, since the role of Gasunie and EBH is important for the
entire Dutch economy. Thus, the outsiders' stakes affect debt protection of
these firms. Similar cases are France Telecom and EUTELSAT. Risk aversion
enforced by parties other than the government, such as suppliers, unions, or
customers were not found. Therefore, hypothesis 4 has to be rejected. The
findings do not correspond to those of Altman and Alderson & Betker, who
found that (expected) bankruptcy costs were significant compared to the firm's
value. Differences in findings may stem from selection bias. The studies by
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Altman and Alderson & Betker employed data from bankrupt firms, while in
this study only going-concern firms were selected. Obviously, bankruptcy costs
become more important as default becomes more probable. Therefore, it is
more likely that significant bankruptcy costs will be found at (almost) bankrupt
firms. However, the lowest bond-rating class represented in this study is Caa.
References to bankruptcy costs may be present for even lower-rated bonds,
although ratings below Caa are very rare. On the other hand, the studies of
Altman and Alderson & Betker can be criticized for measuring the expectation
of bankruptcy costs in a rather indirect manner. The underlying assumption
that investors base their expectation of bankruptcy costs on the same proxies
and scores used by Altman may be unrealistic. Alderson & Betker did not
elaborate on whether and how (ex-post) liquidation costs are captured in ex-
ante security prices.

-realizable value of assets: Some references to this matter can be found in the
content analysis. Sales of assets to reduce debt are found in several rationales.
The broader notion of balance sheet liquidity is likewise often found. Typical
references relate to the potential unrealized losses on real estate, although no
explicit enforcement of such sales is mentioned. However, such sales may be
strategically obliged, even without a formal mandate as in the case of default.
Actually, more than half of the references on asset sales are found at invest-
ment-grade firms, which have relative low probability of default-enforced sales
of assets. In contrast, the theory suggests that such bankruptcy costs gain rel-
evance when default becomes more likely. Next, although the economic phase
of the industry is one of the major factors (as measured in found frequencies),
a direct link to the ability to sell assets is not very clear in the rationale texts.
It can be concluded that elements of the theoretical argument regarding asset
sales are found in practice, although not always for the conditions suggested
by the theory. Therefore, hypothesis 5 cannot be rejected.

A gency  theories:

-information asymmetry: seven references were found where Moody's points to
the unclear plans of the management. Note that the information asymmetry
may be limited for bond rating agencies because they have access to inside
information.

-monitoring: only one reference was found to management's commitment to
maintain the current bond rating.

-asset substitution: Several references were found on the (expected) change or
risk of change of investment strategies and capital structure. Twenty-five
references relate to changes in investment strategies or product portfolios, and
15 references relate to increasing debt, stock repurchases, or increased   divi-
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dend payout. Another 25 references relate to the risk of debt-financed future
expansion. Totalling to 65 references in 173 selected rating rationales, the risk
of asset substitution turns out to be significant. Therefore, hypothesis 7 cannot
be rejected. The findings are in line with those of Goh & Ederington since
they indicate that like for stock evaluation, for the evaluation of credit quality
the risk of asset substitution is likewise taken into account.

-overinvestment: no references were found.Therefore, hypothesis 9 has to be
rejected.

Signalling  theories:

-Signalling: Eighteen references were found to conservative financial manage-
ment as assessed by Moody's. Again, the validity of classifying these refer-
ences under signalling depends on whether the management deliberate intented
to expose itself as conservative. Most of the eleven other references related to
the apparent or demonstrated willingness to increase leverage.

-bonding: No references were found regarding a dependence of the manage-
ment's wealth on the financial position of the firm.  If the definition of 'agent' is
extended to other stakeholders of the firm, some references of bonding can be
distinguished. Twenty-four references were found regarding the promised
financial support by either the parent company, the government, or other
related parties, in the event the firm encountered adverse trends.

and finally,

-diversification: Lewellen argues that diversification diminishes the volatility of
earnings and cash flow and thus limits the risk of sudden severe adverse
trends. This argument was already extensively found in the exploratory content
analysis. Often, this smoothing effect of diversification is explicitly mentioned
in the rationales. Its implication for solvency is supported by the found dis-
tribution of diversification references over the rating classes: diversified firms
are mainly investment grade, while a lack of diversification is found relatively
more often in low-graded firms. Therefore, hypothesis 10 cannot be rejected.

Summarizing, the typical theoretical aspects of capital structure such as the tax
shield and expected bankruptcy costs, cannot be explicitly found in the publi-
cations on the solvency assessment by Moody's. Diversification and realizable
value of assets are more familiar concepts in practice, resulting in more refer-
ences being found.
Although operationalizing the concepts of agency theories is not straightfor-
ward, some references to bonding and signalling activities were found. Asset
substitution was found even more frequently. Agency theory suggests that the
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risk of asset substitution will be compensated by imposed restrictions on
investment or finance, or by monitoring by the agent. However, this counter-
part of agency costs was not found. Probably, if this risk is significant,
debtholders will be compensated by a higher premium on the interest rate. This
suggestion cannot be supported by the findings of this study, since the refer-
ences are found for both high and low rated firms.

4.4 SUMMARY

In this chapter, an analysis was performed on Moody's rating rationales to
explore the determinants of bond ratings. Rating rationales provide for each
company a brief explanation of the backgrounds of the assigned bond rating.
To analyse these texts, content analysis is applied. Within this research
method, textual data were tabulated into categories. Each category consisted of
references of homogeneous meaning. Then, statistical inferences were made.
Compared to alternative research methods, such as interviews, questionnaires,
and laboratory experiments, the strength of content analysis lies in the non-
influence of the studied analysts, the independence of the cooperation of the
studied analysts, and the ease of covering many cases and a long time horizon.
In some circumstances, the efficiency of content analysis can be enlarged by
computer support.
Weaknesses are the lack of feedback from the studied analysts (compared to
interviews), the only inductive nature of the findings (compared to deductive
interviews), the inability to isolate factors (compared to laboratory experi-
ments), and the subjective nature of text coding.
In the literature, it has been both recommended to derive the coding scheme of
categories from the textual data itself, or from the theories on the studied
phenomenon. In this study, both alternatives were applied.

In the first (explorative) content analysis, categories were derived from the
rationale texts. This resulted in about thirty categories. Compared to earlier
studies, the findings suggest that indenture provisions are less important than
has been suggested by Sherwood and Moody's self An aggregation of the
results into accounting and non-accounting information supports the existing
notion that bond ratings depend for about 50% on financial ratios. Although
solvency is often related to the capital structure, relatively more emphasis is
put on earnings and cash flows.
An aggregation into the framework of S&P reveals that Business risk (the
external environment of the firm) and Financial risk (the financial position of
the firm) are reasonably in balance.

A more detailed examination of the distribution of the several qualifications of
each factor over the rating classes reveals that, for most factors, the apparent
influence   on the rating    i s as expected (high profit   for high rated firms,   low
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profit for low rated firms, etc.). Although several authors suggested that the
liquidity of assets and indenture provisions are applicable to low rated firms
only, these notions are not supported by the findings of this study.

To assess the stability of these findings over time, a multiple period analysis
was   performed.   Over the period October    1992   -   July    1995,   most   of  the   cat-

egories had stable frequencies.

Since content analysis involves judgment by the researcher, the reliability of
the findings was tested by coding by second coders. Second coding was per-
formed in the phase of deriving the coding scheme, to ensure that a reliable
coding scheme was used, and in the phase of final coding. 'For the latter phase,
several second coders were requested to independently classify a sample of
texts. Krippendorffs statistical measure a indicates that most of the found
frequencies are sufficient reliable.

To explore the potential computer support for content analysis, the final coding
was repeated based on computer classification. For this purpose, the rationale
texts were entered into ASCII computer files, and analyzed by simple text util-
ities. These classifications were based on the occurrence of words, i.e., they
were not context bound. This limited the performance of the computer coding,

especially for factors that were only described in common words, i.e., no
unique identifying key words existed for some factors. Consequently, the
reliability measured by a is lower than for the human coding.

Next, an attempt was made to test the theories on solvency and capital struc-
ture by using content analysis. Unfortunately, the structure of Argenti's hypoth-
eses on trajectories turns out to be unsuitable for content analysis testing. The
assumed interdependence of the several elements that indicate increased default
risk complicates statistical measurement of frequencies.
In order to test whether the notions found in theories on capital structure could
also be found in practice, a coding scheme was derived from the theories
discussed in Chapter  3. This content analysis involved more validity problems
than the first content analysis, since the terminology of the theories differs
from the terminology found in empirical financial analysis.

The most interesting findings were that the tax shield argument and expected
bankruptcy costs were not found in practice. Earlier studies yielded mixed
results on the significance of tax shields for the capital structure decision.
Matters relating to the risk of asset substitution described in the agency theory
were frequently mentioned in the rationales.
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Chapter 5: Solvency-relevant information in the
annual repoit

5.1 INTRODUCrION

In Chapter 4 it was shown that accounting information plays a major role in
the bond rating process. Although the annual report may focus on accounting
information, it usually also provides non-accounting information. To assess to
what extent annual reports provide relevant information on solvency, rating
rationales were traced back to information in the annual reports. It should be
noted that this study cannot prove the use of annual reports by bond rating
agencies, since bond rating agencies (and other financial analysts) also have
other sources which can provide the same information. These sources can
either be the companies themselves (interim reports, press releases) or external
sources (macro-economic information). The null-hypothesis of this study refers
to general notions on solvency assessment and the usefulness of annual re-
ports:

Hypothesis: Annual reports only provide necessary information for solvency
assessment to a limited extent (not more than 50% of the information needed).

This hypothesis requires a quantification to be made of the magnitude of the
required information for solvency assessment, and the disclosure in the annual
report. In the field of information economics, the magnitude of information is
a common variable. However, in many information-economic theories, dis-
closure is a rather abstract concept that is deployed in generic models (for
example, Penno, 1997). In this empirical study, disclosure was measured in a
real-life environment. Prior empirical studies on voluntary disclosure will be
used as a reference for the methodology used in the present study (Cooke,
1991, Gray et al., 1995, Meek et al., 1995). In the next section, the
operationalization of a measurement of informativeness will be described.

5.2 SETUP OF THE STUDY

The aim of this study was to measure the extent of disclosure (the "disclosure
rate") in the annual report of information that is revelant for bond rating ana-
lysts. As a sample of relevant data, rating rationales were chosen as the data
set. This approach differs from voluntary disclosure studies like Gray's. In his
study, a disclosure checklist was compiled based on an analysis of internation-
al trends and observations of 'standard' reporting practices by multinationals
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and earlier researchers. The checklist consisted  of 128 items of information,
categorized    into 12 categories as follows: general corporate characteristics,
corporate strategy, acquisitions and disposals, research and development, future

prospects information, i nformation about directors, employee information,
social responsibility and value added disclosures, segment information, finan-
cial review information, foreign currency information, and stock price informa-
tion. The contents of the annual reports selected were then compared to the
items on the checklist and coded 1 or 0, depending on whether the annual

report contained or did not contain (respectively) each disclosure item. Disclo-
sure scores for each company were then computed as a basis for the statistical
analysis and hypothesis testing.

By selecting rating rationales as a basis for determining the information items,
a more direct link to relevant information was established, since the rationales
contain the key information that documents the rating.
Gray has noted that the (voluntary) disclosure score for a company is thus
additive and unweighted. The unweighted scoring approach assumes that each
disclosure item is equally important. Since the preferences of users in general
is unknown, no further attempt is made by Gray to assign weights to the in-
formation items. However, for this study, the preferences of the bond rating

analysts has been derived from the rating rationales. Information included in
the rationales are considered to be the key factors, and can be interpreted as
constituting the most important information. Therefore, by restricting the
analysis of voluntary disclosure to the items mentioned in the rating rationales,
this limitation in Gray's study is avoided. Indeed, based on the results of the
content analysis, it can be derived that categories like information about di-
rectors, employee information, social policy and value added information, and
stock price information are not present in the rating rationales. Thus, after
rejecting the items of the above-mentioned categories, only  35 of the 128 items
that Gray recognizes may be relevant for this study. Secondly, since no dis-
tinction is made in this study between voluntary disclosure and mandatory

disclosure, inferences on the relative importance and disclosure are more
balanced.

Gray only evaluates whether or not an information item is disclosed. Since
these items are defined at a rather generic level, disclosure on details within a
particular item cannot be evaluated. Using rating rationales, disclosure on
aspects of information items can also be evaluated. This modification makes it
possible that contradicting disclosure (compared to the information provided in
the rating rationale) will be found. This requires a modified quantification of
the disclosure score, which will be discussed later.
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The data

Thirty-three, 33 companies were selected from Moody's Euromarket Credit
Opinions January 1995 and July 1995. The selected companies originate from
the US, the UK, Germany, Japan, Switzerland, The Netherlands, and Belgium.
The selection was based on the availability of financial statements over 1994
at the Tilburg University library. If the annual report of a firm refered to year's
end on December   31,   1994, the rating rationale was selected  from  the  July
1995 issue of Moody's Euromarket Credit Opinions. For a few firms, the
balance sheet date falls within the year. For these firms, the rationales were
selected from the January 1995 issue. In this way, it was ensured that the
rationales dated from a period just after the publication of the 1994 annual
report. The selected companies are listed in the appendix.
For US companies, the SEC filings form 10-K were also downloaded from
EDGAR, since these filings can be regarded as annual reporting in addition to
the paper document.

The texts of the rating rationales were broken down into distinguishable infor-
mation elements, often whole sentences, but if the sentence included summa-
ries of objects or multiple characteristics of an object, these sub-elements were
also recognized. Note that the detail level of each information element is
higher than the factors as defined in the explorative content analysis. For
example, where Eli Lilly's rationale states "Lilly is one of the leaders among
R&D-based pharmaceutical companies", not only any disclosure on market
position ( the appropriate factor as used in the content analysis) is searched
for, but the content of this sentence should be covered exactly by one or more
references in the annual report.

To avoid double-counting, repeated references to items already mentioned such
as in summarizing paragraphs were ignored. Several parts of the rationale texts
referred to opinions, expectations or interpretations by Moody's. If these opin-
ions agreed or disagreed with those expressed by management in the annual
reports, these items were categorized accordingly.

Next, the pieces of information were traced to the annual report of the respec-
tive company. The search procedure for each information item started in the
section of the annual report that was most likely to contain the information. If
the information could not be found in that section, the other sections were
read. As a result, each information item could be categorized as one of four
classes:

Confinned. The information item in the rationale could also be found in the
annual report. The information was either found in the "verbal" part of the
annual report, like the chairman's statement and management's discussion &
analysis (MD&A), or in the financial statements or in the notes to the financial
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statements. Often, the most likely section to find a particular item was the ver-
bal part. If it was found there, no additional finding places were actively se-
arched for in other sections. Therefore, a confirmed item was mentioned at
least once in the annual report. However, if during a search for another item of

the same rationale additional references of this particular item were encoun-
tered, this other finding place was also noted as a secundary finding place of
that particular piece of information.
Special attention should be paid to accounting items. Since all annual reports
contain financial statements, items such as profit, capital structure, capital
investments, cash flows, and balance sheet liquidity can be found in each
annual report. However, Moody's often evaluates accounting items, for exam-
ple, balance sheet liquidity is considered high, or earnings are considered to be
stable. For such evaluations, a standard is needed to refer to, for example peer
companies or the historical track records of the company. Such accounting
items were only considered to be confirmed by the annual report if the annual
report provided a standard for comparison, in the shape of charts or industry
indices, or stated the interpretation of the accounting item by management.
This requirement can also be explained by illustrating the inconsistency that
would occur if alternative methods would be applied. Suppose, in the MD&A
of a particular company, the track record of earnings is considered as stable.

However, Moody's considers the track record of earnings as highly volatile.
The sole presence of earning figures in the financial statements cannot be con-
sidered as a confirmation of Moody's point of view, since this view is contra-
dicted in another section of the annual report.
Determining the confirmation of future-oriented accounting items (for example,
the expected growth of sales) is less difficult, since such information cannot be
expressed in the financial statements. Confirmation of such information can
only be found in other sections.

Not found: If the information could not be found in the most probable sec-
tions, the piece of information was classified as 'not found'. Since the annual
report was not necessarily read in its entirety, it cannot be proven that the
annual report actually did not contain this information. However, if informa-
tion was not found in the expected parts, the absence of this information is
very likely. Even if the annual report actually did contain this information, the
communication of this information is poor due to its unclear allocation to the
sections. Besides that, it turned out that in most cases almost all sections of the
annual report were read.

Contradicted: In some cases, the rationale disagreed with information found in
the annual report. The nature of these contradicted items will be discussed
later.

Unclear: Some items were hard to classify into the former three classes. This
may be due to the richness of verbal communication which causes a vague
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boundary between 'confirmed' or 'not found'; examples of this are implicit refe-
rences, and timing differences: some information in the rationales referred to
earlier years than the selected annual report. The nature of these items is
discussed later.

5.3 RESULTS

The texts of the 33 rationales were broken down into 351 distinctive informa-
tion items. The frequencies per class are presented in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Results

Class Number
of items

Confirmed 225 64%

Contradicted                                                27           8%

Unclear                                               28         8%

Not found                                         71        20%

total: 351 100%

Table 5.1 shows that more than half of the information items can be found in
the annual report.   For  only a limited number  of cases,  the  form 10-K provided
confirmation for items that could not be found in the paper document. The
number of confirmed items amounts to 64% of the total number of items. The
95% confidence interval ranges between 59-69%. Note also that the contra-
dicted items could be regarded as disclosed items, since even if the provider
and the user do not agree on these particular matters, the firm does disclose on
these matters. Secondly, the category 'Unclear' contains several items that are
considered to be indecisive with respect to 'Confirmed' and 'Contradicted'. In
such cases, those items are also disclosed (but not clearly confirmed).

5.3.1 THE RATE OF CONFIRMATION

There are some additional considerations about the interpretation of the percen-
tages presented in Table 5.1. First, the degree of disclosure of every informa-
tion item is counted equally, although it was found in Chapter 4 that some
factors may be more important than other factors. Secondly, although it could
be reasoned that contradicted items are nevertheless disclosed, their informa-
tive value can be doubted, since the user does not agree on that particular
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matter. In the extreme event that the annual report would provide inconsistent
information (for example, "The profit over the book year has increased. The
profit over the book year has decreased."), the degree of disclosure on this
matter would be counted as one confirmed item and one contradicted item,
resulting in a percentual rate of confirmation of 50%. However, it is obvious
that such inconsistent information in the annual report is completely meaning-
less.

To cope with the above mentioned considerations, a weighted average of
disclosure was determined. For this purpose, a disclosure score was assigned to
each information item. If the item is confirmed, the score was one. If the item
was not found or unclearly disclosed, the score was zero. Contradicted items
reduce the usefulness of the information, therefore, contradicted items have a
score of -1. Next, each item was allocated to one of the factors defined in the
explorative content analysis desribed in Chapter 42. For each factor, its relative
importance was measured by the relative number of hits in the content analy-
sis. For example,    in    the    data    set    of 173 rationales, 112 rationales contain
references to market position. Therefore, the weight of the factor MARKET
POSITION amounts  to  112/173  =  0.65.  Note  that in Chapter  4  it was shown  that
for some factors the number of references does not relate to the relative impor-
tance of that factor. This applies mainly to industry specific factors (for exam-
ple, BRANDS and TECHNOLOGY) and factors that are only applicable when they
occur (for example, litigation claims). For these factors, the content analysis
cannot provide an indication of their relative importance. Therefore, the
weights of these factors were set at 0.50, or the center of the possible range
([0,1]) of importance. For each annual report, the disclosure was measured by
computing the weighted average of the disclosure scores, in formula:

n

E discl.scoret x weighti
Weighted disclosure = i=i

n

31 weighti
i=1

where discl.score,  =   l for confirmed item i, -1 for contradicted items3, and 0
for not found and unclear items; n is the number of items per rationale; weight,
is the relative frequency in the content analysis of the category where item i
belongs to.

2Since the coding scheme does not capture all possible factors, some items are allocated
to  a category "Miscellaneous"

3It can be questioned whether assigning a score of -1 to contradicted items is meaning-
ful, e.g., whether it could be interpreted as a decrease in informative value of the annual
report. Removing contradicted and unclear items from the data set leads to an overall
weighted disclosure score of 65%. In the remainder of this study, the more conservative
method of including contradicted and unclear items is preferred.
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Measured by this weighted disclosure, the aggregate average rate of disclosure
on the 33 annual reports is 55%. When compared to the unweighted disclo-
sure, which can be determined from table 5.1 as 64% (confirmed) minus 8%
(contradicted) = 56%, it appears that on average disclosure is about equally
distributed over important and less important factors. Varying the approximat-
ed 0.50-weights between 0 and 1 does not significantly affect this average.
However, at the level of separate annual reports, weighted disclosure shows a
broad variance. The highest values are found for General Electric (94%) and
W.R. Grace (88%). On the other hand, the value for Bayer is -10%. This
negative disclosure value is caused by two contradictions within the category
PROFIT, which has the highest weight (0.79). Scores of confirmed items from
other categories cannot compensate for this large negative impact on the rate
of disclosure. Consequently, the 95% confidence interval on individual report
level is much wider than measured at an aggregate level: 47-63%.
At the level of individual annual reports, the influence of the weighing of the
disclosure scores is significant: compared to unweighted score, the weighted
score differs ten percent points on average.

Other considerations of measuring the degree of disclosure involve the findings
of the distribution of the finding places in the annual report of the confirmed
items. Therefore, these findings will be discussed first.

5.3.1.1 THE INFORMATlVENESS OF DISTINCrIVE PARTS OF THE ANNUAL
REPORT

Table 5.2 presents the distribution of the confirming references over the sever-
al sections that can be distinguished in annual reports. It was found that al-
though the structure of annual reports look similar, the titles of sections differ
to some extent. Therefore, some aggregation was performed:

Chairman's Statement: A general, introductory overview of operations by the
chairman of the board. In Table 5.2, this title is combined with titles such as
"To our shareholders", Chief Executive Review, CEO comments, etc.

Description of segments: Following after the chairman's statement, a verbal
description is often given of the several segments of the company. This in-
cludes descriptions of products and client ranges, R&D efforts, and environ-
mental care.

MD&A: Operating results and financial position are discussed by management.
In Table 5.2, this title is combined with titles such as Financial Review, Fi-
nance, Review of operations, etc.

The total number of finding places exceeded the number of information items,
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since information could be found in more than one section. If accounting items
were classified as confirmed, the financial statements were also considered to
be a finding place of confirming information.

Backpage qf the cover. Often some highlights of the company can be found on
the backpage of the cover, such as the mission statement, primary goals and
objectives, and the highlights of the results in the reported year.

Chairman's Statement: Top management discusses the economic environment
of the company, trends in financial results, strengths, weaknesses, opportuni-
ties, and threats.

Boani of Dinctom: Two items were found in the report from the Board of
Directors. These concerned dividend policy and capital requirements for fi-
nancing sales.

Description of segments: The information items that were found in this section
relate to information such as market positions and competition, diversification
of the product mix, cost containment programs, acquisitions, and new products.

Future outlook: The information items that were found in this section relate to
information on cash flow outlook, development of costs, and expected benefits
from newly acquired companies.

MD&A: The information items that were found in this section relate to infor-
mation such as financing acquisitions, the economic and competitive environ-
ment (pricing pressure, demand), trends and plans regarding the financial posi-
tion (leverage), capital investments, and cost-cutting programs.

Segmental infonnation: Since the literature on financial accounting puts much
emphasis on segmental information, this part of the annual report is recognized
separately. The contributions of the distinctive segments to sales and profit are
often documented in tables. These tables are mainly found in the MD&A
section.

Balance sheet: Almost all of these references are accompanied by other con-
firming information on leverage and liquidity in other sections.

Profit  and   Loss   A ccount:   All of these references are accompanied by other
confirming information on sales, profit and coverage.

Cash Flow statement: Almost all of these references are accompanied by other
confirming information on the magnitude of operational cash flows.

Notes to the Financial Statements. The information items from the rationales t-
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hat were supported by this section relate to litigation liabilities, capital struc-
ture, capital investments, and the purchase price of an acquisition.

A dditional  infonnation:   For  one item regarding dividend policy -which  was
also mentioned in the report of the Board of Directors-, information was also
found in this section.

Historical  overview  of financial  keys:  Only one item was exclusively support-
ed by this overview. The item relates to earning growth.

Table 5.2. Distribution over the several parts of the annual report

Section number of items

Backpage  of the cover                                                                                                        19

Chairman's Statement                                           80
Board of Directors                                                                         2

Description of the segments                                                               59

Future Outlook                                                  4
MD&A                                                                                  53

Segmental information                                           7

Balance Sheet                                                   7
Profit & Loss Account                                             5

Cash Flow Statement                                                  9

Notes                                                                                      9

Additional information                                             2

Historical Overview fin. keys                                         1
2573

Table 5.2 shows that if annual reports contain information that is also men-
tioned by Moody's, it can be found primarily in the Chairman's Statement,
Description of segments, and the Financial Review. Relatively few of the
information items from the rationales can be supported solely by the financial

3Since an information item in the rationale can be confirmed by more multiple
references in different sections of the annual report, the total number of finding places can
exceed the total number of confirmed items.
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statements. If the information coverage of a section is regarded as a measure
of relative importance for this section, these findings contradict the findings of
Vergoossen (1993). Vergoossen found a different ranking for the relative
importance of the several sections. The financial statements (balance sheet,
profit & loss account, notes) turned out to be more important than the more
qualitative sections like the Chairman's statement and descriptions of segments.
Differences in findings may stem from the following reasons:

-Vergoossen applied a questionnaire, requesting respondents to classify each
section on a five-point scale from "very important" to "not important". Thus,
the questions relate to general notions, instead of actual cases, as in this study.
These general notions may differ from actual practice. This study focuses on
actual practice instead of general notions.

-The respondents in Vergoossen's study were 'general' financial analysts, while
bond rating analysts primarily focus on solvency assessment. However, since
solvency assessment forms a part of financial analysis in general, such a large
difference in findings is unlikely.

-In the rationales, quantitative figures may be left out since the Euromarket
Credit Opinions provide firm-statistics in separate sections on the same page as
the rationale. This would cause an understatement of the role of the financial
statements.

-Accounting figures are often mentioned in the rationales, as was seen in the
content analysis described in Chapter 4. However, these are not "bare" num-
bers, but evaluations or expectations of the (future) accounting figures. These
evaluations can often be confirmed by information in the qualitative sections.
However, analysts may claim that their judgment is independent of the inter-
pretations and expectations of management. Therefore, any resemblance be-
tween the interpretations by management found in the qualitative sections, and
the interpretation by the analysts found in the rationale, is coincidental. Conse-
quently, analysts would assign low importance to the interpretation of manage-
ment, and focus on the raw figures to create their own interpretation. This
interpretation may use the same additional (qualitative) information provided in
the annual report, but is retrieved by the analyst from other sources than the
annual report. Vergoossen found that direct communication with management
and ad-hoc publications of the firm, such as press releases, are also important
sources.

It can be concluded, that the qualitative sections of annual reports often recon-
cite to the interpretation of bond rating analysts on relevant accounting figures.
Even without a causal relationship between the information in these sections
and the interpretation of analysts, these sections can be considered as highly
informative to the public with respect to solvency assessment.
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5.3.1.2 POTENTIAL MEASUREMENT BIAS BY DIFFERENCES IN EMPHASIS BY
MOODY'S AND THE ANNUAL REPORT

After the discussion on the distribution of finding places, we now return to the
measurement of the degree of confirmation between the rationale and the
annual report. A weakness of the applied research method is that breaking
down the rationale texts into separate information items destroys their coher-
ence and internal structure. Both rationales and annual reports aim to provide
an overall impression of the financial position of the firm, but may put differ-
ent emphasis within the same set of factors. Moody's may elaborate on a factor
that is only briefly discussed in the annual report4. Even if both documents
refer to this factor, the general impression, or implied importance, derived
from both documents may differ. This research method does not recognize
such differences in emphasis. An imbalance of implied importance between
Moody's and the annual report overstates the 'real' degree of reconciliation of
the informational content between the rationale and the annual report.
This problem is conceptually illustrated in Figure 5.1. The axes represent the
emphasis or attention that Moody's and the annual report pay to a specific item
(depicted by a dot). For example, dot a could represent the cost-cutting pro-
gram of Toyota, as described in footnote  1:   in the annual report much attention
is paid to it, but Moody's mentions it only briefly. Note that the amount of
emphasis is purely a conceptual entity. The problem originates from a general
inability to measure this emphasis reliably. In this study, a distinction is only
made as to whether a dot lies on the x-axis, or above it. A dot lies on the x-
axis if no attention is paid in the annual report. This results in a classification
"not found". All dots above the x-axis will be considered as disclosed (either
'confirmed' or 'contradicted'). All these classifications count equally, regardless
of the degree of attention paid to them by Moody's or the annual report. Thus,
even the smallest reference in the annual report receives full weight, as depic-
ted by dot b.5 Similarly, dots at the left end of the x-axis count equal as dots at
the right end of the x-axis, although their relative importance differs.

The annual report would be an optimal reflection of Moody's information need
if all dots were to lie on the grey diagonal. Each item would be emphasized to
the same degree as Moody's emphasizes it. Note however, that such annual
reports are utopic since annual reports are multi-purpose documents. Equity
investors will have other information needs than bond rating agencies, which

4An example of the opposite is the 1994 annual report of Toyota, where a whole
chapter is directed to Toyota's cost cutting program. The rationale makes only a brief refe-
rence to this matter.

5The category "Unclear" could be regarded as a grey zone between disclosed and not
found, thereby smoothing the sharp edge. However, also other types of unclearity are assig-
ned to this category, so no general characteristics can be derived from this category
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would require different disclosure and emphasis.

Emphasis annual report        a/

Disclosed (' 1 ')       <

b

Not found ('0')  -
Emphasis Moody's

Figure 5.1: Differences in emphasis between annual report and mtionale

Oestreicher & Piotrowsky (1996) attempted to extract the degree of emphasis
regarding positive and negative factors from annual reports. The relative atten-
tion paid to positive and negative factors was measured by counting positive
and negative words in relation to the total size of the text of an annual report.
A similar study was performed by Tennyson et al. (1990). Their objective was
to assess differences in narrative reporting for bankrupt and non-bankrupt
firms. They employed computer added content analysis on a data set of
President's Letters and MD&As. Words in these texts were reduced to ten
factors such as "influences of external environment on earnings and stockhol-
ders", "firm growth and expansion" and "focus on specific internal problems".
The degree of attention was determined by the relative size of references found
compared to the size of the total text. Terryson does not elaborate on how
these factors are derived and how the attention score is calculated.
Some remarks can be made regarding the techniques of Oestreicher &
Piotrowsky and Terryson. Problems arise when the emphasis does not corres-
pond to the size of the attributed text. Modern annual reports contain glossy
charts and prominently printed slogans which are textually small, but attract
much attention from the reader. The mission statement in particular is designed
to say as much as possible using the least possible number of words. Although
information retrieval science offers tools to calculate the relative occurrence of
words in a text, these tools cannot handle such "desktop publishing" differ-
ences. Belkaoui (1995) lists several studies on the readability of annual reports.
However, a detailed review of this research lies outside the scope of the pres-
ent study.
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Distortion of the findings occurs when dots in Figure 5.1 lie either on the left
end of the x-axis, or near the right end of the x-axis, like dot b. Dots on the
left end of the x-axis overstate the importance of items not found, since
Moody's does not pay much attention to these items either. Dots near the right
end of the x-axis overstate the informative role of the reference in the annual
report. This reference is such small, that the reader may overlook it easily.
The net effect of this distortion depends on the distribution of the dots, i.e.
whether dots are concentrated in the areas mentioned above. No methods are
known to explore this distribution. However, the following procedure was
performed to make a preliminary estimation of the effect of distortion.

The degree of attention that is paid to an item in the annual report may be
proxied by the type of section it occurs in. This notion is based on the findings
of Vergoossen (1993) regarding the relative importance of the several sections
found in annual reports. Some sections are generally considered to be more
important than other sections. Thus, the finding place of references may indi-
cate the degree of emphasis,  and  can be ranked along the y-axis in Figure  5.1.
Also, the internal structure of bond rating rationales. In general, the first para-
graph of a rationale reflects the main areas of interest of the bond rating ana-
lyst, which are discussed in more detail in the body of the text, together with
other items. Most rationales end with a paragraph entitled "Rating Outlook",
which summarizes the factors that Moody's believes will affect future ratings.
This introduction and rating outlook can be located at the right end of the x-
axis (higher emphasis), while the body of the texts can be located at the left
end of the x-axis (lower emphasis).

For this purpose, the study on the distribution of finding places was repeated,
but this time the rationale texts were split into two parts:
-the first paragraph6 + rating outlook (about 40% of the text);
-remaining body of the text (about 60%).

Ideally, items mentioned in the first part should be found in the highly-empha-
sized sections of the annual reports. A reverse relation would indicate a distor-
tion, since items that are emphasized by Moody's are emphasized less in the
annual reports.

6If a rationale was not structured in paragraphs, the first sentence was selected.
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Table 5.3: Comparison of emphasis

First par. Body of
+ Rating text

outlook

Confirrned 68% 61%

Contradicted 5% 8%

Unclear 9% 10%

Not found 18% 21%

100% 100%

Finding places of confirmed items:

Backpage of the cover 7% 8%

Chairman's Statement 30% 34%

Board of Directors 1% 1%

Description of the segments 17% 26%

Future Outlook 1% 1%

MD&A 26% 17%

Segmental information 2% 3%

Balance Sheet 6% 2%

Profit & Loss Account 3% 1%

Cash Flow Statement 4% 4%

Notes 4% 3%

Additional information 1% 0%

Historical Overview fin. keys 0% 1%

100% 100%

Table 5.3 denotes the results of this study. The distribution of the confirmed
references for items mentioned in the first paragraph and rating outlook is
rather similar to that of the items mentioned in the body of the rationale text.
Also, the proportion of Confirmed, Contradicted, Unclear, and Not found is
almost identical. This means that both highly and less emphasized items by
Moody's are on average equally emphasized in the annual reports, as concep-
tually depicted in Figure 5.2.
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1- tiiphasi6 :innual report  

iigh attent,„11 keri"n'     I   '          |               
A

lo„ attention section.   L.
Emphasis Mood> 's

Bod>  ot text    *-  · -* First par. + outlook

Figure  5.2: A  conceptual presentation of the actual dgferences  in emphasis

The x-axis is divided into a low-emphasis part, i.e., the body of the rationale
texts, and a high-emphasis part, the first rationale paragraph and rating out-
look. The y-axis reflects a stepwise scale of the increasing attention attracting
sections. How the sections should be ranked to this criterion is unclear. As
described in section   5.3.1.1, the findings   of this study   do not confirm   the
findings of Vergoossen. Fortunately, since the distribution is almost equal
accross all sections, such ranking is not necessary, since different rankings
would not change the overall location of the cloud of dots. The equal emphasis
in the annual report for both highly and less emphasized items by Moody's
indicates that the number of disclosed items (Confirmed and Contradicted)
may be overstated, but not so severely that items highly emphasized by
Moody's are disclosed less often than less emphasized items. Moreover, note
that items less emphasized by Moody's are probably still more emphasized
than the "average emphasis" put on all information in the annual report, since
the rating rationales are summaries of key factors. Therefore, the number of
dots at the left end of the x-axis may be limited. This assumption would allevi-
ate the overstating of'Not found' items.
The severity of the distortion by dots near the right end of the x-axis may be
limited since almost all textbooks on financial statement analysis stress the
importance of reading all available information, including notes and footnotes.
Consequently, analysts may read annual reports very precisely to extract as
much information as possible. Thus, even brief references can have conside-
rable informational value.
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5.3.1.3 INTERNATIONAL COMPARISON OF THE DISCLOSURE SCORE

The selection of firms facilitate a comparison of the figures presented in Table
5.1 between firms originating  from the United States, Japan, the United  King-
dom and Germany. This segmentation is presented in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4: a companson between countries

US Japan UK Germany

number of firms                                      1 2                                         5                                         7                                        5

number of items 136          61           78          43

Confirmed 66% 60% 70% 48%

Contradicted 6% 7% 6% 9%

Unclear 7% 5% 8% 7%

Not found 21% 28% 16% 37%

Weighted discl. 63% 49% 54% 42%

Although Table 5.4 may suggest that disclosure in Germany is less than in the
other countries, variances of these percentages per firm within each country are
too large to draw such a conclusion. Therefore, the findings do not indicate
any structural difference in disclosure between these countries on matters that
are considered relevant by Moody's.
Note that there may be an interaction between the contents of the rationales
and disclosure. As a result of the accessibility of information, disclosed infor-
mation may be more likely to be included in the rationale. Therefore, if the
disclosure is relatively low, rationales may focus on the scarce data that are
disclosed, resulting in an equal rate of confirmation as high-disclosure cases.

However, this effect is mitigated by the access to inside information that bond
rating analysts often have. Then, access to information depends less on disclo-
sure in the annual report.

Another explanation for international differences in disclosure is the fact that
there are different legislations on disclosure. In countries with extensive re-
quirements on disclosure, the actual disclosure is likely to be more extensive
too (although firms may choose to disclose on a voluntary basis to benefit
from the reduction in the cost of capital by decreasing the information asym-
metry).
To assess the effect of this argument, legislations on reporting on solvency
related information has to be compared by nation. Since the content analysis
revealed that much of the information in the rationales is attributable to the
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MD&A, the legislation on MD&A reporting will be discussed separately from
the requirements for the financial statements.

Solvency related accounting standards

When searching for specific standards with respect to solvency, it should be
noted that, in general, annual reporting is meant to be a multi-purpose phe-
nomenon. The many potential users of annual reports have different informa-
tion needs which may be mutually conflictive. On the other hand, the preparers
of the annual report also have certain interests in the content of the annual
report. Therefore, accounting standards are at best a compromise between the
several information needs of the different users and the economic consequenc-
es of financial reporting to the preparers. Second, as described earlier, solvency
assessment also involves the assessment of the firm's profitability and liquidity.
Thus, solvency assessment encompasses a blend of different accounting stan-
dards. Therefore, it can be expected a pnon that the number of pure solvency

standards will be small.

In Dutch Company Law and Guidelines, solvency is referred to by
"solvabiliteit" and "financial position"'. To search for solvency-related account-
ing standards, the electronic text of the Company Law and Guidelines are
scanned using queries on "solvabiliteit*" and "financiale positie". This resulted
in the following findings:

The introduction to the Dutch Guidelines states that evaluation of a firm's
financial position will be based mainly on its balance sheet, but, of course, it is
also stressed that the several components of the financial statement, such as the
balance sheet, profit and loss account and cash flow statement, serve multiple
objectives and cannot be evaluated separately.

Further references to the specific information needs for solvency assessment of
non-financial firms are very rare. More detailed requirements can be found
only for financial instruments. In Guideline 1.10.2 (Financial Instruments),  it  is
stated that insight into solvency requires that equity and debt elements of a fi-
nancial instrument should be separately disclosed. Debt covenants on minimum
levels of solvency ratios should also be disclosed.
In the Company Law, no references are found on requirements related typical-
ly to solvency However, some accounting standards are clearly designed to
report implicitly on solvency, i.e., they do not affect reported earnings. These
arguments can be derived from the Ministerial discussion of the Company Law
(Memorie van Toelichting). Among them are:

7Financial position is defined  as  the cash generating capacity  of the  firm.  In  the
Guidelines, this cash generating capacity is closely linked to the service of liabilities
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-ranking assets and liabilities by their duration (in the discussion of art. 9.
WJO -the predecessing law on financial reporting- the purpose of this ranking
is directed to both solvency and liquidity, although this may be more a matter
of liquidity only);
-disclosure of secured debt (art. 375:3 and 4). Case law from the Onderne-
mingskamer suggests that these rules imply that debt covenants such as main-
taining certain levels of financial ratios should also be disclosed (Pakhoed-
arrest).
In the comments on the Civil Code it is mentioned that the Format Decree
does not leave room for separate reporting of subordinated debt, although it is
assumed that such practice serves to give insight into the solvency of the firm.
-disclosure of mutual liabilities within the group   (art   376). The comments   on
this article mention the insight into the collateral value of other companies
within the group.
-mandatory reserves; in the comments on art 373, the role of the bounded parts
of equity is explained as being a financial cushion for the firm's creditors. Note
that mandatory reserves are not purely an accounting matter, since they affect
the real transactions (such as returning equity to the shareholders) that are
allowed.
-in art. 378, the disclosure of physical funding of share issues and its valuation
method is motivated by the possible harm to creditors if such goods are valued
too high.

Without further analysis, it is assumed that legislation in other countries re-
garding solvency assessment is not emphasized more significantly.

MD&A requirements

An international comparison on MD&A requirements reveals a large diversity,
both in contents and authority:

US. Although most of the accounting standards are set by the FASB, the
requirements for the MD&A are set by the SEC in Regulation S-K. This
regulation contains extensive requirements on disclosure of the firm's business
and financial information. Clearly, an attempt has been made to capture any
kind of information that might be important.

UK. In the Accounting Standards of the ASB, a separate Statement is directed
to the Operating and Financial Review. This Statement, developed from the
ASB's earlier Discussion Paper of April  1992, is voluntaly and not an account-
ing standatrl but aims to build on the foundations of existing best practice by
providing a framework within which directors can discuss the main factors
underlying the company's financial performance and position.
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An Operating and Financial Review (OFR) would include a discussion and
interpretation of the business, the main factors, features as well as uncertainties
that underlie it and the structure of its financing. Although it is a report on the
year under review, not a forecast of future results, it should nevertheless draw
out those aspects of the year under review that are relevant to an assessment of
future prospects. It would therefore give users of the annual report a more
consistent foundation on which to make investment decisions regarding the
company. In the detailed guidance within this statement, the recommendations
are comparable to those in the U.S. Regulation S-K.

Gennany. The requirements for the MD&A in Germany are extremely poor in
detail.    The only requirement    is    set    out in Handelsgesetzbuch     1 0     §    289
"Lagebericht". It briefly addresses disclosure on the general development of
the business during the fiscal year, important events after balance sheet date,
prospects, and policies on R&D. The Dutch Company Law (art. 391) has about
the same length and structure, but in the Netherlands, additional recommenda-
tions are laid down in the Guidelines. However, in Germany no further recom-
mendations on the contents of the MD&A are present: Although case law is
an important source of standard setting in Germany, this source is not
screened, since case law is predominantly tax-oriented, so references on the
Lagebericht -which has no tax consequences- are expected to be rare.

Japan. Few references can be found in the literature on the structure of the
legislation of financial reporting in Japan. Cooke (1991) is one of the few who
studied voluntary disclosure in Japan. In Japan, the foundation of external
financial reporting is the Commercial Code, which is applicable to all cor-
porations. Another source of legislation is the Securities and Exchange Law
(SEL). Disclosure required by the SEL, which applies to all corporations that
have raised capital from the public, is oriented to general investors. Accounts
prepared in accordance with the SEL are considered to be more detailed than
the Commercial Code accounts, although it is rare for the SEL accounts to be
sent to shareholders. Since no English translation of the SEL is available for
this study, no detailed requirements can be obtained. Nobes & Parker (1995)
briefly describe that the SEL requires relative extensive (unaudited) quantified
forecasts of new capital investment, production and cash flows. The forecasts
of new capital investments includes details of the company's capital expendi-
ture plans at the balance sheet date, the amounts budgeted on each major pro-
ject, and the amounts spent to date on each major project. The forecasts of
production and cash flows cover the six months after the balance sheet date.
In addition, a number of listed companies prepare a set of accounts in English
which are not translations of either the Commercial Code or SEL accounts but
are prepared on the basis of the company's perception of the needs of interna-
tional readers. The Financial Accounting Standards for Business Enterprises

8Confirmed by the Technical staff of a German office of Price Waterhouse
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are considered to be voluntary (Cooke, 1991).

This overview by nation of legislation regarding MD&A shows that there is a
wide divergence in detail and authority. This complicates a statistical interna-
tional comparison of requirements. Since the U.K Statement on Operating and
Financial Review is not mandatory, it could be reasoned that the entire MD&A
is voluntary. For Japanese firms, it can be questioned whether the Commercial
Code and SEL accounts can be considered as real publications in the interna-
tional environment of the Eurobond market. The Japanese language will be a
barrier for most of the international readers. The English translations are not
bound to the Commercial Code or the SEL, so these reports can be considered
as entirely voluntary.
Another problem arises when assessing compliance to requirements. The
broadly-defined German regulations require considerable judgment as to
whether a particular disclosed piece ofinformation should be regarded as
mandatory or voluntary. For example, what kind of information falls within
"the general development of the business"? Since normally the MD&A is not
fully audited, no well-defined guidelines exist to test compliance. This ambigu-
ity in identifying voluntary disclosure was especially found when reviewing
Gray's list of voluntary disclosure items. Surprisingly, when comparing Gray's
list of voluntary disclosure items with Regulation S-K, it was found that for al-
most  all  of the 35 items  on  the  list  that are relevant  for this study, disclosure  is
mandatory, although Gray claims that disclosure is voluntary for these items.
Since his study is of a recent date (1995), this conflicting finding is unlikely to
be caused by major changes in regulation. Apparently, we applied a more strict
interpretation of the requirements. According to our interpretation, the only in-
formation that is voluntary is reasons for acquisitions and disposals, informa-
tion on corporate policy on R&D, quantitative competitor analysis, and profita-
bility ratios.

As a result to the above-mentioned problems, no further testing on internation-
al differences in disclosure was performed.

5.3.2 ITEMS NOT FOUND

Many of the items in the rationales that cannot be confirmed in the annual
reports can be grouped into the following classes:

MARKET POSITION (14 items): The rationales state that companies either have
strong market positions (market share), are the largest or second-largest pro-
ducer, are market leader, or are even monopolist (Gasunie). These market
positions are not disclosed in the annual reports.

COSTS (ten items): high or low operating leverage or cost level, rising labor
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costs, and benefits from business integrations.

PROFIT (seven items): Either the level (highest profit among its peers), or
change.

Guarantees (five items): In none of the rationales where guarantees of debt by
a related party were mentioned, were these guarantees disclosed. Note that
although with respect to provided guarantees to third parties, disclosure would
be likely to be mandatory (in the Netherlands, art. 376, Title 9 of Company
Law), disclosure on guarantees by third parties is normally only voluntary,
since such guarantees can only enhance the financial position of the firm. In its
discussion paper on financial assets and liabilities (1997), IASC proposes that
such an obtained guarantee should be considered as a conditional financial
asset of the holder of the guarantee because the holder has a contractual right
to receive cash from the guarantor if the issuer defaults. This complies with
the definition of an "asset" set out in the IASC framework. It represents "the
potential to contribute ... to the flow of cash ... to the enterprise" resulting
from a past event (the receipt of the guarantee). However, IASC does not
elaborate on how such a guarantee should be measured. IASC only states that
the cash inflow that can be expected to result from the guarantee depends on
the probability of default by the issuer and the financial ability of the guaran-
tor. The most convenient way of accounting for received guarantees is to take
the value of the guarantee into account for the valuation of the guaranteed
debt. As long as the guarantor can be expected to service any guarantee obli-
gation, the value of the guaranteed debt is at least the nominal amount (before
interest differences are taken into account). However, both IASC and many
authors admit that fair valuing of debt may be not practical. Therefore, it can
be expected that in the near future, received guarantees are not accounted for,
but more information may be provided in the notes to the financial statement.

ECONOMY (four items): economic downturns, changes in demand.

CYCLICAL]TY (three items): The level or changes in dependence of revenues to
economic swings.

ACQUISrrIONS (four items): Policies to sell non-performing subsidiaries, or
plans regarding future acquisitions were not confirmed in the annual reports. In
the case of Dow Chemical and W.R. Grace, the reason that major acquisitions
were not disclosed in the annual report is that these transactions took place
after the balance sheet date and the publishing date of the annual report. How-
ever, in the case of W.R. Grace the impact on the financial position was such
that Moody's placed the rating under review. Due to the nature of annual
reporting, it cannot be expected that the annual report over the past year would
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inform about this after-balance-sheet-date event, unless it was foreseeable'.
Therefore, non-disclosure cannot be regarded as a lack of quality in reporting,
but it illustrates that the financial position of a firm may change more rapidly
than annual reporting can capture.

LEVERAGE (four items): Either (expected) increase or decrease.

The remaining items that can not be found differ widely in nature. Some of
these are:
-the implementation of a cash management program
-limited growth due to health care reform
-a beneficial joint venture
-a delay in implementation of a strategy
-a hostile environment regarding the product (cigarettes)
-rapidly changing technology

To explore whether these non-disclosures are typical for these classes, a com-
parison has to be made to the number of references to these factors in the
rationales that are confirmed by the annual report. If relatively few confirma-
tions are found for a particular factor, this indicates a general lack of disclo-
sure. For this purpose, confirmed items were classified in the above-mentioned
main classes of not-confirmed items. Table 5.5 illustrates the frequencies of
confirmed and not-found items for some of these categories.

Table 5.5: Relative disclosure

not found confirmed Total

Market position      14                     19                     33

Cost structure        10                    20                     30

Profit                       7                             22                            29

Competition           4                         10                        14

Guarantees                4                                -                                 4

Economy             4                        18                      22

Cyclicity              3                        1                        4

Acquisitions           3                         5                         8

Leverage               4                         16                        20

9In the prior January release of Moody's Euromarket Credit Opinions, no references were
made to this transaction. Combined with the fact that Moody's placed the rating under review only in
July. it is likely that this event was not yet expected during the preparation of the annual report
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The number of observations for each class is too small to draw general conclu-
sions. However, the findings suggest that disclosure on the guaranteed status of
debt is relative poor, and that the disclosure on profit corresponds to the infor-
mation that Moody's considers to be relevant for determining the ratings, since
non-disclosure on profit is relatively low. Regarding the remaining classes
(and, of course, guarantees), disclosure may be improved by adding additional
information on these matters.

5.3.3 CONTRADICTED ITEMS

Probably the most interesting category of traced items relate to those where
Moody's and the annual report contradict each other. A sample of the contra-
dictions found in the present study is presented in Appendix 4. In some cases,
disagreement between Moody's and the management relate to the future devel-
opment of the firm's financial position. Most of the time (but not always),
Moody's is (more) pessimistic. Other disagreements relate to figures such as
the relative contribution of each segment to sales or profit, or percental chang-
es in earnings. Some of these disagreements may be caused by time differenc-
es: since it is not always clear to which book year Moody's is referring to,
comparison of the figures in the most recent annual reports may be mis-
matched since Moody's refers to prior annual reports. In some cases, the repor-
ted figures in the previous annual report reconcile better to the figures in the
rationale, indicating a time lag in Moody's analysis.

5.3.4 UNCLEAR ITEMS

In the case of 25 items, a definitve classification into the three former catego-
ries is hard to make. This unclearness stems mainly from interpretation and ti-
ming aspects.

Interpretation: In several cases, the border between 'confirmed' and
'contradicted' or 'not found' is vague due to a broad interpretation range. For
example, Moody's states that "Gasunie generates almost half of its revenues
(...)  from the sales of natural gas". The segmentation in the annual report states
39.5%. Is this percentage "almost half"?
In other cases, an aspect that is in the rationale is not mentioned exactly in the
annual report, but corresponds strongly to another aspect which is mentioned
in the annual report. For example, Moody's refers to Amoco's relatively high
costs of building an international exploration presence. Although Amoco's
annual report does not mention the relative costs, it does indicate that these
costs are rising.
Also, if items can only be confirmed by derivation of, or by combining several
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other figures, it is questionable whether the annual report contains this infor-
mation.

Tim ing: The information that confirms the rationale   are only included in prior
annual reports:

-Moody's refers to events from the company's past that are no longer men-
tioned in the most recent annual report. One can argue that this information
can actually be found in the annual reporting of the company, even if it is not
mentioned in the most recent release. However, accounting research (Ver-
goossen, 1993) indicates that annual reports of prior years are considered to be
far less relevant to financial analysis.

-Moody's refers to earlier annual reports. Since annual reports  over   1995   were
not yet published in January 1995, Moody's apparently had to go back to the
prior annual report.
In the rationale of the rating on BOC, Moody's even refers to the fiscal year
1993, although the year-end balances of BOC are dated to September 30.
Regarding Amoco, Moody's refers to Amoco's lagging behind in reserve re-
placement. However,  in its annual report 1994, Amoco reveals  that  for the first
time in years, replacement has been larger than production. At first sight,
Moody's may appear to not be optimal informed. However, several explana-
tions regarding this time lag in information can be distinguished, among them:

-Moody's may not have access to inside information. As described in Chapter

2, bond rating agencies also provide ratings of companies without their order
or consent. In those cases, Moody's can only use public information;

-Moody's is aware of the most recent information, but does not reveal this in-
formation if it has not been published by the company. This explanation may
be regarded as doubtful since in Amoco's case, Moody's based his downgrad-
ing upon this information. Secondly, other indications were also found that
Moody's publication is not always up-to-date. For example, even in the July
1995 release of the Euromarket Credit Opinions, figures are not always adjust-
ed  to the fiscal  year 1994 figures, although  at that moment these figures  must
have been publically available.

5.4 CONCLUSIONS

Tracing information items from 33 of Moody's rating rationales to the most
recent annual reports, reveals that more than half of these items can be confir-
med by disclosures in the annual reports. However, if a weighted average of
disclosure is calculated, the rate of disclosure is not significant higher than
50%.  Therefore, the hypothesis, as mentioned in section 5.1, cannot be reject-
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ed: the annual report provides about half of the information that is relevant for
bond rating. Since the selected data only cover firms on the Eurobond market,
this conclusion may not be valid outside this domain, for example, smaller
and/or not-listed firms. Indeed, Gray et al. (1995) refer to studies that found
that firms significantly increased the level of voluntary disclosure upon entry
to the Eurobond market relative to a control sample of non-participating firms.
Further, disclosure levels are positively associated with company size.

A comparison between firms from the US, Japan, UK, and Germany did not
reveal a structural difference in disclosure on the items that were mentioned in
the rationales. Although international differences in disclosure could be ex-
plained by differences in accounting legislation, this effect could not be mea-
sured due to the ambiguity of identifying voluntary and mandatory disclosure.

Most of the references are found in the sections Chairman's Statement,
MD&A, and the verbal descriptions of the segments of the company. The
financial statements (balance sheet, profit & loss account, cash flow statement
and notes) provide relatively fewer references. This contradicts the findings of
Vergoossen's study on the relative importance of the several sections of the
annual report. However, differences may stem from the applied research meth-
od.

The analysis of references not found indicates that the guaranteed status of
debt within groups is poorly disclosed. Earnings and cash flow are relatively
well-disclosed by discussions and analysis by the management.

The research method deployed in this study may cause a bias towards overesti-
mating the confirmative power of brief references in the annual report, and the
importance of non-disclosure of brief references in the rationales. A test to ex-
plore the extent of this bias indicates that such bias may indeed exist, but not
to the extreme.

An alternative method such as the one employed by Terryson et al. (1990)
could be used. The final coding scheme used for analyzing the rating rationales
in this study could also be applied to the narrative parts of the annual reports,
thereby revealing the frequencies of references to solvency-relevant factors.
However, the size of these texts is significantly larger than those of the ratio-
nale texts, thereby making human coding far more time-consuming. Secondly,
the categories in this coding scheme only address the attention paid, not the
evaluation. Findings on confirmation and contradiction between annual report
and rating rationale cannot be derived by this method.
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Chapter  6: Bond rating modeling

Outline of this chapter

This chapter will focus on the modeling of bond ratings. First, a distinction is
made between the modeling of actual (ex-post) financial default and modeling
bond ratings, which are ex-ante opinions on default risk. Next, existing bond
rating models will be discussed. In the literature, both the relevance and the
statistical modeling techniques applied to bond rating have been criticized. The
techniques used include linear regression or multiple discriminant analysis. The
chapter ends with a discussion on whether new techniques such as fuzzy logic
and neural networks have the potential to improve bond rating modeling.

6.1 INTRODUCTION

Bond ratings have interested researchers enough to lead them to attempt to
replicate or predict bond ratings on the basis of raw and processed published
data. The general idea is that financial statement information and market
related data, when analyzed in a sophisticated manner, can result in a precise
evaluation of the firm's applicable bond rating. On the other hand, rating
analysts have stressed that possibilities to replicate bond ratings are limited
since the bond rating process is reflective, interpretive, and based on future as
well   as past factors; i.e., ratings   are not simply a "number's   game".   Due   to   its
interpretive nature, split ratings set a boundary to the precision of bond rating
replication (Altman, 1982).

Replication of bond ratings may serve different purposes. From an academic
point of view, a replication model may reveal the nature of the bond rating
process. The title of Pogue & Soldofsky's article "What's in a bond rating?"
(Pogue & Soldofsky, 1969) illustrates this objective. The significance of spe-
cific factors for the bond rating process are explored by evaluating the con-
tribution of these factors to the performance of bond rating models. Studies in
this vein have been performed by Iskander-Datta et al. (1994) on indenture
provisions, and by Maher (1996) on post-retirement benefit obligations.
Financial markets can benefit from bond rating models, since they provide a
low-cost estimation of solvency. Investors can use these models to predict
changes in bond rating and make money by trading on the corresponding yield
changes in both bonds and equity (Goh & Ederington, 1993). These different
purposes are illustrated in Figure  6.1.
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C Bond rating
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Ex-post Solvency

Figure  6.1:  Different  approaches  to solvency  modeling

The block "empirical data" represents all available data and knowledge regar-
ding the firm Since this data is almost infinite and can be interpreted in diffe-
rent ways, the boundaries of this block are vague. Line A represents the pro-
cess of bond rating: bond rating analysts select information from the empirical

data, and determine the bond rating that is most appropriate. Line B represents

the relationship between bond rating and actual default,   e.g., the predictive

power of bond ratings. This "quality" of bond rating has already been discus-
sed in Chapter 2. A model of Line B can be found in Foss (1995). Foss pro-
poses a method to derive the relative default probabilities per rating class,
using the observed yield differences of empirical bonds. His findings are

presented in Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2 shows that the relative default risk increases progressively when the
rating decreases. Note that this does not also prove that the bond rating

judgment is nonlinear. Relation A may still be linear.

Line  C in figure  6.1   circumvents bond ratings and refers to alternative models

of solvency, for example, default prediction models like Altman's Z-score. Van
Frederikslust's model (1975) also aims to model solvency directly. In this
model, the probability is estimated that an amount of available free cash be-
comes negative if a crisis occurs. This probability is based on the expected be-
havior of the several types of cash flow within the firm. No empirical tests can
be found in the literature of this conceptual model.
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Figure 6.2: Relative default nsk per rating class

A comparison between B and C assesses any quality difference between both
types of solvency measurement. The bond rating models that are discussed in
this study refer to A Here. bond rating modeling is not the final product, but a
tool to contribute to an answer to the main research question of this study  It is
an attempt to estimate the coverage of the information needs of bond rating
agencies for solvency assessment . This concept is illustrated in Figure 6.3.

accounting q 1.ann.r  . misc. public inside informatio

0 %                                                                                                   m                                       100%

-D Required information bond rating

Figure 6.3. Domains of required information for bond rating

The axis represents the total set of information that is required to establish a
bond rating used by either Moody's or S&P. This set of information consists of
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-accounting information;
-other (qualitative) information in the annual report;
-miscellaneous public information;
-inside information.

The first three types overlap, since this information can be found in multiple
sources. Inside information can be accessed by the bond rating agencies only.
Bond rating modeling can only use the first three types of information. Thus,
performance is limited to point m in Figure 6.3. The performance of the model
sets a maximum boundary on the inside information cycle. If the model
achieves 100% performance, all relevant  data is public. Therefore, the amount
of inside information would be negligable. Lower performance, for example
"60%", indicates that at least "60%"  of the relevant data is publically  available.
Note that such percentages are only theoretical. In practice, the percentage has
to be proxied by statistical measures, which will be discussed later in this
chapter. The aim of bond rating modeling in this study is to capture the first
two cycles of Figure 6.3. The performance based on these sets of information
indicate the relative importance of annual report information to solvency
assessment.

6.2 STUDIES ON BOND RATING MODELING

Ederington & Yawitz mention 18 studies  on bond rating modeling by several
authors. The models vary in:
-managing the selection of bond ratings,
-statistical methods,
-explanatory variables, and
-performance.

Selected bond ratings. Although bond ratings are assigned to several types of
debt issuers, like sovereigns, municipals, utilities, financials, and industrials,
bond rating models are mainly applied to industrial debt. Models are oriented
toward either Moody's or S&P ratings (or both (Horrigan, 1966, Perry, 1985)),
investment grade ratings only, or ratings within certain industries. Ratings may
or may not be defined with their + and - signs. Sample size varies between
approximately 50 and 350.

Statistical Methods. The methods encountered in the literature are linear re-
gression (Pogue & Soldofsky, Horrigan, West, 1970), multiple discriminant
analysis (Belkaoui, 1980, Pinches & Mingo, 1973, Peavy, 1982, Perry, 1985),
and probit analysis (Kaplan & Urwitz, 1979). The application of neural net-
works (Moody & Utans, 1994, Dutta & Shekhar,  1988,  Kim  et  al.,  1993,  Sing-
leton & Surkan, 1991, Maher & Sen, 1997) are relatively new, and will be dis-
cussed in more detail in section 6.3.
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Explanatory  variables. The choice of independent variables is often based on a
consensus of the ratios recommended by textbooks on financial statement
analysis. Thus, they might be described as 'traditional' financial ratios (Horri-
gan, 1966)(Pogue & Soldofsky, 1969). These ratios are often related to leve-
rage, coverage, profitability and liquidity. Ederington & Yawitz found that alt-
hough Moody's and S&P disclosed some of the ratios that they use, many that
are applied in the models do not correspond to these ratios. This method of
variable selection typically results in data mining, i.e., an extensive search for
correlations without explicit references to the actual bond rating process (for
example: Pinches & Mingo). Such a strategy is facilitated by the availability of
large databases like Compustat and Datastream, but it lacks structure and
direction in the search for independent variables. Belkaoui recognized these
shortcomings, and used 'economic rationales' for choosing the variables. Ho-
wever, these 'economic rationales' are general desk-research considerations, and
several variables were also used in other models. Spurred on by the attention
in the popular press, Maher (1996) found that post-retirement benefit obliga-
tions significantly contribute to the explanation of S&P ratings. However, other
sources or findings from previous studies did not point to the significance of
these kind of liabilities. Therefore, this variable also lacks a theoretical basis.

West derived the variables in his model from Fisher's model on risk premiums
associated with bond prices. Fisher's method is motivated by the fact that risk
premiums and bond ratings are strongly correlated, as we saw in Chapter 2.
Therefore, a model that can desribe this risk premium is likely to be a good
model for bond ratings as well. The number of explanatory variables in the
final models range between 4 and 6, although some models have more varia-
bles (Altman & Katz, 1976: 14). Bond rating analysts claim that a multitude of
factors, many nonquantifiable, enter the rating process,   i.e.,   many    more   than
the number of variables in bond rating models. However, a survey of studies
on human judgment revealed that judges strongly overestimate the importance
they place on minor cues, and they underestimate their reliance on a small
number of major variables (Kaplan & Urwitz, 1979). This supports the appro-
ach where only a few relevant variables are selected.

Some authors have added qualitative factors like subordination status (Horri-
gan, Pinches & Mingo, Kaplan & Urwitz) and type of industry using dummy
variablesi. Altman argues that multiple discriminant analysis is more suited to
such qualitative variables than regression analysis. However, even in the mul-
tiple discriminant analysis models described in the literature, the number of
qualitative variables is limited. Secondly, Kaplan & Urwitz argue that multiple
discriminant analysis does not exploit the ordinal nature of bond ratings.

iNote that industry-characteristics can partly be captured by standardizing firms' fi-
nancial ratios to industry averages.
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Some authors have added non-financial statement information like the market
value of equity (Altman & Katz) to their model. Based on former studies on
the bond rating process, Kaplan & Urwitz wonder if bond rating analysts pay
much attention to financial market information as opposed to internal data of
the firm. As described in Chapter 3, also in this study a limited amount of
attention was found to exist for leverage ratios based on market valuation of
equity.

Special attention should be paid to interest coverage as an explanatory varia-
ble. Although almost all existing models include this variable, its use may be
questionable from a methodological perspective. From a naive perspective,
bond rating agencies could be regarded as purely external observers, with no
direct influence on the behavior of the firm. However, several examples can be
found where there is some interaction between a rating agency and firms.
Firms are aware of monitoring by rating agencies and may anticipate, or be-
come affected by the assigned rating.

The most well-known effect of bond ratings is their influence on the (relative)
interest rate (yield) that the firm has to pay to issue bonds. It would be rather
trivial to "predict" a bond rating based on the firm's debt yield, since the rating
is already incorporated in this explanatory variable. Note however, that the
yield affects accounting measures. A high yield causes relatively high interest
charges. Ceteris paribus, high interest charges cause low interest coverage
ratios and low profits. Consequently, ceteris paribus, low profits cause low
levels of equity and thereby high leverage. Thus, the yield may affect the total
financial position of the firm. However, this does not invalidate accounting
measures as explanatory variables, since the bias of the yield becomes more
and more mitigated by other factors that do not relate to the assigned rating.
For example, profits are only partly determined by interest charges. Thus,
financial ratios may be ranked on their aggregation level to estimate the influ-
ence of the yield. A strong relation could be expected for the Interest Charges
to Debt ratio. However, this ratio is not found in the literature on bond ratings.
For the widely used coverage ratio, only one of the determinants is affected by
the yield. The many determinants of EBIT may overpower the effect of the
yield.

Some interaction can also be suspected with regard to indenture provisions
Since adding indenture provisions to an issue is at the discretion of the mana-
gement, it is imaginable that these features are added on the basis of the
(preliminary) rating that is communicated to the management during the rating
process.

Pe,formance of bond rating models. The most common measure of performan-
ce of bond rating models is the percentage of correct classification (PCC).
Although more sophisticated measures of the predictive success of these mo-
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dels exist, the PCC is the most straightforward, and intuitively appealing
measure. For all models, the PCC typically varies between approximately 52%
and 88%. This range of performance can partly be explained by the selected
data set -either in-sample or out-of-sample-, and the number of rating catego-
ries included in the model. If the number of categories increases, the chance
on correct classification by random allocation diminishes.

Altman recognizes two types of errors:

-errors due to faulty risk assessment by the rater. This error cannot be correc-
ted in the original model's construction even if it is, in fact, capturing risk
properly. Note that this type of error refers to the modeling of line B in Figure
6.1.

This type of error is hard to assess. Obviously, some other risk assessment

must be available which is consequently more reliable than the bond rating.
Altman refers to bond market risk premiums as an alternative risk measure.
These risk premiums are set by the market and therefore represent an inter-

subjective (average) of the estimated default risk. Of course, a bond rater could
make mistakes. In the case of split ratings between Moody's and S&P, at least

one of the raters apparently seems to be wrong, although it is not possible to
determine who is wrong.

Alternatively, the bond rating represents the opinion of the bond rating agency.
As long as the published rating agrees to the rating that the agency considers
to be appropriate, the rating is correct since it reflects the opinion of the rater.
The next question is whether this opinion can be wrong. As we saw in Chapter

2, this question cannot be answered for a specific case. Since ratings reflect

probabilities, only a ranking of average actual default over all rating classes

can be demanded. Ang & Patel (1975) compared the ex-post performance of
the bond rating models of Horrigan, Pogue & Soldofsky, West, and Pinches &
Mingo on the one hand, and of Moody's ratings on predicting financial distress
on the other hand. They conclude that the models do as good a job as the
agencies' rating when the objective is to forecast short-term probability of
financial loss.

-errors due to misspecification of the model, resulting in random errors. This
type of error can be eliminated through more effective modeling. Ederington &
Yawitz (1983) give some examples of such errors:
models do not include inside information that is available to bond rating

analysts;
-models do not contain all available public information;
-models do not contain qualitative factors such as industry risk. Therefore,
Altman argues that industry-specific models may outperform general models;
-models do not adjust for accounting differences as bond rating analysts do;
-models do not represent relations between the variables.
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According to Ederington & Yawitz, if the rating models are incorrect for the
first reason -inside information- then little improvement in predicting ratings is
possible and the informational role of ratings is clear. If present models fail to
replicate all ratings because of one or more of the other reasons, then conside-
rable improvements in predictive accuracy are possible.

6.3 ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IN BOND RATING MODELING

Although some techniques in artificial intelligence cannot always be precisily
distinguished from conventional statistics, sets of combined algorithms or
"table lookup" functions, and some computerized algorithms are categorized
under this heading. Within applied AI, two main categories of systems can be
distinguished: expert systems and neural networks.

6.3.1 EXPERT SYSTEMS

We briefly summarize some aspects of expert systems. For an extensive over-
view see e.g. Lucas & Van der Gaag (1988). The core of an expert system is a
knowledge base and an inference engine. The knowledge base contains pro-
blem-specific knowledge. The entities that are relevant to the problem are
defined within their mutual relationships. The inference engine combines the
available knowledge in the knowledge base to infer the answers to the expert
system user'squestions. Such inferences are often based on "IF-THEN" rules.

Development of an expert system requires the availability of an expert who
can articulate his expertise to the expert system developer. The process of
translating expertise into a computer program (knowledge acquisition) is reta-
tively expensive and time-consuming. This is particularly true when the pro-
blem domain is ill-defined (also called "non-conservative", Dutta & Shekhar)
as is the case with the bond rating problem, where decisions of the expert (the
bond rating analysts) are often based on professional judgment. As we saw in
Chapter 4, expressing such judgmental considerations is difficult. To derive
deductive rules, in-depth interviews are required that probably have to be far
more detailed than those performed in Sherwood's study. In the literature, there
are no references to bond rating expert systems based on knowledge ac-
quisition, presumably due to the difficulties mentioned above, combined with
the secrecy of bond rating agencies regarding the details of the bond rating
process. Even the bond rating model provided by Compustat, a supplier that
belongs to the same business group as S&P (Dun & Bradstreet), seems2 to be
just another application of conventional statistical methods such as those

2The underlying formulas of this model are not available at this time, however, the input
variables resemble those in former studies.
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described in the first part of this chapter.

6.3.2 FUZZY SYSTEMS

Since many empirical problems are non-conservative, an expert system should
be able to cope with uncertainty. There are several methods for dealing with
this matter (Lucas & van der Gaag, 1988). A relatively new development is the
application of fuzzy logic in financial modeling. Fuzzy logic is said to be a
more convenient framework to cope with blurred relationships and qualifica-
tions of variables. Williams et al. (1995) applied fuzzy logic to bond rating
modeling. Their model is not based on the deductive knowledge of a bond ra-
ting analyst, but employs published accounting data like earlier models3

Williams et al. claim that fuzzy set theory could outperform other methods
since:

a) other statistical models may be misspecified due to violations of necessary
assumptions for statistical inference (e.g., normal distribution    of the error
term). Williams et al. claim that fuzzy set theory is robust in this respect and
may be able to deal with ambiguity and vagueness of the rating process;

b) in contrast to normal set theory, the boundaries of adjacent classes are not
sharp, but continuous. It is not uncommon to find two companies with the
same values for a particular ratio but with different ratings assigned to their
bonds. The distribution of various financial ratios across the several rating
classes are fuzzy. Fuzzy set theory provides a methodology through which
such ambiguity can be addressed.

To explain the essence of fuzzy set theory, the bond rating model is kept
simple by limiting the number of bond rating classes to either investment
grade (BBB), or non-investment grade (BB), and to two explanatory variables:
coverage and leverage.

The fuzzy classification is performed as follows. The two bond rating classes
do not have rigid boundaries with respect to the values of coverage, as presen-
ted in Table 6.1.

3The use of inductive instead of deductive rules does not incriminate the categorization
of this model to expert systems. Flach defends the use of induction in expert systems
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Table  6.1:  Coverage  data  of a fuzzy  bond  rating  model

Bond rating Minimum Maximum Mid-point
Investment                           2                              3                            2.5

Non-Investment 1.5 2.25 1.88

The overlap, defined as the area between the maximum non-investment grade
class and the minimum investment grade class, is depicted in Figure 6.4.

1.0

0.2

1.5 2 2.25                        3

Figure 6.4: Membe,ship functions

Figure 6.4 indicates that if the coverage ratio is higher than 2.25, then the
bond is placed in the investment grade class without ambiguity. Conversely, if
the coverage ratio is below 2.0, the bond is unambigiously placed in the non-
investment grade class. Classification in the overlap between coverage ratios of
2.0 and 2.25 is a problem that fuzzy set theory can accommodate.

1.0

0.2

2.0 2.5

Figure 6.5
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Figure 6.5 is derived from the information in table 6.1. Figure 6.5 depicts the
overlap area shown in Figure 6.4. The vertical axis represents the membership
in the non-investment grade class and the horizontal axis is the value of the
ratio. A coverage ratio of 2.0 has a membership possibility of 1 in the non-
investment grade class, while a ratio of 2.25 or higher places the bond in the
investment grade class with possibility    of    1.    When the coverage ratio falls
between 2.0 and 2.25 the strength of membership in the two classes is deter-
mined as follows.
Assume a coverage ratio of 2.2 for this example. In figures 6.4 and 6.5, a
coverage ratio of 2.2 corresponds to a membership in the non-investment grade
class of 0.2. The strength of the membership in the investment grade set is 0.8,
which is calculated by substracting the lower grade membership  from  1.
In this study, a simple straight-line is applied to describe the membership
function. According to Williams, fuzzy set theory can accommodate a more
complex situation in which relationships are not linear. The essence of fuzzy
set theory is the defuzzification process which can be represented by

z.z Miri
E Ti

where Mi is the midpoint value of the variable for each class, and Ti is the
strength of the membership of item (i). Williams calculates the midpoints of
both classes as the average of minimum and maximum value. By calculating
the Z score for each bond, the distribution can be examined of all Z scores for
both classes. This distribution may also have an overlap area. Williams derives
classification rules by setting the class boundaries at the center of the mass of
the overlap area. A Z score higher than this value means a classification as
investment grade, a Z score below this value means a classification as non-
investment grade. Based on the performance on a sample of 42 bond ratings,
and a holdout sample of 43 bond ratings, Williams concludes that their fuzzy
model outperforms former studies.

It can be questioned whether this application is an expert system. It does not
clearly distinguish between a knowledge base and an inference engine. The
only explicit IF-THEN rule is the final classification decision based on the
edge drawn between all Z-scores. The model bears some resemblence to dis-
criminant analysis. Although Williams claims that fuzzy set theory circumvents
statistical matters, criticism seems justifiable. Briefly formulated:

-The slopes of the membership functions are solely determined by the mini-
mum and maximum values of each variable. Any coincidentally selected out-
tier would change the membership function, and thereby the performance of
the model. However, Williams does not provide testing statistics on the instabi-
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lity of the model due to the (random?) choice of the in-sample patterns. Se-
condly, the absolute minimum and maximum (i.e., 1.5 and 3 in Figure 6.4)
determine the slopes of the membership functions that enclose the overlap

area, although there is no causal effect to justify this.

-In their empirical model, the formula of Z is primarily based on the non-
investment grade membership function. The investment membership function is
derived as the complement of the non-investment grade membership. The slope
of the right triangle lines in Figure 6.4 does not play any role. In the formula
of Z, only the mid-point value of the investment grade triangle is taken into
account. Approaching the solution from this latter triangle may result in a
different model and performance.

-Coverage can be regarded as a rating-supporting variable, since high coverage
increases solvency. Leverage can be regarded as a rating-threatening variable,
since high leverage decreases solvency. However, in the formula of Z, both
variables are combined in a additive manner, without taking these different
Signs into account. The fact that investment grade classification corresponds to
a high Z-score, indicates that coverage overpowers the role of leverage in this
model. Williams recognizes the scaling differences between leverage and
coverage and rescale leverage to avoid overpowering one of the variables.
Note, however, that such rescaling is in effect a statistical matter.

-The overlap of the Z-score is divided using a rather naive method (cutting
through the mass center). Multiple Discriminant Analysis offers a more elegant
solution to this problem. The question is whether fuzzy logic has any added
value compared to direct discriminant analysis. Williams compares his results
to other studies, but does not indicate whether these methods are applied to the
same data as their fuzzy model.

It can be concluded that statistical considerations are very important for the
fuzzy bond rating model, despite the fact that the authors claim otherwise.
Secondly, we can question which part of the problem is fuzzy. Introductory
books on fuzzy logic describe the role of fuzzy logic as the quantification of
qualitative input "values". For example, high leverage is considered to be a
solvency risk. The question "at which level is leverage 'high'?", is fuzzy, since
the dividing line between high leverage and moderate leverage is vague and

ambiguous. Using membership functions, such fuzzy states of a variable may
be quantified to allow for a computed solution to the problem. For most pro-
blems, this solution should not be fuzzy. For example, a fuzzily controlled
engine cannot turn appmximately 1500 tours per minute. Its speed is an obser-
vable fact and therefore not fuzzy. Williams does not base his model on quali-
tative states of the nature of inputs leverage and coverage, but refers directly to
their precise values for each bond. Neither is the output fuzzy, since in the
final stage of the model, a sharp edge is drawn on the 'central' Z-score.
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Maybe the relationship between input (leverage and coverage) and output
(bond rating) can be regarded as fuzzy. However, in this respect, fuzzy set
theory does not differ from conventional statistical regression or classification,
since all these methods also try to derive relations that are hard to observe.

6.3.3 NEURAL NETWORKS

Although the majority of neural network applications have only emerged since
the late eighties, many introductionary articles and books have been published
on this matter. Therefore, no general introduction to neural networks is inclu-
ded in this thesis. We refer the reader to Hertz et al. (1991) and Kamp (1997)
for further reading. Only the specific characteristics that are relevant to either
bond rating classification or comparison to former bond rating models will be
discussed when necessary.

Neural networks are expected to improve bond rating models since they offer a
more flexible way of defining relations between variables. For example, Alt-
man critizes the use of linear regression as employed by Horrigan and West. In
these studies, bond ratings were quantified using one dependent variable that
ranges from 1 for C-ratings to 9 for triple-A ratings. This method presumes an
equal distance between the several bond rating classes. Although bond rating
classes represent a ranking order of risk, the difference in risk between conse-
cutive classes is not necessarily the same for each class. It is the border be-
tween investment grade and speculative grade in particular that is considered
to be more significant than other rating category borders. A single linear
output variable cannot capture such differences. Although Pogue & Soldofsky
also applied linear regression, their model does not suffer from this pheno-
menon. They used four parallel regressions where each model classified a pat-
tern into only two bond rating categories. Combining the results of these four
regressions gives the most likely rating (Aaa, Aa, A, Baa).
But nonlinearities may also occur when explanatory variables have conditional
relevance. Indeed, S&P states that the factors that delineate an 'A' from an
'AA' rating tend to differ from those factors that determine whether a rating
will be 'B' or 'BB'.

Although multiple discriminant analysis and probit analysis do not have the
drawback associated with cardinal ranking of output categories, modeling is
mainly restricted to linear relations or predefined nonlinearities, for example,
by converting figures to logarithmic data.

Error-back propagation neural networks are highly flexible modeling tools. A
neural network can capture linear relations, but also nonlinear relations. If
linear activation functions are chosen instead of the usual S-shaped curve (like
Sigmoid functions), the neural network is identical to linear regression. If for
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each output category a separate output neuron is defined, the neural network
resembles multiple discriminant analysis. However, Hecht-Nielsen (1990)
proves that a three layer neural network using a sigmoid activation function
can also capture any nonlinear relation if sufficient hidden neurons are added.
This type of nonlinearity does not have to be predefined by the user, but is re-
trieved by the neural network itself.

We may question the need for nonlinear modeling tools. Kaplan & Urwitz
(1979) refer to research in human information-processing which claims that "a
linear model does a remarkably good job of predicting human judgment". But
even so, application of neural networks can be useful to explore the extent and
nature of nonlinearities not yet discovered in human judgment with respect to
solvency assessment.

Neural networks circumvent some of the drawbacks of conventional expert
systems. According to Serrano (1996), the difficulty in obtaining thespecialist
knowledge, as well as in managing incomplete or incorrect information, and
their inflexibility in the face of change, cause the limited applicability of
expert systems. Shaw & Gentry (1990) point to the potential lack of consensus
between experts on credit evaluation, which is due to its judgmental nature.
Indeed, bond ratings are set on the basis of consensus on the part of more than
one analyst. Thus, straighforward rules may not exist.

Neural networks also have shortcomings:
-the danger of overfitting, which complicates the assessment of whether the
relations found are generalizable;
-the black-box nature of neural networks, which complicates the assessment of
the significance of separate input factors and the nature of their interactions.
Techniques to avoid or solve these risks will be discussed in Chapter 7.

6.3.4 REVIEW OF NEURAL NETWORKS APPLIED TO BOND RATING

Most neural network bond rating models are recent. Although the application
of neural networks to bond rating is often mentioned in introductory texts on
neural networks and in brochures from software suppliers, the number of
studies on the subject is rather limited.

The earliest reference on neural network modeling for bond rating found in the
literature is Dutta & Shekhar (1988). Using backprop, they compared the
performance of several neural network architectures to linear regression. The
objective of their model is narrower than that in former studies on bond rating
modeling. Performance is only measured on the basis of how good the neural
network recognizes AA-rated companies from non-AA rated companies. Per-
formance on other bond rating classes are not considered. Compared to former
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models, their sample size was rather small (30 in-sample, 17 out-of-sample).
The  number of independent variables varied between  6   and 10. Remarkably,
although Dutta & Shekhar point to the nonlinear nature of neural networks,
they selected the independent variables on the basis of linear significance and
correlation, like Horrigan and Pinches & Mingo. Dutta and Shekhar also
incorporate a non-conventional independent variable: "subjective prospect of
company". The validity of such a variable is questionable, since a bond rating
(the dependent variable) is also a type of subjective prospect for a company.
Thus the dependent variable is implicitly used to explain itself. Secondly, if
the model were to be applied to estimate the rating of an unknown company,
this independent variable is not known to the user.
Using linear criteria for variable selection, relevant factors that affect bond ra-
tings in a nonlinear manner may be unjustly rejected, thereby limiting the
possible improvement the neural network model might make on performance.
Nevertheless, even this linearly oriented selection criterion resulted in better
performance by the neural network model (PCC: 88.3%) compared to linear
regression carried out on the same data set (PCC: 64.7%).

Singleton & Surkan applied a neural network to the S&P and Moody's ratings,
using 'traditional' financial ratios as input variables. The design of the neural
network is not clearly described for all features. The architecture exists of 7
input neurons, two hidden layers (10 and 5 neurons), and two neurons in the
output layer, representing triple-A and double-A ratings. Presumably, the net-
work was trained using backprop. Singleton & Surkan found that the neural
network outperformed multiple discriminant analysis.

Kim also circumvents the problem of variable selection by choosing the same
variables as Belkaoui, based on economic rationales instead of correlation
coefficients within the data set. Kim does not extensively report on the design
of the neural network: a three layer backprop network with 7 hidden nodes,
and tanh treshold functions. The design of the output layer is not described.
Compared to other tools such as linear regression, discriminant analysis, logis-
tic analysis, and rule-based systems, neural networks outperformed all. A
similar comparison of neural networks and logistic regression has been con-
ducted by Maher & Sen.

Moody & Utans used the problem of bond rating classification as a vehicle to
evaluate some architecture selection strategies for neural networks. The nature
of the underlying problem is therefore of less importance, since their emphasis
is on computational and statistical matters. They chose the bond rating problem
because it is characterized by a limited set of data and the lack of a complete a
pnon model which could be used to impose a structure on the network ar-

chitecture.

On Internet (http://www. calsci.com/pugh.html) a reference can be found to a
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bond rating neural network developed by G.R. Pugh & Company. This model
uses Brainmaker to forecast next year's corporate ratings of Moody's and S&P.
Although the authors claim a performance of 95% correct classifications, the
usefulness of the model can be doubted, since one of the inputs is the current
rating. Since ratings are generally stable over time, this model will not differ
Significantly from a martingale.

6.4 SUMMARY

From an academic point of view, bond rating models are interesting since they
may provide insight into the judgmental processes of bond rating analysts. For
practioners, bond rating models may serve as a low-cost alternative to making
preliminary estimates of the default risk of the firms analyzed.
Criticism of existing models focus on the lack of coverage of inside informa-
tion, the lack of theoretical basis underlying the selection of explanatory vari-
ables, missing qualitative and industry-specific information, and a lack of
adjustments for differences in accounting methods. Most models in the litera-
ture employ linear regression or multiple discriminant analysis. Some referen-
ces can be found on the application of artificial intelligence techniques such as
fuzzy logic and neural networks. These latter techniques are assumed to impro-
ve the modeling of nonlinearities and the interaction between explanatory
variables.
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Chapter 7: Neural Netwoik Modeling of Bond
Rati ng

7.1 INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 6, several reasons were mentioned for poor performance of bond
rating models are mentioned. Ederington (1983) assumes that advanced mode-
ling design and techniques may result in improved performances, by relaxing
the following boundaries:
-models do not contain all available public information;
-models do not contain qualitative factors like industry risk. Therefore, Altman
argues that industry-specific models may outperform general models;
-models do not adjust for accounting differences as bond rating analysts do;
-models do not represent relations between variables.

In this chapter, an attempt will be made to explore the directions of improve-
ment on these matters. The main areas of improvement are:
-selection of explanatory variables based on the findings of the study on the
bond rating process described in Chapter 4. Thus, also qualitative (e.g., non-
accounting) information will be used. This procedure may outperform the
rather intuitively chosen input variables of other models.
-the influence of branch of industry is taken into account by either adding
dummy variables or rescaling financial ratios to their industry average.
-financial ratio adjustment for accounting differences by rating agencies: the
adjusted financial ratios as published by S&P are also included in the mode-
ling.
-neural networks are applied to capture nonlinearities, which cannot be captu-
red by conventional linear modeling techniques.

Another area of improvement is that accounting figures are not only retrieved
from the most recent annual report, but also from a five-year history. This is in
line with the time horizon that bond rating analysts use when evaluating the
financial position of a firm. Only few bond rating models have been construc-
ted with such data.

In this chapter, the development process of a neural network model will be set
out. First, the selection of data will be discussed. A distinction is made be-
tween:

-accounting data,
-public data, and
-"all available data", including the information provided by the bond rating
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agency.
A neural network is built for each of these three domains (Model I, II and III).

The potential relevance of the available input variables is determined by fin-
ding the best linear regression model. Thus, the neural network model can be
considered as a nonlinear adjustment to a linear model.

Neural networks can be considered as universal approximators. Therefore, if
they are of a sufficient size, a neural network can model every data pattern
that is used to estimate the model's parameters. However, since the aim of the
model is to represent relations between input and output variables that are
generally valid, such a data fitting model is meaningless if the modeled relati-
ons are not valid outside the present data set. Therefore, special emphasis is
put on measuring the generalization capacity of the models. Several methods
are available to prevent neural network overfitting, calibration and n-fold
cross-validation among them. Although n-fold cross-validation can be an effici-
ent method when data is scarce, in the environment of neural networks, cross-
validation has some pitfalls, especially if 'early stopped training' is applied.
Therefore, two advanced versions of cross-validation are proposed and evalua-
ted.

The optimal number of hidden neurons is determined by evaluating different
architectures. The performances of the final neural networks are benchmarked
to linear regression models. Performance is measured both in terms of percen-
tage of correct classification (PCC) and mean square error (MSE).

The results of the actual models will be discussed in section 7.3. Section 7.4
will report on some additional experiments that were performed to analyze the
nature of the neural network models:
-a new method is proposed to reduce the number of hidden neurons, leaving
the performance of the model equal;
-a comparison is made between the variances of the neural network models
and the linear models;
-different methods of incorporating the influence of industry are evaluated;
-the sensitivity to differences in accounting methods is evaluated by analyzing
the difference in outputs when published ratios are replaced by S&P adjusted
ratios;
-using a network architecture with output neurons for each rating class, the
'confidence' of the neural network classifications can be measured;
-the degree of nonlinearity is analyzed with respect to nonmonotonicity and
differences in sensitivity to changes in input values;
-the weight structure of the neural network is analyzed to assess the relative
importance of the separate inputs;
-the behavior of the neural network is analyzed when applied to 'split ratings'
(firms with different ratings from Moody's and S&P)
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-the behavior of the neural network is analyzed when applied to extrapolated
data.

7.2 DESIGN ASPECrS OF A BOND RATING NEURAL NETWORK

Before starting to build a neural network model for bond rating classification,
one needs to consider whether such an attempt is worthwhile. Applying a
neural network can be motivated by two generic reasons. First, the purposes of
such a model as found in the literature (and mentioned in the introduction of
this chapter) are still valid. Its relevance may even increase since the use of
bond rating is becoming more widespread in Europe. Secondly, we saw in the
last section, several areas for improvement can be distinguished. It will be seen
later that the design proposed in this study may result in improvements in
some of these areas.

When neural networks are applied to bond rating, several choices regarding de-
Sign have to be made about data selection, neural network architecture, and the
method used to measure performance.

data selection:

-bond ratings: Moody's and/or S&P; investment grade and/or speculative grade;
with or without + and - signs?
-companies: within one or more industries?
-what time span?
-which explanatory variables?
These questions  will be addressed in section  7.2.1.

neural network architecture.·

-type of neural network: multilayer perceptron, Kohonen, etc.
-output definition: one output ranging from the highest to the lowest bond
rating class or one output neuron for each class
-number of hidden layers and neurons
-learning parameters like learning rate and momentum, and training stop crite-
ria

Neural network architecture will be discussed in section 7.2.2.

pelformance measurement:

-MSE or PCC (or other kinds of measurements)
-comparison to naive alternative models
-measurement of generalization capability: out of sample testing, jackknifing,
cross-validation
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Performance measurement will be disussed in section 7.2.3.

Data selection and performance measurement are also applicable to any other
statistical model and therefore not specifically bound to neural networks.
However, neural networks have some special features that determine choices
on these two matters.

7.2.1 DATA SELECrION

When selecting data for a bond rating model, a distinction can be made be-
tween which bond rating to select, and the selection of explanatory variables.
These two problems will be discussed separately.

Selection of bond ratings

Regarding the choice of bond ratings, the following choices have to be consi-
dered:
a. Moody's or S&P ratings;
b. industrial, financial, or municipal ratings;
c.  width of range of ratings (triple-A to C);
d. the period of time covered.

Ad a. Most of the studies reviewed by Ederington focus on Moody's bond
ratings. Few studies have used both Moody's and S&P's ratings. Belkaoui and
Kim are two of a small group who focus solely on S&P's ratings. A general
notion is that Moody's ratings are easier to model than S&P ratings, but this is
not confirmed in the literaturel. For this study, models will be based mainly on
S&P ratings, although for some choices regarding data selection, Moody's
ratings have also been taken into account.

Ad b. Most of the former bond rating studies focus on industrial ("corporate")
debt, although some studies focus on municipal debt (Moon & Stotsky, 1993)
or bond ratings of "financials" such as banks and insurance companies (Moli-
nero et al., 1996). Moody's and S&P also make this distinction in their publi-
cations. Usually, the distinction is motivated by referring to the deviating
nature of financials compared to industrials. However, within "industrials",   it
may also be hard to compare companies; for example, service industry and
chemicals. The separation between industrials and financials seems mere tradi-
tional than purely rational (although Moody's organization has different depart-
ments for the analysis of several types of industry within "industrials"). In this

iNote that such difference in predictability can only result from split ratings, which are
less frequent occurring than equal ratings.
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study, the mainstream of research on industrial ratings will be followed.

Ad c. The range of bond ratings considered varies from one author to the next.
Extreme classes, i.e. triple-A or below B, are often ignored, probably because
of the lack of sufficient data. Pogue & Soldofsky, Altman & Katz and Single-
ton & Surkan restrict their models to investment grade ratings. The constraint
of available data limits the range of rating classes for this study to triple-A and
the highest C-class (CCC/Caa). This means that only very low ratings are
omitted.

The modification of bond ratings by adding + or - signs was introduced in the
second half of the eighties. Therefore, only models after that time could have
recognized this modification, which increases the number of classes. In conse-
quence, the performance of a model based on modified ratings may deteriorate
since classes become smaller. Therefore, the model has to be more precise to
achieve the same rate of correct classification. On the other hand, the modi-
fication reveals more information on the location of the rating within its class.
This information may improve the performance if it is measured on a non-
modified (i.e., without + or - sign) performance measurement basis. Never-
theless, most of the recent bond rating models stick to unmodified ratings, i.e.,
without + or - signs.

Ad d. Since bond ratings are based on human judgment, their fundamentals
may change over time. Indeed, Ang & Patel (1975) found a general instability
of coefficients over different time periods for all bond rating models. Therefo-
re, models need constant revision and updating of their coefficients, and pos-
sibly, their explanatory variables. Most of the models are based on the bond
ratings from a one or two-year period. The earlier models of Horrigan, Pogue
& Soldofsky, West, and Singleton & Surkan use longer time periods (Horrigan
and Pogue & Soldofsky five years, West 27 years, Singleton & Surkan seven
years). Note that no distinction is made between the ratings from different
periods. Therefore, volatility of coefficients between periods is brought down,
but trends are not recognized. For this study, the time period covered is con-
strained by the availability of data. This results in a rather short period of
about 2 ,S years, from April  1994 to December  1996.

Based on the selection criteria described above, we gathered about 250 S&P
ratings from the S&P Bond Guide of April  1994 . This data set served as the
basis for the main neural network models. For some of the additional models
that  focus on certain characteristics of bond rating modeling, about 100 ratings
were    obtained from Moody's Euromarket Credit Opinions,    July     1995,    and
about 120 ratings from Moody's   and S&P (December    1996) were obtained
from Datastream.

Note that the number of data patterns is relatively small. However, since the
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number of ratings that are listed in the above-mentioned publications of Mood-
y's  (about  300)  and S&P (about  1,100), the total population of industrial  bond
ratings does seem to be not large either. In the publications and the literature,
no more detailed statistics were found on the size of the population of indus-
trial bond ratings. The data set could be enlarged by selecting bond ratings
from multiple periods. However, since these ratings would relate to approxi-
mately the same set of firms, the data from different periods would be cross-
correlated, which would complicate the statistical setup of the study. An im-
portant constraint on the number of available data patterns is the availability of
explanatory data. As in convential statistical models, a bond rating neural
network model requires that the values of all explanatory variables are known
for each data pattern. If data for a specific variable is not available for a sig-
nificant subset of the selected companies, this variable has to be left out in the
final model. The claim of suppliers of neural network software that neural
networks are robust for missing data is only valid when sufficient other expla-
natory variables are available2 (Verkooijen, 1996). In bond rating models, the
number of variables typically ranges between four and 20. Therefore, missing
data would have a significant impact on the outcome. Due to the lack of
availability of explanatory data, not all other data is available to the same
extent for each subset.

Selection of explanato,y variables

As desribed in Chapter 6, most of the bond rating models found in the litera-
ture are based on explanatory variables that are chosen for their intuitive
appeal. The financial ratios used are the common ones presented in textbooks
on financial statement analysis. Therefore, these financial ratios are not directly
linked to the actual bond rating process.
In this study, an attempt is made to extract explanatory variables from the in-
depth studies of the bond rating process, using the findings of earlier studies,
and the findings of the content analysis described in Chapter 4. in this way,
the explanatory variables will be better representations of the actual bond
rating process. Note that this method does not require a theory of insolvency
such as that required for bankruptcy prediction models, but a theory on the
solvency assessment by bond rating analysts. Whether or not such a theory
reconciles to any theory on the causes of actual default is not relevant since
this study focuses on relation A instead of relation C as depicted in Figure 6.1.
Some considerations by bond rating analysts may seem irrational from a bank-
ruptcy theory's perspective. On the other hand, incorporation of such argu-
ments in the model may improve models of this judgment.
Another source of independent variables may be found in bankruptcy predic-

2For example, character recognition is often based on hundreds of pixels  Here, a few
missing pixels would not affect the performance of the neural network.
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tion models. Assuming that bond ratings represent a fair estimation of the
actual default risk (relation  B in figure  6.1) a model of relation C (bankruptcy
prediction) would also fit to relation A (bond rating classification). However,
many bankruptcy models also lack an underlying theory, and independent
variables are chosen on the basis of coincidental correlations (Wijn & Bijnen,
1996).

A drawback of using content analysis as a basis for variable selection is the
inductive nature of the conclusions. The availabiltiy of general rules would
make the model building more efficient, since the fundamentals of the bond
rating process are directly approached. As described in Chapter 4, some at-
ternative research methods like interviews may uncover general rules. Note
however, that in the bond rating case, few deductive rules were found by
earlier researchers.
Modeling based on induction is less direct. Individual patterns are compared to
eachother and based on the assumption that similar input patterns will have
similar bond ratings, general rules (relations) are derived inductively.

In the process of selecting explanatory variables, the first consideration is
which variables are assumed to be relevant a priori. Next, to be embedded in a
model, each variable has to be measured by some means. Another constraint is
the availability of a sufficient number of data patterns for each variable. When
a sufficient number of data patterns has been gathered, the relevance assumed

a priori can be tested through statistical tests like correlation. If the variables
that are assumed to be relevant turn out to be statistically insignificant, these
variables could be left out of the final model.

To minimize redundancy in the model, only the most relevant variables should
be included. Note that the rating rationales already present the most relevant
factors. Since relevance of a specific factor may vary between different cases,
no a priori general ranking of relevance can be made. Therefore, ideally at

least, all the items included in the coding scheme used for the content analysis
described in Chapter 4 should be covered by the explanatory variables. Sour-
ces of data are Datastream, EDGAR, and the publications of Moody's and
S&P. EDGAR is a large database of full-text SEC filings, which is accessable
via Internet. For about  100 of the selected firms, the Form  10-K (or 10-K405)
for the year 1995 were downloaded. Since the files in EDGAR have no inter-
nal (hyperlink) structure like predefined sections, financial figures cannot be
downloaded separately (or cross-sectional) as with Datastream (Kamp, 1996).
Therefore, extracting data from EDGAR is far more time-consuming than ex-
tracting data from Datastream. For this reason, Datastream is preferable if both
databases provide the same kind of data. However, since EDGAR provides full
texts of annual reports, it sometimes is used to access types of data that are not
provided by Datastream.
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Gathering data from original annual reports is considered to be too costly and
inefficient, although this method has been used by Oestreicher & Piotrowski
(1996). They employed content analysis to select independent variables. Their
Kohonen network model gives an overall assessment of companies regarding
their profitability, solvency and growth. These three elements are measured by
a so-called RSW score. Some of the independent variables are extracted from
the financial review sections of annual reports using content analysis. Among
them are:
-the total number of words dedicated to the evaluation of profitability compa-
red to the size of the whole text;
-the number of words which describe the profitability of the firm in a positive
manner, scaled to the total number of words in the whole text;
-the number of words which describe the profitability of the firm in a negative
manner, scaled to the total number of words in the whole text;
-the relative number of pages dedicated to the description of R&D activities.

Bryan (1997) also employed content analysis on the MD&A for gathering data
to estimate the incremental information content of this section of the annual
report. His coding scheme is based on the SEC requirements for the disclosure
in the MD&A, summarized in categories like changes in selling prices, sales
volume, revenues, costs, liquidity, and capital expenditures. Each information
item in the 250 MD&As selected was measured as being favorable, neutral,
unfavorable, or missing. Next, associations were measured between future
financial outcomes and analysts' forecasts by quantifying favorable references
as +1, and unfavorable items as -1. As a result, this method of measurement is
less detailed than measuring the textual size of each information item as Oes-
treicher & Piotrowski did.

Unlike Bryan, who performed a second coding test, Oestreicher & Piotrowski
did not pay much attention to methodological issues regarding content analy-
sis. No measurements of validity and reliability are given in their study. For
example, the presence of references to R&D activities may depend on the
nature of the industry (industry-specific factor). As described before, such
industry-specific factors may cause selection bias. Note that Oestreicher &
Piotrowski use content analysis for data gathering for explanatory variables
instead of variable selection. Oestreicher & Piotrowski based their variable
selection on Belkaoui-alike 'economic rationales'. Thus they deduce that posi-
tive and negative references and R&D activities affect the financial health of
the firm. Bryan also notes that deriving his coding scheme from the SEC
requirements may not fully represent the information needs of financial ana-
lysts. After selecting these variables, content analysis was used to gather quan-
tifyable data for these variables from annual reports. Again, for this study this
method of data gathering is considered to be too costly.
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For this study, the following data have been collected:

MARKET POSITION: Market position could be measured by market share, being
the proportion of the firm's sales to the total sales of all firms on the market.
Unfortunately, such data is not available. As an alternative, Datastream provi-
des several rankings for companies within their branch of industry, measured
as the number of ranking of a particular company, and the number of firms in
that industry. The size and nature of industries is defined by Datastream. Alt-
hough a ranking in sales would be preferable as a proxy for market share, such
rankings are not provided by Datastream. It is assumed that the best available
proxies are rankings on assets and on market capitalization.
As the content analysis showed that market position is often evaluated by
Moody's in terms the extent to which a company is a market leader, the se-
lected filings of EDGAR are analyzed for references on this matter. Using
Microsoft's search-engine utility Superfind and WordPerfect ("F2"), references
were   traced by searching   for the strings "leader" and "leading". Every   hit   was
evaluated for whether it referred to a leading market position of the firm. A
distinction is made between a leading market position of the firm as a whole,
and references of leading positions within one or more business segments in
the firm. This distinction has been made to give a rough indication of the
Significance of leadership.
A second rough approximation of the market position is the Datastream item
104 (Total Sales). Note that this measurement is merely a measurement of size.
Therefore, relatively small firms that are market leader in their niche market
and relative large firms in industries with even larger firms may have been
falsely measured.

INTEREST COVERAGE: Variables related to interest coverage are: Datastream items
153/137 (Interest Costs to EBIT); three-year average and volatility of fixed
charges coverages as published by S&P; the most recent and the five-year
average, volatility and trend of interest coverages as published by Moody's.

LEVERAGE: Datastream items 307/322 (Equity to Total Capitalization) and 737
(Loan Capital to Equity and Reserves); the most recent Total Debt to Capitali-
zation ratios as published by Moody's and S&P, and their five-year average as
published by Moody's.

LIQUIDITY: Datastream items 741 (Current ratio), 742 (Quick ratio) and 376/322
(Current Assets to Total Capitalization)

PROFITABILITY: Datastream items 701 (Return on Equity), 717 (Operation mar-
gin), 623/104 (Net Profit to Sales), Operating Margin, Return on Sales and
Return on Capital as published by Moody's (most recent figures and five-year
average)
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CASH FLOW: Datastream item 735 (Cash Flow to Debt) and 625+136 (Net Profit
plus Depreciation), Retained Cash Flow to Debt as published by Moody's
(most recent figures and five-year average)

DIVIDEND PAYOUT: Datastream items 434/623 (Dividend to Net Profit)

For all the figures based on Datastream items, four measures were calculated:
-the most recent figure;
-the average of the past five years
-the volatility of the past five years (standard deviation divided by the absolute
value of the five-year average)
-trend in the past five years (linear regression coefficient divided by the abso-
lute value of the five-year average)
The period of five years is chosen on the basis of Hawkins' and Sherwood's
findings. They found that bond rating agencies require a minimum historical
period of data of five years before a rating can be assigned. Secondly, the
statistical section of Moody's publications also provide a five-year history and
-averages. The use of multiple periods is new compared to most of the earlier
bond rating models. Horrigan, Pogue & Soldofsky, Belkaoui, Pinches & Mingo
and Kim employed only the most recent data (although Pogue & Soldofsky did
include the 'historical variable' "years of consecutive dividend"). Pinches &
Mingo defend the use of single-year data by stating that financial ratios tend to
be significantly correlated over time. Dutta & Shekhar deploy (among other
variables) the past five-year revenue growth rate in one of their models. Sing-
leton & Surkan obtained bond ratings and financial  data  from the period   1982-
1988, but they do not report any time-based preprocessing of these data. Only
Perry (1985) employed five-years average and - volatility ratios.

INDENTURE: Indenture provisions may be diverse (as described by Datta-Iskan-
der). However, in former models only subordination status is considered.
Secondly, in the content analysis, it was found that other types of indenture
provisions play a minor role. Thirdly, the reconciliation between rating ratio-
nales and annual reports showed that disclosure on indenture is poor. Therefo-
re, no attempt has been made to gather data regarding indenture from EDGAR.
Both Moody's and S&P provide information about the subordination status of
individual bonds in their publications. The most frequently found types of sub-
ordination status within the set of selected bond ratings are either senior, sub-
ordinate or in between (Sen./Sub.). For the model, these three types are quan-
tified by three [0,1] variables.

DIVERSIFICATION: The diversification of the firm's product-market portfolio can
be assessed by the business - and geographic segmentation in the annual
report. In many countries such segmentation is mandatory for sales and profits.
Note that often no objective definition of the firm's businesses and geographic
areas exists. Thus, the definition of segmentation is arbitrary, and depends on
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the view of the management or the internal structure of the firm. Therefore,
definitions of segments may differ between firms, which reduces comparability
of segmentation between firms.
Datastream provides for several non-US firms segmental information. Howe-
ver, since most of the selected companies are US firms, Datastream is a poor
source in this respect. Therefore, segmental information was derived from
EDGAR.
To quantify the degree of diversification, we constructed an index, based on
the tables presented in the segmental information sections:

Divers  =1_ Mar(B)  Mar(0
Total Total

where Divemif is the diversification index, Mar (B) is the amount of sales of
the largest business segment, Mar(G)  is the amount of sales  of the largest
geographic area, and Total is the total revenues of the firm. Thus, the first
term represents business diversification, and the second term represents geo-
graphical diversification. If a firm only has one business and geographical
segment, Divemif is 0. If a firm has a large number of equally sized3 seg-
ments, Divemif  will be close  to   1.

Since the size of a firm may relate to its degree of diversification, the Datas-
tream   item 104 (Total sales)   has been selected   as   well   as a proxy for diversi-
fication. Since a major objective of diversification is the dampening of swings
in earnings, also the volatility of sales and profit can be considered to repre-
sent diversification and cyclical exposure.

CAPITAL INVESTMENTS: The role of capital investments is approximated by the
ratio of the Datastream items 136/104 (Depreciation to Total sales) because the
Datastream item 442 (Investments) does not result in a sufficient number of
avaible data patterns.

The following items of the coding scheme turned out to be not available or not
suited for incorporation in the model:

-due to a lack of possibility to quantify: BRANDS, NEW PRODUCTS, NEW MAR-
KETS, ECONOMIC CYCLES, the presence of cost reduction efforts, TECHNOLOGY,
attitude of the management, ACQUISITION POLICY, ALLIANCES AND JOINT VEN-
TURES, GOVERNMENT INFLUENCE.

-due to a lack of disclosure: CURRENCY RISK, REQUIREDCAPITALINVESTMENTS,

30ne major segment combined with many small segments will result in a relative high
Diveis(f, indicating that although the number of segments is large, diversification is limited
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volatility of real estate value, opportunity for assets sales to reduce debt.

Claims from litigation are normally disclosed in the annual reports. Therefore,
gathering this information from EDGAR seems possible. However, from a
pilot study  of 12 samples of Forms  10-K, it appeared that in  11 cases litigation
is extensively disclosed. This rate is far larger than the number of references
on litigation as found in the content analysis on the rating rationales. Appa-
rently, Moody's considers litigation as significant in only a limited number of
cases. Since the criteria for recognition of litigation by Moody's is unknown,
no distinction can be made in disclosed litigation claims between relevant and
non-relevant. Therefore, litigation is not suitable as an explanatory variable for
modeling.

In the rating rationales, references are found on strong, increasing, price com-
petition. Although competition is often discussed in the annual report, competi-
tion as an explanatory variable is similar to litigation: in a pilot sample of 26
Forms 10-K from the EDGAR database, almost all (23) found references on
competition mention its intense degree. Therefore, references on competition in
the annual reports do not have a discriminating power for indicating whether
Moody's would consider the nature of competition relevant.

Statistical assessment  of variable relevance

As can be derived from the above, the total number of available input varia-
bles exceeds 60. Since the largest data set contains only 258 patterns, this
number of inputs is too large to estimate a (nonlinear) model. As too many
degrees of freedom remain in the solution space, a further selection had to be
made. For linear models, the relevance or significance of input variables can
be tested by several statistical indicators. However, these tests are not fully
reliable for nonlinear neural networks .

The first criteria for further input reduction were:
a) inputs with higher (linear) correlations with the output should be selected;
b) high correlation between inputs (multicollinearity) has to be avoided.

Ad a) For each input variable, the correlation with the rating was determined.
The output was quantified by assigning a 1 to AAA (Aaa) and a 7 to CCC
(Caa). Correlations were calculated for each separate subset of either Moody's
or S&P ratings. Variables with relatively high and stable correlations were
considered for further analysis. Some preliminary remarks can be made:

-Trend indicators of Datastream ratios do not have high and stable correlations.
This may be due to a poor definitions of these measures as proxies for trends,
or a lack of relevance of trends in the bond rating process. The latter is partly
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supported by the literature which states that bond rating analists try to look
beyond economic cycles. Therefore, trends in the intermediate term may be
less important.

-Volatility indicators of Datastream ratios have high and stable correlations
regarding profitability, cash flow, interest coverage, leverage and liquidity. The
relevance of stability of flow figures is supported by earlier studies. The high
correlation of volatility of leverage and liquidity is surprising, especially since
the levels of these financial ratios turn out to be minimally correlated. Note
that the leverage and coverage figures published by Moody's and S&P have
higher correlations than those collected from Datastream. The backgrounds of
this  phenomenon were already discussed in Chapter  3.

Since indenture (i.e., subordination status) and branch of industry were quanti-
fied by dummy variables, correlation coefficients were regarded as less suit-
able. For these variables, the difference in distribution over the rating classes
was analyzed. The indenture provisions in the subsets with Moody's ratings
turned out to be too invariant to be useful. Therefore, indenture was only con-
sidered for the S&P subsets. Table 7.1 presents the average rating of patterns
where indenture provisions are present, compared with the average rating of
the remaining patterns.

Table 7.1: Association between subodination status and rating

Indenture Average rating

subordination sta- value = 1 value = 0 difference
tus

Senior [0,1] 4.86 3.72 1.14

Sub-senior [0,1] 5.77 3.63 2.14

Subordinated [0,1] 5.73 3.80 1.93

From this table, it can be derived that indenture provisions are more frequently
added to issues of lower rated bonds. This is the case for both senior and
subordinated bonds. Since firms may have subordinated, preferred and 'regular'
bonds issued at the same time, an analysis can be made of the impact of such
indenture provisions on the rating compared to the impact of regular (i.e, no
indenture provisions) bond issues. Within  the  data  set  of  S&P's 1993 ratings,
27 firms were found with both regular and subordinated or preferred rated
debt. In nine cases, all issues were rated equally; in 13 cases, the difference
amounted to one notch (+ or -); in four cases, the difference was two notches,
and in one case, the difference was three notches. Therefore, it can be conclu-
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ded that the presence of indenture provisions correlates more with the solvency
assessment of the total firm, than with the difference in assessed debt quality
between bonds of the same firm.

Ad b) For the selected variables with a high and stable correlation with the
output, all cross-correlations were calculated to detect multicollinearity. As can
be expected, high correlations (0.8-1.0) were found between the most recent
financial figures and their corresponding five-year average. Since the correla-
tions of five-year average variables are structurally higher than those with
corresponding last year's figures, the former were selected for further mode-
ling.

A high correlation (0.9) between the operation margin and net profit could also
be expected, and high correlations (0.8-0.9) between profit variables and cash
flow variables defined as "profit plus depreciation" are not surprising either,
although these mitigate the importance of the conceptual difference between
cash flow and profit as found in practice. Based on their high correlation to the
output and their low mutual cross-correlation, the five-year average net profit
plus depreciation and operating margin were selected for further modeling,
thereby rejecting the profit variables.

Since definitions of the current ratio and the quick ratio are rather similar, their
high cross-correlation (0.8) is not surprising. Because of its higher correlation
to the output, the current ratio was selected for further modeling. The same
reason underlies the selection of Datastream market capitilization ranking over
Datastream assets ranking.

Further variable selection through linear modeling

Since correlation between input and output is only a rough estimate of the
relevance of explanatory variables, a further analysis was performed on the
basis of linear modeling, since the individual contribution of each input varia-
ble cannot be analyzed within a neural network, due to its black box characte-
ristic. Thus, the neural network models can be regarded as nonlinear adjust-
ments to linear models. Although this method may reject good but highly
nonlinear inputs, the risk is considered to be a minor one, since no pointers to
high nonlinearities were found in the study on the bond rating process. For this
purpose, linear regression models (OLS) were estimated on the largest data set,
which contains 239 patterns of S&P ratings 1993.

From the total set of collected variables, the following were selected, based on
a correlation coefficient with a value over 0.30, and the number of available
patterns over 200:
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SALES: the five-year average sales figure
ROE: the five-year return on equity
VOL-ROE: the five-year volatility of the return on equity
CF/DEBT: the five-year average cash flow to debt
VOL-CUR: the five-year volatility of the current ratio
MARGIN: the five-year average net margin
LEV: the five-year average equity to total capital
VOL-LEV: the five-year volatility of equity to total capital

INTCOV: the five-year average interest coverage ratio

CF: the five-years average cash flow

The variables above are all accounting figures, and therefore can be obtained
from annual reports. Note that all variables relate to historical data over a five-
year period. The most recent figures turned out to have lower or less stable
correlation coefficients. Other publicly available -but not accounting data-:

DS-MKTCAP: the industry ranking based on market capitalization
provided by Datastream

DS-ASSET-RANK: the industry ranking based on total assets provided by
Datastream

From the S&P Bond Guide the following additional data were selected:
-S&P-INTCOV: the three-year average interest ratio
-VS&P-INTCVOV: the three-year volatility of the interest ratio
-S&P-LEV: total debt to total capitalization
-subordination status: either senior, sub senior, or subordinated

The variables above offer different modeling options:
-accounting data: this model evaluates the explanatory power of financial
statements (Model I)
-accounting data plus other public data: this model evaluates the explanatory
power of publically available data (Model II)
-all data: this model is oriented towards the judgment of bond rating analysts,
regardless of the data source (Model III)
All three models will be discussed.

The coverage of explanatory data of the Models I. II and III is illustrated
conceptually in Figure 7.1. Model I is limited to accounting information, and
Model II to public information. Model III also takes the adjustments of finan-
cial ratios into account. Due to a lack of data, these models cannot capture all
the data needed in each separate domain.
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Figure 7.1: Input domains of Models I, 11 and Ill

Several regressions were performed for each of the three model objectives
mentioned above. The total number of inputs for Model I was limited to five,
for Model II to six, and for Model III to eight. The best combination of inputs
was selected on the basis of an adjusted RZ by forward selection, backward se-
lection and step wise selection. All these methods resulted in comparable sets
of 'best inputs':
Model I: VOL-ROE, CF/DEBT, VOL-CUR, LEV, CF
Model II: ROE, VOL-ROE, CF/DEBT, LEV, CF, DS-MKTCAP
Model III: CF/DEBT, CF, the subordination inputs, MS&P-INTCOV, VS&P-INTCOV,
S&P-LEV

Cross-correlations between these inputs are generally low (CO.3) Exceptions
are CF/DEBT - ROE (0 7) en CF/DEBT - S&P-INTCOV (0.6). These cross-correlation
were considered to be acceptable. The 'best inputs' will be used as inputs for
the neural network model of the final models.

Note that although all three models contain accounting figures, different finan-
cial characteristics are covered by each model. The common ratios relate to
cash flow coverage of debt and leverage. The amount of cash flow was also
selected for all three models. No economic rationale has been found for the
high explanatory power of this variable. The variable may combine the size of
the firm and its liquidity, however, size was not found to be a determinant of
the rating. With regard to the volatility of the Current ratio, no references of
its importance were found in the literature and rating rationales, either.

It can be concluded that the final sets of explanatory variables selected do not
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fully represent the broad set of factors that was found in the content analysis
described in Chapter 4. This is caused by:
-the limited number of data patterns, which limits the maximum number of
explanatory variables that can be included in the model;
-limited availability of several accounting figures in Datastream
-measurement problems associated with qualitative variables;
-the invariance of some variables in annual reports; for example, references to
intense competition and litigation claims are far more frequently mentioned in
the annual report than Moody's includes these factors in its rationales.
-the ease of obtaining ordinary financial ratios; simple selection functions of
Datastream and advanced spreadsheet functions make it tempting to also
collect and evaluate common financial ratios. even if they did not emerge from
the analysis of the bond rating process. Examples of this are the absolute size
of cash flows, and the volatility of the current ratio. Since the selection of
these variables is not supported by any theory. the relevance found may be
coincidental depending on the particular data set.

7.2.2 NEURAL NETWORK DESIGN

It is generally known that there are many different neural network architectures
and learning algorithms. Dutta & Shekhar, Kim, and Moody & Utans employ
backprop neural networks for their bond rating models. Feedforward neural
networks like backprop are the most well-known type of neural network, and
especially suited for classification tasks, but other neural networks can also be
applied in this area. Serrano (1996) used a Self-Organizing Feature Map
(SOFM, or Kohonen network) for bankruptcy prediction. Using five financial
ratios,   the SOFM distributes 129 samples of insolvent and solvent companies
on the map. By analyzing this distribution, a zone of bankruptcy and a zone of
solvency can be determined, see Figure 7.2. Since the boundary between both
zones is not determined by the model, alternative statistical methods have to be
applied. Serrano uses discriminant analysis to do this.
Serrano tries to open the black box of the neural network by analyzing its
weight structure. Since weight structure towards a specific output neuron repre-
sents a sort of average stereo-type of that particular cluster, some common
characteristics of the patterns within this cluster may be derived. In this way, a
zone of significance can be determined for some variables, see Figure 7.3.
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Zone of bankruptcy
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Figure 7.2: A solvency SOFM Figure 7.3:  Input features  in theSOFM

Note that the weight structure does not explain the boundaries between clus-
ters. Therefore, the variance of a specific variable within a cluster is not
known. To estimate any sensitivity of the classification with respect to a spe-
cific variable (i.e., its "relevance"), additional sensitivity analyses have to be
performed.

Combining Figures 7.2 and 7.3 reveals some of the key-indicators of default
risk. As can be expected, almost all firms that are found in the bankruptcy
zone show patterns that are characterized by low earnings, whilst these are
high for solvent firms. To refine the two-zone distribution, Serrano compares
the distribution on the map to the Altman Z-score of each firm. He divides the
total range of Z over all firms into four intervals. Thus, several "iso-solvency"
areas can be recognized.

Note that the concept of iso-solvency regions resembles bond rating, i. e., ran-
ked classes of default probabilities. Instead the Altman Z-score, the bond ra-
ting of each firm could be superimposed on the map by defining regions ran-
ging from triple-A to B. Such a change of orientation (bankruptcy versus bond
rating) does not require a change in the weight structure, since SOFMs are un-
supervised neural networks, and are therefore not affected by superimposed
classifications. The only requirement is that the input variables of the bank-
ruptcy SOFM are good inputs for bond rating classification.

In supervised networks like backprop, this type of transformation is not possi-
ble. For example, Baetge et al. (1996) developed a Z-score alike backprop
model, and interpreted the several intervals of this score (called "N-score" by
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Baetge) as risk classes, using bond rating alike symbols (AA, A, BB, etc.).
However, the attached symbols do not directly relate to actual bond ratings,
but are defined by the researcher. Rearranging the model to capture bond
ratings instead of default would change the model completely, since the model
captures relation C instead of relation A as presented in Figure 7.1.

Since the map is constructed solely on in-sample data, the performance of the
model was tested on a holdout sample. The general idea is that the test pat-
terns will be assigned to the neuron which also "won" resembling patterns in
the in-sample data set. Therefore, the default risk of the test pattern is consi-
dered to be the same as those resembling patterns. The model turned out to
perform similarly to other neural and conventional models. However, the
results of Back et a/. (1995) contradict these findings. Back compared the
performance on bankruptcy prediction by Kohonen networks, backprop,
Boltzmann machines and simulated annealing. She concludes that backprop
outperforms Kohonen networks in this area.

The disadvantage of Kohonen networks for bond rating modeling compared to
supervised networks is that not all available knowledge is used for modeling.
The network operates in an unsupervised manner although the actual desired
classification is known. The relation between unsupervised constructed clusters
and the known bond ratings has to be modeled outside the neural network, by
interpreting the feature map through other means.

7.2.2.1 DESIGN OF BACKPROP NEURAL NETWORKS

In practice, the choice of parameters within backprop neural networks like
number of layers and hidden neurons is almost always based on heuristics
(Glorfeld & Hardgrave, 1996). Theory gives little direction on this topic. Re-
cently, Glorfeld & Hardgrave describe an attempt to construct a structured me-
thod for developing neural networks. This method is said to cover the choice
of independent variables and the proper neural network architecture. However,
the result is not spectacular, since their method is restricted to generally known
concepts. The number of hidden neurons is optimized by successive enlarge-
ment of the model, ranging from one, two, ..., to five hidden neurons. The
optimal number of hidden neurons is found where the performance of the
model is optimal, measured using a ten-fold cross-validation. Variable selection
is based on backward elimination. The first model contains all available vari-
ables. For each variable, its contribution is calculated based on the weight
structure of the trained neural network. Variables with the lowest contribution
are successively eliminated. Again, the optimal set of variables is found where
performance is optimal, measured on a ten-fold cross-validation basis. Alt-
hough this "method" seems better than any trial-and-error approach, it has
some major limitations:
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-the choice of the number of hidden neurons and variable selection has to be
performed simultaneously instead of sequentially as proposed by Glorfeld &
Hardgrave. The number of hidden neurons depends on the nonlinearity of the
relationships between inputs and output. If "nonlinear variables" are eliminated
during the variable selection process, the number of hidden neurons may have
to be reduced, depending on how the nonlinearity of the model decreases.
However, estimation of the degree of nonlinearity of the model remains a
difficult task. Evaluating different numbers of hidden neurons for each consi-
dered combination of input variable is very costly in terms calculation time.

-backward elimination of variables assumes additive relations between input
and output. Any combinatorial effects of subsets of variables are neglected.
For example, if for the assignment of a bond rating leverage is only relevant
when profitability is low, elimination of either profitability or leverage dimi-
nishes the explanatory power of the remaining variable. Since the relevance of
those variables lies in their combination, their single contribution should not be
a selection criterion such as that applied in backward elimination.

However, since no alternatives for setting the number of hidden neurons are
known, in this study we will use the method for determining the optimal
number of hidden neurons proposed by Glorfeld & Hardgrave. The number of
hidden l€yets is restricted to one, since no clear evidence in the literature has

been found on the advantages of more hidden layers within bond rating mode-
ling.

With respect to the output layer, different designs also exist:
a. one output neuron ranging from classl to classn.
b. n-1 output neurons with values in [0,1]

Ad a. This output definition is derived from the linear regression models like
Horrigan and Pogue & Soldofsky. A value is assigned to each rating class:

AAA = 1
AA  = 2
A   =3
BBB = 4
BB  = 5
B   =6
CCC = 7

This output definition assumes equal distances between rating classes. This is
not supported by the meaning of ratings in practice. An important boundary
lies between BBB and BB. BBB ratings and above are considered as invest-
ment grade. Ratings lower than BBB are considered as speculative grade.
Since many saving banks and pension funds are restricted to investing in
investment grade bonds, the difference between BBB and BB is more signi-
ficant than between other classes. Linear models cannot distinguish between
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these differences of importance. In theory, neural networks with this output
definition should be able to incorporate different sensitivities in different
classes.

Ad b. An alternative output definition uses n-1 output neurons with n = the
number of classes. If there are 7 classes:

AAA =1 0 0 0 0 0
AA  =0 1 0 0 0 0
A = 0 0 1 0 0 0
BBB =0 0 0 1 0 0
BB  =0 0 0 0 1 0
B   =0 0 0 0 0 1
Ccc =0 0 0 0 0 0

This output definition neglects any ranking of the classes. In the neural net-
work architecture, there is no information on the ordinal relationship between
the classes. However, if the explanatory variables are selected based on a
linear correlation to the output, the ranking is incorporated in the explanatory
variables. Such an output definition may be more suited to estimate the confi-
dence of the model, as will be discussed in section 7.4.3.

In theory (as proved by Hecht-Nielsen, 1990), all these output definitions can
capture the relationships between inputs and output when enough hidden
neurons are used. However, the minimal number of required connections dif-
fers, since each output neuron requires a connection from the hidden layer.
Since the weight of each connection has to be estimated, the degrees of free-
dom increase when the number of output neurons increases. Thus, a high
number of output neurons may make the model unnecessarily complex and
unstable. Secondly, increasing the number of neurons may cause overfitting of
the neural network model. Another consideration regarding the choice of
output definition relates to how easily the neural network can converge to a
global minimum. However, this effect cannot be predicted beforehand for a
particular output definition. Since the use of one output neuron is the most
used method, this will be evaluated first. Then, any improvement by the alter-
native method will be analyzed.

Other choices that have to be made when using backprop are:
-the activation function: since no rules are known for choosing an activation
function ex ante, only the logistic S-shaped curve is used (which is default in
Neuroshe112). Since the tanh function (also an S-shaped curve) is frequently
mentioned in former bond rating modeling studies as a superior activation
function, this function has been evaluated for Model III. However, the perfor-
mance does not differ significantly from the models that are based on the
logistic function. The Gaussian activation function is evaluated for a neural
network with multiple output neurons, see section 7.4.3);
-the initial weights: depending on the starting point in the solution space, the
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neural network may end up in different local optima with different model
characteristics. For convenience, initial weights are set randomly.
-learning rate and momentum: for convenience, these parameters are set to the
default values provided by Neuroshe112  (0.1)

7.2.3 PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT

The quality of a classification model can be measured by the percentage of
correct classification (PCC). Based on the output of the model, each data
pattern is classified as belonging to one of the seven rating classes. Compared
to the actual assigned rating, the classification can either be correct or incor-
rect. The aim of the model is to maximize the number of correct classificati-
ons.
Since bond ratings are ranked classes, performance measurement can be refi-
ned by measuring the relative distance between the outcome of the model and
the actual (target) rating. A common measure for this distance is the mean
squared error (MSE). In this study , PCC and MSE will be measured simulta-
neously.

To compare the improvement in modeling quality by using a new technique, it
is usual to compare its performance to the performance of alternative, conven-
tional techniques. As described in Chapter 6, the most common modeling
techniques for bond rating models are linear regression and multiple discrimi-
nant analysis. For reasons of convenience, linear regression (OLS) is chosen as
a benchmark here.

Since neural networks are highly flexible, and capable of modeling a vaste
range   of relationships, there   is a severe   risk of overfitting,   i. e., modeling   the
noise in the data set. Verkooijen (1996) notes two main categories of remedies
to avoid overfitting, and to preserve or enhance the generalization capability of
the neural network model:

Model selection involves choosing the number of hidden neurons, the connec-
tions, and the inputs. When the number of hidden neurons increases, the ability
to model noise increases too.

Regulanzation serves to constrain the solution of the estimation problem to
improve generalization by smoothing the predictions. Two common approaches
for regularization in neural networks are "early stopped training" and weight
decay.

Since neural networks are assumed to converge from no representation to a
data fitted solution, early stopping of the training process assumes that conver-
gence is stopped at the moment when all generalizable relations are represen-
ted by the weight structure, but no overfitting has yet occurred.
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Weight decay involves a penalizing term on large weights in the backprop
weight adjustment process. Thus, large weight values are avoided, resulting in
a smoothed solution space, even when the neural network converges after a
large number of epochs. Since the available software does not support weight
decay. this method is not further discussed in this study.

Note that model selection and regularization are complementary, and have to
be set simultaneously.

7.2.3.1 MODEL SELECTION

In theory, the choice of inputs and the number of hidden units seems
straightforward. To cover the problem space, all (but not more) relevant ex-
planatory variables have to be included. The number of hidden neurons de-
pends on the nonlinearity of the relationships between input and output. Unfor-
tunately, in practice, economic problems are often non-conservative (Dutta &
Shekhar, 1988), meaning that no precise boundaries can be set to the set of re-
levant input factors. Consequently, the exact nonlinear behavior is also un-
known. Therefore, in practice, the inputs have to be chosen on the basis of
their assumed relevance, often found by naive trial-and-error strategies.

7.2.3.2 REGULARIZATION AND CROSS-VALIDATION

The simplest approach to early stopped training is to stop training after a
predetermined number of epochs. It is obvious that this approach can only be
suboptimal, since the number of epochs has to be chosen arbitrarily. A more
realistic approach is to use a set of test data to indicate the error on 'unseen'
cases (calibration). The test set is not allowed to be used as training data.
During training, the performance of the neural network on the test set is eva-
luated. When the error on the test set starts to increase, training is terminated.
To measure the degree of generalization, a third independent set, the validation
set, is used to estimate the out-of-sample performance of the network.
Note that the termination of the training process depends on the (randomly)
chosen test set. A different selection of patterns in the test set will result in a
different moment of stopping, and therefore, a different network. Only if the
test set is large, will differences between alternative selection of test patterns
be dampened. However, especially when training data is scarce (like in this
study), as many cases as possible should be used to train the network to make
full use of the available information. Moody & Utans (1994) propose a k-fold
cross-validation procedure for neural networks. The network is trained on the
entire  data set until  a good solution w *is found. The weight vector  of this
solution is used as the starting point for the k-fold cross-validation. From so-
lution w *, the training process is continued k-times after removing  1/k of total
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data  set  each turn. Finally,  we  end  up  with k solutions:  wi, w, , wk. This
process is illustrated in Figure 74

weight space

W1

w2

w5
-/':»-».'\

w4 w3

Figure 7.4: The concept of n-fold cross-validation

After each training, the error is calculated on the subset that was left out The
average of all of k errors is considered to be the error of solution w *:

Some remarks can be made about the validity of cross-validation for neural
networks. Moody & Utans do not explain when trainings are stopped. Training
is stopped either based on the convergence properties of the network, i.e., no
lower error rate can be found by the network, or based on an external criteri-
on. Note that the latter method should not be used for cross-validation. Stop-
ped training based on the performance on a test set is not possible for reaching

wo, since all available data is used for training. Since other stop criteria are
highly arbitrary, the only remaining alternative is to train until convergence
occurs.  For the trainings  from  wo to  ,v 1 5 early stopping  is not allowed either,
since the error  rate is estimated  by the "distance" between  wo  and  w 1  5·  Any
external force to limit the model to stray away from wo causes an upward bias
on the generalization capacity of w 0

Thus, overfitting cannot be prevented by early stopping, but only by other
means such as weight decay or a reduction in the number of hidden neurons.
Some  experiments  on  the  data  set  of S&P ratings  from 1993 resulted  in  over-

7However, Verkooijen noted that this procedure breaks down if the overfitting ofir * is so
severe that the error equals zero Since the error is already minimized, leaving out part of the data
will not result in weights different from „· *
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fitting each time the number of hidden neurons was larger than one. The use
of weight decay was not possible since this procedure is not supported by the
software we used. Thus, the method of cross-validation as proposed by Moody
& Utans cannot be applied to this study.

In the process of cross-validation, a trade-off has to be made between maximi-
zing the size of the training set and minimizing required computation time.
Using a two-fold cross-validation, we train twice. Only half of the total infor-
mation determines the value of the parameters in the model. On the other
hand, if k equals the number of available data patterns n (i.e, "leave one out",
jack-knifing), the maximum of available information is incorporated in the
estimated parameters. In the latter case, computation time is extremely long,
since n training processes have to be performed. In this study, Moody & Utans
will be followed, by choosing a five-fold cross-validation. Two alternative
methods of cross-validation are proposed. The first alternative is based on
averaging the outputs of the cross-validation models. The second alternative
separates the hold out samples into subsets for stopping the training and esti-
mating the error.

The 'averaged output' method

The total data set is divided into five subsets. Five trainings are performed,
each time using one of the subsets as a holdout test set.  Each time, the training
starts with random weights. After each epoch, the performance on the test set
is evaluated. Training is stopped when the error on the test set starts to increa-
se. This results in five models which are all based on 80% of the total data set.
As proposed by Moody & Utans, the prediction error is measured as the ave-
rage error rate on the test sets. Note, however, that yet no final model exists,
since each of the five models is different. Therefore, the final 'model' is defi-
ned as the average of these five models, i.e., for each data pattern all five
neural networks are applied, and their outputs are averaged. Thus, the final
model is based  on   100%  of the  data  set,  but the error  rate is still estimated  out
of sample. A second advantage of this method is, that the variance among the
five outputs gives an indication of the stability of the model.

The 'double test set' method

Firstly, a five-fold cross-validation is performed, resulting in five models. The
model with the highest overall performance (on the training set and the test
set) is chosen as the final model.
Then, the error of the final model is predicted using a (k-1)-fold cross-valida-
tion. A drawback of using stopped training in combination with cross-valida-
tion is that the stop criterion and error prediction are based on the same test
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set. Thus, the out of sample error prediction is biased, since the model is
affected by the way the error on the test set is minimized. To avoid this effect,
for each training, two subsets are used as hold out samples. One is used to
determine the moment of stopping training, and after training, the other vali-
dation set is used for the error prediction. This leaves k-3 subsets to train on.
Since there are k-1 data subsets and three categories of cross-validation sets
(training set, stopping   set, and verification    set), 3(k-1) different combinations
exist. If k=5 , 12 trainings would be required. However, each combination of
training sets can already be established using 9.3(k-1) trainings. Each cross-
validation training starts from the weight vector of the final model (wo). The
average error on each of the verification sets is considered as the prediction
error of the final model.

7.2.3.3 CONIROLLING THE STABII.rrY OFTHE CROSS-VALIDATION ERRORS WrrH A

KOHONEN NETWORK

In earlier studies (Daniels et al., 1997) we found that the errors on the cross-
validation sets varied considerably. Possibly, the subsets were chosen in such a
way that the remaining training sets did not cover the entire problem space
anymore. In Maher & Sen (1997), the authors assume that the training patterns
and the test patterns are of a distribution, without any further verification of
this assumption. In Daniels et al.'s study, the risk of dissimilar distributions of
patterns in the training set and the test set was foreseen, and therefore, each
subset contained the same scala of patterns in each rating class. However, such
naive clustering may not have been effective to spread the total problem space
across all subsets. Therefore, in this study, a more advanced procedure using a
Kohonen network is evaluated.

A Kohonen network (or Self-Organizing Feature Map) is a so-called unsuper-
vised neural network that clusters data into a user-defined maximum number
of clusters. A Kohonen network exits of two layers. The number of neurons in
the input layer is equal to the number of input variables. For this study, Model
II, which has 6 explanatory variables, was selected. However, the output
variable of Model II was also added to the input layer of the Kohonen net-
work. This is allowed since the aim of clustering is to evaluate the resemblan-
ce between the data patterns instead of modeling the bond rating. The value of
the output may add information of the characteristics of each pattern.

The number of neurons in the output layer equals the maximum number of
clusters, as set by the user. For the purpose of this study, the number of clus-
ters should be as large as possible to spread the data cloud over a wide do-
main. On the other hand, each cluster should contain at least five patterns,
since a pattern has to be assigned from each cluster to one of the five cross-
validation subsets. Some experimenting resulted in an optimal number of
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clusters of about ten. Training was stopped when the network converged. (For
the purpose of this clustering, overfitting has no meaning.)

Then, the patterns of each cluster were equally divided over the subsets. This
procedure should result in a lower variance of error rates of the subsets during
cross-validation. After determining the five subsets, a linear regression model
(OLS) was estimated, and evaluated through a five-fold cross-validation. A
linear model was used instead of a neural network to avoid subjective parame-
ter settings that could interfere with the clustering, and to save computation
time. Note that the findings of such an analysis cannot directly be extrapolated
to neural networks since neural networks have inherently higher variances than
linear models (see section 7.4.2). A comparable decrease in variance can only
be assumed.
Two Kohonen clusterings are evaluated: one with ten clusters, and one with
eight clusters. The effect of the clustering is measured by the variances of the
PCCs on the holdout sets.

To evaluate whether Kohonen clustering improves the stability of cross-vali-
dation performances, two benchmarks were used:

-random division of the patterns into the five subsets; five different settings
were evaluated;

-each subset contains the same relative frequencies of each rating class (the
method used in Daniels et al.). five different setting are evaluated. This can be
regarded as a 'naive' method of clustering.

The results show that all clusterings -including the Kohonen clusterings- have
about the same degree of variance. On average, the naive clusterings have a
slightly lower variance. This would indicate that any clustering does not im-
prove the stability of the cross-validation performances. To check this, the
following test is carried out. For the naive and the Kohonen clusterings, the
'opposite' dividing over the subsets is done, i.e., each subset contains patterns
from one rating class or two Kohonen clusters almost exclusively. This should
result in very bad and high variation performances on the holdout samples.
The results are accordingly, and are presented in Table 7.2.

This suggests that clustering affects the variance of the performances, but can
hardly outperform random clustering. This seems rather confusing. A possible
explanation is that the data cloud is amorphous with a few outliers. It can be
concluded that Kohonen clustering is not of much use in this study. In further
modeling, the naive distribution with the lowest variance was used.
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Table 7.2: Standard deviation of PCC over 5 cross-validation models

Method of clustering data patterns into training set test set
5 CV subsets

randonn 0.04 0.06

'naive' 0.03 0.07

Kohonen 0.03 0.08

opposite 'naive' 0.06 0.19

opposite Kohonen 0.06 0.12

7.3 RESULTS ON THE S&P 1993 DATA SET

In this section, the optimal number of hidden neurons is determined first, using
the method proposed by Glorfeld & Hardgrave. Then, the performances of
Models I, II and III will be compared using the proposed methods of cross-
validation.

The optimal number of hidden neumns

Since we expect Model III to perform best, this model is estimated first, using
eight inputs with the highest correlation. To estimate the number of hidden
neurons required, the network was trained using two, four, eight, 12 and 20
hidden neurons. In each case, a five-fold cross-validation  was performed. The
results are presented in Table 7.3. The PCC is measured by rounding the
neural network output to its nearest integer figure. If the actual output is far
out of range of the output domain [1,7], the output is limited to either one or
seven. This figure is compared to the target value of each pattern. The PCC is
calculated as the number of agreements between actual output and target
output divided by the total number of patterns in the data set. The MSE is
measured on the difference between actual output and target output (no roun-
ding).

 This cross-validation is performed using the holdout sample both for stopping and
validating, which may cause an upward biased performance Assuming an equal degree of
bias for each model, comparison between models remains valid
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Table 7.3: Results offinding the optimal number of hidden neurons

hidden training set test set

neurons
avg MSE avg PCC avg MSE avg PCC

2 0.45 52.6% 0.44 53.2%

4 0.42 56.8% 0.42 56.0%

8 0.39 58.0% 0.41 59.2%

12 0.40 56.4% 0.43 56.0%

20 0.39 56.2% 0.42 54.8%

Table 7.3 shows that the best model is found using eight hidden neurons -
measured both in MSE and PCC. Remarkably, in cases where there are eight,
12 and 20 hidden neurons, the MSE on the test set is smaller than the MSE on
the training set. In two cases, the PCC is higher on the test set than the PCC
on the training set. This may point to a bias caused by stopping the training
process when the smallest error on the test set is reached. It woudl seem that
during the search process for the best model on the training set, a superior
model for the test set was encountered coincidentally. In other words, over-
fitting on the test set occurred. However, since the performances on the trai-
ning and the test set are comparable, this overfitting is not severe.

Since the number of hidden neurons required depends on the degree of nonli-
nearity of the problem, the findings for Model III could not be extrapolated to
Models I and II. This is because these models contain different input variables
that may involve a different degree of nonlinearity. Therefore, the procedure
described above was also applied to Model I and II. This resulted in eight
hidden neurons for Model II, and 12 hidden neurons for Model I. Apparantly,
at least one of the inputs of Model I contained a higher degree of nonlinearity.

The  results  of Model 1, 11  and III

The errors of the three models based on the 'averaged output method' are sum-
marized in Table 7.4. For the training and the test set, MSE and PCC are
measured as the average over the five cross-validation trainings. The perfor-
mance of the final model (the average of the outputs of the five models) is
measured on the total data set.
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Table 7.4: Results  of the 'avemged output' method

training set test set averaged output
model

avg avg avg avg MSE PCC
MSE PCC MSE PCC

Model I 0.47 54.2% 0.54 52.0% 0.46 55.5%

Model II 0.51 51.8% 0.51 51.0% 0.44 53.6%

Model III 0.39 58.0% 0.41 59.2% 0.36 57.0%

The errors of the three models based on the 'double test set' method are pre-
sented in table 7.5. The performance of the final model was measured on its
training set. This training set consists of the four subsets that were used for
cross-validation.

The results show that based on the out-of-sample performance (test set and
verification set) Model III outperforms Models I and II. The performance of
Model I seems roughly equal to that of Model II. As described before, Model I
is based on accounting data, Model II is based on 'all public data', and Model
III uses all available data, including figures as provided by S&P.

Table  7.5:  Results  of the  'double  test'  set  method

training set test set verification set final model

avg avg avg avg avg avg MSE PCC
Model MSE PCC MSE PCC MSE PCC

I 0.46 53.5% 0.48 50.3% 0.45 54.3% 0.46 52%

II 0.39 55.5% 0.41 55.2% 0.41 54.7% 0.40 56%

III 0.29 67.2% 0.31 69.2% 0.33 67.3% 0.30 66%

Note that the errors in models developed by the double test set method outper-
form the models developed by the averaged output method. At first sight, the
opposite would be expected: since in the averaged output method the test set is
used both for stopping and verification, a higher 'out of sample' performance
should be expected compared to the double test set method where the verifica-
tion set does not affect training time. Second, the cross-validation models
developed by the double test method are based on training sets that are only
40% of the total data set, while those of the averaged output method are based
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on 80% of the data set. However, note that within the double test set method
each training in the cross-validation process starts with the weight vector wo
(the final model), which was selected from a preliminary cross-validation as
the best performing model. If during the second cross-validation training
processes only limited adjustments are made to wo, it becomes more likely that
these models will outperform the cross-validation models of the averaged
output method that start from random initial weights. However, regarding the
interaction between training and verification set, and performance, both me-
thods are rather complex, making general conclusions on their quality diffi-
cult6. When comparing the double test set method and the averaged output
method, the double test set method requires more training processes, but resul-
ted in one final model, while the averaged output method results in k models
from which the outputs had to be averaged. A general conclusion that the
double test method results in better performing/more generalizable models as
found in this study is too farfetched.

Comparing the errors on in-sample and-out-of-sample sets, some anomalies
occur in Model I when using the double test set method. In principal, the error
on out-of-sample data is minimally as high as the in-sample error. Any lower
error rate can only be explained by coincidentally well-fitting data in the out-
of-sample data set. The larger the out-of-sample set, the lower the chance of
such coincidences. However, as can be seen in Table 7.5, the error on the
verification set of Model I is lower than the errors on the training and stop test
set of Model I. Since all error measures are average values over six training
processes, coincidental good fit of the out of sample data is unlikely. No
explanation for this anomaly has been found. Therefore, the out-of-sample
error rate of this model has to be considered as being of limited reliability.

The results of the neural networks are compared to linear modeling (OLS).
The linear modeling is also based on a five-fold cross-validation, using the
averaged output method . The results are presented in Table 7.6. If we compa-
re the results of neural network models and linear models it can be seen that
neural networks outperform the linear models.

sverkooijen (1996) quotes Ripley saying that even ordinary cross-validation in these
non-linear and highly parametrised problems is not fully understood.

'The 'double test set' method has no meaning for OLS modeling, since parameters are
estimated instantly, so no "stop criterion" is necessary
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Table 7.6: Results of the OLS models

in sample out of sample averaged output
model

avg avg avg avg MSE PCC
MSE PCC MSE PCC

Model I 0.74 43% 0.90 42% 0.75 43%

Model II 0.66 44% 0.94 42% 0.67 41%

Model III 0.43 55% 0.47 53% 0.44 55%

Compared to earlier (neural network) bond rating models, these findings do
not seem to be significantly better. However, they are considered to be more
reliable, since other models are normally tested upon a single hold out sample.
Therefore, those performances may be more volatile if measured on different
holdout samples. This is the case especially Dutta & Sheckhar's model, since
their  hold out sample contained  only 17 patterns.

7.3.1 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MSE AND PCC

Note that the figures for MSE and PCC do not correlate perfectly with each
other. This is caused by their different natures. The PCC does not take the
magnitude of deviations between output and target value in correct or incorrect
predictions into account. Every incorrect (or correct) prediction is considered
to be equally bad (or good). Although the MSE is a more sophisticated mea-
sure of error, it is less appealing than PCC. Another alternative for the PCC
could also be the degree of cross entropy, but this measure is also not widely
used in the field of bond rating modeling research. The cross entropy of the
final Model III is presented in Table 7.7. The values of the entries of table 7.7
are comparable with other bond rating models found in the literature. Deviati-
ons of more than one class are rare.
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Table  7.7: Cross-entropy  of Model  III
network

7                                 6

6                     1   19

5                 7   18  10

4           8   29

3       8   47  21

2 3 12  4   1

141

1234567
actual

The divergence between MSE and PCC is depicted in Figure 7.5. The data
were collected from the many trainings that were done for this study.
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Figure 7.5: Differences between MSE and PCC

Note that the error backpopagation algorithm may be inefficient if the objec-
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tive is to minimize PCC instead of MSE, since the backprop algorithm mini-
mizes MSE by a kind of steepest descent. The weight update algorithm of
backprop cannot be perfectly redirected to minimize PCC, since the PCC is a
discrete measure which has no continuous first derivative. A partial solution
can be found in the neural network software Brainmaker for which the user
has to set an error tolerance parameter. Weight adjustments are only made if
the difference between the neural network output and the target value is more
than the tolerance. If the tolerance is set to half a class value, adjustments will
only be made for incorrect classifications. If the error falls within the tolerance
range, no weight adjustments are made to minimize the 'error' of the already
correct classifications.

It turned out that the MSE strongly differs when more than one output neuron
is used. In the seven-outputs model desribed in section 7.4.3, the MSE measu-
red over all output neurons is about 0.080, where as the MSE of Model III
(one output neuron) is about 0.450. The difference stems from scaling differen-
ces ([0,1] versus [1,7]) Therefore, these two models cannot be compared using
the MSE criterion, but only using PCC.

7.4 SOMEADDmONAL ANALYSE OFTHE BEHAVER OF THE NEURAL NEI-WORK
MODELS

Since neural network technology is relatively new, little is known about the
behavior of applied neural network models. Analysis is hindered especially by
the black box nature of the internal structure of neural networks. To explore
the behavior of neural networks applied to bond ratings in more detail, we did
some additional experiments.

First, an attempt will be made to reach the same model outcomes using fewer
hidden neurons, thereby making the internal representation of the problem
more 'efficient'. Next, an alternative architecture is proposed and evaluated to
derive the confidence of the neural network model, by analyzing the variances
in output of simultanous models, and by defining a measure of confidence. To
analyze the degree of nonlinearity, a sensitivity analysis was done, and a
measure of nonmonotonicity is defined. Using a method proposed by Nath et
a/. (1997), an attempt was made to determine the saliency of the individual
explanatory variables.

Since Ederington & Yawitz suggest that bond rating modeling can be impro-
ved by taking the branch of industry into account, two generally known me-
thods to accomplish this are evaluated. The impact of accounting diversity
regarding the measurement of capital structure will also be addressed.

To test the generalization capacity of the neural network model with respect to
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other bond rating agencies and international firms, the error rate of the neural
network will be measured against Moody's ratings on Japanese firms. These
data have not been used in the training process at all.

7.4.1 COPYING THE NEURAL NETWORK OUTPUT USING FEWER HIDDEN
NEURONS

Since the neural networks described in section 7.2.4 are not trained until
convergence occurs but 'stopped early', the internal representation may not be
efficient with respect to the number of hidden neurons. It may be possible that
the model representation can also be reached with fewer hidden neurons if
sufficient training time is allowed. Therefore, it has been evaluated for Model I
and III whether neural network architectures with fewer neurons could come
up with the same solution.

For this purpose, neural networks were trained until convergence on the solu-
tion of the best of the five cross-validation models of Model I and III8, mea-
ning that the targets of
these networks are not the actual ratings assigned by S&P, but the output
values of the early stopped networks. Thus, the converged networks copy the
output values of the original network, but with fewer hidden neurons. The
networks are trained on the same training set as the original networks. Note
that during training, the performance on the test set is not taken into conside-
ration; the best network on the tmining set is saved. The results are presented
in Table 7.8 and 7.9.

Table   7.8:   Reducing   the   number   of  hidden   neurons   for  Model   I    (12   hidden
neurons)

hidden neu- training set (11=205) test set (n=52)
rons

MSE no. of diffe- MSE no. of diffe-

ring classifi- ring classifi-
cations cations

11                   0.002                    6                    0.002                    2

10                     0.001                       8                      0.001                      2

9                      0.002                      8                      0.001                       1

8                    0.006                    14                   0.005                    3

8Model H is not studied with this respect, since it has no extreme number of hidden
neurons or performance.
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Table 7.9: Reducing the number of hidden neurons for Model III (8 hidden
neurons)

hidden neu- training set (n=205) test set (n=51)
rons

MSE no. of diffe- MSE no. of differ-
ring classifi- ing classifi-

cations cations

7                  0.003                  10                  0.064                  6

6                  0.002                   5                   0.005                  2

5                   0.007                  11                  0.008                  4

4                    0.021                    18 0.029 5

The  tables  should be interpreted as follows: a neural network  with  11  hidden
neurons has been trained on the outputs of the original network with 12 hidden
neurons. After convergence, the difference between the outputs of both models
is 0.002 when measured as MSE on the training set. For six patterns, the
difference between both outputs results into a different assigned rating when
rounded to the nearest integer (i.e., one output is below 0.5, the other above
0.5). The same measures are presented regarding the test set in the two most
right columns.

The tables show that the number of hidden neurons can be reduced to nine for
Model I and six for Model III without a significant change in output values.
Note that the degree of resemblence between the original network and the
network with fewer hidden neurons does not deteriorate monotonically. For
example, the model with seven hidden neurons differs more from the original
model than the model with six hidden neurons. This may be due to the starting
point of each model (i.e., the initial weights). Apparantly, the model with
seven hidden neurons did not find a solution that is better than the best soluti-
on of the model with six hidden neurons.
When four hidden neurons are removed from the original number of hidden
neurons, the deviation becomes more significant, although for all of the net-
works with fewer hidden neurons analyzed in this study, the correlation coef-
ficient with respect to the original outputs is always over 0.99.

Note that although the networks are trained until convergence, and therefore
have high data fits, the performance on the test set is still good. This can be
interpreted to mean that the models with fewer hidden neurons are also out-of-
sample a good approximation of the original network model.
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In general, minimizing the number of hidden neurons is relevant when compu-
tation time needs to be saved. Secondly, the risk of unexpected fluctuations
outside the evaluated data points is smaller if the number of hidden neurons is
small (i.e., a smoother solution), which improves generalization capacity.

7.4.2 COMPARING THE VARIANCES OF NEURAL NEIWORK MODELS AND LINEAR

MODELS

Since neural network models are data driven, the estimated relationships be-
tween variables depend on the composition of the data set. Especially in the
case of small data sets, the so-called bias/variance dilemma emerges. The
essence of the dilemma is that the approximation error can be decomposed into
two components, known as the bias and the variance (Geman et al. (1992) and
Bishop (1995)). The bias can be interpreted as the error rate, and the variance
refers to the sensitivity of the values of the estimated parameters if a different
data (sub)set were to be used to estimate the model. The flexibility of neural
networks implies a small bias, but when faced with limited data, high variance
is often the consequence. In general, high variance deteriorates the generaliza-
tion capacity of the model. Constraining the level of flexibility, for example,
by limiting the number of hidden neurons, or weight decay, reduces the varian-
ce, but also implies a larger bias. The foregoing illustrates the dilemma: fin-
ding a compromise between bias and variance (Verkooijen, 1996).

The 'averaged output method' facilitates a comparison of the variances of the
estimated models. Recall that a five-fold cross-validation results in five models
based on five data sets that differ in training/test pattern combinations. There-
fore, for each data pattern, all five models produce an output value, which are
not necessarily exactly equal. Figure 7.6 shows the spread of the outputs of the
five neural network cross-validation models of Model III, by depicting the
highest and the lowest output for each pattern. The average spread is 0.47, i.e.,
almost  'half of a class'; the maximum spread  is 1.47. Large spreads  are  more
or less equally distributed over average and extreme classes (AAA, CCC).

In Table 7.10, the stability of Models I, II and III is compared, either when
estimated by neural networks or by OLS. The five outputs -when rounded to
the nearest integer number- are either all equal, or one or more of the outputs
differ from the rounded average of the five outputs. The table presents the
relative frequencies of each of these degrees of deviation, measured as a per-
centage of the total number of patterns in the data set. For example, when the
five cross-validation neural network models regarding Model I are applied to
the total data set, all five models return the same classification for 64% of the
data patterns; in 20% of the cases, four outputs are equal and one deviates
from the other four, etc.
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Figure 7.6.  Vanances of Model III

Table 7.10: Variances of Model I, II and III.

Model I Model II Model III
NN Linear NN Linear NN Linear

all 5 equal 64% 77% 37% 79% 53% 88%

1 deviating 20% 18% 35% 15% 27% 7%

2 deviating 12% 2% 20% 4% 16% 4%
3 deviating 4% 3% 7% 1% 4% 1%

4 deviating          - 1% 1%      -

total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Table 7.10 shows   that the variance   in the neural network models   is   much
larger than the variance of the linear models. Linear modeling is more robust
than nonlinear modeling, because the number of parameters that has to be
estimated is smaller. Note that although the variance of the linear models is
smaller, their performance is lower than the neural network models. This
finding agrees to what is to be expected on the basis of the notion of the
bias/variance dilemma.
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7.4.3 A NEURAL NETWORK MODEL WITH MULTIPLE OUTPUT NEURONS

In the user guide of Neuroshe112 and in discussions on the Internet discussion
group COMP.AI.NEURAL-NETS the application ofmultiple output neurons for classi-
fication tasks comes recommended. However, such an approach has not yet
been described in the literature on bond rating modeling. By comparing the
activation of each output neuron, the degree of confidence of a model may be
estimated. We expected that when only one output neuron was strongly activa-
ted, the classification would be more reliable than classifications with approxi-
mately equal output values for all output neurons. In other words, we hypo-
thesized that the error rate falls if confidence rises. We tested this hypothesis
on Model III.

The output layer consists of seven neurons, representing the seven bond rating
classes. For each pattern, the target value of the applicable output neuron was
one, and the target value of the remaining neurons was zero. Since the activa-
tion functions of the neural network are continuous, the output values will
range between zero and one. These trained network outputs were translated
into rating classifications by assigning the rating of the output neuron with the
highest output value.

Note that a classification problem with n classes can be represented by n-1
[0,1] output neurons. All but one class is addressed by one if applicable, and
zero if not applicable. If all outputs are zero, the remaining class is addressed.
This method may work if one of the classes is interpreted as "none of the
other classes" or "miscellaneous residuals", covering a wide range of data.
However, in this classification problem, each class has a distinctive meaning.
Therefore, choosing  one  of the classes  to  be the "null-class" is arbitrary.  Se-
condly, assigning the output to a rating class by choosing the rating class with
the highest output value is not possible. In this method, the null-class will
never be assigned since its target value is an overall zero. Thus, a line has to
be drawn between output values that will be considered as close to one or
close to zero. Depending on the confidence of the neural network that can be
achieved, a cut-off point  at  0.5   may  not be efficient. To circumvent these  pro-
blems, seven output neurons are used. The disadvantage of additional para-
meters (weights) that had to be estimated was taken for granted.

The neural network was trained on the same data set as Model III, using the
same holdout sample to stop the training. The only difference was that the out-
put layer contained seven output neurons. Since the reliability of this architec-
ture was already assessed by a four-fold cross-validation, a marginal test on
generalization was the only test performed. The trained neural network perfor-
med similarly to Model III. Seventy-one percent of all patterns resulted in the
same classification as Model III, and larger deviations than one class were not
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found. This variance is far smaller than the variances presented in Table 7.10.
Therefore, it is assumed that this seven-outputs model is approximately the
same as Model III, and therefore equally reliable.

Note that this output definition of seven [0,1] output neurons requires a higher
degree of nonlinearity in the internal representation than the single output
definition. Since the output is a ranked range in one dimension, the target of
each output neuron is to produce a value of one somewhere in the middle of
the data range, and zero for higher and lower values. Although such a repre-
sentation can be produced by the S-shaped logistic activation functions, a more
efficient activation function may be the bell-shaped Gaussian activation func-
tion. However, some experiments with Gaussian activation functions on the
same data set did not result in significantly better performances. Therefore, for
this output definition, logistic activation functions were also applied.

For each data pattern, the confidence C is measured by dividing the maximum
output value by the total sum of output values of all output neurons:

c - max(01, -. , 07 
Eon

where on is the output value of output neuron n. Maximum confidence is found
where one output neuron renders one and all other neurons render zero. Then,
C is one. The lowest confidence is found where all output values are equal
(either high or low). Here, C tends to 0.142857 (1/7).

Figure 7.7 and 7.8 present the relationship between confidence C and the error
rate found in the total data set. The error rate is measured as the average PCC
and the average MSE. These averages were calculated as moving averages of
50 data points where the data was sorted according to increasing confidence.

Both figures show that the performance of high confidence classification is
indeed higher than classifications of low confidence. These graphs may be
interpreted as conditional expected performance. If confidence is over 0.70, the
probability of correct classification approaches 80%.

Figure 7.9 shows the distribution of degrees of confidence over the seven
rating classes, and the PCC per rating class.

Figure 7.9 shows no structural differences in confidences per rating class.
Therefore, none of the classes is more 'difficult' to recognize by the neural
network.
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7.4.4 MONOTONICTTY OF THE NEURAL NETWORK MODEL

It is often said that it is difficult to interpret the nonlinear effects of the neural
network model. From a practical point of view, it would be interesting to
know whether the neural network output behaves monotonically with respect
to one or more of the explanatory variables. This knowledge would contribute
to our understanding of the model. For this purpose, we analyzed the behavior
of the partial derivatives of the output with respect to the input variables as
follows. For every explanatory variable, we computed the partial derivative
dBdx, at each data point xp.9 Here, f denotes the neural network solution. The
degree  of monotonicity  in x,is defined as

liA                 af
mon(xi)   = - IL I.(7 (xg)  - I-(32(xp))1,                    (3)

n  p.1         i

where I+(z)  =  1  if z  >  O  and f(z)  =  O  if z  5  0  and I-(z) =  1  if z  5 0  and I-(z)  =
0 if z > 0. n is the number of observations, and xp is the ptl observation (vec-

'Since the subordination status variables are integers [0,1], the first derivative is derived
from the differential output offo) and,Rl)
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tor).  0  5  mon(x) 51 (Verkooijen,  1996).  If the  , alue  of this index is close to
zero, this indicates a non-monotonic relationship. whereas a value close to one
indicates a monotonic relationship

Note that mon(x) is a rather crude measure. since sensitivities are reduced to
either positive or negative. For first deri,ati, es  close  to  zero  (i. e., low sensi-
tivity), the measured sign will be strongly affected by noise in the model. This
is  illustrated in Figure 7.10. Positi\ e  first  dern·ati,·es  for  Cash  Flow to  Debt  for
Model  III are found almost exclusively  for in; estment grade ratings  (AAA  -
BBB)(as predicted by the neural network)
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Figure 7.10: Non-monotonic relation betwee„ Cash Flow to Debt and rating

Differential quotients for these patterns are relati, ely small compared  to  the
differential quotients for the other patterns This may be interpreted to mean
that the nonmonotonicity  is  less  se, ere when measured  by  mon(x),  and  may
result from an imperfect approximation of a neutral relation for investment
grade ratings.
On the other hand, rare instances of high sensiti,ity may be obscured by many
instances of low sensitities with an opposite sign. This is illustrated for the
input variable DS-MKTCAP used in Model 11 Figure 7.11  shows that positive
first derivatives are located niore closel> to the ,-axis than the smaller number
of negative first derivatives.  Using  eighted  mon(r). the patterns with negative
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first derivatives receive a larger weight than the patterns with positive first
derivatives, thereby increasing the measured non-monotonicity.
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Figure 7.11: Non-monotonic relation between DS-MKTCAP and mting

Therefore, we propose an alternative measure. Using z (the first derivative)
which was defined in (3) as a relative weight, wmon(x) can be redefined as a
weighted average value of monotonicity:

f -0: (*F)
p=l ari

wmon(xi) -

E  I f(,4 Ip=l     i

The results of Model III are presented in Table 7.11.
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Table 7.11: Mononicity

input variable mon(x)/wmon(x)

symbol Model I Model II Model III

ROE 0.14 (0.39)

VOL-ROE 0.93 (1.00) 0.97   (1.00)

CF/DEBT 0.92 (0.98) 0.70 (0.76) 0.52 (0.82)

VOL-CUR 0.10      (0.63)

DS-MKTCAP 0.59 (0.40)

LEV 0.52 (0.72) 0.26   m. 74)

S&P SR SUB 0.73 (0.80)
S&P SR 0.79     (0.95)

S&P SUB 0.71 m.82)
S&P-INTCOV 1.00     (1.00)

S&P-VOLINTCOV 0.77 (0.87)
S&P-LEV 0.51      (0.74)

CF 0.92 (1.00) 0.94 (0.96) 1.00 (1.00)

Table   7.11   shows   that  most  of the explanatory variables contain some degree
of nonmonotonicity. As expected, wmon(x) shows a more stable pattern for
input variables     that are present     in     more     than one model (i.e., VOL-ROE,
CF/DEBT, LEV, and CF) than the unweighted mon(x). In addition, wmon(x) for
CF/DEBT indicates a more monotonous relationship (0.82) than when measured
by the (unweighted) mon(x) (0.52). Wmon(x) is lower than mon(x)for DS-
MKTCAP only.

From theories of financial statement analysis, a negative relation was expected
between Cash Flow to Debt and default risk (low bond rating). As a result, the
nonmonotonicity of this variable cannot be explained by the theory. The figure
of the interest coverage suggests that middle-range ratings are more sensitive
to this variable than the extreme classes. The figures of TDCap% and Cash
Flow suggest that these variables become more important for lower rated
bonds.

The degree of nonmonotonicity of ROE is supported by the theory, since bond
rating agencies point to the increased risk of fast-growing firms that approach
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the maturity of their markets. Of course, the nonmonotonicity of the model can
also be caused by the omission of other relevant data. The unstable value of
mon(x) for cash flow to debt (CF/DEBT), when measured for the three models,
may indicate that the relationship found depends on the data set or the combi-
nation of the other explanatory variables.

Note that monotonicity has no meaning for the seven-outputs model. In this
architecture, mon(x) has to be determined for each output neuron. As mentio-
ned before, this architecture causes inherent nonmonotonicity since the 'middle'
output neurons should return one for the middle class data patterns, and zero
for both higher and lower values. Therefore, the monotonicity index does not
provide insight into the sensitivity of the rating with respect to its explanatory
variables. If monotonic relations are expected a prion, monotonic neural net-

works may be more suited than the regular backprop networks. In such net-
work architectures, only positive weights are allowed, which prohibits the
occurence of nonmonotonic relations. This may limit the degree of noise in the
sense of non-generalizable nonmonotonicity, as found for CF/DEBT (Figure
7.10).

7.4.5 DETERMINING THE SALIENCY OF INPUT VARIABLES BY ANALY-
ZING THE WEIGHT STRUCrURE

In the previous section, we reported on a study of the behavior of the separate
input variables that involved measuring the degree of sensitivity. In the litera-
ture, it has been suggested that the saliency of input variables can also be
derived from the weight structure of a trained network. Nath et al. (1997)
propose a measure that indicates the relative size of weights that can be attri-
buted to the separate input variables. It is assumed that important inputs have
relative largely weights.
This measure is based on the following expression:

w.*.    -      1 Wij '     x    W.

4 sj P

where i= 1,2, ..., p (the number of input variables);
j=1,2,..., h (the number of hidden neurons);
w    = weight between input neuron  i and hidden neuron j;1J

Sj=  the  sum  of the absolute values of the weights towards hidden neuron j.
Wj.= the sum of the absolute values of the weights towards the output neuron

Thus, w' represents the relative size of the weight values that are associated
1J

with input neuron   i. The values  of all  w'  add  up  to   100%. In other words,   in
the first term of the saliency formula, the relative size of the weight towards
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the hidden neurons is determined, which is multiplied by the scaled weight of
each hidden neuron towards the output neuron. The results of this measure for
Models I, II and III are presented in Table 7.12.

Table  7.12:  Relative  contribution  per  input  variable  for Models  1,  II  and  III

Model I Model II Model III

biasio 3% 9% 11%

VOL-CUR 2%

LEV 9% 23%

CF/DEBT 7% 10% 9%

CF 62% 25% 18%

VOL-ROE 2% 14%

DS-MKTCAP 11%

ROE 9%

SR SUB 10%

SR 5%

SUB 12%

S&P-INTCOV 12%

S&P-VOLINTCOV 10%

S&P-LEV 12%

100% 100% 100%

Table 7.12 shows, that for each model, the cash flow variable m6235+136 is
assumed to be the most important variable. However, the interpretation of such
a measure should be carried out with caution. The importance of input varia-
bles with relatively high weights is merely intuitive and not statistically pro-
ven. High weights can be causesed by several things, besides the importance
of the input variable. For example, if input values are not scaled to the same
interval (for example, [-1,1]) the weight structure will be affected to adjust for

10As common within neural networks, Neuroshe112 always adds a bias neuron to the
input layer and each hidden layer. These neurons always produce a fixed output, which can
be interpreted as the constant term of the model
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this scaling differencen Secondly, the size of the weights are assumed to be
associated with the degree of nonlinearity. This is explicitly assumed in the
method of weight decay. Therefore, unimportant input variables with strong
nonlinearity may still have large weights. Thirdly, since the relative weight
size is measured in absolute values, it may be possible that the net contribution
of a particular input variable is small, although it is represented by both large
positive and negative weight values. These large values cause a high implied
importance as measured by w:

If we compare these results with the findings of the sensivity analysis, Table
7.13 presents the implied importance for Model IH with seven output neurons.
By doing so, the importance of each input can be measured for each rating
class.

Table 7.13: The relative contribution per input per rating class in percentages

AAA AA A BBB BB B Ccc avg

bias                          7         7         7         6          5          4         6         6

CFIDEBT          17    14    17    16    19    19    19    17

S&PSR SUB         4       7       8       9       9       7       8      8

SkPSR               5       7       6       7       5       6       5      6

S&P SUB 8    10    10    11     11     9    12    10

MS&P-INTCOV 18 15 13 11 11 13 10 13
VS&P-INTCOV 9    12     8     9     9    11     11    10

S&P TD               13       12       14       14       15       13       15      14

CF              19    17    18    17    16    17    15    17

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

By inspecting each row in Table 7.13, it can be seen that the importance of
each input variable is more or less constant across all rating classes. A dip in
importance can be noted for S&P-INTCOV only if ratings decrease. This contra-
dicts the findings   of the sensitivity analysis. For example, Figure 7.12 shows
that model III is particularly sensitive to changes in S&P-INTCOv in the middle
range classes. Likewise, the other patterns found in sensitivity of the other

11

For this data set, all variables were scaled to the same range [-1,1]; therefore, for this
study, this effect is unlikely
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inputs also do not correspond with the patterns of implied importance.

Nath suggests that the implied importance can be used for input selection
when building a neural network model. Starting with all available input varia-
bles, the variables that turn out to be less important can be eliminated. Thus,only the most important variables remain in a relative small and efficient
neural network model. The results of his experiments on simulated data sup-
ports the effectivity of such a strategy. However, if the set of data patterns is
small, only models with few variables can be estimated reliably. If the model
involves a large degree of freedom, rejection of variables depends on the
coincidentally found importance. Therefore, such a strategy is not suited for
this study.
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Figure 7.12: Non-monotonic nlation between $&p-INTCOV and mting

7.4.6 MODELING INDUSTRY INFLUENCE

'Branch of industry' may affect the evaluation of other information. However,
the branch of industry is not explicitly found in prior studies as a determinant
of the bond rating. As described in Chapter 6, Ederington considers the absen-
ce of industry-specific risks as one of the omissions of existing bond rating
models. Industry classifications for the selected companies were downloaded
from Datastream. The most commonly found industries are listed in Table
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7.14.

Table 7.14: Industries in the set of selected companies

oil integrated textile

oil exploration & production engines/vehicles

gas distribution engineering

electricity electronic & electricals

extractive industry building materials & merchandise

chemicals paper & print

pharmaceuticals transport

food producers media

retail general leisure & hotels

retailers food support services

household goods

The diversity in industry can be taken into account in several ways:

a. by modeling the bond ratings within one specific industry;
b. by adding dummy variables indicating the branch of industry;
c. by rescaling financial ratio variables to the industry's mean value.

Ad a. Selection of firms within one branch of industry results in an industry-
specific model. Such a study was performed by Altman & Katz on the electric
utility industry. Compared to supra-industry models, the available data is con-
siderably less, which limits the reliability of the estimated parameters of the
model. On the other hand, industry-specific factors may be modelled more
precisely. In the data set that was collected, no branche of industry is represen-
ted by a number of patterns sufficiently large enough to train a neural network.
Therefore, this alternative could not be evaluated.

Ad b. The same problem occurs when dummy variables are added to a general
model, indicating the branch of industry, although diversified firms could be
represented by more than one dummy. If it is assumed that bond ratings are
directly affected by the branch of industry of a particular firm, for example, if
ratings in the media industry are normally below A, branches of industry can
be quantified by a [0,1] variables for each industry. Note that this measure
only represents the specific industry risks in an implicit way, since no parti-
cular risks are mentioned. Secondly, this method is vulnerable to overfitting if
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the number of selected firms within a branch of industry is small. In such
cases, the model may assign a rating based solely on this single variable.
Therefore, for any branch of industry, a sufficient number of data patterns is
necessary, and ratings within the selection of firms must have a certain mini-
murn spread.
The only branch of industry in the data set that fulfills these two requirements
is Engineering. This branch of industry is broadly defined. The data set con-
tains 38 patterns in this branch of industry. Examples of firms in this branch of
industry are General Dynamics, Lockheed, Boeing, Caterpillar, Polaroid and
Black & Decker.

Ad c. The most well-known industry effect is that the evaluation of financial
ratios may depend on the industry average. It is generally believed that 'nor-
mal' levels of financial ratios differ between industries. For example, in bulk
commodities industries, margins are expected to be lower than in specialty
goods industries. Thus, the branch of industry may indicate a reference base
for ratio evaluation. This indication may be made implicit by simply using a
dummy variable as described in the section above, or explicit by restating
financial ratios to a relative measure to the industry average.

To explore whether an industry variable would improve the performance of the
neural network model, an additional [0,1] variable was added to the input
variables of Model III, which has a value of one if the particular firm belongs
to Engineering, and zero for all other firms. Following one minor reallocation,
the distribution of Engineering firms was equally distributed over the five
subsets, both with respect to the number of patterns, and distribution of the
ratings within each subset. For this model, the architecture of Model III was
used. The performance of each cross-validation model is measured on the
Engineering firms, and compared to the performance of a model without the
extra industry-variable. The results are presented in Table 7.15.

Table  7.15: Average pe,formance on  Engineering firms,  based on a 5-fold CV

with [0,1] industry variable without [0,1] industry variable

MSE PCC MSE PCC

training set 0.407 58.6% 0.424 57.8%

test set 0.402 57.8% 0.386 57.8%

Table 7.15 shows that adding a [0,1] industry variable does not improve the
performance on Engineering firms, since both models have similar PCCs.

To evaluate the effect of industry scaling of financial ratios, the following test
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was carried out. For each industry with more than ten patterns in the data set,
all available input variables were scaled down to their industry average. The
industry average was calculated on the basis of the patterns belonging to each
industry in the data set. For industries with less than ten patterns, the average
was based on the total number of patterns in the data set. Correlations of the
scaled figures turned out to be equal to or less than the unscaled figures. The
only significantly higher correlated figure is the volatility of cash flow to debt
(v735) (0.43 compared to 0.28).

To explore whether the neural network would find a better solution with
industry-scaled input variables, the architecture of Model III was evaluated.
The five accounting variables of Model III were replaced by their correspon-
ding industry-scaled values. The three subordination variables remained un-
changed. Again, a five-fold cross-validation was applied, using the architecture
of Model III. The performance on both the total data set and the Engineering
firms is compared to the original Model III. The results are presented in Table
7.16.

Table  7.16: Results  of scaling  input values  to their industry  avemge

industry scaled inputs unscaled inputs

MSE PCC MSE PCC

Total set

training set 0.455 54.0% 0.393 58.0%

test set 0.467 55.2% 0.411 59.2%

Engineering

training set 0.366 58.4% 0.424 57.8%

test set 0.392 59.8% 0.386 57.8%

Table 7.16 shows  that the results  of the model with industry-scaled inputs  are
worse than those of the unscaled Model III. For Engineering firms, the out-
comes of the industry-scaled model are more or less equal to the unscaled
Model III. Although the lack of improvement through scaling is in line with
the findings of Kaplan & Urwitz (who found that scaling for industry averages
produced little improvement), it may also be caused by the method used to of
determine the industries' averages. Since the number of selected companies is
relatively small, the calculated average may not be representative for the whole
industry. Secondly, the definition of industries may differ from the definition
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used by S&P. However, other sources for obtaining industry averages were not
available. Based on these considerations and findings, no further analysis was
conducted on the explanatory power of industry-scaled ratios.

7.4.7 INFLUENCE OF DIFFERENT MEASUREMENT OF CAPITAL STRUCrURE
VARIABLES

As discussed in Chapter 3, both bond rating agencies and public database
providers like Datastream make adjustments to published accounting figures
and ratios. Therefore, the leverage ratios obtained from Datastream do not
reconcile to the ratios used by the bond rating agencies. This mismatch was
also recognized by Singleton et al. (1983) when they collected data from Com-
pustat for their bond rating model. They assumed that the influences of the
adjustments made by Compustat are slight, with unknown directions. To evalu-
ate how large the influence of different measurements of capital structure is on
the neural network models, the following test was applied.

Models I and II contain the capital structure variable LEV, which is derived
from Datastream. In Model III, capital structure is represented by S&P-LEV,
which is published by S&P. For this test, values of the original capital struc-
ture variable were replaced in the data set of each model by the alternative
variable valuesl: So, Datastream values in Model I and II were replaced by
the corresponding S&P figures, and in Model III, the S&P figures were repla-
ced by the corresponding Datastream values. All other variables remained
unchanged.

Next, for each model, the new output values were calculated by the neural
network for all data patterns. Note that the neural networks were not retrained,
so the neural network representation is still based on the relationship between
the original variable and the output. These outputs were then compared to the
outputs based on the original value of the capital structure variable. The diffe-
renee in output represents the sensitivity of the model to different measure-
ments  of the capital structure variable. The results are presented in Table  7.17.
Table 7.17 shows  that a different measurement  of the capital structure variable
affects the performance of each model adversely. The largest deterioration of
performance can be found for model II, where the performance level decreases
from 56% to 45%. Apparently, Model II is more sensitive to the capital struc-
ture variable than the other two models. For Models I and III, the influence of
a different measurement is less significant. In about 80% of all patterns, both
measurements result in the same rating. Deviations of more than one class are
rare.

12Since LEV and TD%Cap have a slightly different orientation and scaling, some
transformations have been applied on the values to adjust for this effect
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Table 7.17: Differences in output when replacing published and adjusted ratios

Model I Model II Model III

original alternative original alternative original alternaive

PCC 52% 47% 56% 45% 65% 58%

MSE 0.464 0.583 0.403 0.581 0.306 0.453

Variance of outputs:

equal outputs 79% 69% 81%

1 class 20% 31% 19%
difference

2 classes 1%                                    -                               0%

difference

Table 7.18 shows the performance when the capital structure is randomly
chosen for each data pattern.

Table    7.18:    Companng   outputs   when    replacing    adjusted    ratios    by    random
numbe8

Random values Model I Model II Model III

PCC 33% 32% 55%

MSE 1.405 1.387 0.545

Variance

equal outputs 37% 41% 68%

1 class difference 47% 43% 31%

2 classes difference 15% 15% 1%

3 classes difference - 1%                         -

Table 7.18 shows that Model  III  is  not very sensitive with respect  to  the  capi-
tal structure variable. If this variable is randomly chosen, performance is still
relatively high. The quality of Models I and II approach their performance
predicted by chance. Note that the relative importance of the capital structure
not only depends on the relative importance of the other explanatory variables,
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but also on the number of other explanatory variables. Since Model III has the
largest number of input variables (8), a smaller deterioration of performance
can be expected. On the other hand, the large deterioration of the quality of
Model I and II indicates that capital structure is relatively important in these
models.

It can be concluded that different measures of capital structure variables adver-
sely affect performance. Apparently, each model is fitted to the measurement
used to derive the training data. If Datastream figures are replaced by the
ratios provided by S&P -which can be considered to be more relevant, i.e,
"better data"-, performance does not improve. However, the alternative measu-
res that are found in practice still add to the performance predicted by chance
of each of the models.

7.4.8 MODELING SPLrr RATINGS

In Chapter 2, we saw that Moody's and S&P do not always agree on the rating
assigned to a particular firm. Such split ratings may occur as a result of dif-
ferences in emphasis put on different factors by both agencies, but the com-
plexity of the financial structure or envrionment of the firm may also cause a
lower degree of agreement on the assigned rating. To study the behavior of
bond rating models on split ratings, we applied the following test.

From Datastream, the explanatory variables of Model II were downloaded for
87 firms that have both Moody's and S&P ratings. This number was limited by
the availability of both ratings and accounting data. The ratings of December
1996 were also downloaded from Datastream. Since most annual reports over
1995 were published  in the spring  of  1996, both agencies were assumed   to
have had sufficient time to incorporate the most recent accounting data in their
ratings. Therefore, split ratings due to differences in timely updates were
considered to be limited. Within this data set, 23 firms had a split rating.

To model the bond ratings, a neural network architecture with two output
neurons was used (see Figure 7.13). Both output neurons ranged from one to
seven, where one represents Moody's rating, and the other the S&P rating.

Thus, a model of the Moody's ratings and as well as a model of the S&P
ratings were incorporated in the same neural network model. Any difference
between the internal representation of both models were assumed to have been
caused by the split ratings, i.e., identical outputs for both output neurons were
expected if the data set did not contain any split ratings. Note that both models
within the same network may not be independent from each other, due to the
nature of the error-backpropagation algorithm. For example, the error measured
in the Moody's output neuron is backpropagated to the hidden layer and the
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input layer. The weights of the connections between the input layer and the
output layer serve both the modeling of the Moody's ratings and the S&P
ratings. Therefore, the error pattern of the Moody's rating modeling affects the
updates of the weights that are also used for the modeling of the S&P ratings.
When a weight is updated after evaluating a split rating, this weight adjustment
will differ from the weight update if the network had had only one output
neuron. The net effect of this interdependence on the performance on either
split or non-split ratings remains unknown. To check on this effect, a linear
COLS) model was also estimated on the total data set.

8 hidden neurons

6 input neurons Moody's rating [1,7]

•                                                    S&P rating [1,7]

Figure 7.13: A neuml network architecture with two output neurons for Mood-
y's and S&P's rating

Five cross-validation neural network models are trained on this data set, using
the error on the holdout set as an early stopping criterion. For each model, the
performance on both ratings for both split ratings and non-split ratings is
measured as the average of the five cross-validation models. The results are
presented in Table 7.19. Table 7.19 shows  that the performance on split ratings
is worse than the performance on the non-split ratings for both Moody's and
S&P ratings, and both the neural network and the linear model, both measured
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in PCC and MSE13 Apparently, the disagreement between both rating agencies
is covered by the explanatory data.

Table 7.19.  Results  of modeling split-ratings

PCC MSE

Split ratings Non-split Split ratings Non-split
ratings ratings

Neural network:

S&P 51% 59% 0.708 0.614

Moody's 37% 56% 0.937 0.609

Lineair model:

S&P 48% 59% 0.758 0.582

Moody's 43% 48% 0.992 0.604

Table   7.19   may also indicate   that the explanatory    data   are more suited   to
model S&P ratings than Moody's ratings, since the performance on S&P ra-
tings is superior to the performance on Moody's ratings. However, due to the
limited number of data patterns, this indication can only be regarded as tenta-
tive.

7.4.9 EXTRAPOLATION WHH NEURAL NETWORKS

It is generally believed that applying neural networks in an extrapolating
manner results in very poor performance, below that of linear models. To
evaluate the behavior of the neural network model, the following test was
applied.

The network trained on Model I was applied to a new data set that contained
102 patterns of Japanese firms, rated by Moody's in 1995. Thus, extrapolation
was  required with respect  to:
-Moody's ratings instead of S&P's;
-Japanese firms instead of US-firms;

13 ote that when measured on MSE, the neural networks hardly outperform the linear
models. However, a comparison of the total performance cannot be made since the linear
model is not based on cross-validation. For the purpose of studying the behavior of the
models on split ratings, the total performance is considered of minor importance.
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-ratings assigned  in 1995 instead of  1994.

The extrapolation over time is rather limited, since the difference is only a
year. Bond ratings are known to remain rather stable over such a short period
of time, and secondly, explanatory variables are based on five-years averages,
so there is a considerable overlap in both data sets with respect to the observed

period. Also , extrapolation from S&P ratings to Moody's ratings is limited,
since both agencies often agree on their assigned rating. However, as described
in Chapter 3, S&P and Moody's make different adjustments to financial ratios.

Therefore, the relationship between financial ratios and assigned bond ratings

may differ between Moody's and S&P.
An extrapolation to foreign firms may have the largest impact on the perfor-
mance. Choi et al. (1983) describe several aspects of foreign environments that
require a different interpretation of financial ratios. For example, Choi found
that Japanese firms are extremelyhigh leveraged when compared to similar US
firms. Due to cultural and tax-related factors, equity financing in Japan is
relatively costly compared to debt financing. A high leverage for Japanese
firms is less threatening since Japanese banks are often tightly linked to the
financial conglomerates that they finance. Therefore, a bank seldom imposes
financial penalties on delayed interest payments or calls a delinquent loan from
a related company. Instead, the bank will typically postpone interest and prin-
cipal repayment and, in some instances, even refinance the loan on more
liberal terms. It is common practice for the lending bank to install a bank
official as president or board member of the troubled company to provide it
with helpful managerial assistance.

The performance of both the neural network model and the linear (OLS)
model is presented in Table 7.20.

Table 7.20. Results when extmpolating

Neural network Model I PCC MSE

on the original data set (n=205) 52% 0.464

on Japanese Moody's ratings as per 1995 (n=102) 52% 0.688

Linear model

on the original data set (n=205) 43% 0.791

on Japanese Moody's ratings as per 1995 (n=102) 45% 1.015

Table 7.20 shows that PCC-performance for the Japanese ratings is comparable
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to the performance for the original data, for both the neural network model and
the linear model. Measured by MSE, both models show an increase in error.
The degree of deterioration is roughly equal for both techniques. A review of
the distribution of the errors shows that for both techniques the difference in
behavior of PCC and MSE should be interpreted to mean that when the model
makes an error, the error is more severe on average for the Japanese data set
than for the original data set. The relatively good performance on the Japanese
data set could be explained by the fact that in a statistical sense, the extrapola-
tion may be less than it appears. Although the Japanese ratings are not based
on S&P's analysis, and on a US environment, the data patterns are not neces-
sarily outliers when compared to the original data set. A review of the distri-
bution of the capital structure variable does not reveal extremely high levera-
ges for the Japanese firms, as found by Choi.
Without elaborating further on the statistical matters of detecting outliers, it is
assumed that assigning ratings to Japanese firms can be considered to be an
extrapolated task.

The   same   test was applied to Moody's ratings   for   52 US firms  and   17   UK
firms. The PCCs and MSEs are comparable to the results presented above.

It can be concluded that both the linear model and the neural network model
are quite robust when applied to inter-national and inter-agency extrapolation.
This contradicts the general notion that neural networks perform poorly when
extrapolating.

7.5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, attempts have been made to model the judgmental bond rating
process through neural networks. Since earlier models have been criticized for
their lack of theoretical basis underlying the choice of explanatory variables,
data in this study was gathered on the basis of the findings of the in-depth
study on the bond rating process. For each of the categories defined in Chapter
4, variables were defined and collected from Datastream and EDGAR. For
some categories, for example, the influence on the market by the government,
and the introduction of new products, a definition of a quantifiable definition
could not be constructed. For other categories, for example, the ranking within
the industry by market capitalization as a proxy for market position, only
general proxies could be obtained. Thus, only a limited number of the factors
found in the content analysis turned out to be suitable for data gathering in this
study.
Since the universe of industrial bond ratings is not infinite, only models with a
limited number of explanatory variables can be estimated reliably. Combined
with the non-availability of many of the data in Datastream, the largest data set
contained only 256 patterns.
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Further reduction of input variables by selection of variables with high corre-
lation to the output and the contribution to linear modeling, resulted in a list of
inputs that has hardly any resemblance to the palet of factors found in the
content analysis. Thus, although the search for explanatory variables was
structured on the basis of a study of the bond rating process, due to measure-
ment and data collection problems, many of the final selected variables are
comparable to those of earlier models, which were based on the intuitive
appeal of variables.

The explanatory variables are divided into accounting data, other public data,
and data provided by S&P or Moody's. Thus, three distinctive models can be
developed: a model solely based on accounting information (Model D, a model
based on 'all public' information (Model ID. and a model that also contains
variables determined by the bond rating agencies themselves (Model III).

For the design of the neural network, the error back propagation architecture
was selected, although Kohonen networks may also be suitable. In backprop
neural networks, many parameters have to be set, such as the number of hid-
den layers and hidden neurons, initial weights, learning rate and momentum,
and activation functions. Since no rules or guidelines exist for most of these
parameters, the default settings only were evaluated. Only for the number of
hidden neurons, several settings have been evaluated. It turned out that the
optimal performance was found in models with eight (Model  II  and  III)  or   12
(Model I) hidden neurons.

The quality of the neural network models is measured as the percentage of
correct classification (PCC) and mean square error (MSE). Although the back-
prop algorithm is oriented towards minimizing the MSE, the PCC is easier to
interpret and is directed more to the goal of a classification model. It was
found that both measures have different patterns. Therefore, it can be said that
different performance criteria lead to different 'best models'.

Since neural networks have a tendency to overfit the data, special attention
must be paid to the reliability of the estimated quality of the models. N-fold
cross-validation has been recommended for neural networks, but if this method
is combined with early stopped training, the out-of-sample performance may
become biased and overstate actual performance. Secondly, problems occur
when determining the final model. To solve these problems, two alternative
methods of cross-validation were proposed.
Within the 'averaged output method', five cross-validation trainings were
carried out, each starting from the initial random weights, using the error on
the test set as the 'stop training' criterion. For each data pattern, the average
output of the five cross-validation models was considered as representing the
final model. This method has the advantage that all available data are used for
both training and testing, but some overfitting on the test set occurred.
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In the 'double test set' method, the 'best' of the five cross-validation models is
considered to be the final model. The generalization power of the final model
was estimated by a four-fold cross-validation on the data set that was used to
train the final model. Each cross-validation training starts from the weight
structure of the final model. For each of these four-fold cross-validation trai-
nings, two subsets were left out of the sample. One of the subsets was used for
the early stopping, the other subset was used to estimate out-of-sample perfor-
mance. Although this method is less sensitive to overfitting, performance may
be worse since fewer data patterns are available for training. In this study, it
has been found that the models based on the double test set method outperfor-
med models developed with the averaged output method. Since both methods
are rather complex, a general conclusion on the quality of both methods cannot
be drawn.

Since earlier studies showed some variance among the errors within a cross-
validation, an attempt has been made in this study to construct the subsets in
such a way that each training set and test set is representative of the whole
domain of the problem. In this way, the variance of performance among the
cross-validation models can be expected to be minimized. For this purpose, the
total data set was clustered using a Kohonen network (Self Organizing Feature
Map). After clustering, each cluster was divided equally over the five subsets
that were used in cross-validation. The variance of the performance was com-
pared to two benchmark techniques: a 'naive' method where the distribution
over the subsets is determined by the assigned bond rating (each subset con-
tains about the same number AAA ratings, AA ratings, etc.) and a random
allocation of the data patterns over the subsets. Although the Kohonen techni-
que slightly outperformed the random allocation, no significant improvement
over the naive method has been found.

The out of sample performance measured in PCC is 54.3% for Model I, 54.7%
for Model II, and 67.3% for Model III. Linear models (OLS) performed about
12 percent points lower. Therefore, it can be concluded that neural networks
outperformed linear models. Apparently, the bond rating process has nonlinea-
rities. The degree of nonlinearity can be expressed by the degree of nonmono-
tonicity or reviewed by sensitivity analysis. The input variables 'interest cove-
rage' and 'cash flow' are (almost) monotonically related to the rating. Other
variables have a higher degree of nonmonotonicity. For most of the variables,
nonmonotonicity cannot be explained by the theory. Therefore, the nonmo-
notonicity may not stem from a real nonmonotonic relationship in the bond
rating process, but may be caused by the omission of other relevant explana-
tory variables.
Since the applied monotonicity index is a rather crude measure of nonlinearity,
the variance in the magnitude of the first derivatives at each data point provi-
des more insight into the nonlinearity of the neural network solution. Several
graphs of these sensitivity values show different patterns of sensitivity across
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the domain of each explanatory variable.

Although neural networks are considered to be black boxes, some rough esti-
mators of the importance of individual inputs can be found in the literature.
One of these measures is the relative size of the weights that can be attributed
to an individual input neuron. For all three models, the cash flow variable
turned out to be the most important variable. However, some precautions have
to be made for interpreting this measure. For example, when this measure is
applied to the seven-output architecture, the estimated importance within
separate rating classes does not reconcile to the findings of the sensitivity
analysis.

In the literature, it has been recommended to use multiple output variables for
classification tasks. However, for bond rating neural network modeling this
approach has not yet been found in the literature. For this study, seven output
neurons were defined, corresponding to the seven rating classes (AAA-CCC).
One of the advantages of such a network design is that the confidence of each
classification can be assessed. This confidence is measured as the proportion of
the output value of the winning output neuron to the total output value of all
output neurons. An analysis of the error rate revealed that the performance of
the model increases when confidence increases. This is a desirable feature of
the model, since it may provide a conditional probability of the error rate,
given the confidence of a particular classification.

One of the criticisms of earlier bond rating models is that industry characteris-
tics are not taken into account. Therefore, in this study two alternative appro-
aches were evaluated: adding [0,1] dummy variables to indicate the Enginee-
ring    industry, and rescaling financial ratios to their industry mean. Neural
networks trained on these data sets did not produce higher performances than
models without adjustments for industry effects.

Since bond rating make considerable adjustments to financial ratios, the effect
of such adjustments on the outcomes of the models was evaluated by replacing
leverage ratios from Datastream by S&P leverage ratios for Models I and II,
and vice versa for Model III. It turns out that Model II is more sensitive to this
adjustment than Model I and III, although performance deteriorates for all
three models . However, for model Is and III, about 80% of all patterns are
still assigned to the same rating class as the unadjusted data patterns. Perfor-
mance is still better than if the values of of the leverage ratio are chosen
randomly.

To study the behavior of models when applied to split ratings, a neural net-
work was trained with two output neurons, representing the rating by Moody's
and the rating by S&P. The data set contained both split ratings and non-split
ratings. This neural network performed slightly better on the S&P ratings than
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on the Moody's ratings. More interestingly, the performance on the split ratings
was worse than on the non-split ratings. Apparently, the explanatory data
covered the ambiguity that leads to the different ratings by S&P and Moody's.

A final generalization test was conducted by applying a neural network trained
on   S&P   April 1994 ratings   of US firms on Moody's   July 1995 ratings   of
Japanese firms. This task required an extrapolation with respect to the agency,
the nation of origin, and the time period. Although neural networks are known
to be bad models for extrapolation, their performance deteriorated only
slightly. The same extrapolation performed by a linear model resulted in com-
parable findings.

It can be concluded that neural networks perform well on classification of
bond ratings. If the explanatory variables are restricted to annual report data
(Model I), the performance reaches a level of 54.3% correct classifications.
The best model of the bond raters' judgment reached a level of 67.3% correct
classifications. This model, however, involves explanatory variables that cannot
be derived from annual reports.

In the introduction to this chapter, four areas of improvement for bond rating
modeling were addressed:
-selection of explanatory variables based on the analysis of the bond rating
process: due to several types of measurement and availability problems, this
improvement could not be exploited fully;
-the influence of industry was included in the model, but turned out to be
insignificant. This is in line with earlier studies;
-the influence of ratio adjustments was analyzed. Models with adjusted ratios
performed considerably better.
-by applying neural networks nonlinear relationships were retrieved from the
data. Although these nonlinearities do not seem to relate to noise, the interpre-
tation of the nonlinearities that were found is not straightforward.

Areas for further research on bond rating modeling:
Since the number of industrial bond ratings is not infinite (an educated guess
by the author would be no more than 2000 firms), the number of explanatory
variables than can be reliably estimated is inherently limited, and less than the
number of factors that are considered by the bond rating analyst. Therefore,
statistical models that require values of all input variables for all patterns (like
regression techniques and backprop neural networks) are either unreliable or
incomplete. This requirement also puts a burden on the total number of avai-
lable data patterns if relevant inputs are hard to obtain. It would be more effi-
cient if it could be determined ex ante which inputs are relevant for a particu-
lar firm. For example, the sensitivity analysis shows that the ratings of some
firms are not sensitive to one or more input variables. However, the neural
network still requires that this data is provided. In contrast, within expert
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systems, information is only requested from the user if that information turns
out to be relevant for that particular problem. However, the rules that determi-
ne which kind of information is relevant for a given firm are hard to obtain,
since bond rating agencies are still rather secretive about their methods of
analysis. One solution to this problem may be to split the rating decision into
its composite parts. As described in Chapter 2, S&P divides the total credit
risk to Business risk and Financial risk. Each of these risks are further broken
down into more detailed factors. Models may be improved if ratings are not
estimated directly from the 'row data', but via the composite elements. This
would also decrease the black box character of the bond rating model, since
the outcome can be traced back to separate evaluations of the composite risks.
Similar to Moody's ratings, separate models may be built to determine whether
a firm's financial position is good, or leverage is relatively high or low. These
evaluation of factors are mentioned in the rating rationales, so that these mo-
dels may be estimated statistically. However, such relations may not be
straightforward. In Chapter   3,   it was shown that determining whether leverage
is considered to be high or low cannot be based on the leverage ratio alone.
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Chapter 8: Summary and Conclusions

Debt financing is a major part of the worldwide capital markets. For a smooth
functioning of these capital markets and an efficient allocation of financing, it
is important that investors are well informed about the default risk of the debt
issuing entity, since this risk is a major part of the total risk of investments.
The objective of financial statements is to provide insight in the financial
position of the firm. The main aspects of the financial position are profitabili-
ty, liquidity and solvency. In this study, solvency assessment was the main
object of study. More particularly, the research question focused on the extent
to which the annual report provides the information necessary for solvency
assessment.

The study focused on the solvency assessment by bond rating agencies. Since
solvency assessment is part of general financial statement analysis, it can be
found in many different empirical settings, for example, within the analyses of
sell side financial analysts and bank loan officers. However, since solvency as-
sessment is only one aspect among many in these environments, the informa-
tion needs regarding solvency assessment cannot be separated for an in-depth
study. A pure form of solvency assessment can be found at bond rating agen-
cies such as Moody's and Standard & Poor's. Although theoretically a bond ra-
ting only applies to one of the outstanding debentures of a firm, in practice the
bond rating is considered to be an indication of the default risk of the entire
firm. Therefore, in this study, the information needs of bond rating analysts
was analyzed.

The setup of the study recognized the following steps:

-to explore the determinants of the empirical solvency assessment performed
by bond rating agencies, an in-depth study was performed on the bond rating
decision process. This resulted in insights regarding the information needs of
bond rating analysts.

-to assess to which extent annual reporting forfills the information needs
determined in the former research step, reconciliations were made between
rating considerations (rating rationales) and the information content in annual
reporting.

-when knowing the information required for bond rating and information
provided in annual reporting, an attempt was made to build a quantitative
model of the bond rating decision.
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DETERMINANTS OF BOND RATING

Only few studies have been performed on the rating considerations of large
bond rating agencies such as Moody's and S&P. This is mainly due to the
secrecy that bond rating agencies apply to their internal procedures. They
stress that bond rating is primarily a matter of professional judgment rather
than a mathematical summary of predetermined figures or financial ratios. This
judgment involves extensive financial analyses of the firm and its environment,
taking both qualitative and quantitative information into account. In earlier
studies, rating determinants were summarized into five categories (future
earning power, liquidity, asset protection, indenture provisions, quality of
management), or divided over Business Risk and Financial Risk. These studies

suggested that accounting information determines about half of the rating.

To expand the theoretical basis of solvency assessment, the literature was
reviewed for theoretical foundations of solvency, or its counterpart, insolvency

or bankruptcy/default risk. Although many studies have been performed on
modeling bankruptcy predictions based on financial ratios, no theoretical
foundation of bankruptcy risk was found. Bankruptcy models are based on
explanatory variables that are chosen based on their intuitive appeal and statis-
tical significance.

In practice, the notion of solvency is often strongly related to the capital struc-
ture of the firm. In general, it is assumed that default risk increases if the
relative amount of debt increases. To study the backgrounds of this assumption
into more detail, theories on capital structure were reviewed for arguments that
support or modify this general notion. A two-fold effect of capital structure
can be distinguished:
-the asset coverage of debt: as long as the realizable value of assets exceed the
amount of outstanding debt, repayment of debt is assumed to be feasible.
-the leverage effect on the firm's earnings: since shareholders receive the
residual income after deduction of (fixed) interest costs, the volatility of their
remuneration increases if the level of interest costs increases. Several subse-
quent years of low total earnings may excavate the firm's equity and cause
financial default.

Both perspectives on the role of capital structure have different consequences
on how to measure the capital structure of a firm. Especially for capital com-
ponents that have characteristics of both equity and debt, classification as
either debt or equity is not straightforward. For example, subordinated debt
resembles more to equity from the perspective of preferred claims on the firm's
assets. On the other hand, its fixed interest rate causes a leverage effect on
shareholders' income.
In general, capital structure can only be a rough proxy for the firm's future
ability to service debt, since its measurement is bound to one moment in time,
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and valuation standards of assets and debt may not be suited for solvency
assessment purposes. Consequently, it was found that leverage ratio values
calculated and presented by bond rating agencies widely differ from the leve-
rage ratio values published in the financial statements. Several corrections were
made to the published ratios to adjust for (international) accounting standard
diversity. This study did not find standard procedures for such adjustments to
financial ratios within bond rating agencies. Inconsistencies on this matter in
S&P's publications and the observed divergence in measuring capital structure
between Moody's and S&P suggests that such adjustments were made on an
ad-hoc basis. In contrast to theories suggest that debt and equity should be
measured on a market value basis, such practice was not found to be widely
used by Moody's.

From the theories on capital structure, several arguments can be found that
affect the acceptable level of leverage of a particular firm. In general, when
chosing a desired level of leverage, a trade-off has to be made between the
benefits of high leverage and the costs of bankruptcy. The most important
benefit of high leverage found in the literature, is the tax shield argument.
Since interest costs are tax-deductable and profits are not, the firm can mini-
mize the cash outflow to tax authorities by maximizing the amount of debt.
Thus, a maximum amount of value remains distributable to shareholders and
debtholders. Under some circumstances, debtholders may benefit from this tax
shield if it provides an additional collateral value within the firm.
Several theories descibe the costs of bankruptcy in more detail. Bankruptcy
costs depend on the presence of efficient second-hand markets for the firm's
assets, and the potential costs incurred on the firm's stakeholders such as
suppliers, customers and employees.
Uncertainty about future earnings can be reduced by stabilizing earnings by
diversification over several industries. Agency theories suggest that debtholders
can ensure the preservation of their wealth by monitoring instruments to pre-
vent asset substitution from debtholders to shareholders. The firm may signal
their adherence to debtholders' interests by bonding instruments or reducing the
information asymmetry by extensive disclosure on its planned activities.
Thus, a certain level of leverage may be evaluated as either high or low,
depending on the characteristics of the firm. This notion is supported by an
analysis of the practice of Moody's. In its rating rationales, Moody's classifies
some firms as high leveraged and some as low leveraged. Comparing the
leverage ratios of both groups of firms, shows that no clear-cut border exists
between high and low leverage.

To test the validity of the suggested rating determinants, a research method
was proposed and performed that has been rather rare in an accounting envi-
ronment: content analysis. From Moody's copies were obtained of the Euro-
market Credit Opinions. This publication is a quarterly guide to the credit qua-
lity of corporates. These Credit Opinions present one-page summary analyses
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of a vast number of bond issues. Each analysis contains Moody's ratings, key
financial statistics, and Moody's summary opinion of the credit, which provides
the rationale and outlook for the ratings. According to Moody's, the rationale
gives the basis for the current rating and highlights the key factors that Mood-
y's believes will affect the credit quality of the company's debt -and Moody's
ratings- in the future. When applying content analysis, textual data is reduced
to more manageable bits of data, by tabulating references with similar meaning
into predefined categories. The total set of categories is referred to as the
coding scheme. A coding scheme can either be derived from the texts themsel-
ves, or from theory.

Content analysis has some advantages over other methods such as interviews,
questionnaires and laboratory experiments. The latter methods require the
cooperation of bond rating analysts. Since it is generally known that bond
rating analysts are reluctant to disclose their internal procedures, such methods
are unlikely to be successful. Content analysis focuses on textual data, in this
case, Moody's rating rationales, and therefore do not require the cooperation of
the analysts. Secondly, since textual data can be archieved, content analysis
may capture a wide time horizon more efficiently than interactive research
techniques such as interviews.
Other beneficial side-effects are that the studied object (i.e., the analyst) is not
affected by the researcher -which may happen by biased questions during
interviews-, and data relate to actual behavior. The opposite side of these
benefit is that individual variables cannot be separated like in laboratory expe-
riments, and that findings can only be derived inductively. General rules may
be more easily obtained by interviews.

The findings of earlier bond rating studies were tested by performing content
analyses on a sample of rating rationales. Each rationale was read and referen-
ces on distinctive categories of rating factors were scored and tabulated. The
general assumption underlying these content analyses is, that the most relevant
factors will be mentioned more often in the rationales than less relevant fac-
tors. At first sight, this assumption may seem heroic, and some exceptions
such as industry-specific factors were addressed.

Several findings can be derived from the results of the content analyses:

-approximately half of the references found related to accounting information.
This relates not only to published financial ratios, but also to projections on
accounting figures. Although the general notion in practice suggests that sol-
vency is especially related to balance sheet items, the largest portion of refe-

rences to accounting information related to the income statement.

-among the five categories of factors defined by Sherwood, future earning
power was far out the most important. On the other hand, indenture provisions
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seemed to be less important.

-rating determining factors were reasonably equal distributed over Business
Risk and Financial risk defined by S&P, although slightly more emphasis was
put on Business Risk elements.

-although the overviews of Sherwood and S&P had considerable broad cove-
rages of factors, the content analysis pointed to several factors that are not
covered by these overviews. Examples are the necessity of capital (re)invest-
ments, currency exposure and litigation claims.

Using a coding scheme consisting of the theoretical arguments found in the
literature on capital structure, the relevance of these arguments in practice was
tested. No references were found that point to the tax shield argument, and the
number of references to expected bankruptcy costs were also small. These
findings suggest that these arguments are not key factors in the bond rating
decision. On the othe/ hand, several references were found on the liquidity of
assets, the stabilizing effect of diversification on earnings, and the unwarranted
risk of changing the risk profile of the firm (asset substitution risk) Although
some references could be interpreted as references to signalling or information
asymmetry, the applied research method may not be suited to detect such
references.

DISCLOSURE OF RATING DETERMINANTS IN ANNUAL REPORTS

To test to what extent annual reports inform about rating determinants, a
sample of 33 annual reports of rated firms was analyzed in this respect. The
contents of the rating rationales were confronted to disclosure in the annual
report. For this purpose, each rationale was broken down into the smallest bits
of information. For each of these items, disclosure was measured by reading
the most recent annual report. The results show that more than half of these
items can be confirmed by disclosures in the annual reports. For 20% of the
items no confirming information could be found in the annual report.
In order to measure the extent of disclosure several methods were proposed.
The results of the content analysis were used to assign relative weights of
importance to each category of information. This refinement had only limited
effects on the overall findings, although the disclosure rate per firm was affec-
ted more strongly.

Most of the references that are confirmed by the annual report were found in
the sections Chairman's Statement, MD&A, and the verbal descriptions of the
segments of the company. The financial statements (balance sheet, profit &
loss account, cash flow statement and notes) provide relatively fewer refe-

rences. This contradicts the findings of Vergoossen's study on the relative
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importance of the several sections of the annual report. However, differences
may stem from the applied research method.

The analysis of not found references indicates that the guaranteed status of
debt within groups is poorly disclosed. Earnings and cash flow were relatively
well disclosed by discussions and analysis by the management.

A comparison between firms from the US, Japan, UK, and Germany did not
reveal a structural difference in disclosure on the items that were mentioned in
the rationales. Although international differences in disclosure could be ex-
plained by differences in accounting legislation, this effect could not be mea-
sured due to the ambiguity of identifying voluntary and mandatory disclosure.

MODELING BOND RATING

From an academic point of view, bond rating models are interesting since they
may provide insight in the judgmental processes of bond rating analysts. For
practioneers, bond rating models may serve as a low-cost alternative to make
preliminary estimates of the default risk of the analyzed firms.
The criticisms on existing models focus on
-the lack of theoretical basis of selected explanatory variables;
-the lack of qualitative and industry specific information;
-the lack of coverage of inside information;
-the lack of adjustments for differences in accounting methods;
-applied modeling techniques are not able to capture the complex structure of
the bond rating decision.

In this study, attempts were made to improve on the above mentioned areas.
Since earlier models have been criticized for their lack of theoretical funda-
ments regarding the choice of explanatory variables, in this study data is
gathered based on the findings of the in-depth study on the bond rating pro-
cess. For each of the categories defined in the content analysis, variables were
defined and searched for in Datastream and EDGAR. However, for several
factors, data gathering turned out to be not feasible. Difficulties related to
measure factors in a quantified manner. This applies to, for example, the influ-
ence on the market by the government, and the introduction of new products.
Another problem was data availability in electronic databases. For some cate-
gories, only rough proxies could be obtained, for example, the ranking within
the industry by market capitalization as a proxy for market position. Thus,
only a limited part of the factors found in the content analysis turned out to be
suited for data gathering.

Since the universe of industrial bond ratings is not infinite, only models with a
limited number of explanatory variables can be estimated reliably. Combined
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with the non-availability of many of the data in Datastream, the largest data set
contained only 256 patterns. This limited number of data patterns limited the
maximum number of explanatory variables that can be included in the model.
Therefore, only the most relevant inputs were selected. Further reduction of
input variables by selection of variables with high correlation to the output and
the contribution to linear modeling, resulted in a list of inputs that had hardly
any resemblance to the palet of factors found with content analysis. Thus,
although the search for explanatory variables was structured by a study of the
bond rating process, due to measurement and data collection problems, many
of the final selected variables were comparable to those of the earlier models,
which were based on the intuitive appeal of variables.

Most models found in the literature employ linear regression or multiple dis-
criminant analysis. Some references were found on the application of artificial
intelligence techniques such as fuzzy logic and neural networks. These latter
techniques were assumed to improve the modeling of nonlinearities and the
interaction between explanatory variables.

For the design of the neural network, the error back propagation architecture
was selected. Since backprop neural networks are universal approximators,
they can capture any nonlinear relationship in the data. Since neural networks
are vulnerable to overfitting, special attention was paid to the reliability of the
estimated performance of the models. N-fold cross-validation has been recom-
mended for neural networks, but when this method is combined with 'early
stopped training', out-of-sample performance may become biased and overstate
the performance, and problems occur when determining the final model. To
solve this problem, two alternative methods of cross-validation were proposed.
In the 'averaged output method', five cross-validation trainings were performed,
each starting from the initial random weights, using the performance on the
test set as the stop training criterion. For each data pattern, the average output
of the five cross-validation models was considered to represent the final model.
Although this method has the advantage that all available data are used for
both training and testing, some overfitting on the test set occurred.
Within the 'double test set' method, the 'best' of the five cross-validation mo-
dels was considered to be the final model. The generalization power of this
final model is estimated by a four-fold cross-validation on the data set that was
used to train the final model. Each cross-validation training started from the
weight structure of the final model. For each of this four-fold cross-validation
trainings, two subsets are held out-of-sample. One of the subsets is used for
the early stopping, the other subset is used to estimate the out-of-sample per-
formance. Although this method is less vulnerable for overfitting, the perfor-
mance may be worse since less data patterns are available for training. In this
study, it was found that the models based on the double test set method out-
performed models developed with the averaged output method. Since both
methods are rather complex, a general conclusion on the quality of both me-
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thods cannot be drawn.

When using only accounting data as explanatory variables, the out-of-sample
performance measured in percentage of correct classification (PCC) is 54.3%.
When non-accounting information such as market position measures were
added as inputs, the performance remained about equal (54.7%). When adding
financial ratios published (and adjusted) by Moody's and subordination mea-
sures, performances significantly increased (67.3%), thereby showing the
relevance of ratio adjustments by bond rating analysts. Since the nature of ratio
adjustments remains largely unknown, such variables have to be considered as
'inside information'. Some further analyses show that published ratios can be
considered as reasonable proxies for the adjusted ratios.
Linear models (OLS) on the same data sets resulted in performances that were
approximately 12 percent points lower. Therefore,   it   can be concluded   that
neural networks outperformed the linear models. Apparently, the bond rating
process has nonlinearities. The degree of nonlinearity can be expressed by the
degree of nonmonotonicity or reviewed by sensitivity analysis. Since the
monotonicity measure found in the literature is a rather crude proxy, a refined
alternative measure was proposed, which turned out to be more robust on
different data sets.
The input variables interest coverage and cash flow were (almost) monotoni-
cally related to the rating. Other variables had a higher degree of nonmonoto-
nicity. For most of the variables, the nonmonotonicity could not be explained
by the theory. Therefore, the nonmonotonicity may not stem from a real non-
monotonic relation in the bond rating process, but may be caused by the
omission of other relevant explanatory variables.

Although neural networks are considered to be black boxes, some rough esti-
mators of the importance of individual inputs were found in the literature. One
of these measures is the relative size of the weights that can be attributed to an
individual input neuron. For all three models, the cash flow variable turned out
to be the most important variable. However, some precautions have to be made
for interpreting this measure, since more detailed analyses show conflicting
findings.

To cope with industry characteristics, two alternative approaches were evalua-
ted: adding [0,1] dummy variables which indicate the Engineering industry,
and rescaling financial ratios to their industry mean value. Neural networks
trained on these data sets did not have higher performances than models wit-
hout adjustments for industry effects. Therefore, little improvement was expec-
ted in this direction of model refinement.

As a test of generalization capacity, a neural network model trained on S&P
April 1994 ratings of US firms was applied to a data set consisting of Moody's
July 1995 ratings of Japanese firms.  Thus,  this task required an extrapolation
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regarding the agency, the nation of origin, and the time period. Although
neural networks are known to be bad models for extrapolation, performance
deteriorated only to a limited extent. The same extrapolation performed by a
linear model resulted in similar findings.

CONCLUSION

The main research question of this study was:

"To what extent does solvency assesment by bond rating agencies draw on
annual report information?"

Based on the findings of the present study, the answer is:

Bond rating requires information about the firm's environment (Business Risk)
and its financial structure (Financial Risk), or alternatively, the firm's future
earning power, liquidity, asset protection and quality of management. Ap-
proximately two-third of the required information can be found in the annual
report, especially in the verbal parts (MD&A). If disagreements between ana-
lysts and annual reporting are subtrackted from this score, the average disclo-
sure rate amounts 53%. Note that these findings are inductively derived. The-
refore, the findings give little direction how to read annual reports to estimate
default risk. The matters of attention differ widely among the rationales in the
data set. To transform the findings into a deductive model, a classification
model was developed. Using accounting and other public data, and advanced
modeling techniques, bond ratings can be modeled with an accuracy of 54%
correct classification in one of seven ranked classes.

Since these findings are based on bond ratings, some limitations have to be
taken into account when extrapolating these findings to solvency assessment in
general. Typical characteristics of bond ratings and bond issuing firms are:

-bonds are publicly listed:
This implies atomistic debtholders,   i.e., no strong inforcement of restrictions.
In contrast, banks may impose more direct restrictions on the firm's strategies
or financial profile. Consequently, the corresponding required information for
such actions are not covered in this study.
Secondly, publicly listed companies usually face more reporting requirements
than private firms. Therefore, disclosure is expected to be more extensive for
public firms. Even if private lenders require the same kind of information from
the firm, this information could be disclosed to private lenders only, without
public disclosure in the annual report.

-bond rating analysts are professional solvency assessors:
Other analysts, such as sell-side analysts on the stock market, may put less
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emphasis on solvency. Their solvency assessment may be less detailed, and
thereby requiring less information. Secondly, other users of financial informa-
tion may have less skills or education on this matter. As mentioned before,
S&P notes that for many users of annual reports, the leverage ratio is the only
point of reference for solvency assessment.

-bonds are normally not secured or asset backed.
For different forms of debt that do have collaterals, this feature may attrack
more attention of the analyst than as expected from the findings of this study.

-bond rating analysts may have access to inside information:
The most common areas of access to inside information relate to earning
prospects and investment plans. Since such plans will be realized and disclosed
within a period of several months, inside information is expected to have little
impact on long term solvency assessment. For some instances, such as secret
financial arrangements or proprietary information, confidentiality has to be
maintained infinitely. The setup of this study does not facilitate a measurement
of the role of such inside information.

SOME FINAL THOUGHTS

Now the research question has been anwered, questions arise what kind of
implications the answer may have. Does it give more insight into the role of
the annual report on financial markets, or does it address areas for improve-
ment of annual reporting, and if so, should accounting standards be extended
or revised?
Some arguments are discussed below. For some issues, there are contradicting
arguments. Note that these arguments are only tentative since they are not
examined analytically in this study. Therefore, the thoughts below are meant to
be a starting point for further research.

This study shows that solvency assessment requires a wide range of informa-
tion. Although it can argued that solvency is a rather financial matter - credi-
tors provide financing to the firm, and the firm has to pay interest and repay
principal amounts -, nonfinancial information seems to be as important as
accounting information.
From this perspective, it is remarkable that regulations on annual reporting
primarily focus on accounting information, while disclosure of nonfinancial
information is to a larger extent left to the discretion of management. In Ger-
many, the UK, Japan and the Netherlands, legislation only broadly indicates
which type of information should be disclosed in the MD&A (Financial Re-
view). Although in the US Regulation S-K is more detailed in addressing the
required information, the precision in describing how to define and recognize
the major determinants of the (future) well-being of the firm is far lower than
the detailed accounting standards setup by the FASB. Maybe as a consequence
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to the lack of standards, the MD&A is normally not externally audited to the
same extent as the financial statements.
From this perspective, it could be argued that the precision and care devoted to
accounting standard setting gets lost due to the losely regulated counterpart of
the information necessary for solvency assessment. If, for example, the careful
measured profitability of a firm has to be combined with a vaguely defined
market position to assess the earning power of the firm, the highest achievable
precision fully depends on the latter factor. In such case, any improvement in
measuring profitability is futile since it does not reduce the noise in 'measu-
ring' market position.
However, the continuing worldwide efforts made to improve financial repor-
ting suggests that high accounting standard quality does have its merits. This
can be attributed to other purposes that annual reports serve. In contrast to
solvency assessment and sell-side stock analysis where future outlooks are
dominant, there are several purposes where historical accounting information is
more dominant than qualitative information. Examples are accountability of
management for past performance, management bonus schemes, regulatory
supervision on tariffs, and measurement of tax income.

Considering the findings that accounting information (either historical figures
or expectations of accounting numbers) covers only approximately half of the
information required for bond rating, it is remarkable that models based on
some historical financial figures have a reasonably well performance. Several
explanations can be thought of:
-The profile of a firm's financial ratios might capture nonfinancial factors in an
implicit manner. For example, severe price competition would be reflected in
relatively low profit margins. In that case, adding a competition variable would
be redundant. If financial ratios are autocorrelated, current ratios might be a
reasonable approximation of future values of these ratios. However, some
studies found low autocorrelation in profit time series.
-Although bond rating analysts recognize that nonfinancial factors also affect
the firm's financial health, their judgment may cling to financial ratios that
may seem more objective. This psychological effect is called "anchoring"
(Feenstra, 1985). On the other hand, in Chapter 3 it was shown that bond
rating analysts make considerable adjustments to published leverage ratios,
which turned out to be better explanatory variables in the bond rating models
than the published ratios. Such adjustments deny the idea of anchoring.

Considering the significant portion of rating-relevant information that is not
included in the annual reporting, it can be questioned whether annual reporting
could be improved with respect to solvency assessment by adding such infor-
mation to the annual report, and if so, whether such disclosure should be
regulated. Now, analysts have to gather information from different sources.
Collecting all relevant information in just one document would be more effi-
cient. However, there are some limitations:
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-External annual reporting is multi-purpose by its nature. Accumulating all
different types of information for all purposes into one document would result
in an information overload. On the other hand, many of the factors found to be
relevant such as market position, economic climate and competition are appli-
cable to several purposes. Therefore, including such information in the annual
report would result in an information overload only for certain types of users.

-Users of annual report may not willing to rely solely on one source of infor-
mation, in particular when the provider of the information has an interest in
the decision of the user. Although it was found in Chapter 5 that Moody's ana-
lysts often agree with the (subjective) expectations expressed by management
in the annual report, analysts may want to verify published information any-
way by reconciling it to information from other sources. This applies in parti-
cular for information that is not independently audited. For some types of
information, such as macro-economic factors, objective data can be gathered
from other sources at low costs. Therefore, there is little cost saving achievable
in including the information in the annual reportif multiple sources of informa-
tion are used anyway.

-Annual reporting is not suited to provide information on short notice. In
Chapter 5, it was found that sudden major events such as mergers and acquisi-
tions can drastically change the rating rationale. In order to inform the public
timely, other means of communications such as press releases remain necessa-
ry.

-Translating the information needs such as those of bond rating analysts into
reporting standards encounters some practical difficulties. Standards for the
financial statements are built on a coherent system based on double entry
bookkeeping. Although there are many choices to be made with respect to
recognition, measurement and presentation of the elements in the financial
statements, the basic framework of a balance sheet and income statement are
in essence the same for all firms. For nonfinancial information, there is no
such basic encompassing framework. No systems are known to present non-
financial factors such as the firm's market position, economic climate, and
regulatory environment in a coherent model. Therefore, standards for the
presentation of information on these matters has to be defined for each factor
separately.
An additional complication is that the nonfinancial information required by
bond rating analysts is diverse and varying between firms. Since the informa-
tion required by rating analysts are not drawn from a standard checklist, cert-
ain types of information may be very relevant for a particular firm, while it is
not applicable for other firms (for example, industry-specific factors such as
patents, brands and R&D activities). Requiring the entire range of information
from all firms might result in an information overload.
As a consequence, the distinction between relevant and less relevant informati-
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on about a particular firm cannot be made on a generic level of regulation, and
therefore has to be primarily left to the discretion of management. Therefore,
in regulations often completeness of disclosure is only mandated by a general
remark that any type of information that may be relevant for the users should
be disclosed. To illustrate what types of information might be relevant, repor-
ting standards often provide some general examples.

Another remark that emerges from the finding that approximately 20% of the
information needed by bond rating analysts cannot be found in the annual
report relates to accounting research on voluntary disclosure. Some of the
arguments mentioned by Moody's in the rating rationale will be based on
information provided by the firm, although other means of communication
than the annual report were used, for example, press releases or meetings with
financial analysts. These types of information also contribute to the insight into
the financial position of the firm, which is also the main objective of annual
reporting. Therefore, all information provided by the firm that contributes to
the insight into the financial position of the firm should be integrated when
studying (voluntary) disclosure, regardless of whether or not the information is
published in the annual report.

In summary, the variety in firms, their environments, and purposes of annual
reporting make it difficult to make general conclusions on the role of accoun-
ting information, other information in the annual report, and desired directions
for improvement of annual reporting. However, in this study it has been found
that information in the annual report is a major source of information for those
interested in the solvency of the firm.
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Samenvatting in het Nederiands

Voor een goede werking van de kapitaalmarkt is het noodzakelijk dat krediet-
verschaffers beschikken over voldoende informatie om een gefundeerde ver-
wachting te vormen omtrent het rendement van het door hen verstrekte krediet.
Een belangrijk aspect hierbij de kans dat de onderneming in staat zal zijn om
rente en aflossing volledig en tijdig te betalen. De capaciteit om op lange
termijn aan financiale verplichtingen te kunnen blijven voldoen wordt aange-
duid met de term solvabiliteit.

Het jaarverslag is een belangrijke bron van informatie omtrent de financiele
positie van ondernemingen. In de Nederlandse wetgeving wordt het doel van
de jaarrekening omschreven als het inzicht geven in vermogen en resultaat,
alsmede voor zover de aard van de jaarrekening dat toelaat, omtrent de solva-
biliteit en liquiditeit van de rechtspersoon (art 362, Titel 9 BW 2). In deze
studie staat de solvabiliteit centraal. Er is onderzocht in hoeverre de informatie
die nodig is voor het beoordelen van de solvabiliteit van ondernemingen te
vinden is in het jaarverslag. Hiermee worden als het ware de grenzen afgetast
van het voorbehoud "voor zover..." in de doelbepaling van Titel 9 BW 2.

In deze studie is zowel de theorie als de praktijk (empirie) van solvabiliteitsbe-
oordeling onderzocht. Hierbij zijn de volgende onderzoeksvragen te onder-
scheiden:

-Welke informatie is nodig voor het beoordelen van de solvabiliteit van een
onderneming?

-In hoeverre is bovengenoemde informatie te vinden in het jaarverslag?

-Is het mogelijk om op basis van de informatie in het jaarverslag solvabiliteits-
beoordeling te modelleren?

BENODIGDE INFORMATIE VOOR SOLVABILrrErrSBEOORDELING

De theorie en de kapitaaistructuur

In de literatuur is weinig theorievorming te vinden omtrent solvabiliteitsbeoor-
deling. Enkele onderzoekers hebben getracht om de determinanten die leiden
tot faillissement te bepalen door middel van case studies. Binnen de geselec-
teerde gefailleerde ondernemingen waren weliswaar enkele gemeenschappelijke
factoren en symptomen aan te wijzen, maar de bevindingen waren niet zodanig
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dat er een gedetailleerde theorie uit afgeleid kon worden.

In de leerboeken over financiele analyse wordt met name de ratio-analyse
beschreven. Hierbij worden de mogelijkheden, maar vooral ook de beperkingen
van de solvabiliteitsratio en de rentedekkingsratio besproken. De verhouding
tussen eigen en vreemd vermogen van een onderneming (de solvabiliteitsratio,
of kapitaalstructuur) wordt vaak als een eerste indicatie beschouwd voor de
solvabiliteit. Veel onderzoek is gedaan naar de optimale kapitaalstructuur. De
uitkomsten van de theorieen varieren sterk, afhankelijk van de veronderstellin-
gen van iedere theorie. Op basis van de fiscale aftrekbaarheid van rente zou
schuldfinanciering de waarde van de onderneming kunnen verhogen. Ander-
zijds zal bij het toenemen van de schulden ook de kans op faillissement toe-
nemen. De verwachte kosten die samenhangen met een faillissement van een
onderneming -kosten van liquidatie, schadeclaims en afvloeiingsregelingen,
verlies van reputatie- zouden de waarde van de onderneming verlagen. Daar-
naast voorspelt de agency theory dat belangentegenstellingen tussen onderne-
ming, aandeelhouders en kredietverschaffers zullen leiden tot kosten om na-
koming van contracten af te dwingen. Financiering met eigen vermogen leidt
tot andere agency-kosten dan financiering met schulden. Een optimale kapitaal-
structuur is daardoor veelal niet eenduidig te bepalen. Naast de aspecten van
de kapitaalstructuur die invloed hebben op de waarde van de onderneming,
zijn er ook enkele aspecten aan te wijzen die direct of indirect invloed hebben
op de kans op faillissement. Voorbeelden hiervan zijn:

-het belastingvoordeel van schuldfinanciering: door belastingkosten te besparen
blijft er meer waarde tot de beschikking van de onderneming. Deze waarde
kan als waarborg dienen voor schuldeisers.

-venvachte faillissementskosten: naarmate belanghebbenden van de onderne-
ming zoals afnemers, leveranciers en werknemers sterker afhankelijk zijn van
de onderneming, bijvoorbeeld doordat de onderneming een 'uniek' product
voortbrengt, of een product met langdurige (onderhouds)contracten, zal er meer
druk zijn op de onderneming om faillissement te voorkomen.

-dive,sificatie: door de activiteiten van de onderneming te spreiden over meer-
dere markten wordt de volatiliteit van de totale winst en kasstromen gedempt.
Hierdoor wordt de kans op een structureel tekort aan kasstromen voor rente en
aflossing verkleind.

-liquiditeit van activa: het verlies voor kredietverschaffers in geval van faillis-
sement hangt mede af van de vraag in hoeverre de bezittingen van de onderne-
ming gemakkelijk te gelde te maken zijn. Een gediversificeerde onderneming
heeft meer mogelijkheden om kopers van activa te vinden dan een onderne-
ming in een kleine, specialistische markt.
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-asset substitution risk: in de agency theory wordt het 'asset substitution risk'
onderkend: wanneer de lening eenmaal is verstrekt kan de onderneming het
risicoprofiel van de ondernemingsactiviteiten wijzigen, bijvoorbeeld door te
investeren in projecten met een hoger risico, of door het financiale risico te
vergroten door extra schulden aan te gaan, of het eigen vermogen te verkleinen
door excessieve dividenduitkeringen. De kredietverschaffers worden niet ver-
goed voor dit hogere risico, en is er dus een welvaartsoverdracht van krediet-
verschaffers naar de onderneming en haar aandeelhouders.

Het meten van de kapitaalstructitur in de praktijk

Bij het meten van de kapitaalstructuur in de praktijk doen zich de volgende
problemen voor:

-Hoewel in de theorieen over de kapitaalstructuur veelal wordt verondersteld
dat eigen en vreemd vermogen wordt gemeten tegen marktwaarde, is een
dergelijke benadering in de praktijk meestal niet mogelijk. In de jaarrekening
van ondernemingen zijn meestal alleen boekwaarden te vinden die gebaseerd
zijn op boekhoudconventies. Deze conventies leiden er toe dat het vermogen
tegen verschillende grondslagen worden gewaardeerd, of dat sommige
financiele verplichtingen in het geheel niet op de balans te vinden zijn (off-
balance sheet).

-Naast de 'zuivere' vormen van eigen en vreemd vermogen zoals die meestal in
de theorie worden gehanteerd bestaat er in de praktijk een veelheid aan vermo-
gensbestanddelen die eigenschappen hebben van zowel eigen als vreemd
vermogen. Voorbeelden zijn converteerbare obligaties en preferente aandelen.
Voor het bepalen van de solvabiliteitsratio is het dan niet zonder meer duide-
lijk of een vermogensbestanddeel als eigen of als vreemd vermogen be-
schouwd moet worden. Deze onduidelijkheid hangt samen met het tweeledige
karakter van de solvabiliteitsratio. Het overschot aan waarde boven de schul-
den kan beschouwd worden als een financiele buffer om tijdelijke financiele of
conjuncturele tegenslagen op te vangen. Het in Nederland gangbare begrip
garantievermogen verwijst naar deze interpretatie. In de Angelsaksische landen
wordt echter de verhouding meestal aangeduid als (financial) leverage. Levera-
ge verwijst naar de hefboomwerking die veroorzaakt wordt door de resultaat-
onafhankelijke vergoeding voor schulden. Hoewel beide interpretaties in el-
kaars verlengde liggen, leiden ze tot verschillende ratio's. Zo zal bijvoorbeeld
preferent aandelenkapitaal vanuit het perspectief van buffervermogen tot het
eigen vermogen worden gerekend, terwijl uit oogpunt van leverage het vaste
dividend een hefboomwerking heeft op het rendement van de gewone aande-
len.

Gezien bovengenoemde complicaties is het niet verwonderlijk dat financieel-
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analisten correcties maken op gepubliceerde ratio's. In dit onderzoek zijn sol-
vabiliteitsratio's zoals berekend door de bond rating agencies Moody's Inves-
tors Service (Moody's) en Standard & Poor's (S&P) vergeleken met de ratio's
zoals gepubliceerd in het jaarverslag, en met de cijfers zoals die zijn opgeno-
men in Datastream. Uit deze vergelijking blijkt ten eerste dat de aanpassingen
die Moody's en S&P maken aanzienlijk zijn. Aanpassingen worden zowel
opwaarts als neerwaarts gemaakt. Omdat bond-ratinganalisten vooral geinteres-
seerd lijken in de kwade kansen, is het opmerkelijk dat zij regelmatig de
solvabiliteitsratio gunstiger berekenen dan dat de opsteller van het jaarverslag
dat doet. Een tweede bevinding is dat de aanpassingen door Moody's en S&P
onderling sterk verschillen. Zij berekenen voor dezelfde ondernemingen sterk
verschillende waarden van de solvabiliteitsratio. Dit is opmerkelijk omdat voor
beide agencies het doel van hun financiele analyse gericht is op solvabiliteit,
en hun oordelen over ondernemingen (ratings) veelal hetzelfde zijn. Het be-
schikbare onderzoeksmateriaal was niet geschikt om de aard van de aanpas-
singen in detail te onderzoeken. Slechts enkele verwijzingen naar correcties
voor off-balance sheet verplichtingen en afgeboekte goodwill werden gevon-
den. De bevinding dat de aanpassingen tussen Moody's en S&P sterk verschil-
len doet vermoeden dat er niet een eenduidige methode aan de aanpassingen
ten grondslag ligt. Moody's publiceert voor slechts enkele ondernemingen naast
de solvabiliteitsratio op basis van boekwaarde ook deze ratio op basis van
marktkapitalisatie van het eigen vermogen. Dit geeft aan dat in tegenstelling
tot de theorie de marktwaarde van het vermogen een minder grote rol speelt
dan de boekwaarde van het vermogen.
Een mogelijke verklaring van het onderlinge verschil is dat analisten bij het
berekenen van ratio's juist de diversiteit opzoeken om zich zo te profileren ten
opzichte van andere analisten. Iedere analist zou dan een eigen, unieke inter-
pretatie geven van de gepubliceerde cijfers. Deze hypothese is in dit onderzoek
niet verder getoetst.

Solvabiliteitsbeoodeling in de praktijk

Om solvabiliteitsbeoordeling vanuit een empirisch perspectief te bestuderen is
gekozen voor bond rating. Hoewel solvabiliteitsbeoordeling voorkomt in aller-
lei vormen van financiele analyse, zoals bij acceptatie van bankkrediet en bij
fusies en overnames, is bond rating een van de weinige fenomenen waar
solvabiliteit centraal staat, zonder bijvoorbeeld koop- of verkoopadvies. Dit
maakt bond rating geschikt als onderzoeksobject met betrekking tot solvabili-
teit. Hoewel er meerdere bond rating agencies zijn, beperkt dit onderzoek zich
tot Moody's en S&P, de twee bekendste rating agencies. Zij beoordelen de
solvabiliteit van een breed scala van verhandelbaar krediet. Deze beoordelingen
worden gepubliceerd in de vorm van een rating, een soort rapportcijfer. Onder-
nemingen met de kleinste kans op wanbetaling krijgen een triple-A rating.
Naarmate de kans op wanbetaling hoger wordt ingeschat, daalt de rating via
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AA, A, BBB, ... , tot D voor ondernemingen in staat in faillissement. De bond
ratings van Moody's en S&P spelen een belangrijke rol op de wereldwijde
obligatiemarkt. Met name in Amerika zal een onderneming met een lagere
rating een hoger rentepercentage moeten betalen om de emissie te doen slagen.

Onderzoek naar de solvabiliteitsbeoordeling zoals gedaan door ratinganalisten
wordt bemoeilijkt doordat Moody's en S&P tamelijk terughoudend zijn in het
geven van inzicht in hun rating-methoden en -overwegingen. Zij benadrukken
dat bond ratings geen simpele optelsom zijn van enkele financidle ratio's, maar
dat professionele oordeelsvorming over kwalitatieve factoren een zeer belang-
rijke rol speelt; "financiele ratio's bepalen voor hooguit 50% de rating".
In de schaarse onderzoeken die te vinden zijn in de literatuur rond 1980 wor-
den doorgaans vijf groepen van factoren onderscheiden. Dit zijn de juridische
aspecten van de obligatie (zoals preferentie en restricties in investeringen en
additionele financieringen), de waardevastheid van activa, financieringsbron-
nen, toekomstige winstcapaciteit en de kwaliteit van het management.
In een publicatie  van  S&P  uit 1995 wordt een andere indeling van factoren
gehanteerd. Er wordt een tweedeling gemaakt tussen ondernemingsrisico
(business risk) en financieel risico (financial risk). Onder het ondernemingsri-
sico vallen factoren zoals bedrijfstakkarakteristieken en de concurrentiepositie
van de onderneming. Onder het financiele risico vallen factoren zoals winst-
gevendheid, kapitaalstructuur en kasgenererend vermogen.

Content analysts

Om meer inzicht te krijgen in de factoren die van belang zijn voor ratingana-
listen is in dit onderzoek een onderzoeksmethode toegepast die nog niet veel is
gebruikt in financieel-economisch onderzoek: content analysis (inhoudsanaly-
se). Moody's publiceert per kwartaal overzichten van bond ratings. Hierbij
wordt per onderneming een korte beschrijving gegeven van de achtergronden
van de rating. Dit wordt door Moody's de rating rationale genoemd. Voor het
onderzoek  zijn   173  van deze rationales verzameld.  In deze selectie zijn onder-
nemingen uit diverse landen opgenomen. Vervolgens werd iedere rationale
gelezen en werden de genoemde factoren getabelleerd. De essentie van content
analyse ligt in de veronderstelling dat wanneer bepaalde factoren vaak ge-
noemd worden, deze factoren belangrijk zijn voor het onderzochte fenomeen.

Content analysis heeft enkele voordelen ten opzichte van andere onderzoeks-
methoden zoals interviews, enqu6tes en laboratoriumexperimenten. Ten eerste
is er geen contact tussen de onderzoeker en de onderzochte ratinganalist. Hier-
door is er geen kans op suggestieve vraagstelling of een gebrek aan motivatie
van de ratinganalist om deel te nemen aan het onderzoek. Ten tweede is het
ten opzichte van de andere methoden veel eenvoudiger om een langere tijds-
horizon te onderzoeken. Doordat tekstuele data gearchiveerd kunnen worden,
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kan men eenvoudig teruggrijpen op data van meerdere jaren geleden. De
andere onderzoeksmethoden kunnen vrijwel uitsluitend de huidige praktijk in
kaart brengen.
Een nadeel van content analysis is dat door het ontbreken van de mogelijkheid
om de bevindingen terug te koppelen naar de onderzochte ratinganalist, de
interpretatie van de teksten subjectief blijft. Ten tweede zijn de teksten niet
noodzakelijkerwijs toegesneden op de onderzoeksvragen van de onderzoeker.
Soms zal er een vertaalslag gemaakt moeten worden om de data te laten aan-
sluiten op de onderzoeksvragen. Hierbij kunnen er interpretatiefouten optreden.

Door het inductieve karakter van de methode is het moeilijk om algemeen
geldende regels te ontdekken in de data. Doordat de rationales betrekking
hebben op 'real-life' gevallen, is het niet mogelijk om bepaalde factoren geliso-
leerd te onderzoeken, zoals dat wel mogelijk is bij laboratoriumexperimenten.

Wanneer de uitkomsten van de content analysis worden vergeleken met de be-
schrijvingen van het ratingproces in de literatuur blijkt dat ten opzichte van het
vijf-categorieenschema de juridische aspecten relatief weinig worden genoemd,
terwijl de toekomstige winstcapaciteit veruit de belangrijkste categorie blijkt.
Wanneer de resultaten worden beschouwd ten opzichte van de publicatie van
S&P blijkt dat het ondernemingsrisico en het financieel risico redelijk gelijk
opgaan.

De betrouwbaarheid van de resultaten is getest door het herhaald laten uitvoe-
ren van de tabellering door onafhankelijke onderzoekers en door content ana-
lysis software, en door de stabiliteit van de resultaten te meten over meerdere

jaren. Voor het merendeel van de bevindingen bleken de resultaten voldoende
betrouwbaar.

Content analysis op de rationales is ook toegepast om te toetsen of enige

argumenten uit de kapitaalstructuurtheorie6n ook in de praktijk van bond-
ratinganalisten zijn terug te vinden. Omdat de terminologie van de theorie niet
aansluit op het spraakgebruik van de gangbare financiele analyse, moesten
hiervoor de theoretische termen worden vertaald in bewoordingen die in de
rationale zouden kunnen voorkomen. Deze vertaalslag maakt de resultaten van
deze content analysis minder betrouwbaar dan de eerste content analysis, maar
toch zijn er enige bevindingen uit af te leiden. Zo zijn er geen verwijzingen te
vinden naar het belastingargument, terwijl er relatief veel verwijzingen zijn te
vinden naar het asset substitution risk. De bevindingen zijn grotendeels in lijn
met andere empirische onderzoeken naar kapitaalstructuur-theoretische argu-
menten.
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SOLVABILITErrSRELEVANTE INFORMATIE IN HET JAARVERSLAG

Nadat de informatiebehoefte van ratinganalisten in kaart is gebracht, is de
volgende vraag in hoeverre deze informatie in het jaarverslag is te vinden.
Onderzoek naar de mate van (voluntary) disclosure is vaak gebaseerd op lijsten
van informatie-elementen waarvan de onderzoeker veronderstelt dat die het
meest relevant zijn voor de gebruikers van jaarverslagen. Vervolgens wordt op
basis van deze lijsten gemeten hoe vaak de betreffende informatie in de gese-
lecteerde jaarverslagen te vinden is. De relatieve frequentie van disclosure
wordt dan uitgedrukt als een disclosure-score. De veronderstelde relevantie van
de geselecteerde informatie-elementen is veelal afgeleid uit de algemene kennis
en ervaring van de onderzoeker, en geldt voor de gebruiker 'in het algemeen'.
In deze studie is door de beschikbaarheid van de rating rationales de specifieke
benodigde informatie voor Moody's ratinganalisten per onderneming groten-
deels bekend. Daarom zijn de rating rationales gekozen als uitgangspunt voor
de informatiewaarde van de jaarverslaggeving. Van 33 rationales werden de
teksten uiteen gerafeld in de afzonderlijke informatie-elementen. Vervolgens
werd ieder informatie-element opgezocht in het laatst verschenen jaarverslag
van de betreffende ondememing. Van al deze informatie-elementen in de
rationales bleek bijna tweederde eveneens te vinden te zijn in het jaarverslag
Twintig procent was niet te vinden in het jaarverslag, en in acht procent van
de gevallen waren de rationale en het jaarverslag met elkaar in tegenspraak. De
gewogen disclosure-score bedraagt 55%. De weging is gebaseerd op de rela-
tieve frequenties per factor zoals die gevonden zun in de content analysis.
Deze studie geeft dus aan dat ruim de helft van de informatie die door Mood-
y's als het meest relevant wordt beschouwd, te vinden is in het jaarverslag
Uit een nadere analyse gericht op de vraag in welk gedeelte van het jaarver-
slag de meeste informatie te vinden is, blijkt dat het voorwoord van de voorzit-
ter van de Raad van Bestuur (Chairman's Statement) en de Management's
Discussion & Analysis (MD&A) het meest informatief zijn Relatief weinig
informatie is uitsluitend in (de toelichting op) de jaarrekening te vinden.
Hoewel de disclosure-score per onderneming varieert, is deze variantie niet
terug te leiden op het land van oorsprong van de ondernemingen. Wanneer de
resultaten worden uitgesplitst voor Amerika, Groot-Brittannit, Duitsland en
Japan, blijkt dat er geen grote verschillen zijn in de gemiddelde disclosure. Dit
is enigszins opmerkelijk gezien het verschil in regelgeving omtrent de MD&A
in deze landen. Waar Amerika en Groot-Brittannie (zeer) gedetailleerde voor-
schriften geven, zijn de regels in Duitsland en Japan veel minder dwingend.
Kennelijk zijn er in Duitsland en Japan voldoende andere redenen om op
vruwillige basis ongeveer evenveel disclosure te geven in de MD&A.
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MODELLERiNG VAN BOND RATING

Hoewel de bond rating agencies benadrukken dat bond ratings voor een groot
gedeelte zijn gebaseerd op professionele oordeelsvorming, zijn er in de litera-
tuur een aantal kwantitatieve modellen te vinden die op basis van enkele
financiele ratio's redelijk goed in staat blijken bond ratings correct te voorspel-
len. In de literatuur zijn een aantal punten te vinden waarop rating modellering
verbeterd kan worden. In deze studie is getracht om aan deze tekortkomingen
tegemoet te komen:

-In eerdere modellen is de keuze van verklarende variabelen vaak gebaseerd op
de meest gangbare financiEle ratio's. Deze ratio's zijn niet afgestemd op het
specifieke bond rating proces. In deze studie zijn de verklarende variabelen
geselecteerd op basis van de uitkomsten van de content analysis. Door het met
beschikbaar zijn van sommige informatie in (publieke) databases en door pro-
blemen van meetbaarheid van bepaalde factoren bleek een aantal factoren niet
geschikt voor opname in het model. De mate waarin de modellering op dit
punt is verbeterd is derhalve beperkt.

-In eerdere modellen ontbreken kwalitatieve factoren zoals bedrijfstakkarakte-
ristieken. In deze studie bleek dat het toevoegen van dummy-variabelen voor
verschillende bedrijfstakken en het schalen van ratio's naar bedrijfstakgemid-
delden niet tot duidelijke prestatieverbeteringen van het model leidden.

-De in eerdere modellen gebruikte ratio's worden niet gecorrigeerd voor ver-
schil in waarderingsgrondslagen. Modellen gebaseerd op leverage- en interest-
coverage-ratio's zoals opgesteld door S&P blijken duidelijk beter te presteren
dan modellen op basis van Datastreamgegevens.

-De eerder toegepaste modelleringstechnieken zijn niet in staat om de relaties
tussen de verklarende variabelen en de rating weer te geven. Om ook niet-
lineaire relaties te kunnen modelleren zijn in deze studie neurale netwerken
toegepast. De neurale netwerkmodellen zoals ontwikkeld in deze studie hebben
een betere prestatie dan lineaire regressiemodellen.

Omdat neurale netwerken zeer flexibel zijn is er speciale aandacht besteed aan
het voorkomen en meten van overfitting. In de literatuur wordt ter voorkoming
van overfitting onder andere 'early-stopped training' aanbevolen, en voor het
meten van overfitting kruiselingse validatie (cross validation) Combinatie van
beide methoden leidt echter tot een te conservatieve schatting van overfitting.
Daarom zijn in deze studie twee aangepaste methoden voorgesteld:
-een 5-fold cross-validation waarbij voor iedere training twee out-of-sample
sets worden gebruikt: een voor het stoppen van het trainingsproces, en een om
de out-of-sample performance te schatten;
-een 5-fold cross-validation waarbij het finale model gevormd wordt door de
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gemiddelde output van de vijf cross-validation modellen.

Om enig inzicht te krijgen in de structuur van de neurale-netwerkmodellen zijn
nadere analyses uitgevoerd:
-Zoals voorspeld door de theorie blijkt de variantie van de neurale-netwerk-
modellen groter te zijn dan die van lineaire regressiemodellen, maar is ook de
prestatie beter (bias/variance dilemma);
-Door voor iedere ratingklasse een outputneuron te definieren is het mogelijk
de 'confidence' van iedere voorspelling te berekenen. Er blijkt inderdaad een
positief verband te bestaan tussen een hoge confidence en een correcte voor-
spelling;
-Een gevoeligheidsanalyse toont aan dat de relatie tussen enkele inputvariabe-
len en de outputvariabele non-monotoon is;
-Volgens de in de literatuur voorgestelde methode om op basis van de ge-
wichtsstructuur de verklaringskracht van afzonderlijke inputvariabelen te meten
scoort de variabele CASH FLOW het hoogst voor alle onderzochte modellen.

CONCLUSIE

Van de informatie die bond-ratinganalisten nodig hebben voor het beoordelen
van de solvabiliteit van ondernemingen blijkt ruim de helft terug te vinden te
zijn in het laatst verschenen jaarverslag. Binnen het jaarverslag bevat met
name het kwalitatieve (verbale) gedeelte veel relevante informatie.
Neurale-netwerkmodellen kunnen met een nauwkeurigheid van 54% correcte
classificatie in 66n van zeven ratingklassen de professionele oordeelsvorming
van ratinganalisten nabootsen.
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Appendix 1. Distribution of the findings of the content analysis over Sheiwood's and S&P's summary schemes

FUTURE EARNING POWER FINANCIAL RESOUR- INDENTURE ASSET PROTECTION MANAGEMENT QUA-
CES LITY

profit 136 cash flow 94 indenture 26 leverage 127 strategy             72

costs 93 liquidity                    38 real estate                    5

coverage 24 dividend             11

market position 112

economy                84

government             38

diversification         78

cyclicity              43

acquis policy    27

focus strat          8

new products       23
666 143                  26                    132                   72
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BUSINESS RISK

industry char comp etition management

markettng technology efficiency

economy 84 market position 112 technology 23 costs 93 strategy   57

government 38 brands                                10

cyclicity 43 diversification 78

competition 66 focus strat             8

new products         23

new market            9

231 240                 23                   93                    57

FINANCIAL RISK

financial char policy profitability cash flowcapital
structure protection

- financial policy 24 profit 136 leverage 127 cash flow          94

coverage 24 liquidity                                 38

0                     24 160 127 132
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Appendix 2: Key-words per factor in the computer
coded content analysis
Some key-words exist only of the linguistic core of a word to cope with differ-
ent declinations or conjugations. These words are indicated with a truncation *.

MARKET POSITION: market position; largest; dominant; leading; monopol*;
establised; market share
COMPETITION: competition; intens*; highly competit*
CURRENCY RISK: currency; yen
BRANDS: brand*
DIVERSIFICATION: diversif*; balanced; portfolio; single; broad; globaliz*
NEW PRODUCTS: new product*; r&d

ECONOMIC CYCLE: downturn*; recession*; industrywide; swings; saturat*;
downcycle; upcycle; demand_ ; recover*; matur*; econom*
CYCLICALITY: cyclic*; swing*; economic cycles

PROFIT: profit*; earnings
CASH FLOW: cash flow*
COVERAGE: coverage
LEVERAGE: *leverage*; capital structure; debt level; low debt; debt reduction;
debt ratio
LIQUIDITY: *liquid*
DIVIDEND: dividend*
LITIGATION: litigation*; court*

COSTS: Cost*
CAPITAL INVESTMENTS: capital AND require; capital expend*; capital invest*
ACQUISITION: merg*; synerg*; acquir*
SALES OF ASSETS: asset AND sale*
TECHNOLOGY: technolog*
REAL ESTATE: real estate

MANAGEMENT: conservative*; aggressive*; prudent*; careful*; successful*
ACQUISITION POLICY: acquisition AND grow*
FOCUS ON CORE BUSINESS: core AND focus
INDENTURE: indenture; keepwell; subordination

GOVERNMENT: government*; regulat*
SOVEREIGN CEILING: sovereign

For the factors NEW MARKETS, SALES FINANCE, PRODUCTION, RESTRUCTURING
and COOPERATION no meaningful discriminating key-words could be derived.
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Appendix 3: Selected companies for tracing
rationales to annual repolts

US. Germany:

Allied Signal BASF
Amoco Bayer
Avon Bayerische Motoren Werke
Black & Decker Hoechst
Dayton Hudson Volkswagen
Dow Chemical
Exxon
General Electric Rest of the world:
Hewlett Packard
Johnson & Johnson Asea Brown Boveri
3M Ericsson

W.R. Grace Gasunie
Petrofina

Japan:

Canon

Fuji
Fujitsu
Hitachi
Toyota

UK:

Allied-Lyons
B.A.T.

BOC
British Aerospace
British Petroleum
Guinness
Marks & Spencer
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Apppendix 4: A sample of contradicted items as
found in the study described in section 5.3.3

Moody's: "The lackluster performance of BAe's commercial operations is likely
to continue."

However: "I am pleased to be able to inform you of the strong recovery of
your company...
...The improvement in performance has come from both the elimination of
underperforming businesses and further strengthening of Defence and Com-
mercial Aerospace businesses." (page 2 British Aerospace, 1994)

Moody's: "the company's profits and cash flow-will be pressured by declining
worldwide defense budgets, despite the company's recent success in winning
some sizeable contracts."

However: "The increase in order book in each of the last three succesive years,
..., gives confidence in the anticipated flow through to sales this sustained
higher customer activity." (page 5, British Aerospace, 1994)

Moody's: "A further positive rating factor is the company's limited cyclical ex-
posure because of the importance of pharmaceuticals, specialty chemicals, and
consumer products in the portfolio."

However: "Although the sales segmentation is rather equally distributed, the
profit segmentation shows that health care provide 51% of all profits. The
second profit contributors are agriculture and industrial products (each 13%)."
(page 10, Bayer 1994)

Moody's: "The company's 1993 pretax profit  was  down   15% from prior-year
results, ..."

However: "Calculated from the figures in the 10 years history, pretax profit
was down 12.5%." (page 80, Bayer 1994)

Moody's: "Cash flow has been insufficient to fund even a reduced level of
investments."

However: "Although true for former years, in 1994 Volkswagen presents in the
notes to the financial statements cash flow as a percentage of capital invest-
ments amounting 135.7%." (page 69, Volkswagen 1994)
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Moody's: "ABB management is adept at anticipating these cycles and posi-
tioning the company's cost structure accordingly as evidenced by ABB's strong
and fairly predictable  cash flow."

However: "The statistical group data show a rather volatile operating cash
flow, therefore hardly predictable." (page 64, ABB, 1994)

Moody's: "We also believe the company will continue to generate cash flows
from the divestiture of non-essential assets, ..."

However: "Petrofina announces the ending of a 3 year program of assets
sales." (page 38, Petrofina, 1994)

Moody's: "Ericsson... is a medium-sized player..."

However: "For more than a century the Company has been one of the leading
suppliers..." (page 12, Ericsson 1994)

Moody's: "...At the same time, sales were stagnating."

However: "The ten-year summary shows a steep increase in sales for 1993"
(page 43, Ericsson 1994)

Moody's: "Many of Dow's businesses remain vulnerable to economic cycles,
"

However: "Dow reports the creation of a strategic blueprint to "enjoy positive
cash flow and economic profit through all phases of the business cycle"" (page
3,  Dow  1994)

Moody's: "Marion Merrell Dow, its 72%owned pharmaceutical affiliate,..."

However: "Marion Merrel Dow, Inc., a Dow subsidiary (71% percent owned)"
(page 16, Dow 1994)

Moody's: "...continued weakness in key markets."

However: "The Company's sales and earnings expanded to record levels in
1994." (page 19, Allied Signal 1994)

Moody's: "The company has taken a more focused approach to its business
groups, ..."

However: "we (...) focused more resources  on (...) new products and on
inventing new uses for our existing products." (page 9, Allied Signal 1994)
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Moody's: "...the semiconductor market showed a recovery due to the buoyant
US P/C market..."

However: "Fujitsu's business was hurt by (...) the inactive general purpose
computer market in the U.S." (page 2, Fujitsu 1994)

Moody's: "...its decision to conclude its common share repurchase program..."

However: "...GE's Board of Directors authorized the repurchase of up to $ 5
billion of the Company's common stock over the next two years." (page 41,
General Electric   1994)

Moody's: "The current rating anticipates (...) a reduced cash usage for CAP-
EX..."

However: "Management anticates that the level of capital expenditures in 1995
will increase..." (page 27, W.R. Grace & Co, 1994)

Moody's: "The Baa2 rating (...) is based on Avon's (...) stronger cash flow,..."

However: "Operating cashflows decreased since 1992." (page 30, Avon 1994)

Moody's: "...strong and supportive ownership interests."

However: Several threats from government's policies are mentioned. (page 7,
Gasunie  1994)
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Stellingen bij het proefschrift

Solvency Assessment and Annual Reporting
an empirical study

on the informative value of annual reporting
based on bond rating

Bart Kamp

1. Als financiele instellingen geen bedrijfstak-specifieke verslaggevingsmodel-
len zouden gebruiken zou waarschijnlijk het strakke onderscheid tussen finan-
ciale instellingen en 'industriele ondernemingen' niet gemaakt worden in empi-
risch-kwantitatieve accounting research. Het argument dat financiele instellin-
gen te sterk afwijkende activiteiten hebben verhoudt zich niet tot de grote
diversiteit binnen de categorie 'industridle ondernemingen'.

2. Het naast elkaar laten bestaan van verschillende vermogens- en winstbepa-
lingsstelsels wordt vaak verdedigd met het argument 'different concepts of
profit for different purposes'. Doordat er echter vrijwel geen enkele theorie
bestaat die verklaart voor welk doel welk stelsel van toepassing is, biedt dit
argument weinig handvatten voor de opsteller van de jaarrekening bij het
kiezen tussen verwerkingsmethoden.

3. De uitgebreide toelichting van zogenaamde latente belastingen die veelal
wordt voorgeschreven legt onevenredig veel nadruk op deze nauwelijks te
interpreteren activa en passiva die eigenlijk slechts een boekhoudkundige
noodzakelijkheid zun om de effectieve belastingdruk in de resultatenrekening
te tonen.

4. Het feit dat in het directieverslag vaak nog de verouderde benadering van de
cash flow als 'winst plus afschrijving' wordt gehanteerd in plaats van de nauw-
keurigere operationele kasstroom geeft aan dat bij veel opstellers van jaarre-
keningen de betekenis van het moderne kasstroomoverzicht nog niet ingebur-
gerd is.

5.   Gegeven de snelle veranderingen  in de waarde  van een portefeuille  met
financiele instrumenten zou de nadruk in de externe verslaggeving veel meer
moeten liggen op de verantwoording van de gekozen beheersingsprocedures in
de organisatie dan op details van de exposure op balansdatum die ten tijde van
publicatie van het jaarverslag relatief lang geleden is.



6. Bij het bepalen van de risico's van het gebruik van financiele instrumenten
wordt vaak een onderscheid gemaakt tussen het koersrisico, het interne contro-
le    risico   en het kredietrisico   van de tegenpartij. Het vrijwel ontbreken   in   de
literatuur van modellen van het optreden van organisatorische fouten ten op-
zichte van de vele koers- en kredietmodellen hangt waarschijnlijk samen met
de slechts ogenschijnlijk eenvoudigere uitkomsten van het koersrisico (de koers
gaat omhoog of omlaag) en het kredietrisico (de onderneming gaat wel of niet
failliet) ten opzichte van het brede scala van wat er mis kan door gebreken in
de interne controle.

7. Het kiezen van een afwijkende datum om het verslagjaar af te sluiten werd
in het verleden vooral beargumenteerd met het doel om het verslagjaar gelijk
te laten lopen met het seizoenspatroon van de onderneming. Gegeven de steeds
verdergaande diversificatie van ondernemingen verliest dit argument echter aan
betekenis, en zou men onder deze omstandigheden uit hoofde van vergelijk-
baarheid voor een uniforme datum moeten kiezen.

8. Het 'black box' karakter van backprop neurale netwerken maakt hen als we-
tenschappelijke methode verdacht. Het interpreteren van netwerkgewichten is
echter in principe niet abstracter dan het interpreteren van lineaire regressie-
coafficienten. Het veronderstellen van lineaire verbanden is wellicht meer
arbitrair dan het toelaten van niet-lineariteiten die uit de data blijken.
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